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ABSTRACT 
 

Public media and previous research have focused mainly on listing day returns of initial 

public offers (IPOs) by new economy companies in specific periods such as before 

April 2000, without examining any subsequent equity offers by new economy 

companies. This study addresses the issue of multiple equity offers and provides 

additional understanding of new economy initial and seasoned equity offers (SEOs). 

Without, a priori, favouring any existing explanation of initial and long-term share 

returns, this research tests a wide range of theories in order to provide insight into share 

returns of equity offerings by new economy companies listed on the Australian Stock 

Exchange between 1994 and 2004. 

 

In general, this thesis documents the ability of publicly available information (obtained 

from offer documents and company announcements to the market) to explain the returns 

of equity-issuing new economy companies in Australia. In other words, how useful is 

public information in the valuation of initial and seasoned equity offers of new economy 

stocks? Specifically, the thesis seeks to examine the ability of public information to 

explain (a) listing day and long-term returns subsequent to initial public offers by new 

economy companies, and the probability of IPO withdrawal, (b) announcement period 

and long-term returns of seasoned equity offers by new economy companies, and  (c) 

the relationships between the initial and any subsequent equity offers by new economy 

companies (within three years of listing) in terms of probability of seasoned equity 

offer, duration between the IPO and the first SEO, and frequency of seasoned equity 

offers within the first three years of IPO. 

 

First, the thesis finds that public information is used by investors to value new economy 

stocks on listing day and in the long run. The negative effect of withdrawal probability 
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on listing day returns of successful IPOs is confirmed in this thesis in the context of the 

fixed-price offer process in the new economy sector in Australia. While new economy 

equity-issuing companies have inferior long-term returns compared to the market index 

and the small capitalisation stock index, they do not underperform relative to their 

respective industry index returns. Second, this study also finds that public information 

can explain new economy stock returns around the announcements of seasoned offers 

and in the long run. Third, the results reveal that publicly available information can be 

used to explain the incidence and to estimate the probability of seasoned equity offers 

by recent new economy IPOs. Furthermore, it is found that public information has the 

ability to explain the duration between the IPO and the first seasoned offer, as well as 

the frequency of seasoned offers in the first three years after listing. The results of the 

study support the theoretical predictions about the effects of public information 

(representing IPO characteristics) and the incidence of a seasoned equity offer. In 

particular, IPO quality signalling by retained ownership and by underpricing, and the 

market feedback effect of post-IPO returns have been confirmed for new economy 

equity offers in Australia. Underpriced new economy IPOs and those with greater 

proportion of ownership retained after the offer are significantly more likely to have a 

seasoned equity offer within three years of listing. Likewise, new economy IPOs with 

superior aftermarket returns are significantly more likely to have a seasoned equity 

offer. 

 

The implication of this research is that public information contained in offer documents 

and in company announcements is important to valuation of the Australian Stock 

Exchange listed new economy companies. Thus, the regulators and the Stock Exchange 

should continue to insist on a high level of information disclosure prior to equity offers 

in order to enable investors to properly value companies within the new economy 

sector. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction and Motivation 
 

 

 

1.0 Introduction 

This study examines Initial Public Offers (IPOs)1 and any subsequent equity offers by 

‘new economy’ companies that listed on the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) between 

January 1994 and June 2004. New economy company is defined as an entity with 

business activities in any high technology production or service. These business 

activities may include manufacture and development of computer components and 

software, electronic commerce and other Internet related services, as well as high 

technology related business activities in media, telecommunications and 

biotechnology.2

 

New economy entities in the USA frequently list on a stock exchange at an early stage 

of the company development life cycle and are in many cases not profitable at the time 

of going public (Core, Guay, and Buskirk, 2003; Ritter, 2006; Schultz and Zaman, 

2001). This indicates a need for external financing, either with debt or equity finance. 

Moreover, Loughran and Ritter (2004) found that US technology and Internet related 

                                                 
1 Initial Public Offer involves listing of a previously private company on a stock exchange subsequent to 
an initial share offer (also known as ‘going public’ process). This study examines companies that offered 
shares for subscription to the public. Moreover, the offer should consist of ordinary shares (and share 
options if applicable). Companies that list on the Stock Exchange as a result of a compliance listing, a 
reorganisation of capital, or a private placement, are not included in this thesis. 
2 While some recent studies of the new economy companies exclude the biotechnology sector, the OECD 
(2001b, p. 98) report on the new economy underlines the importance of biotechnology innovations and its 
influence on economic growth prospects. Therefore, biotechnology companies are included in the new 
economy sector. 
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IPOs had consistently higher listing day returns (underpricing)3 than other IPOs 

between 1980 and 2000. Schultz and Zaman (2001) confirmed this for a sample of 

Internet related IPOs that listed between January 1996 and March 2000. Internet related 

new listings were underpriced by 80.7 percent on average, compared to 21.6 percent for 

non-Internet related IPOs. Moreover, high listing day returns (of around 76 percent on 

average) are also evident in European Internet related IPOs (Arosio, Giudici, and 

Paleari, 2000). 

 

In order to increase their visibility and achieve lower cost of capital, new economy 

firms chose to list as relatively young companies.4 Additionally, new economy firms are 

technology and research and development (R&D) intensive, indicating a need for 

financing in several stages. Thus, equity-financing campaigns by new economy 

companies are analysed in this study. That is, the initial public offer and any subsequent 

seasoned equity offers (SEOs) by these companies (in the form of rights issues or 

private placements) made prior to July 2004 are examined.5

 

The April 2000 issue of the Shares magazine reported (on p. 52) that 50 selected 

Internet related initial public offers, listed on the Australian Stock Exchange during 

1999 and 2000, on average returned in excess of 490 percent to investors in the period 

from listing to April 2000. Additionally, the Australian biotechnology sector is at the 

forefront of scientific development with genomics and human antibodies research 

attracting investor interest and capital. This was subsequently reflected in the fact that 

the biotechnology sector companies listed on the Australian Stock Exchange increased 

                                                 
3 Underpricing in this study is defined as the initial return to subscribing IPO investors, measured as the 
excess (benchmark index adjusted) return between the offer price and the first trading day closing share 
price. 
4 The median age of technology IPOs in Australia is less than three years at the time of going public (Ho, 
Taher, Lee, and Fargher, 2001). 
5 Both the initial (announcement time) and the long-term returns subsequent to these events are evaluated. 
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in value five times the growth of the broad based All Ordinaries index between 1998 

and 2000 (ASX Perspective, 2nd quarter 2000, p. 8). 

 

Bosworth and Triplett (2000) found that the rise in technology stocks’ market 

valuations before April 2000 in the USA contributed to strong growth in consumer 

demand as a result of increased household wealth.6 Conversely, investors’ 

reconsideration of future growth and profitability of high technology and Internet 

related companies resulted in lower stock valuations and private wealth, which was 

followed by economic deceleration after March 2000. Thus, due to the importance of 

the feedback effect between financial markets and the real economy, it is essential to 

further the understanding of high technology and Internet related stock values 

subsequent to important events such as the initial and seasoned equity offers. In turn, 

equity offering events might provide further insight into determinants of market value 

of new economy companies, resulting in more efficient valuation and financing of those 

companies. 

 

Many new economy companies are human capital and research and development 

intensive. Thus, it is plausible to expect that new economy companies would be 

relatively more difficult to value by using financial information available in offer 

documents. The regulators (the Australian Securities and Investments Commission) and 

the Australian Stock Exchange request specific information to be provided in offer 

documents, in order to enable investors to make informed decisions about the security 

offer. Thus, the capacity of public information (related to the offer and company 

characteristics) to explain market values of entities characterised with asset intangibility 

                                                 
6 The remarkable growth of the high technology sector in the USA is best illustrated by the fact that 
technology companies represented around 10 percent of the Standard and Poor’s S&P 500 index in 1991, 
while their proportion of the index value increased to about 33 percent by 1999 (Bosworth and Triplett, 
2000). 
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and relatively limited publicly available information should be of interest to the 

regulators and the Stock Exchange. 

 

Using US data, Core et al. (2003) found that the proportion of firm value explained by 

information extracted from offer documents has been decreasing between 1975 and 

1999 (for high technology and young firms); and particularly during the new economy 

period between 1996 and 1999. Moreover, investor sentiment about the new economy 

sector and the equities markets in general became an increasingly important determinant 

of returns. This is evident in the global reversal of investor sentiment about high 

technology and Internet sectors in March 2000, which also impacted the Australian new 

economy sector. The Australian Financial Review and other media reported large share 

price corrections for the ASX listed Internet related companies between 30 March and 

17 April 2000 (see Carvalho, Durand, and Ng, 2002). 

 

1.1 Objectives of the Thesis 

Therefore, in general, the aim of this thesis is to examine the relevance of publicly 

available information7 in market valuation of initial and seasoned equity offers of new 

economy stocks in Australia. Specifically, the thesis seeks to examine the ability of 

public information to explain: 

a) Listing day and long-term returns subsequent to initial public offers by new 

economy companies, and the probability of IPO withdrawal; 

                                                 
7 Public information, collected from offer documents and company announcements to the Stock Exchange 
may include, but are not limited to: number of shares offered, company's main area of business, public 
offer open and close dates, share offer price (public offer), offer size as percentage of total shares after 
listing, the intended use of offer proceeds, market capitalisation at offer price, proportion of offered 
shares that are primary (new) or secondary (existing) shares, offer underwriting and management fees (if 
any), and forecast earnings, cash flows and dividends. Section 4.1 in Chapter Four provides further details 
about the information collected from offer documents and company announcements that are used as 
explanatory variables in this study. 
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b) Announcement period and long-term returns of seasoned equity offers by new 

economy companies; and 

c) The relationships between the initial and any subsequent equity offers by new 

economy companies (within three years of listing) in terms of: 

• Probability of seasoned equity offer, 

• Duration between the IPO and the first SEO, and  

• Frequency of seasoned equity offers within the first three years of IPO. 

 

Additional issues related to the above objectives, such as the examination of pre-SEO 

announcement share returns and offer price discounts, will be introduced and developed 

further in the results chapter addressing the specific objective. 

 

1.2 Significance and Contributions of the Study 

The new economy sector is very important for further development and diversification 

of the Australian economy, which is heavily dependent on resources and agriculture 

sectors, exposing the whole economy to the cycles in prices of natural resources and 

droughts. Thus, a growing new economy sector provides a needed diversification for the 

Australian economy, with economic activities less sensitive to prices of natural 

resources. Products and services generated by this innovative, flexible and research and 

development intensive sector may provide the competitive edge needed to achieve 

continued economic growth and prosperity in an ever-changing world. Thus, while the 

new economy sector may be relatively small and recent, it may be what the Australian 

economy needs to compete in the globalised markets of the 21st century. 

 

Moreover, an empirical study of the new economy sector in a small, open economy may 

provide interesting insights and enable some comparisons with existing research on 
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equity offers by industrial and resources companies in large-population, industrialised 

and developing economies. 

 

The growing importance of technology-intensive companies for product diversification 

and efficiency improvements in the economy, as well as investor and media attention 

for the new economy, warrant further research into this topic. Insight into share price 

performance and funding needs of new economy entities could assist optimal financing, 

growth, and regulation of this new sector of Australian economy. Despite this, relatively 

little empirical research has been conducted on the Australian new economy stocks. 

 

As indicated in Chapter Three, extensive academic literature exists on share price 

performance of equity issuing industrial and resource companies. Several existing 

studies examined listing day returns of new economy IPOs (see, for example, Ho et al., 

2001; Ofek and Richardson, 2003; Schultz and Zaman, 2001); however, there is a lack 

of empirical evidence on returns of equity-offering firms in new economy industries for 

firms listed since 2001. 

 

It is also important to establish whether withdrawn and successfully listed new economy 

companies differ based on company and offer characteristics. Busaba et al. (2001) 

documented that the probability of IPO withdrawal, in the context of book-building 

offers by industrial companies in the USA, is an important determinant of listing day 

returns of successful offers. Thus, it is important to evaluate whether the withdrawal 

probability effect on listing day returns of IPOs is robust, and whether it is present in 

new industries and in alternative offer systems (such as the fixed-price offer process in 

Australia). 
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Recent empirical evidence on seasoned equity offers by industrial firms in the form of 

rights offers and private placements indicated that rights offers and private placements 

differ substantially based on offer characteristics and share price reactions to SEO 

announcements (see, for example, Cooney, 2001; Lee, 2003, and Tan et al., 2002).8 

However, there is a need to assess offer characteristics and share price reactions to the 

announcements of seasoned equity offers by new economy firms, as well as the post-

SEO long-term returns, as these have not been studied previously. 

 

Numerous theoretical predictions link the initial public offer characteristics (such as 

listing day returns and proportion of retained ownership) with subsequent equity offers 

(see, for example, Allen and Faulhaber, 1989; Grinblatt and Hwang, 1989; Welch, 

1989). There is also mounting empirical evidence on the relationships between the IPO 

and seasoned equity offers by industrial firms (for example, Jegadeesh, Weinstein, and 

Welch, 1993; Welch, 1996).9 However, due to the lack of empirical evidence on the 

relationships between the initial and subsequent equity offers by new economy firms, it 

is important to evaluate any effects of public information on the incidence and the 

probability of seasoned equity offers by recent new economy IPOs. 

 

New equity offers are characterised by predictable positive listing day returns as 

evidenced in numerous stock markets (see, for example, Loughran, Ritter, and 

Rydqvist, 1994), and with a post equity-offer returns underperformance in the long run 

(see, for example, Loughran and Ritter, 1995; Spies and Affleck-Graves, 1995). These 

predictable returns patterns present a challenge for the efficient market hypothesis, 

                                                 
8 Tan et al. (2002) presented the evidence on offer characteristics and share returns around the 
announcements of rights offers and private placements by industrial firms in Singapore, while Cooney 
(2001) and Lee (2003) documented the evidence for rights offers and private placement by industrial 
firms in Australia. For more information about the above studies and comparisons with the results of this 
research see Chapter Seven. 
9 See Chapter Three for theory and evidence on initial and seasoned equity offers. 
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which states (among other things) that equity returns should not be predictable. Thus, an 

additional contribution of this study, from the perspective of efficient markets, is to 

provide empirical evidence on post equity-offer returns performance by new economy 

stocks. Finally, evidence about the ability of publicly available information to explain 

post equity-offer returns would provide further insights about the level of market 

efficiency of the Australian equity market. 

 

1.3 Preview of the Thesis 

Listing day and long-term returns of equity-issuing new economy companies in 

Australia between January 1994 and June 2004 are compared with returns on several 

benchmarks. Next, information contained in offer documents (and other publicly 

available sources) is used to explain the returns of initial public offers in both the short- 

and the long-term. Furthermore, public information is used to evaluate seasoned equity 

offers’ announcement time and long-term returns. 

 

In order to gain a better understanding of new economy equity issuing companies in 

changed market conditions, this research extends beyond the hot issue10 period of the 

late 1990s. Thus, the sample period under study is between 1994 and 2004.11 While 

concentrating its attention on the valuation of new economy initial and seasoned equity 

offers, this study also examines the ability of public information to explain related 

events, such as the incidence and the probability of new economy IPO withdrawals. For 

example, this publicly available information may include (but is not limited to); 

earnings, cash flow and dividend forecasts, the intended use of offer proceeds, 

                                                 
10 Hot issue period is defined as a period (of several months or longer) in which the IPO average listing 
day returns are high compared to the long-term average, while the trend in the number of IPO firms going 
public is increasing (see, for example, Ibbotson and Jaffe, 1975; Ibbotson, Sindelar, and Ritter, 1988). 
11 The sample period start (year 1994) marks the beginning of the new economy era in Australia. Before 
1994, new economy listings (mainly biotechnology firms) were few and infrequent. 
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association with venture capitalists or underwriters, and the proportion of ownership 

retained. Moreover, probability and frequency of seasoned equity offers by new 

economy IPOs, as well as the duration between the initial and seasoned equity offers, 

are examined. 

 

The results of this study indicate that public information (related to the offer and 

company characteristics) have explanatory power of equity-issuing new economy stock 

returns. Long-term returns following new economy initial and seasoned equity offers 

are inferior compared with benchmarks approximating returns on the market and the 

small capitalisation stocks. However, new economy equity-issuing companies do not 

underperform compared with returns on their respective industry indexes. 

 

Variables constructed from public information have the ability to explain event day and 

long-term returns of new economy IPOs and SEOs. Moreover, results indicate that 

public information about new economy IPOs can explain the incidence and the 

probability of offer withdrawal, while offer withdrawal probability is an important 

determinant of listing day returns of successfully listed new economy IPOs. 

Additionally, listing day and aftermarket returns, and the proportion of retained 

ownership, have the ability to explain the probability of a seasoned equity offer by 

recent new economy IPOs. Thus, quality-signalling hypotheses (by ownership retention 

and by underpricing) have been supported in the new economy sector. Likewise, the 

market feedback hypothesis has been supported by the results of this study.12

 
                                                 
12 As of July 2006, this thesis resulted in three conference papers, where the author of this thesis is the 
principal author of the papers. Chapter Six was the basis for the paper ‘The incidence and the expected 
probability of new economy IPO withdrawals’, presented at the 17th Annual Australasian Finance and 
Banking Conference in Sydney, in December 2004; results of Chapter Seven were presented as the paper 
titled ‘New economy seasoned equity offers in Australia’ at the 18th Annual Australasian Finance and 
Banking Conference in Sydney, in December 2005; and the results of Chapter Eight were presented at the 
Annual Accounting and Finance Association of Australia and New Zealand Conference in Wellington in 
July 2006, with the paper titled ‘New economy initial and seasoned equity offers’. 
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Finally, the results indicate that the exact time of seasoned equity offer announcement 

should be controlled for in studies that examine SEO announcement day returns. This is 

because around 38 percent of private placements and 45 percent of rights issues in this 

study were announced after the close of market trading. 

 

1.4 Structure of the Thesis 

The structure of the remaining chapters in this thesis is as follows: 

• Chapter Two presents the evidence for the emergence of new economy in Australia 

since the mid-1990s. It also addresses the motivation for, and process of, going 

public, and presents an overview of the Australian regulatory framework for listed 

companies. The issue of equity market efficiency in relation to predictable share 

price reactions subsequent to equity offers is also addressed; 

• Chapter Three provides a review of the existing theory and empirical evidence on 

equity offers. Specifically, Chapter Three presents an overview of theoretical 

predictions and empirical evidence on listing day returns by initial public offers, as 

well as the evidence on the post-listing long-term share price performance. It also 

outlines theories and empirical evidence on the relationships between the initial and 

subsequent equity offers. Moreover, motivations to issue seasoned equity and the 

empirical evidence on returns around the announcements of seasoned equity offers, 

as well as post-SEO long-term returns are presented; 

• Chapter Four presents the data and research design used to examine new economy 

initial and seasoned equity offers in Australia. The chapter presents data sources and 

explains the methods used to measure the post equity-offer short- and long-term 

returns. Additionally, methods used to examine whether share returns of new 

economy IPOs and SEOs differ from returns on various benchmarks are outlined. 
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This chapter also identifies the independent variables, constructed from public 

information, used in this research; 

• Chapters Five and Six contain the results and the analysis of results of new economy 

initial public offers. Chapter Five provides the analysis of new economy initial 

public offer and company characteristics and examines the post-listing long-term 

returns. Chapter Six provides an analysis of the incidence of IPO withdrawals by 

new economy companies and the effects of public information on the probability of 

offer withdrawal. Together with other variables constructed from public 

information, the probability of withdrawal is used to explain listing day returns of 

successful new economy IPOs in Chapter Six; 

• Chapter Seven provides the results and the analysis of results of seasoned equity 

offers. In particular, Chapter Seven provides the analysis of announcement period 

and long-term returns of new economy SEOs, as well as the analysis of seasoned 

equity offer-price discounts; 

• Chapter Eight analyses the effects of public information on the relationships 

between the initial and subsequent equity offers by new economy firms in Australia. 

Specifically, Chapter Eight presents the analysis of the probability of a seasoned 

equity offer by a new economy IPO, the duration between the IPO and the first 

SEO, and the frequency of seasoned equity offers within first three years after 

listing; 

• Chapter Nine presents a summary and the discussion of the results and concludes 

this study. 
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CHAPTER 2 

The Australian Institutional Framework, New Economy and 

the Equity Issues Market 
 

 

 

2.0 Introduction 

This chapter provides an overview of the emerging new economy sector in Australia.  

Moreover, this chapter outlines the motivation for, and process of, going public, and 

presents an overview of the Australian regulatory framework for listed companies. A 

brief history of the Internet and the role of venture capital in the new economy 

environment are also presented. The chapter concludes by relating the phenomenon of 

predictable share price reactions of equity issuing firms to the theory of market 

efficiency.  

 

2.1 Australian New Economy 

A recent OECD report on the new economy questions the source of productivity surge 

in Australia, “… which has virtually no such [new technology] sector at all?” (OECD, 

2001a, p. 9). However, Parham, Roberts and Sun (2001) showed that productivity 

benefits in the new economy come from the use of technology and not necessarily only 

from technology production. Although primarily a user of high technology, Australia 

experienced higher productivity growth during the 1990s than the United States (Gruen, 

2001; Parham et al., 2001). The higher productivity increase in Australia (since 1993-

94) coincided with new technologies and the Internet gaining momentum (Parham, 

1999; Parham et al., 2001). Additionally, the reliance on imports of information and 

communication technology enabled Australia to benefit from a downward trend in new 
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technology prices in the second half of the 1990s, facilitating even broader adoption of 

information and communications technology. Moreover, the stronger productivity 

growth in Australia (compared to United States) suggests that some sectors of the 

Australian economy might have been able to catch up faster on efficiency in the use of 

technology, or had a lower starting point and experienced immediate and greater 

benefits from the use of technology. 

 

Parham (1999) indicated that both capital and labour productivity increased during the 

1990s, with capital productivity growth reversing the long-term declining trend. 

Moreover, productivity rose to an all-time high, breaking the slower growth trend from 

previous decades (Parham, 1999, p. vii). Productivity growth was on average 2.4 

percent per annum between 1993-94 and 1997-98, compared with 1.4 percent per 

annum during previous periods. 

 

Additionally, the largest productivity gains during the decade to 2002-03 were achieved 

in the wholesale trade (4.7 percent) and communications services (4.1 percent), while 

the average labour productivity growth between 1992-93 and 2002-03 for all industries 

was 1.9 percent (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1370.0 Measures of Australia's 

Progress 2004).13 These productivity improvements created a basis for future increases 

in economic growth. Moreover, the World Bank reported in September 2005 that it 

would take less time to start a business in Australia than anywhere else in the world.14 

The above developments can be explained by economic and legislative reforms and 

technological advancements in Australia, with some indicators presented below. 

 

                                                 
13 Retrieved on 26 February 2006, from the World Wide Web: http://www.abs.gov.au/Ausstats/abs@.nsf/ 
0/F159D8D92A58AF1CCA256E7D00002648?Open 
14 The World Bank News and Broadcasts. ‘Doing Business in 2006’ Retrieved on 27 February 2006, from 
the World Wide Web http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/NEWS/0,,contentMDK:20643058 
~pagePK:64257043~piPK:437376~theSitePK:4607,00.html 
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Although Australia is frequently perceived as predominantly a primary producer 

(especially overseas), industrial and services sectors account for a substantial proportion 

of gross domestic product. About 52 percent of Australian gross domestic product was 

generated by industry and services sectors in 1999 (Australian Bureau of Statistics, Year 

Book Australia 1999, p. 358). In comparison, information and communication 

technology accounted for about four percent of Australian GDP and is one of the fastest 

growing sectors (Holthuyzen, 2001).15 Nevertheless, new economy industries represent 

a relatively small proportion of the ASX broad based All Ordinaries Index16 (see Table 

2.1).17

 

Table 2.1 New economy industries as proportion of the Australian equity market as at December 
2001 (December 2003) 

Index market capitalisation  
ASX Index Group $ Billion Percent of All Ordinaries Index
Media 91.454 12.7 (n/a) 
Telecommunications 46.414 6.4 (5.6) 
Healthcare and biotechnology 29.713 4.1 (2.5) 
Miscellaneous industrials (rebased) 14.604 2.0 (0.5) 

Notes From July 2002 Australian companies have been classified in sectors and industries based 
on the Global Industry Classification Standard (developed by Standard & Poor’s and Morgan 
Stanley Capital International); Healthcare and biotechnology sector was renamed health care sector 
while the miscellaneous industrials became the information technology sector. Percent of index 
information for 2003 is relative to the S&P/ASX 200 index. Table includes the most recent publicly 
available information from Standard & Poor’s (as of June 2006). For further information see: ASX 
Fact File (2002, p. 8), http://www.asx.com.austatistics/l3/gicsdescription_ms3.shtm and 
www.standardandpoors.com 

 

The growing infrastructure and availability of skilled workforce indicate a promising 

future for the new economy sector in Australia. Market capitalisation of the health and 

biotechnology sector (GICS health care sector) as a proportion of the Australian equity 

market in December 2001 was 4.1 percent, up from 1.6 percent in 1999 and 2.5 percent 

in 2001. Table 2.1 indicates that the information technology sector (miscellaneous 

                                                 
15 Holthuyzen (2001). Asian Statisticians Conference, Brisbane, 21 May, 2001 Retrieved on 7 March 
2006, from the World Wide Web: http://www.unescap.org/stat/ict/ict2001/ITStatConfSess2.pdf 
16 The All Ordinaries Index represented approximately 99 per cent of the Australian Stock Exchange total 
domestic market capitalisation (as of 30 June 2002). 
17 Note that not all companies in new economy industries are new economy companies, that is, they do 
not have new economy business activities (for example, some telecommunications and media 
companies). 
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industrials sector until July 2002), which includes most Internet and high technology 

companies, represented 2 percent of the ASX market capitalisation in 2001 (but only 0.5 

percent in 2003). 

 

Thus, innovation and productivity are becoming increasingly important in the new 

economy. After four years of stagnation, business expenditure on research and 

development during the 2000-01 financial year increased by 18 percent to the highest 

levels recorded. However, despite the recent growth, business expenditure on research 

and development as a percentage of the Australian gross domestic product (GDP) was 

only 1.55 percent in 2000-01 and 1.62 percent in 2002-03.18 Moreover, Australia ranked 

11th among the economically developed countries by total expenditure on science and 

innovation during 1998-99, but only 16th during 2002-03.19

 

Australia has a tradition of rapid technology uptake. It had the highest proportion of the 

population of Internet users in the world during 2004 and 2005.20 Moreover, there were 

689 Internet Service Providers (ISP) supplying access to the Internet to 5.98 million 

active subscribers at the end of March 2005.21 The potential for the Internet is 

substantial, while the barriers of entry to Internet tend to be low (Johnston and Madura, 

2002). According to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS), at the end of June 2003, 

there were 25,516 Information and Communications Technology businesses (ICT) in 

Australia, based on the OECD industry definition. About 71 percent of businesses in 

                                                 
18 Retrieved on 8 March 2006, from the World Wide Web: http://www.abs.gov.au/Ausstats/abs@.nsf/ 
Lookup/NT000215B2 
19 Main Science and technology Indicators 2000-01, OECD, Paris, 2001; Table 25.3 Year Book Australia, 
2002, p. 682; Year Book Australia, 2005, p. 719. Retrieved on 9 March 2006, from the World Wide Web: 
http://www.abs.gov.au/Ausstats/ABS@.nsf/94713ad445ff1425ca25682000192af2/e20ce01d336db249ca2
56b360013eeac!OpenDocument  
20 Retrieved on 18 March 2006, from the World Wide Web: http://www.axiss.com.au/index.cfm?event= 
object.showContent&objectID=6B27AB40-9471-72D0-52F669C9C10AE5EE (see also)  
http://www.internetworldstats.com/top20.htm 
21 ABS reports ‘Information and Communication Technology, Australia’ 8126.0 and ‘Internet Activity, 
Australia’ March 2005 8153.0 were retrieved on 24 February 2006, from the World Wide Web: 
http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/web+pages/statistics?opendocument 
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Australia had Internet access in 2002-03, while 23 percent had a website or a home 

page.22 Moreover, about two-thirds of all businesses and almost one-third of all homes 

used high-speed Internet connections, according to BuddeComm.23 Nevertheless, high 

technology represented only three percent of Australian exports during 2000 (Worth 

Noting 6, "Technology in the Australian Economy" 2001). Thus, a balance between 

high technology consumption and production needs to be established. 

 

Investment bank Goldman Sachs reported that Australia is among the leading countries 

by adoption of electronic commerce within the Asia-Pacific region, with business-to-

business transactions being valued at $126.67 billion in 2005. This electronic commerce 

revolution is predicted to add about 2.7 percent to Australia’s GDP by 2007.24

 

Furthermore, the resilience of the Australian economy to regional and wider economic 

downturns occurred as a result of its diversification into new markets and industries.25 

Therefore, it might not be the size of the new economy sector, but its influence on 

productivity and business culture of the ‘old’ economy that is the largest benefit of the 

new economy to economic growth. Financial markets may further reinforce this 

influence, because the growth of the new economy sector market capitalisation would 

                                                 
22 Australian Bureau of Statistics, Year Book Australia, 2005. Retrieved on 9 March 2006, from the 
World Wide Web: http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/94713ad445ff1425ca25682000192af2/68bd 
1499d3221ce3ca256f720083304b!OpenDocument 
23 A report by communication analysts BuddeComm forecasted that the number of broadband Internet 
users in Australia would increase to four million by the end of 2006 and grow to six million by 2009. 
Retrieved on 26 February 2006, from the World Wide Web: http://news.ninemsn.com.au/article.aspx?id 
=63307 
24 Media release by the minister for Communications, Information Technology and the Arts (5 September 
2001) Retrieved on 9 March 2006, from the World Wide Web: http://www.agimo.gov.au/media/2001/09/ 
17318.html see also ‘The Economist’ (‘Something old, something new’ – 7 September 2000) Retrieved 
on 9 March 2006, from the World Wide Web: http://www.economist.com/surveys/printerfriendly.cfm? 
story_id=359651 
25 The Australian economy was ranked the most resilient economy in the world in 2005 by the Institute 
for Management Development, Lausanne, Switzerland (Axiss Australia, International Data Comparisons, 
February 2006). Retrieved on 18 March 2006, from the World Wide Web: http://www.axiss.com.au/asset 
s/documents/axissinternet/0602%20AXISS%20IDC%20FEB%5F0620060215125733%2Epdf 
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result in increased shareholder wealth.26 Thus, the new economy can have an additional 

feedback effect through financial markets, which affect wealth levels, and may also 

influence the growth rate of the economy, if the excess wealth is channelled back into 

production (through primary equity markets or bank lending to companies) rather than 

into consumption (such as consumer and housing credit) (see Pagano, 1993). 

 

The technological improvements of the new economy have already resulted in spillover 

benefits of increased productivity into other sectors (see Gordon, 2000).27 Gordon 

(2000) indicated that the sharp fall in prices of computer memory and components 

suggests that the largest contributions from existing technology had already been 

experienced. Thus, the next wave of the new economy related productivity increases 

would need to come from future inventions and technology improvements. 

 

In summary, there is mounting evidence for the emergence of a new economy in 

Australia since the mid-1990s. The growing influence of the new economy sector on 

product diversification and efficiency improvements warrants further research into 

equity offers by new economy companies. Insights into funding needs of new economy 

entities and into determinants of share returns following equity offers could be valuable 

to investors and the regulators. 

 

                                                 
26 The returns performance (to April 2006) of new economy sectors in the last three and five years has 
been as follows: healthcare sector three (five) year return was 137 (58) percent; information technology 
sector return in the equivalent period was 202 (-41) percent; telecommunication services sector three 
(five) year return was 18 (-12) percent. ‘Standard & Poor’s report on the S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation 
Index returns’ Retrieved 2 June 2006, from the World Wide Web: http://www2.standardandpoors.com/ser 
vlet/Satellite?pagename=sp/Page/IndicesBrowseNewsAnalysisPg&r=7&l=EN&b=4&s=6&ig=42&i=77&
si=&d=&xcd=ASX200&f=4 
27 Nevertheless, part of the Internet activity duplicates existing economic activity, or is undertaken to 
defend market share of conventional companies (for example, books sold over the Internet instead in 
bookshops). Moreover, e-trading in shares and e-shopping activities of employees during work hours 
reduce productivity and increase consumption (see Gordon, 2000). 
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2.2 Motivation for Listing 

New technologies and the Internet have introduced numerous benefits to society, from 

increased efficiency and time saving to broader choices for consumers and, in some 

instances, lower costs. To achieve this, entities need accessible sources of finance. Bank 

lending and primary debt and equity markets assist optimal financing for companies. 

While the above financing alternatives involve direct costs (such as intermediary fees), 

equity financing also results in indirect costs to issuing firms. This is reflected in the 

fact that most of the world’s primary markets are characterised with high positive listing 

day returns to subscribing investors in new equity offers (see, for example, Loughran, 

Ritter, and Rydqvist, 1994), effectively reducing the value of offer proceeds. However, 

while these forgone cash inflows could be perceived as a cost to issuing firms (or the 

original shareholders), the drawbacks must be outweighed by the benefits companies 

achieve when listing their shares on a stock exchange.28

 

Ritter and Welch (2002) stated that while companies go public primarily to raise equity 

finance and to create a public market in the entity’s securities, there are additional 

issuer-specific and market factors that influence decisions to list on a stock exchange. It 

is possible that a company grows to a stage in its life cycle where it is optimal to go 

public (see Chemmanur and Fulghieri, 1999). However, the optimum development 

stage for a company to go public might differ across economies and industries.29 

Additionally, Maksimovic and Pichler (2001) showed that listing on a stock exchange 

could result in a loss of some competitive advantages by having to reveal private 

                                                 
28 Loughran and Ritter (2000) offered a plausible explanation as to why the original shareholders are not 
concerned about this premium that flows to new shareholders. As long as the original owners retain the 
majority of shares after the IPO they are better off, because they realise the value of retained shares is 
higher than initially anticipated by the investment bankers (or stock brokers) when the offer price was set, 
with this gain outweighing any perceived loss from the IPO. This argument is based on the prospect 
theory of Kahneman and Tversky (1979). For a modern overview of investor psychology (including the 
prospect theory), see Koonce and Mercer (2002). 
29 Pagano, Panetta and Zingales (1998) documented that Italian IPOs are substantially larger and older 
than initial equity offers in the USA. 
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information during the process of going public. However, firms that go public during 

the initial stages of their industry’s development could achieve early entry advantages. 

In addition to the above, companies list on the stock exchange for one or several of the 

following reasons: 

• The entity needs to gain access to a larger pool of equity or debt finance, which 

facilitates future growth; 

• Listing provides liquidity to existing shareholders who may wish to diversify, 

this leading to a more dispersed share ownership of the firm and a reduction of 

risk to shareholders; 

• Listing results in better availability of information about the firm, as a 

consequence of listing and trading requirements of the Stock Exchange. This in 

turn can result in lower cost of capital for the firm, as well as producing greater 

awareness of products or services offered by the company; 

• Increased potential for the newly listed firm to be noticed by a potential 

acquirer,30 while the liquid equity capital may be used by the company to fund 

its own merger and acquisition strategy;31 

• Possibility of index inclusion and raised analyst profile; 

• A large number of companies are using employee share offers and equity 

incentive rewards, where employees are able to share benefits of the company’s 

growth, increasing employee motivation. Listing enhances the value of these 

schemes; and 

                                                 
30 See Zingales (1995) for the proposition that listing increases the probability of a firm being acquired. 
31 In the survey of chief financial officers of US companies, Brau and Fawcett (2006) documented that 
companies conducted IPOs primarily to create public shares for use in future acquisitions. Schultz and 
Zaman (2001) corroborated that the majority of Internet related IPOs that listed in the USA between 1996 
and 2000 used company’s equity to finance acquisitions of predominantly privately owned, Internet 
related firms. 
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• Timing of IPOs by firms (perceived opportunism by new economy firms to list 

at times when equity markets have optimistic views about young and technology 

firms’ prospects).32 

 

Thus, the above factors usually result in better visibility and higher value of the newly 

listed entity, enabling shareholders to receive higher price for their shares in the 

secondary share market (or from events such as mergers, sale of subsidiaries or 

acquisition by a competitor). However, listing on the Australian Stock Exchange also 

involves some direct costs (unrelated to any initial share underpricing) incurred by the 

entity that issues securities. Some initial listing costs include: 

• Underwriting, management and handling fees; 

• Legal, accounting and other expert-adviser fees; 

• Printing, advertising and marketing costs; and 

• Various ASX charges, such as the initial listing fee, document examination fee, 

and annual listing fees (see Viney, 2002, p. 152 and asx.com.au). 

 

In addition to the above, the cost incurred through management time used for dealing 

with the public listing process should be considered an additional cost of going public. 

Viney (2002) documented that direct cash expenses incurred by firms going public in 

Australia are about 10 percent. Aggarwal and Rivoli (1991) documented that, in the 

USA, direct cash costs can be up to 15 percent of gross offer proceeds. Additionally, 

Aggarwal and Rivoli showed that total offer costs are substantially higher for small and 

unprofitable firms. For example, total costs of going public are up to 40 percent of gross 

issue proceeds for small (firm commitment) offers, compared with 15 percent for the 

largest offers in their sample (Aggarwal and Rivoli, 1991). 

                                                 
32 Evidence on timing of IPOs by firms is given by Loughran et al. (1994). Ibbotson, Sindelar and Ritter 
(1988) presented a concise overview of the IPO activity and clustering of IPOs over time in the USA. 
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2.3 The Australian Equity Market 

The Australian equity market consists of the Australian Stock Exchange, which operates 

stock exchanges in six state capital cities,33 the Newcastle Stock Exchange and the 

Bendigo Stock Exchange. The two regional exchanges are taking advantage of new 

technology and are establishing markets to assist primarily small capitalisation, regional 

and high technology companies, and primary producers, but remain small.34 The 

Australian Stock Exchange was formed on 1 April 1987 through the amalgamation of 

six state stock exchanges. By the end of 2001 there were 1,410 (1,334 domestic) listed 

companies on the main board of the exchange. These operate in a wide range of 

industries, including new emerging industries such as biotechnology and information 

technology. 

 

Domestic equities capitalisation amounts to $732.8 billion,35 making the ASX the 

twelfth largest national stock market in the world in December 2001.36 It is recognised 

by the International Federation of Stock Exchanges (FIBV) as one of the most 

innovative stock exchanges. The ASX established co-trading links with leading markets 

across continents, such as the American Stock Exchange, National Association of 

Securities Dealers Automated Quotation System (NASDAQ) Stock Market, New York 

Stock Exchange and the Singapore Stock Exchange. The links with stock exchanges in 
                                                 
33 The ASX includes the Adelaide, Brisbane, Hobart, Melbourne, Perth, and Sydney exchanges.  
34 For further details see http://www.newsx.com.au and http://www.bsx.com.au Additionally, in March 
1998 the ASX Enterprise market commenced operation, which was an Internet service helping small 
companies that did not meet listing requirements to raise capital of up to $5 million (usually between $0.5 
and $2 million) from venture capitalists and other lenders (Viney, 2002, p. 122). However, this market 
ceased to operate on 30 April 2001. For further information see http://www.asx.com.au/about/l3/history 
asx_aa3.shtm  
35 Total market capitalisation was $1,109.6 billion, when 76 overseas entities listed on ASX are included. 
All amounts in text are in Australian dollars, if not stated otherwise (ASX Fact File 2002, p. 3). Retrieved 
on 27 February 2006, from the World Wide Web: http://www.asx.com.au/about/asx/asx_market_statistics 
.htm 
36 Measured by domestic capitalisation (ASX Fact File 2002, p. 3; FIBV annual report 2001, annual 
statistics, p. 92). Retrieved on 27 February 2006, from the World Wide Web: http://www.fibv.com/public 
ations/2001%20Statistics%202001%20%28part%202%29.pdf  
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the USA are currently one-way, enabling Australian investors direct access to the US 

markets, but not vice versa (due to regulatory constraints for US based investors). 

However, ASX and the Singapore Stock Exchange established a two-way electronic 

trading link in December 2001 (the first time such link between exchanges in two 

countries has been established), enabling investors in both countries to trade shares in 

the other market through their local broker, using their domestic currency.37 This link 

between the exchanges contributes to increased liquidity and an increased pool of 

investors in both countries. 

 

Australian equities provided investors with 11.6 percent per annum after-tax returns on 

average over the ten-year period to the end of December 2004.38 Together with 

compulsory superannuation contributions, the involvement of retail investors in the 

stock market contributed to disperse share ownership in Australia.39 It was estimated 

that around 40 (44) percent of the adult population, or 5.7 (6.4) million Australians, 

owned shares directly in 2000 (2004).40 Shareownership survey 2004 indicated that 

during 2003-04 the majority of Australian direct share investors acquired shares either 

through full service brokers (22 percent); discount (non-advice) Internet brokers (16 

                                                 
37 ASX Announcement 6 June, 2000 – ‘Australian Stock Exchange and Singapore Exchange to establish 
Equities Trading and Settlement Links’ Retrieved on 27 February 2006, from the World Wide Web: 
http://www.asx.com.au/about/shareholder/announcements/AA060600_AS3.htm 
38 After-tax returns were calculated at the lowest marginal tax rate. The returns on Australian equities are 
comparable to residential investment property (10.6 percent per annum) and listed property (12.3 percent 
per annum), but are higher than the returns on fixed interest securities (6.7 percent per annum) and cash 
(3.8 percent per annum) during the equivalent period. All investment categories have exceeded the 
average rate of inflation (which was 2.6 percent per annum). Retrieved on 26 February 2006, from the 
World Wide Web: http://www.asx.com.au/research/market_info/history/share_performance.htm 
39 Superannuation Guarantee Charge was introduced in 1992. Employer contribution guaranty increased 
from 3 percent in 1992-93 to 9 percent for 2002-03 onwards (Viney, 2002, p. 87). 
40 Around 55 percent of Australians owned shares in 2004 when indirect ownership is added (managed 
funds and personal superannuation). Frequency of direct share ownership is somewhat higher for men 
than for women (50 versus 40 percent) (ASX share ownership survey, 2000 – update, and 
Shareownership in Australia 2004). Retrieved on 26 February 2006, from the World Wide Web: 
http://www.asx.com.au/about/pdf/shareupdate150201.pdf  and  http://www.asx.com.au/research/market_ 
info/history/share_ownership.htm 
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percent); or through subscriptions in initial public offers (21 percent).41 Moreover, IPO 

activity in Australia represented 7.8 percent of the world market’s total capital raised 

during 2004.42 The widespread ownership of shares coupled with a well developed 

funds management industry provide a ready market for initialising new equity issues, 

with the success of the offer then depending on issuer characteristics and market 

conditions. In this study, share offers on the Australian Stock Exchange were selected 

based on one particular characteristic; that is, whether the issuing firm has business 

activities in the new economy sector. 

 

2.4 Listing on the Australian Stock Exchange 

To become listed on the Australian Stock Exchange, a company issuing shares must 

satisfy certain admission requirements (see Table 2.2). General admission is the main 

avenue to listing, where a company needs to satisfy an assets or a profit test. The asset 

test is met if a company has a minimum of $2 million in assets or $10 million in market 

capitalisation. Alternatively, a foreign company can list in the ‘exempt foreign’ entity 

category if it is already listed on an overseas exchange that is a member of the 

International Federation of Stock Exchanges. As a result of the Commonwealth Law 

Economic Reforms Program (CLERP), since September 1999, entities that did not 

satisfy the listing requirements under the general admission criteria could list on the 

ASX as a Commitments Test Entity, if an agreement about the use of offer proceeds 

was reached with the Stock Exchange. 

 

 

                                                 
41 In comparison, 21 percent of Australian direct shareowners received their shares through IPOs during 
1998, while 23 percent of Australian shareholders became direct shareholders by receiving IPO shares 
during 2000 (Shareownership update - November 2000). 
42 Axiss Australia International Data Comparisons (February 2006). Retrieved on 28 February 2006, from 
the World Wide Web: http://www.axiss.com.au/assets/documents/axissinternet/0602%20AXISS%20IDC 
%20FEB%5F0620060215125733%2Epdf 
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Table 2.2 Australian Stock Exchange Listing Requirements 

Type of condition General Admission Exempt 
Foreign 
Entity 

Commitments 
Test Entitya

 - net tangible assets 
test   
  or 
- market 

- profit test   

Minimum number 
of security holders 

500 * $2000   
or  
400 * $2000 + 
minimum 25% held 
by unrelated parties 

500 * $2000   
or  
400 * $2000 + 
minimum 25% held 
by unrelated parties 

1000 * $500  

Net tangible assets  
or  
Market 
capitalisation  
or  
Profit 

$2 million  
  
$10 millionc

 
n/a 

n/a 
 
n/a 
 
$1 million over last 3 
years + $400,000 over 
last 12 months + still 
profitable + directors’ 
statement about 
entity’s future 
profitability

$50 million  
($2 billion)b

 
n/a 
 
$10 ($200)b 
million in 
each of last 3 
years 

 

Financial  
Statements 

Last 3 financial 
years  
(if any) + Last half 
year  
(if any) + Reviewed  
pro forma balance 
sheet 

Last 3 financial years 
(audited) + Last half 
year (reviewed) + 
Reviewed pro forma 
balance sheet  

Last annual 
report + 
interim 
report (if 
any) 

 

Commitments to 
spend more than 
half of cash and 
assets readily 
convertible to cash 

Yes n/a n/a  

Assets being more 
than 50 percent in 
non-cash and not 
easily convertible 
to cash 

Yes  n/a n/a  

Disclosure  
Documents 

Prospectus or, if 
ASX agrees, 
information 
memorandumd  

Prospectus or, if ASX 
agrees, information 
memorandumd

n/a  

Other requirements  Working capital  
$1.5 million 

Must be a going 
concern; main 
business of activity 
same as during last 3 
years 

 Entities admitted 
to the official list 
of the ASX on 
the basis of 
commitments to 
spend the capital 
raised in 
accordance with 
an agreement 
with the Stock 
Exchange 

Notes n/a = not applicable; ª applicable since September 1999; b applicable since 30 June 2002; c ($15 
million if investment entity); d generally if the offer is made exclusively to institutional investors. Source: 
(ASX Listing Rules Chapter 1, and asx.com.au) 
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The Corporate Law Economic Reform Act (CLERP) and the amendments of ASX 

listing rules, implemented on 1 September 1999, resulted in a relaxation of listing rules 

and improved access for small and recently established entities to public equity finance 

(Ho et al., 2001, p. 7). The present listing standard is not very restrictive. A new 

economy company that is not a going concern, does not have accounts’ history for the 

previous three years and is currently unprofitable, can list on the Exchange by raising 

$10 million capital from investors conditional on making commitments to the ASX 

about the investment of proceeds (Hunt and Terry, 2002, p. 202). The above rules are 

similar to the London Stock Exchange listing rules, which enable ‘scientific research 

based companies’ and ‘innovative high growth companies’ to list even if three years’ 

audited accounts or earnings records are unavailable. Scientific research companies 

need to raise a minimum GBP10 million and have a market capitalisation at listing of at 

least GBP20 million, while high-growth companies need to raise GBP20 million and 

have a minimum market capitalisation of GBP50 million (Mackay, 2002).43

 

While the adoption of the Commitments Test Entity rule by the ASX is in line with 

recent developments in other organised stock exchanges (as indicated in the above 

example for the London Stock Exchange Alternative Investment Market - AIM), this 

relaxation of the ASX listing rules may directly impact on results for new economy 

companies in this study. It is important to note that the Commitments Test Entity rule 

was introduced as a result of Corporate Law Economic Reforms Program in 1999, 

which is subsequent to the London Stock Exchange AIM (introduced in 1995). Thus, as 

AIM is a global market, ASX investors could have ‘lost’ some investment opportunities 

to overseas markets if ASX did not open an avenue for equity funding under the 

                                                 
43 The monetary amounts in listing requirements between ASX and LSE are not directly comparable 
because firms going public on the Australian Stock Exchange are on average smaller than those listing on 
other developed stock exchanges. Retrieved on 27 February 2006, from the World Wide Web: 
http://www.globalfinanceonline.com/london-stock-exchange-listing-rules.html#Conditions%20for%20 
listing 
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Commitments Test Entity rule. The effect of this new admission rule will be tested in 

this thesis directly. Specifically, tests will be performed to examine whether a company 

listed on the ASX as a Commitments Test Entity is more or less likely to withdraw the 

initial equity offer, or is more or less likely to subsequently delist from the ASX than 

other new economy companies. Moreover, returns after the initial and any subsequent 

equity offers will be examined to evaluate whether companies listed as Commitments 

Test Entities have significantly different returns than other new economy companies. 

 

Company listing on the ASX involves several stages. The process begins with 

discussions between the Stock Exchange and the company, lodgement and registration44 

of prospectus, application to list, and finally approval and listing on the Stock Exchange 

if all conditions are satisfied (see Figure A1.1 in Appendix 1).45

 

Australian IPOs list directly on the main board of the Stock Exchange (Cotter, Goyen, 

and Hegarty, 2000, p. 5).46 Under the Corporations Act 2001 (and the superseded 

Corporations Law 1989), a company is required to provide a prospectus to investors 

when issuing shares. In most cases a prospectus or a Product Disclosure Statement must 

be issued and lodged with the Australian Securities and Investments Commission.47

 

An underwriting contract in Australia is usually made according to a ‘standby 

agreement’. Similar to a firm commitment contract in the United States of America, 

                                                 
44 Corporate Law Economic Program Act 1999 (Cth) abolished the requirement to register a prospectus in 
conjunction with fundraising activities. Retrieved on 26 February 2006, from the World Wide Web: 
http://www.asx.com.au/research/market_info/history/history_ASX.htm 
45 However, ASX might grant admission to the official list even though not all requirements have been 
satisfied (ASX Listing Rules, Chapter 1, explanatory note). 
46 This is in contrast to USA, where IPOs are traded over the counter (OTC). Second board existed in 
Australia, but was abolished on 30 June 1992, with most stocks delisted or transferred to the main board 
(Taylor and Whittred, 1998, p. 114). 
47 However, if ASX agrees, an information memorandum issued by the company and complying with 
information memorandum requirements as set in Appendix 1A, would be sufficient (ASX Listing 
Requirements, Chapter 1, Rule 1.1 Condition 3). 
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Australian IPO underwriters are liable to buy all unsubscribed shares at offer price up to 

the maximum underwritten amount, while in the firm commitment contract, the 

underwriter buys shares before the issue and resells them to public. However, 

underwriting agreements in Australia frequently include an ‘out-clause’ that serves as 

insurance protection for the underwriting syndicate in the case of rapid change of 

market conditions before the completion of security offers. The out-clause might be 

exercised if the level of market (or sector) index falls below a predetermined point, or it 

might be related to the level of interest rates, price of natural resources or tied to 

exchange rates (Viney, 2002, p. 145).  

 

In Australia, underwriting services are usually provided by brokerage firms, investment 

banks, and sometimes commercial banks or general insurance companies (How and 

Yeo, 2000, p. 353). Share offer price and issue size are determined in advance, before 

the offer is made to investors, and have to be stated in the prospectus.48 Additionally, 

ASIC requires earnings forecasts to be included in the prospectus. Sufficient 

information needs to be provided in order to enable investors to make informed 

decisions. Finally, high-risk ventures also need to indicate that the particular investment 

is of speculative nature and this is usually printed on the first page of a prospectus. 

 

2.5 Seasoned Equity Offers 

Seasoned equity offers in Australia are usually made in the form of rights offers and 

private placements of equity.49 Moreover, rights offers and private placements 

accounted for a substantial proportion of total equity capital raisings on the ASX 

                                                 
48 In Australia, offer price is usually set by stockbrokers rather than investment bankers (Cotter et al., 
2000, p. 4). Offer price of securities (except options) for which entity seeks quotation from the ASX must 
not be lower than 20 cents (ASX Listing Rules, Chapter 2, Rule 2.1, Condition 2). Retrieved on 27 
January 2006, from the World Wide Web: http://www.asx.com.au/supervision/rules/listing/index.htm 
49 Cronqvist and Nilsson (2003, p. 2) argued that private placements and rights offers of equity are the 
most common methods of seasoned equity offers in the world. 
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between 1993 and 2003 (see ASX Fact File 2005). For example, rights offers and 

private placements accounted for 48.82 percent of total equity capital raisings in 2003 

(ASX Fact File 2005). Rights offers involve a pro-rata issue of new shares to existing 

shareholders. Rights offers can be non-renounceable or renounceable (a right to 

subscribe for new shares can be sold before it is exercised). Private sale of equity 

involves selling a relatively large block of securities to a single or relatively small group 

of investors (Hunt and Terry, 2002).50 As outlined by Hunt and Terry (2002, p. 208) 

there are three main advantages to raising private finance: 

1. Placement can be achieved faster than a rights issue or underwritten public offer 

(a private placement deal can be closed in few days, compared with a minimum 

of two months for rights issues). 

2. The price the firm receives for shares placed privately is usually higher than 

what could have been achieved through the rights or public offers (where shares 

are usually offered at a substantial discount to current share price). 

3. Securities can be placed with friendly investors to reduce the risk of a takeover. 

 

In Australia since 1987, placements made directly with institutional investors or 

individuals who are brokers’ clients, do not require a prospectus to be registered with 

ASIC. Instead, ASX accepts an information memorandum, which also needs to be 

distributed to all participants. Additionally, the minimum subscription should be no less 

than $0.5 million and the placement can be divided between no more than 20 investors. 

Historically, private equity placement discounts are frequently around ten percent (Ross, 

Thompson, Christensen, Westerfield, and Jordan, 2004, p. 568; Viney, 2002, p. 155). 

 

                                                 
50 ASX Listing Rule 7.1 restricts private placements (without the approval of ordinary shareholders) to an 
effective maximum of 15 percent of the number of fully paid ordinary securities on issue 12 months 
before the date of issue or agreement. Retrieved on 9 March 2006, from the World Wide Web: 
http://www.asx.com.au/ListingRules/chapters/Chapter07.pdf However, private placements in Australia 
are usually issued at less than ten percent of fully paid ordinary securities (Hunt and Terry, 2002, p. 208). 
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2.6 Disclosure 

Timely disclosure and distribution of information is necessary for efficient functioning 

and integrity of a stock market. Listed companies are obligated to submit certain 

documents about their financial position and performance at set time intervals, as 

outlined in Table 2.3. 

 

Table 2.3 Reporting obligations for Australian listed companies 
Document                                                                           Deadline 

Full year documents 
ASX preliminary final report (Appendix 4B, 4E)                             75 days 

Corporations Act full year accounts                                                when given to ASIC 

Annual Report                                                                                   17 weeks 

Half year documents 
ASX half year report    (Appendix 4B)                                              75 daysa

Corporations Act half year accounts (Appendix 4D)                       when given to ASIC 

Quarterly document 
Quarterly cash flow report (Appendix 4C)b                                       1 month 

Notes Above requirements do not apply to an exempt foreign entity. ASX listing rules state 
that a listed company that does not meet these requirements, or does not pay its fees, will be 
suspended from quotation; a except for mining exploration entities, which are required to submit 
quarterly activities reports to ASX no later than one month after the quarter end; b ASX Listing 
Rule 4.7B stipulates when an entity needs to lodge quarterly reports. Source: ASX Company 
disclosure requirements. Retrieved on 2 March 2006, from the World Wide Web: 
http://www.asx.com.au/ListingRules/chapters/Chapter04.pdf 

 

Australian disclosure rules for listed companies differ somewhat from those in the 

United States. Quarterly reporting exists in the USA, resulting in some price sensitive 

information being withheld by the company (until the end of the reporting period) of 

which investors have no knowledge. The continuous disclosure regime in Australia 

requires listed companies to immediately report any price sensitive information they 

became aware of to the ASX.51

                                                 
51 This information must not be disclosed to anyone else until the Stock Exchange has released it to the 
market (Section 1001A of the Corporations Law, ASX Listing Rule 3.1 and 15.7) ("ASIC Media Release 
00/365, August 23, 2000,") Retrieved on 2 March 2006, from the World Wide Web: http://www.asic.gov. 
au/asic/pdflib.nsf/LookupByFileName/00-365.pdf/$file/00-365.pdf 
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2.7 Trading 

All shares of ASX-listed companies are traded on the Stock Exchange Automated 

Trading System (SEATS).52 Furthermore, in 1999 the Australian Stock Exchange 

developed a new electronic settlement for IPOs. This Delivery versus Payment facility 

reduces the time and cost of transactions and is designed for large (institutional and 

broker) transactions.53 This paperless irrevocable transfer of shares is based on 

Clearinghouse Electronic Subregister System (CHESS).54 CHESS reduces processing 

time and risk of incorrect transactions. Shareholders are issued a statement of their 

holdings with CHESS, eliminating paperwork associated with issue of share certificates. 

Settlement of trades with CHESS occurs on the third day after the transaction took 

place.55 These technological improvements resulted in faster settlement of IPO trading 

on listing, which are characterised with high trading volume at that point. 

 

Additionally, the Internet brought the advent of online stockbrokers who reduced the 

cost of share trading substantially by focusing on low-cost services to Internet share 

                                                 
52 SEATS is the fully computerised trading system that came into operation in 1987 and was fully 
implemented in 1990, replacing the trading floors.  
53 According to Richard Humphry, ASX Managing Director, Delivery versus Payment is the world’s first 
electronic facility for IPOs. ASX Media Statement, 8 September, 1999. Retrieved on 2 March 2006, from 
the World Wide Web: http://www.asx.com.au/about/shareholder/announcements/AA080999_AS3.htm 
54 CHESS was first introduced in 1994, while full automation of settlement process occurred in 1996. 
55 In 1999 T+5 was replaced by T+3 settlement (Viney, 2002, p. 125).  
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traders.56 Online trading in Australia (United States) accounted for between 15 and 20 

(25) percent of all trades in June 200157 (RBA Bulletin, June 2002, p. 14). 

  

2.8 Regulation 

In Australia, IPOs are regulated by the Australian Securities and Investments 

Commission, which examines and reviews all prospectuses that are related to new 

capital raising by Australian companies to ensure fairness and avoid unsophisticated 

investors being misled. In its supervision of equity offers, ASIC co-operates with the 

Australian Stock Exchange under the terms of Commonwealth legislation. The ASX 

developed rules for the listing of companies, trading, and disclosure of information by 

listed companies. It is itself a listed company that engages in self-regulation while being 

supervised by ASIC. The ASX and ASIC co-operate in supervision of listed entities 

where matters detected by ASX surveillance are referred to ASIC. ASX transfers copies 

of documents released to the market by listed companies to ASIC.  

 

ASIC is also involved in the education of investors, with emphasis on informing 

investors of the benefits and risks in relation to new technologies, such as electronic 

commerce and Internet stock trading. By being in step with changes within the financial 

sector, the ASIC is able to regulate and supervise the financial sector effectively, 

providing an environment in which investors are educated and informed about current 

                                                 
56 Trading costs for retail investors have fallen substantially during the sample period under study, with 
Internet brokerage costs per trade being under $20. For example, Money Club by Money magazine was 
the lowest priced online broker charging $15.99 per trade in November 2002, while Morrison Securities 
Pty Ltd (morrisonsecurities.com) still offered under $20 brokerage per trade in March 2006. Trading in 
international shares in Australian dollars was under $40 (Commonwealth Securities, COMSEC). In 
addition, the stamp duty of 0.15 percent on trades on quoted marketable securities on a ‘recognised’ stock 
exchange has been abolished from 1 July 2001, as a result of the National Taxation Reform Act 2000 
(ASX Media Release, 2 July, 2001). Retrieved on 26 February 2006, from the World Wide Web: 
http://www.asx.com.au/about/pdf/stampduty010701.pdf 
57 Madhavan (2000, p. 8) reported that online trades accounted for up to 48 percent of the US retail share 
trading in second half of 1999. However, only four percent of European trades are executed online (RBA 
Bulletin, June 2002). 
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issues, which results in a more efficient market environment. Electronic lodgement of 

prospectus with ASIC, and electronic prospectus distribution to investors further reduce 

costs and increase efficiency in fundraising activities.58

 

A high standard of information provision is required from ASX listed companies (as 

reported in Table 2.3). Moreover, equity-offering companies are required to provide 

sufficient information in offer documents to enable investors to make informed 

decisions. Thus, it is important to examine the relevance of public information that is 

released to the market around equity offers and how it is related to the value of equity-

offering stocks. This is imperative in the new economy sector which is characterised by 

a large proportion of relatively newly listed entities and possibly low levels of publicly 

available information about specific entities and industries. 

 

Based on evidence about investor behaviour, authorities’ involvement in regulation of 

e-commerce and stock advice provided over the Internet seems warranted. Hirschey, 

Richardson and Scholz (2000) found that stock recommendations published on the 

Internet affect prices and trading volumes. They examined the most visited investment 

advising Internet site ‘The Motley Fool’. The Motley Fool’s small capitalisation 

portfolio buy announcements are associated with significantly positive wealth increases 

(between 3.4 and 3.7 percent) over the announcement day. Hirschey et al. (2000) argue 

that the results provide evidence for Internet investors’ herd behaviour, where 

individuals ignore their private information and act based on advice provided over the 

Internet. 

 

                                                 
58 For more information on electronic application and issue of securities see ASIC media and information 
release (99/315) issued on 8 September, 1999. Retrieved on 7 March 2006, from the World Wide Web:  
http://www.asic.gov.au/asic/pdflib.nsf/LookupByFileName/99-315.pdf/$file/99-315.pdf. 
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Although it is generally believed that information asymmetry between small (retail) and 

institutional (sophisticated) investors is less of a problem in the case of Internet 

investors (who are for some reason believed to be informed, that is, sophisticated 

investors), it is quite possible that ‘…fool and his money are even more easily parted on 

the Net, than they are in the street’ (Carmichael, 2000, p. 34). Madhavan (2000) argued 

that the information asymmetry between the institutional and retail investors has been 

reduced due to the increased availability of information though the Internet. However, 

this information is not necessarily always accurate (see for example, Cooper, Dimitrov, 

and Rau, 2001, p. 2372). Additionally, Madhavan (2000) explained that while the 

Internet promises some long–term benefits to financial markets, such as lower 

transaction costs and increased transparency, it also contributed to increased price 

volatility and lower market liquidity in the short term. 

 

In summary, the Australian financial system and regulatory environment are constantly 

improving.59 This is confirmed by the adoption of new technology by the ASX, as well 

as reforms since the early 1990s, such as the introduction of compulsory superannuation 

contributions by employers (in 1992); Corporations Law (1991); Corporations Law 

Economic Reforms Program - CLERP (became a part of Corporations Law in March 

2000) and the Corporations Act (2001); Financial Services Reform Bill (2001); lowered 

tariffs and proactive regulation (the post Wallis enquiry regulatory system).60 These 

processes create a foundation for the emerging new economy in Australia, especially in 

                                                 
59 For a further discussion about the reforms that contributed to the emergence of the New Economy in 
Australia, see Walsh, M. (1999, September 21). A pacemaker in search of a heart. (Australia’s New 
Economy), The Bulletin with Newsweek, 117 (6192), 48-49. 
60 The Wallis enquiry, commissioned by the Treasurer in 1996, recommended extensive reforms and 
established the regulatory system currently in operation in Australia. The Financial Services Reform Act 
2001 implemented the reforms relating to the regulation of financial products, service providers and 
markets. The Act commenced on 11 March 2002. A two-year transitional period generally applied in 
relation to the new regulatory framework (ASIC media and information releases, 26 March 2004, 04-088 
‘Overview of ASIC's implementation of the Financial Services Reform Act’). Retrieved on 2 March 
2006, from the World Wide Web: http://www.asic.gov.au/asic/asic_pub.nsf/print/04-088+Overview+of+ 
ASIC's+implementation+of+the+Financial+Services+Reform+Act?opendocument 
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biotechnology, telecommunications, media, information technology, and Internet related 

segments of the economy. 

 

2.9 History of the Internet  

While the Internet has been present in Australia since 1989 when it connected to the 

National Science Foundation Network (NSFNET), many benefits of the Internet only 

started to emerge during the early 1990s with the World Wide Web, JAVA 

programming code, and more advanced search engines gathering momentum. Pizza Hut 

was the first to introduce ordering though a website in 1994 and First Virtual (the first 

cyberbank) started operation in the same year, while electronic trade and online banking 

grew during the second half of the 1990s. Figure A2.1 (in Appendix 2) presents selected 

events that contributed to the introduction and growth of the Internet in Australia and 

worldwide. 

 

2.10 Venture Capital and New Economy Firms 

The advent of the Internet enabled rapid improvement in financial intermediation, 

contributing to the emergence of Internet venture capital (Jo, 2001). Internet venture 

capitalists are a link between member investors and approved partners. Additionally, 

they select the most promising business plans and assist their member firms’ growth and 

success. This is because the Internet venture capitalist becomes an investor in the 

project, and risks not only its reputation but also its capital, and has an added incentive 

to ensure the success of these companies (Jo, 2001). 

 

Additionally, Internet venture capitalists match services provided by traditional VC, 

such as access to industry experts. Internet venture capital is also available in Australia 
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through the eCapital. The JP Morgan’s eCapital is assisting funding and managing of 

Internet companies. It is also involved in auctioning of IPO shares through the Internet 

(Sherman, 2001, p. 11). The Australian venture capital sector has experienced 

substantial growth between 1999 and 2001, with around one billion invested by 

Australian VC firms during the financial year 2000-01, of which $685 million were 

invested in new projects.61 ABS Venture Capital Survey 2001 estimated that the size of 

the VC market in Australia was about $5.7 billion in committed funds, of which $2.7 

billion has already been invested in 806 companies, through 150 VC investment funds 

and companies. The total VC investment in Australia increased in 2000-01, despite the 

global fall in VC activity by between 50 and 70 percent (Coleman, 2002). However, 

venture capital investment in Australia was still only around 2.5 percent of that in the 

United States. Moreover, the Australian VC sector has been criticised for its reluctance 

to invest in the seed and start-up capital. Nevertheless, Australian seed VC investments 

as a percentage of the total VC investments are between seven and eight percent, being 

at similar levels to Europe and the United States (Coleman, 2002). 

 

Approximately 40 percent of Australian venture capital is invested in the information 

technology sector, and up to 10 percent in the health and biotechnology firms. In 

comparison, in the United States, venture capital investments in information technology 

and biotechnology sectors are around 70 and 20 percent respectively (Coleman, 2002). 

Thus, Australian VC needs to focus even more on new economy industries in order to 

emulate the growth of new economy sectors that are underway in the USA, Ireland, 

India, Israel and Hungary. 

                                                 
61 However, out of 1,364 potential investments, only 270 (or about 20 percent) of candidates become 
sponsored by venture capital (Australian Bureau of Statistics Venture Capital Survey 2001). For more up 
to date information and results of venture capital surveys between 1999-2000 and 2004-05 see Australian 
Bureau of Statistics publication 5678.0 – Venture Capital, Australia 2004-05. Retrieved on 9 March 2006, 
from the World Wide Web: http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/0/BFFEF2819DF68CA2CA256B6 
B007AB94E?Open 
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Venture capital plays a significant role in the pre-listing capital acquisition. In 

comparison, Australian venture capital firms invested more than $1,000 million during 

2000 (frequently in entities in the early stages of development), compared with about 

$10,000 million raised through initial public offers (ASX Fact File 2002; Venture 

Capital Australia, 2002). Venture capitalists are also influential company insiders 

through the new economy company’s board of directors. Lorsch, Zelleke and Pick 

(2001) documented that on a typical US Internet IPO board of seven directors, two 

members are venture capitalists. 

 

The above facts argue in support that venture capitalists play an important role in the 

capital acquisition process by new economy firms. Therefore, the role of venture capital 

in the new economy equity raising process needs to be included in this study. 

 

2.11 Market Efficiency 

The efficient market hypothesis (EMH) states that in an informationally efficient market 

security prices should adjust rapidly in an unbiased manner to the arrival of new 

information (Reilly and Brown, 1997, p. 208). Fama (1970) grades market efficiency 

into three levels, according to the type of information that is reflected in security 

prices.62 In a later study, Fama (1991) reclassifies market efficiency into three groups 

according to empirical results, emphasising the impact of information and events on 

security returns.63

                                                 
62 Market is weak form efficient if all historical information is reflected in security prices. Additionally, it 
is semi-strong form efficient if all publicly available information is priced. Finally, the market is strong 
form efficient if security prices fully reflect all information, including information from private sources.  
63 Fama (1991) divided testing of efficient markets in three levels. The first level are the tests for return 
predictability (weak form efficiency), the second level are the event studies (testing the semi-strong form 
efficiency), while the highest level of market efficiency is represented by the tests for private information 
(strong form efficiency).  
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Initial public offers are characterised by substantial price increases on average by the 

close of first trading day (see, for example, Loughran et al., 1994). Moreover, share 

price reactions around the announcements of seasoned equity offers in the form of 

private placements or rights offers are generally positive.64 Nevertheless, shares of 

companies making equity offers underperform compared to market index returns in the 

long run (for example, Loughran and Ritter, 1995; Spiess and Affleck-Graves, 1995). 

Thus, according to Fama (1970; 1991), an equity market that includes stocks that 

exhibit familiar initial price behaviour at IPO listing day and SEO announcements, and 

are characterised with subsequent share price’ underperformance in the long run 

compared to the market index, would be labelled as semi-strong form inefficient. 

Although the level of underpricing varies across equity markets, it persists over time 

and is evident in developed, emerging, and transitional economies.65 However, several 

theories explain IPO underpricing as an equilibrium consequence in efficient markets, 

where listing day returns represent a risk premium for the lack of information that is 

readily available for already listed entities. Additionally, seasoned equity issuers’ long-

term underperformance (for up to five years) possibly indicates that the announcement 

of an equity offer conveys a negative signal to the market about the entity’s growth 

prospects and future earnings (Myers and Majluf, 1984). Alternatively, post IPO and 

SEO return’ underperformance may be due to the methodology or benchmark used to 

measure the post event long-term returns.66

 

                                                 
64 For example, Wruck (1989) reported that the announcements of private placements of equity in the 
USA result in an average increase in the share price. Tan et al. (2002) found positive price reactions to the 
announcements of rights offers, as well as prior to the announcements of private placements for equity 
issuers in Singapore. However, note that public common equity offer announcements by seasoned 
companies in the USA are associated with negative abnormal returns on average, according to Smith’s 
(1986) compilation of public SEO research. For further information on SEO announcement time returns 
see Chapter Three. 
65 Existing evidence about IPO and SEO price behaviour is presented in Chapter Three. 
66  Chapter Four provides a discussion of strengths and shortcomings of different methodologies to 
measure long-term returns. 
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Finally, it is important to understand that the initial aftermarket for new equity offers is 

a somewhat constrained market. Several factors restrict the ability of arbitrage in these 

markets. First, new equity-issues markets are initially dominated by the most optimistic 

investors (those who submit bids for shares). This is consistent with Miller (1977), who 

predicted that the most optimistic investors control the price in the IPO aftermarket 

where short selling is restricted (due to the limited availability of IPO shares in the 

aftermarket). However, arbitrage constraints decline over time as variance of opinion 

about the IPO prospects declines and the supply of shares increases. Second, Mauer and 

Senbet (1992) explained that investors have limited success in subscribing for IPO 

shares and that there are few, if any, substitute investments for IPOs in the secondary 

market. Thus, no securities in the secondary market can simulate the risk and return 

characteristics of new equity issues, precluding any effective arbitrage in new equity 

issues (at least in the initial aftermarket). The consequence is a primary market risk 

premium for initial equity offers. Third, offer underwriters exhibit certain controls over 

the availability of shares in order to limit the selling pressure on the initial public offer 

in the early aftermarket. Moreover, underwriters offer IPO shares to subscribing 

investors at a discount to fair value. This is done in order to maintain a perception of a 

‘successful’ offer from the perspective of subscribing IPO investors and in that way 

defend the reputation of underwriters involved in the IPO. 

 

2.12 Conclusions 

This chapter documented evidence on the emergence of the new economy in Australia 

since the mid-1990s. Moreover, the chapter presented arguments for the importance of 

the new economy sector for further development, diversification and improvements in 

efficiency of the Australian economy, which provides motivation into study of new 

economy equity offers. The background for the study of new economy equity offers in 
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Australia was presented with an overview of trading and regulation for ASX listed 

companies, a brief history of the Internet, and the examination of the role of venture 

capital in the new economy sector. The chapter concluded by relating equity offers to 

the current theoretical framework about equity market efficiency. The following chapter 

provides a review of the existing literature on initial and seasoned equity offers. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Review of the Theory and 

Empirical Evidence on Equity Offers 
 

 

 

3.0 Introduction 

This chapter presents an overview of the literature on the initial and seasoned equity 

offers. First, theoretical predictions and empirical evidence on the initial equity offers’ 

listing day returns are outlined. Second, the evidence on the post listing long-term share 

price performance is presented. Third, theories and empirical evidence on the 

relationships between the initial and subsequent equity offers are summarized. Fourth, 

motivations to issue seasoned equity and the empirical evidence on announcement time 

and long-term returns of seasoned equity offers are presented.  

 

3.1 New Economy Equity Raising 

There is limited evidence on characteristics and share price performance of new 

economy companies. Previous research examined certain industries in the new economy 

sector by focusing on the Internet or high technology companies. Moreover, many of 

these studies concentrated on relatively short sample periods before April 2000. 

Nevertheless, a new economy company profile is compiled based on the finance 

literature to date, which examined some aspects of the new economy related equity 

offers. 

 

New economy companies go public at early stages in their life cycle, and are more 

underpriced than ‘conventional’ firm initial public offers. Ritter (2006) documented that 
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high technology IPOs represented 42.38 and 62.43 percent of total firms going public 

during 1999 and 2000 in the USA. Loughran and Ritter (2004) found that US 

technology and Internet IPOs had consistently higher levels of underpricing than other 

IPOs between 1980 and 2000, and also had substantially higher market valuations as a 

proportion of sales (see also Ljungqvist and Wilhelm, 2003). Schultz and Zaman (2001) 

found that Internet related IPOs that listed between January 1996 and March 2000 were 

underpriced by 80.7 percent on average, compared with 21.6 percent for non-Internet 

related IPOs. Moreover, Ljungqvist and Wilhelm (2003) documented that IPO 

underpricing of Internet related IPOs in the USA was 73 and 58 percent on average 

during 1999 and 2000. High initial returns of around 76.4 percent on average are also 

evident in European Internet related IPOs (Arosio et al., 2000, p. 2). In Australia, new 

economy IPOs also provide high initial returns to subscribing investors, but at more 

moderate levels of around 50 percent on average (Ho et al., 2001). Additionally, the 

median age of technology IPOs in Australia is less than three years at the time of going 

public, while for industrial IPOs it is around five years (Ho et al., 2001; Lee, Taylor, 

and Walter, 1996).  

 

New economy companies in the United States are frequently small capitalisation 

companies that are human capital and technology intensive (Loughran and Ritter, 2004, 

Table 4; Schultz and Zaman, 2001, Table 1). In comparison, new economy IPOs in 

Australia have lower market capitalisation and make smaller initial offers than 

technology IPOs in the United States and Europe.67  

 

Internet related IPOs in the USA offer a smaller proportion of shares in the initial offer 

than non-Internet related IPOs. Additionally, Schultz and Zaman (2001, Table 3, p. 361) 

                                                 
67 See Ho et al. (2001) for Australian evidence, Schultz and Zaman (2001) for US evidence, and Arosio, 
Giudici and Paleari (2000) and Arosio, Bertoni and Giudici (2001) for evidence from Europe. 
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found that management and directors of Internet firms sell fewer of their own 

(secondary) shares in the IPO, retaining around 46 percent of shares. Controlling 

shareholders in European new economy companies retain around 73 percent of shares 

on average (Arosio et al., 2000). However, technology IPOs in Australia experience 

levels of retained ownership of around 50 percent, similar to US Internet offers and 

IPOs of Australian industrial and mining firms.68

 

New technology IPOs in the United States are significantly more likely to be associated 

with venture capital than other IPOs (66.19 percent compared to 29.12 percent for other 

IPOs) (Schultz and Zaman, 2001). Fleming (2002) documented that IPO is the most 

frequent exit strategy used by Australian venture capitalists (31.3 percent of venture 

capitalists divest in the IPO). Additionally, Lockett, Murray and Wright (2002) found 

that venture capital firms in the UK are becoming increasingly involved with new 

technology firms, while a bias against companies in their early development stage 

remains. 

 

New economy IPOs are frequently unprofitable at the time of going public. Core et al. 

(2003) found that new economy firms that list on NASDAQ are on average young firms 

with losses, while Schultz and Zaman (2001) documented that only 10 percent of US 

Internet related offers have positive earnings during the quarter prior to IPO. Ritter 

(2006) also found that an above average number of Internet and technology firms went 

public with negative earnings in the year before listing.69 Concurrently, the number of 

technology stock initial public offers as a proportion of the total number of IPOs in the 

USA increased dramatically during 1999 and 2000 to 77 and 65 percent, respectively, 

                                                 
68 Median retained ownership percent are reported above. See Ho et al. (2001) for ownership retention in 
Australian technology IPOs, and Lee et al. (1996) and How (2000) for Australian industrial respectively 
mining IPOs. 
69 Interestingly, IPOs with negative prior year earnings provided higher initial returns to subscribing 
investors, especially in the 1998-2001 period (Ritter, 2006). 
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from an average of 34.5 percent over the last two decades (Ritter, 2006). Arosio et al. 

(2001) confirmed that the above trends are also present in Europe where around 40 

percent of new economy companies reported negative earnings in their IPO 

prospectuses. Consistent with Ritter (2006), unprofitable new economy IPOs in Europe 

were also more underpriced on average than ‘conventional’ IPOs (Arosio et al., 2001). 

 

Underwriting fees for Internet related IPOs in the USA do not differ significantly from 

similar sized firms that list concurrently, and cluster around 7 percent for both groups 

(Schultz and Zaman, 2001), confirming the findings of Chen and Ritter (2000). 

Moreover, Internet related companies in the United States are more likely to be 

underwritten by the highly reputable investment banks than other IPOs (DuCharme, 

Rajgopal, and Sefcik, 2001, Table III; Schultz and Zaman, 2001, Table 6). 

 

Internet related IPOs are found to have more seasoned equity offers than other 

companies (DuCharme et al., 2001; Schultz and Zaman, 2001). Moreover, Internet 

related IPOs that issued additional shares within one year after the initial share offer 

were more underpriced than other Internet related IPOs (DuCharme et al., 2001). 

 

Schultz and Zaman (2001) documented that between 1996 and 2000 Internet related 

IPOs in the USA subsequently acquired firms more frequently than other IPOs. Internet 

related firms’ acquisitions are relatively larger than the targets of non-Internet related 

IPOs, while the payment method was the Internet company’s equity in 65 percent of 

acquisitions. Around 92 percent of targets are private companies, which are Internet 

related firms. The motivations for acquisitions by Internet related IPO firms are to gain 

market share and to achieve economies of scale, confirmed by the fact that the larger the 

target firm, the more positive the market reactions to acquisitions. No evidence for 
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attempts to diversify outside the Internet was found. Internet related IPOs are also more 

likely than ‘conventional’ IPOs to enter into strategic alliances (Schultz and Zaman, 

2001). However, Carayannis and Sagi (2001) stated that the rapid technological change 

in new economy industries induces firms to acquire knowledge and technology through 

mergers and acquisitions, rather than through joint ventures or strategic alliances. The 

former method is less time consuming and effectively prevents the competition from 

accessing the target’s technological advantage. Moreover, Brau and Fawcett (2006) 

documented that (according to their survey of chief financial officers of US companies 

that conducted IPOs in the period 2000-02) entities conducted IPOs primarily to create 

public shares for use in future acquisitions. 

 

Emerging technologies have changed the way in which new economy firms create and 

deliver products and services and compete in the marketplace, but also the way in which 

these companies are floated in the equity markets. The Internet has brought a dramatic 

reduction in information processing and the costs of going public. Jo (2001) 

documented the emergence of Internet venture capitalists, Internet investment bankers, 

and Internet matchmakers.70 These new financial intermediaries could contribute to 

increased efficiencies and competition, but also provide opportunities for co-operation 

between Internet and conventional investment banking. Cyber financial intermediaries 

are taking advantage of the Internet and its efficiency and cost effectiveness. They 

might integrate with conventional financial institutions or coexist independently with 

them, and serve the growing and changing needs of companies and investors. These 

trends indicate that the understanding of new economy equity raising is essential for 

optimal economic development and functioning of financial markets. 

 

                                                 
70 Internet matchmakers facilitate relations between firms and financers. 
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In summary, there is limited evidence about the Australian new economy firms, their 

characteristics and post equity offers’ returns. Additionally, there is a lack of empirical 

evidence about the relationships between the initial and seasoned equity offers by 

Australian new economy entities. In order to better understand these entities and enable 

their optimal financing, it is necessary to explore whether new economy firms are 

different from Australian industrial firms in their characteristics. Whether new economy 

firms invest the offer’ proceeds as new capital, repay debts, or obtain new technology 

and market share through mergers and acquisitions would, among other things, indicate 

the stage of development within the sector. 

 

To assist the understanding of new economy equity offers and explore whether these 

differ from equity offers in other industries and financial markets, a review of the 

theoretical predictions and international evidence on equity offers, with an emphasis on 

equity issuers that operate within new, technology intensive industries is presented 

below. 

 

3.2 Theories on Underpricing of IPOs 

Underpricing is the premium that subscribing investors would receive during the initial 

stages of market trading, and is usually defined as the difference between the 

subscription price and the first trading day closing price. Several theories seeking to 

explain this premium have emerged. These are the principal-agent theory (Baron, 1982); 

information asymmetry (Beatty and Ritter, 1986; Rock, 1986); investment bankers’ 

reputation (Carter and Manaster, 1990); signalling hypothesis (Allen and Faulhaber, 

1989; Grinblatt and Hwang, 1989; Welch, 1989); information revelation (Benveniste 

and Spindt, 1989); litigation avoidance (Tinic, 1988); divergence of opinion under 

uncertainty (Miller, 1977); incomplete spanning of primary issues (Mauer and Senbet, 
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1992); and the ‘Cascades’ theory (Welch, 1992). Collectively, these theories suggest 

that underpricing is not a market anomaly, but a proof of market efficiency, in that it 

reflects a risk premium caused by uncertainty, that is, the unavailability of information 

that is easily obtainable for already listed seasoned firms.  

 

3.2.1 Principal-Agent Theory 

Baron (1982) applied the principal-agent theory to explain underpricing of IPOs. 

Assuming informational asymmetry between the issuer and the investment banker 

(where the latter is better informed about the capital market), decisions about the offer 

price are delegated to the investment banker, who underprices the issue to avoid 

undersubscription.71 Baron maintained that firms conducting IPOs would accept a lower 

price larger the uncertainty about investors’ demand for that offer. Therefore, 

uncertainty about the issue is positively related to underpricing.72 It is therefore 

necessary to examine whether new economy IPOs are underwritten and whether there is 

a relationship between post-listing returns and underwriting expenses. Likewise, it is 

important for this study to determine any relationships between offer price discounts 

and subsequent returns by new economy equity offers. 

 

Muscarella and Vetsuypens (1989) tested Baron’s (1982) model of asymmetric 

information between the issuer and the underwriter by examining investment banks’ 

own IPOs between 1970 and 1987. These offers were predicted to have less 

underpricing because the same entity is both the issuer (principal) and the underwriter 

                                                 
71 This information asymmetry between company insiders and underwriters is in contrast to Rock (1986), 
who assumed the underwriter does not have superior information compared with the issuing firm. Baron’s 
model is at one point in time, assuming no competition among underwriters or reputation building. 
However, moral hazard problems are reduced in reality as a consequence of reputation building and 
competition between investment bankers. 
72 The term uncertainty is used interchangeably with ex ante uncertainty, meaning the inability to 
accurately determine the value of shares before trading on the exchange commences, and market share 
price is established. 
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(agent); thus, no information asymmetry should occur in a self-marketed, firm 

commitment IPO.73 However, Muscarella and Vetsuypens found significant 

underpricing of investment banks’ own IPOs; they found initial returns of 7.12 percent 

on average, measured as return to subscribing investors at the close of the first trading 

day. In the group where the issuing firm (investment bank) is also the lead manager, 

average underpricing was 13.23 percent. Ritter and Welch (2002) speculated that 

underpricing of investment bankers’ own IPOs might have been deliberate in order to 

justify past and future underpricing of clients’ IPOs by the investment banks. 

Nevertheless, this underpricing is inconsistent with Baron’s model, and necessitates 

alternative explanations, such as Tinic’s (1988) litigation avoidance, signalling of firm 

quality, or the informational asymmetry between investors.  

 

3.2.2 Information Asymmetry Model 

Rock (1986) examined informational asymmetry between informed and uninformed 

investors, and proposed that in order to induce uninformed investors to participate in an 

IPO, issues need to be underpriced. Otherwise, informed investors would use their 

superior informational advantage and compete with uninformed investors only in 

underpriced offers, while these informed investors withdraw from overpriced offers, 

thus leaving uninformed investors with overpriced IPOs, resulting in ‘winners curse’.74 

The result is that uninformed investors receive less than the desired number of shares in 

underpriced offers, and proportionally more shares in overpriced IPOs. Therefore, 

increases in ex ante uncertainty regarding IPO value result in the need for larger 

underpricing. 

                                                 
73 In a ‘firm commitment’ offer, the underwriter guarantees the agreed amount of capital will be raised, 
and the underwriter is obligated to buy any unsold stock. Another type of underwriting contract is the 
‘best effort’ agreement, in which the issuer and underwriter negotiate an offer price. A specified amount 
of capital needs to be raised; if this does not occur, the offer is withdrawn from the market.   
74 Terms ‘winners curse’ and ‘adverse selection’ are used interchangeably. 
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In Rock’s model, issuers are uninformed in the sense that they do not know the market 

value of their IPO. Investors’ decisions to become informed can be symbolised as a call 

option to buy shares in IPOs if they are underpriced (that is, when the value of 

becoming informed is greater than the cost involved). The greater the uncertainty 

(variability), the more valuable the call option is. Thus, the greater the ex ante 

uncertainty, the more investors choose to become informed. Investors subsequently 

demand compensation for their cost of information, so the underpricing needs to be 

larger to compensate them. Rock’s informational asymmetry model indicated that ex 

ante uncertainty about an equity offer is an important factor in IPO valuation and 

therefore needs to be incorporated in a study of new economy IPOs. 

 

Beatty and Ritter (1986) argued that investors who are ready and capable to obtain 

information (the informed investors) will generally invest in more underpriced IPOs. 

Underpricing in this case is a compensation for information acquisition efforts by 

informed investors. Beatty and Ritter confirmed that IPOs are underpriced substantially 

more than are seasoned equity offers by already listed public firms. Underpricing 

represents a form of ‘guarantee’ that subsequent equity issues by the company will be 

well received by investors. As suggested by Ibbotson (1975, p. 264), IPO underpricing 

‘leaves a good taste’ in investors’ mouths and ensures their loyalty in subsequent 

seasoned equity offers. Therefore, the firm does have an incentive to underprice its IPO, 

hoping it would be able to obtain a higher price in subsequent SEO. Moreover, Beatty 

and Ritter found that for the investment banker, the net present value of future business 

exceeds any short-term gains from cheating; that is, misprising any individual IPO. 
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3.2.3 Underwriter Reputation Theory 

Underwriter reputation theory proposed that specialisation of underwriters by IPO 

‘quality class’ and contract type (firm commitment or best effort) explains a relatively 

wide range of predicted average initial returns. That is, underwriter specialisation 

signals the quality of the IPO firm. Carter and Manaster (1990) hypothesised that high 

quality firms attempt to signal their quality by choosing prestigious underwriters. 

Conversely, prestigious underwriters want to maintain their reputation and would 

therefore choose high quality issuers. Reputable underwriters therefore deliberately set 

the issue price below the estimated market value to protect their reputation and ensure 

continued investor demand for offers under their management. On the other side, the 

offer should not be excessively underpriced, as issuers might turn to the competition, 

resulting in the underwriter losing future business opportunities.75 This is consistent 

with Beatty and Ritter (1986), who documented that those underwriters who do not 

price according to the equity issue’s quality, lose market share. However, Muscarella 

and Vetsuypens’s (1989) results are in conflict with Carter and Manaster’s relation 

between underwriter prestige and underpricing, because prestigious underwriters’ own 

IPOs are no less underpriced. Carter and Manaster also stated that informed investors 

would choose to invest in riskier IPOs because they offer a wider distribution of returns. 

However, this would be true only up to a point where benefits exceed the costs of 

information acquisition. Carter, Dark and Singh (1998) found that underpricing of US 

IPOs was lower when an issuer used a more reputable underwriter, providing support 

for Carter and Manaster’s theory. Thus, underwriter reputation has the signalling 

implication to investors about the quality of an issue and the extent of underpricing that 

can be expected. Therefore, it is important to examine the relationship between 

underwriter reputation and post-listing returns of new economy initial public offers. 

                                                 
75 Carter and Manaster (1990) found that higher underwriter’ reputation is associated with lower 
underpricing. 
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3.2.4 Signalling Hypothesis 

Signalling hypotheses explain underpricing as a mechanism in efficient markets where 

listing day returns to subscribing investors in IPOs represent a risk premium for 

inadequacy of available information about the offer. To counteract the lack of publicly 

available information, initial equity offers are underpriced. This is done to signal a 

firm’s superior quality and its ability to absorb underpricing losses (‘the money left on 

the table’ to subscribing investors) through future earnings and growth potential. The 

expected higher share values in subsequent seasoned equity offers (when the company 

true quality is revealed in the market) should recover the costs of initial underpricing.  

 

3.2.4.1 Signalling by Ownership Retention 

Leland and Pyle (1977) applied the signalling model to valuation of projects, and stated 

that retained ownership (project’s organisers’ investment in their own firm’s equity) is a 

good signal of a firm’s (project’s) quality to outside investors. High quality issuers have 

an incentive to signal their high quality by retaining a larger proportion of shares (and 

forgoing diversification benefits) as the true value of the firm will be revealed later, 

allowing the issuers to sell shares at a higher price in the SEO.76 Using US data from 

1965 to 1969, Downes and Heinkel (1982) found that IPOs with a higher proportion of 

retained ownership had higher values, providing support for Leland and Pyle’s 

signalling theory. 

 

However, Leland and Pyle’s model does not explain underpricing. If retained ownership 

is a good signal of value, then underpricing is not needed. Therefore, underpricing itself 
                                                 
76 However, a low quality firm’s value will be revealed in the aftermarket, implying that underpricing and 
larger retained ownership do not result in higher prices at SEO, and therefore the low quality firm has no 
incentive to falsely signal high quality.  
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might be only a manifestation of some signalling mechanism for which the firm is 

compensated in subsequent equity offers.  

 

3.2.4.2 Signalling by Underpricing 

Welch (1989) observed that seasoned equity offers (SEO) are related in timing to IPOs, 

and that initial offers usually involved the sale of a relatively small proportion of the 

closely held company than is the case in subsequent SEO (especially if underpricing in 

the IPO was substantial).77 Welch argued that information asymmetry between owners 

and investors produces underpricing, which is less costly for a superior quality IPO than 

it would be for a low quality IPO (which would have to engage in imitation of quality 

plus underpricing costs). The higher the general level of underpricing, the more likely it 

is that low quality firms will reveal their true value.78

  

Grinblatt and Hwang (1989) combined the underpricing and the proportion of shares 

sold in the IPO to derive a signalling hypothesis. Thus, both the offer (subscription) 

price and the proportion of retained ownership by original investors signal the IPO 

firm’s value. Grinblatt and Hwang proposed that underpricing is positively related to 

retained ownership by issuers, and that the value of the issuing firm is positively related 

to the degree of underpricing. Their model is consistent with other signalling models, as 

well as with empirical evidence on IPOs (Beatty and Ritter, 1986; Ibbotson, 1975; 

Ibbotson and Jaffe, 1975; Ibbotson et al., 1988; Ritter, 1984). 

 

                                                 
77 Mendonca and Smullin (2000) confirmed these relationships by providing evidence about US Internet 
related IPOs during 1999, which offered only a small proportion of ordinary shares to outside investors in 
their IPOs. 
78 In an extension of the signalling by underpricing model, Welch (1996) also included the waiting period 
between the IPO and the first SEO as an additional signal of firm’ quality. 
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Consistent with Welch (1989), and Grinblatt and Hwang (1989), Allen and Faulhaber 

(1989) developed another equilibrium signalling model of firm quality. Allen and 

Faulhaber made an assumption that the firm itself has the best information about its 

future prospects. They distinguished two types of issue markets - a separating and a 

pooling equilibrium. A separating equilibrium, the so called ‘hot issue’ market, is a 

period when good quality issues are able to signal their superiority to investors with 

offer price and percentage of retained ownership after the IPO. In other market 

conditions the pooling equilibrium exists with no underpricing (good quality IPOs are 

unable to distinguish themselves from other IPOs by signalling their value). Allen and 

Faulhaber predicted that the separating equilibrium of hot issue markets will be related 

to the expected industry profitability, where the perceived profitability of entry would 

result in temporary time and industry clustering of IPOs.79 Allen and Faulhaber’s 

argument that underpricing occurs at certain periods in time and in certain industries has 

been evidenced by Ibbotson and Jaffe (1975), and Ritter (1984); and more recently by 

events in the Internet IPO market (Ljungqvist and Wilhelm, 2003; Ritter, 2006). 

 

The above evidence points to the importance of retained ownership and underpricing as 

signals of offer quality. Therefore, it is imperative to examine the relationships between 

retained ownership and underpricing, as well as between underpricing and other proxies 

for firm quality in the context of new economy initial public offers. 

 

3.2.5 Presale Information Gathering Model 

Benveniste and Spindt (1989) presented a model that explains the underwriting role as 

an improvement in economic efficiency of the IPO process that was not addressed by 

the above named signalling theories. Benveniste and Spindt predicted that the 
                                                 
79 This prospect of improvements in profitability might be caused by an exogenous shock, such as the 
introduction of new or less costly technology. 
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underwriter would use underpricing as a compensation to induce informed 

(institutional) investors to truthfully reveal their private information about the issue. In 

their model, regular (institutional) investors are better informed about some aspects of 

the issue than the underwriter or the issuer. This private information is revealed through 

presale indications of interest for the offer, where positive information (such as high 

demand for the offer) results in larger underpricing. The magnitude of compensation in 

a particular offer would depend on how much investors might profit by hiding their 

knowledge about the IPO. Hanley (1993) found support for Benveniste and Spindt’s 

(1989) information revelation model where shares in highly demanded IPOs are 

rationed and offer prices only partially adjusted to the difference between the expected 

and actual demand for an offer.80 However, the presale information-gathering model 

would apply only to a minority of IPOs in Australia that used the book-building process 

(usually large privatisation IPOs in which the institutional tranche of the offer used the 

book-building approach) (Sherman, 2001, Table 1). 

 

Similarly, Chemmanur (1993) proposed that underpricing is used to induce informed 

investors to reveal their private information about the IPO. The greater the costs to 

investors of becoming informed, the greater would be the underpricing. Thus, projects 

that have larger uncertainty and are more difficult to assess (such as firms involved in 

high technology and biotechnology research and development) are predicted to have 

larger underpricing. However, issuers would underprice IPOs only if they believed that 

additional equity could be sold in a seasoned offer at a higher price. 

 

                                                 
80 For further evidence in support of Benveniste and Spindt’s (1989) model, see Welch (1991) and Hanley 
and Wilhelm (1995). 
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3.2.6 Litigation Avoidance Theory 

Another explanation for underpricing was given by Tinic (1988), who found a low level 

of underpricing for US IPOs during the pre-1930 period, compared with underpricing 

after passing of the US Securities Act in 1933.81 Tinic explains that underpricing 

reflects underwriters’ effort to avoid legal liability that could arise if the offer were 

overpriced. However, avoidance of legal liability (not only in the USA but also in other 

countries) is most likely to be only one of the factors that influence underpricing, 

because initial returns in the United States are not large by international terms; thus 

implying that litigation avoidance is not a major cause of underpricing.82 While 

underpricing can prove to be a costly advertising campaign to signal issuing firm’s 

quality, the issuer is directly rewarding investors for participation in that IPO. Thus, it is 

the least complicated way of signalling future prospects of the IPO firm, which 

concurrently reduces the probability of litigation. Litigation avoidance theory also 

seems to be able to explain why SEOs are less underpriced than IPOs. As much less 

uncertainty about the issue is associated with a seasoned equity offer, less underpricing 

is required. Welch (1991) empirically tested the lawsuit avoidance theory of Tinic 

(1988) and found some evidence for lawsuit avoidance behaviour. That is, riskier offers 

are associated with larger direct compensation through higher underwriting fees. 

However, underpricing is not related to the number of statements in the prospectus for 

which the underwriter could be held liable (Welch, 1991). 

 

3.2.7 Divergence of Opinion Under Uncertainty 

Miller (1977) predicts that in markets for securities where short selling is restricted and 

there are wide variations in investors’ valuations of securities, market prices will be 
                                                 
81 During the pre-1930 period underpricing was on average 5 percent, compared with 6 to 14 percent in 
the 1966-71 period (Tinic, 1988). 
82 Moreover, underpricing in the 1966-71 period and the pre-1930 period may not be directly comparable 
due to the time difference.  
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formed by a minority of the most optimistic investors. Divergence of opinion is greatest 

when stock is issued for the first time. Additionally, the supply of IPO shares is 

restricted because underwriters attempt to control the amount of short selling in the 

immediate aftermarket (through their market making activities or share lock-up 

provisions), which results in unavailability of IPO shares to be borrowed from brokers 

for the purpose of short sale. Consequently, if underwriters set the offer price according 

to the valuations of the average informed investor, the IPO will be underpriced. This is 

due to the excess demand for the IPO in the immediate aftermarket, which becomes 

dominated by the most optimistic investors.83 With time, variance in opinions 

decreases, and optimistic investors revise their valuations towards the mean, resulting in 

lower market price. Divergence of opinion could therefore result in larger underpricing 

in small IPOs with relatively few investors, which are characteristics of many new 

economy IPOs. 

 

Houge, Loughran, Suchanek and Yan (2001) provided support for Miller’s (1977) 

divergence of opinion hypothesis using a sample of 2,025 US IPOs between 1993 and 

1996. Houge et al. documented that higher divergence of opinion and uncertainty, 

approximated by higher flipping activity (selling of IPO shares by subscribing investors 

in the immediate aftermarket), later opening of trade on the listing day, and wider bid-

ask spreads, can result in larger initial returns and greater long-run underperformance. 

Additionally, Ofek and Richardson (2003) documented substantial restrictions to short 

selling of US IPOs between January 1998 and February 2000. Thus, Miller’s 

predictions received support from price behaviour of new economy IPOs during the hot 

issue market until April 2000, where high uncertainty and divergence of opinion, 

                                                 
83 Pessimistic investors’ views are not reflected in the market initially due to a restriction on short selling. 
Thus, a wider divergence of opinion should result in higher underpricing and inferior long-term 
performance. 
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coupled with difficulties to obtain IPO shares for the purpose of short selling the 

securities, resulted in dominance of the most optimistic investors. 

 

3.2.8 Cascades Theory 

Welch (1992) observed that IPO shares are sold sequentially, rather than all at once to 

all investors. Therefore, later investors have the benefit of information about earlier 

investors’ demand behaviour. These late investors tend to ignore their private 

information, and act on information of early investors, which produces a chain reaction 

that Welch calls ‘Cascade’. It is therefore in the underwriters’ interest that early 

investors communicate positive signals about the issue, especially within a relatively 

homogenous market where communication between investors is easy. If the initial 

information about the demand for the offer is not favourable, issuers might attempt to 

distribute the offer over segmented markets, and in that manner prevent communication 

between investors. However, the usefulness of this model depends on the ability to 

observe early investors’ demand behaviour. 

 

3.2.9 Incomplete Spanning of Primary Issues 

Mauer and Senbet (1992) explained that investors have limited success in subscribing 

for IPO shares and that there are few, if any, substitute investments for IPOs in the 

secondary market. That is, unlike other theories that explain underpricing as a 

consequence of information asymmetry between parties in the offer process, Mauer and 

Senbet stated that it is the incomplete spanning of IPOs and limited access to the 

primary markets that explain underpricing. Thus, no securities in the secondary market 

can simulate the risk and return characteristics of new equity issues. This results in a 

primary market risk premium. Mauer and Senbet predicted that underpricing is 
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unrelated to systematic risk, and that industries will be characterised with differences in 

the level of underpricing, with new industries (such as those in the new economy sector) 

having more underpriced IPOs. 

 

3.2.10 Technological Innovation and New Equity Offers 

Maksimovic and Pichler (2001) showed that the early IPOs in an industry create a 

market in secondary shares that reveals investors’ private information about their 

technology to potential industry entrants. Thus, listing on a stock exchange also results 

in a loss of some competitive advantages by having to reveal private information during 

the process of going public. As a result, new potential rivals might attempt to copy the 

technology of the firm that is going public. However, if the entity hesitates to go public, 

its proprietary technology might become obsolete as a result of a competitor’s invention 

of superior technology. A subsequent IPO by the competitor would most likely result in 

the first firm, whose technology is obsolete, eventually closing its doors. 

 

Cao and Shi (2006) explained that clustering of IPOs is industry specific and more 

likely to occur in new industries (such as the biotechnology and the Internet). At the 

early stage of industry development there is a lack of public information about the 

firms, and uncertainty about the demand for products or services offered by firms in the 

emerging industry. Potential IPOs in an emerging industry are sensitive to industry 

publicity, where high industry publicity induces issuing companies to underprice their 

IPO to signal high quality. This in turn produces clustering of IPOs in hot issue markets. 

The hot issue markets are therefore concentrated in specific industries (Ritter, 1984; 

Schultz and Zaman, 2001), and are relatively short-lived. As more information about the 

future performance of an industry becomes public, investors reassess the performance of 

firms within the particular industry, and may become more sensitive to any negative 
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news. Thus, the accumulation of information about firms in an industry ends the hot 

issue period (which was induced by optimistic investors), and also reduces the 

likelihood of IPO clustering within the particular industry in the future. As the industry 

matures, investors would have access to more reliable information about earnings and 

future performance of the firms, and would depend less on industry publicity to value 

those firms. 

 

To summarise, there are several theories offering explanations for underpricing. 

However, no theory has thus far distinguished itself by its predictive power about the 

level of underpricing. It seems plausible to expect that the interaction of numerous 

factors affects underpricing, and that some factors affect underpricing more in certain 

industries and at specific times. Additionally, the new economy introduces further 

factors that might play a role in the determination of equity offers’ market value. These 

may be the increased importance of investor sentiment and the use of offer proceeds for 

research and development. 

 

3.3 Empirical Evidence on IPO Underpricing 

IPO underpricing is not a new phenomenon; it has been present in financial markets for 

more than a century. Schlag and Wodrich (2000) found that in German capital markets 

between 1870 and 1914, more than 90 percent of IPOs were underpriced. Schlag and 

Wodrich found that IPOs in newer emerging industries were more underpriced than 

other IPOs (in textiles and leather industries). 

 

There is evidence to suggest an IPO is not an independent event (Brav and Gompers, 

1997); this is due to the fact that IPOs cluster during times and in industries when 
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market sentiment is favourable (or markets are overvalued).84 Empirical evidence also 

indicates the level of underpricing varies over time (Ibbotson, 1975; Ibbotson and Jaffe, 

1975; Mola and Loughran, 2004; Ritter, 1984). Ibbotson and Jaffe (1975) examined the 

‘hot issue’ markets which they defined as ‘periods in which the average first month 

performance (or aftermarket performance) of new issues is abnormally high’ (Ibbotson 

and Jaffe, 1975, p. 1027). They found that first month residual series are strongly 

serially dependent, thereby making prediction of ‘hot issue’ markets possible. Ibbotson 

and Jaffe suggested that, from the issuers’ point of view, a firm should go public during 

a cold issue market in order to obtain a higher offer price.85 On the other hand (because 

hot issue markets are predictable), investors should subscribe to offers during hot issue 

markets, when the average initial returns are largest, and avoid IPOs during cold issue 

markets, when average initial returns are low, or even negative. Ibbotson and Jaffe 

concluded that the immediate aftermarket is not highly efficient, and that price volatility 

is strongly affected by whether the IPO market is hot or cold. Moreover, Ibbotson 

(1975) examined US IPOs from 1960 to 1969, and established that initial returns to 

subscribing investors are on average 11.4 percent, while investors had an equal chance 

of gain or loss by investing in IPO. However, the positively skewed distribution of 

returns implies that losses were smaller in magnitude than gains, which makes IPOs an 

attractive gamble.  

 

This gamble becomes increasingly rewarding during the hot issue periods, as 

documented by Ritter (1984), who examined the hot issue market of January 1980 to 

March 1981 using Rock’s adverse selection model, where higher uncertainty of an 

issue’s value should result in larger underpricing. Ritter found an average 48.4 percent 

first day returns to subscribing investors, while almost all hot issues were natural 
                                                 
84 For temporal and industry clustering of IPOs, see Ritter’s (1984) evidence for the USA and How’s 
(2000) evidence for Australian IPOs. 
85 That is, larger proceeds (more capital) are received by the owners (firm). 
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resource IPOs. Ritter’s results imply that hot issue markets occur at specific periods and 

within particular industries. 

 

Ibbotson, Sindelar, and Ritter (1988) suggested that less established issuers have to 

attract investors by relatively larger underpricing to offset the unavailability of public 

information; hence the group of smallest (usually young) companies exhibit highest 

average initial returns. Ibbotson et al. found that the current average listing day return 

predicts next year’s number of IPOs; that is, initial returns predict IPO volume six to 

twelve months in the future. This relationship suggests that issuers are monitoring the 

IPO markets, and are frequently making equity offers when they perceive markets to be 

receptive of similar firms. 

 

Ibbotson et al. (1988) and Hanley (1993) documented that when the initial demand for 

an offer is higher than anticipated, underwriters adjust the offer price up, but not 

sufficiently, producing large listing day returns (underpricing).86 The difference 

between the subscription price and the market share value, termed ‘leaving the money 

on the table’ to subscribing investors, is clearly a cost to the issuing firm, which could 

have received additional capital inflows. Too much or too little underpricing predicts 

more pronounced return underperformance in the future (Ibbotson et al., 1988). 

 

However, Loughran and Ritter (2002) explained that the original owners are not 

concerned about underpricing (which they could view as a direct loss) because at the 

same time they discover the value of their retained shares is higher than estimated 

                                                 
86 Note that the above does not apply in the fixed offer price process, which is the dominant offer type in 
Australia. In the fixed offer process, subscription price is determined in advance, and cannot be altered 
once the offer is open to investors (without issuing a supplementary offer prospectus). Thus, large 
positive (or negative) initial returns can result due to the fixed offer price process, where underwriters are 
unable to adjust the offer price according to investors’ demand. 
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before listing. Loughran and Ritter argued that, according to the prospects theory87, 

issuers are not concerned about underpricing because these losses are outweighed by the 

gains from the firm’s higher market valuation than was anticipated prior to the share 

offer. Thus, the higher the retention rate by original owners, the higher the increase in 

their wealth directly in proportion to IPO underpricing (consistent with predictions of 

Grinblatt and Hwang (1989), and Welch (1989), who predicted a positive relationship 

between retained ownership and underpricing). Ljungqvist and Wilhelm (2003) 

documented substantial reductions in the pre-IPO insider ownership of IPOs in the USA 

during 1999 and 2000. Moreover, the existing (secondary) share sales by company 

insiders declined dramatically. A simultaneous dramatic increase in share purchase 

programs that favoured company insiders by allowing them to acquire IPO shares at 

offer price (and benefit from any underpricing) reduced the incentives to resist 

underpricing. Thus, the agency conflicts between the underwriters and the issuing 

company produced high listing day returns for IPOs during 1999 and 2000. 

 

Nevertheless, there is evidence that the market is punishing underwriters who do not 

adequately perform their role as intermediaries; this is confirmed by the loss of market 

share by those underwriters who do not price the IPOs at equilibrium (Beatty and Ritter, 

1986).88 Institutional interests in IPOs are not disclosed by underwriters, which 

indicates a possibility that certain groups of investors receive preferential treatment 

from underwriters when IPO shares are allocated. US evidence on share allocations 

points to a relatively high percentage of shares in IPOs on average being absorbed by 

                                                 
87 See Kahneman and Tversky (1979), and Shefrin and Statman (1984) (as cited in Loughran and Ritter, 
2002, p. 422). 
88 However, market share losses may be only a part of the total costs to underwriters. Recent US 
Securities Exchange Commission investigation into the investment banking industry led to legal action 
against several leading investment banks in the USA. Underwriters found to have breached the provisions 
of the US Securities Act 1933 due to conflicts of interest in their research analyst reports have been fined 
substantially. For example, Morgan Stanley & Co. Incorporated was ordered to pay US$125 million, 
while Deutsche Bank Securities Inc was ordered to pay US$87.5 million. Retrieved March 28, 2006, from 
the World Wide Web: http://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/lr18117.htm and http://www.sec.gov/ 
litigation/litreleases/lr18854.htm 
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institutional investors. Aggarwal, Prabhala and Puri (2002) found that between 60 and 

75 percent of shares are allocated to institutional investors. This figure is between 59 

and 71 percent, according to Hanley and Wilhelm (1995), depending on the 

underpricing of issues. Both studies found that institutions are allocated an above 

average proportion of shares in offers that subsequently have high listing day returns 

(Aggarwal et al., 2002, Table II, p. 29; Hanley and Wilhelm, 1995, Table 6, p. 249). 

 

However, it is expected that new economy IPOs would have a higher percentage of 

retail (uninformed) investors. This is supported by Krigman, Shaw and Womack’s 

(1999) findings that ‘extra hot’ IPOs (those with underpricing above 60 percent) had 

fewer institutional investors.89 That is, relatively high underpricing is a reasonable 

indicator that dominance of the retail investors’ sentiment is present (on the first trading 

day). Miller (1977) showed that the dominance of optimistic investors would prevail as 

long as the ability of less-optimistic investors to short-sell IPO shares is restricted (thus, 

on the listing day it would be difficult to borrow IPO shares in highly demanded offers 

from the broker for the purpose of short sale). Additionally, Chowdhry and Sherman 

(1996) provided evidence from seven Asian markets and the United Kingdom that 

issuers tend to be biased in favour of small investors. They developed a model based on 

Rock’s (1986) adverse selection model, where issuers can increase the value of 

proceeds received by the firm by favouring small (uninformed) investors over large 

(informed) investors.90 Discrimination in favour of small investors reduces the adverse 

selection problem, decreases the need for large underpricing, and enables the issuing 

firm to set a higher offer price. However, favouring the unsophisticated (small) 

                                                 
89 That is, institutional trades account for only 39 percent of shares sold on day one in ‘extra hot’ IPOs as 
opposed to between 55 and 68 percent for less underpriced and overvalued IPOs (Krigman et al., 1999, 
table III, p. 1029). 
90 The main advantage of institutional investors in the past was the better access to timely information. 
However, Madhavan (2000) pointed out that the Internet has resulted in a reduction of information gap 
between institutional and retail investors. 
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investors in share allocation does not necessarily result in lower underpricing. An 

increased number of unsophisticated investors who were unable to subscribe for new 

economy IPOs, bought IPO shares in the initial aftermarket, producing excess demand 

for those offers and substantial first day returns to subscribing investors (Ritter, 2006; 

Schultz and Zaman, 2001). 

 

Kennedy, Sivakumar and Vetzal (2006) argued that the entrepreneurial losses model of 

Habib and Ljungqvist (2001) is the most plausible explanation for underpricing of IPOs 

in their sample of US IPO between 1991 and 1998. Kennedy et al. documented that 

insiders become progressively more concerned about underpricing (‘the money left on 

the table’) larger the proportion of their (secondary) shares offered in the IPO. Thus, the 

more shares insiders sell in the IPO, the greater their incentive to engage in activities 

that may reduce underpricing (to achieve a higher offer price). These activities may 

include the promotion of the offer and making more information available about the 

IPO, or hiring prestigious auditors or underwriters. Kennedy et al.’s results are also 

consistent with the Aggarwal, Krigman and Womack (2002) information momentum 

model, which proposes that IPO underpricing is used to ‘advertise’ the offer, generating 

a momentum of interest in the form of increased research coverage, in order to produce 

an upward shift in the demand curve for IPO shares in the aftermarket. 

 

3.3.1 Valuation of New Economy Share Offers 

The new economy sector comprises entities that differ from traditional public 

companies in many respects. New economy firms represented a substantial proportion 

of public equity capital acquisition during the 1990s (Ritter and Welch, 2002). While 

substantial underpricing is not endemic to new economy firms, it became frequent in 

this sector until April 2000.  
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3.3.2 New Economy IPOs in the United States 

Ritter and Welch (2002) documented the variability in the proportion of high 

technology IPOs over time in the United States. While technology offers represented 

between 23 and 37 percent of all IPOs between 1980 and 1998, that proportion 

increased to about 72 percent in 1999 and 2000, reverting back to around 29 percent 

after March 2000. Similarly, the proportion of issuing firms with negative earnings in 

the year prior to listing increased from 19 percent during the 1980s to almost 80 percent 

of firms going public during the 1999-2000 period. Ritter and Welch documented that 

underpricing persists over time, although it fluctuates and appears to be exhibiting an 

increasing trend. None of the information asymmetry models seems capable of fully 

explaining underpricing. It seems that underpricing is driven by a mixture of factors, 

indicating that a certain theoretical factor will be more important at particular times and 

for specific offers. 

  

Schill and Zhou (2001) examined the sale of subsidiaries belonging to Internet or other 

emerging industries. These equity carve-outs are sold through public offers, with the 

parent companies retaining a majority holding. Schill and Zhou documented that 

Internet (and other emerging industries) are characterised with a high valuation of 

subsidiaries that separate (spin-off) from their parent company and conduct an IPO. In 

some instances the value of holdings in the former subsidiary exceeds the parent 

company’s market value for a prolonged period of time, a paradox also evident in other 

emerging industries (for example, Cisco Systems) (Schill and Zhou, 2001, Table 1, p. 

8). However, the market value of former subsidiaries is volatile; parent companies 

experience significant positive returns of 11 percent on average for three days around 

the announcement period. Alternative explanations, such as taxes on gains from sale of 
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subsidiary, expected dilution of ownership due to derivative securities in the subsidiary 

for the parents, liquidity and agency costs arguments, are unable to explain the price 

behaviour in the Internet subsidiary carve-outs. Results suggest an influential group of 

investors placed greater value on direct Internet asset holdings rather than indirect 

through the parent company. These Internet subsidiary carve-outs have low levels of 

institutional ownership, making them susceptible to swings in the small investor 

sentiment. This finding provides support for Miller’s (1977) prediction that the most 

optimistic investors control the price in the IPO aftermarket where short selling is 

restricted. However, arbitrage constraints decline over time as variance of opinion about 

the IPO decreases and the supply of shares increases. Shill and Zhou showed that 

market values of former subsidiaries declined rapidly after April 2000, while parent 

companies had little or no losses in value.  

 

Share price corrections in the new economy sector after April 2000 affected the ability 

of many IPO firms to raise further equity capital, and tested their viability as a going 

concern. Wilbon (2002) used a logistic regression in his longitudinal study of high 

technology firm survival after the IPO. He found that executive technology experience, 

research and development spending, and intellectual property rights variables contribute 

significantly to the explanatory power of high technology IPO survival rate. Contrary to 

the hypothesized direction, Wilbon (2002) established that firms which invested less in 

research and development (relative to sales) experienced higher survival rates during the 

first five years after the IPO. This might indicate that the market viewed smaller, 

targeted investments that resulted in earlier positive cash flows more favourably. 

 

It is reasonable to expect that the characteristics of new economy companies, such as 

asset intangibility and focus on human capital and research and development, as well as 
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the increased volatility in market prices of new economy companies, reduced investors’ 

ability to accurately value those entities. Using US data, Core et al. (2003) found that 

the proportion of firm value explained (approximated by the proportion of market value 

of equity explained by the book value of equity, earnings, and earnings growth proxies) 

has been decreasing during the period from 1975 to 1999 (for high technology and 

young firms’ subsamples), but especially during the new economy period between 1996 

and 1999. However, this does not appear to be driven by the increased measurement 

error of traditional financial variables used, which exhibited a stable relationship with 

firm value during the 1990s. Instead, it appears to be due to increased firm’ value during 

the new economy period, which contains additional unexplained variation that is 

uncorrelated with traditional explanatory variables. 

 

Overoptimism by Internet investors in valuing new economy equity could possibly 

explain a part of the variation in value that could not be explained by traditional 

financial variables. For example, Cooper et al. (2001) documented high announcement 

period abnormal returns related to Internet associated corporate name changes. Five-day 

cumulative excess returns around the announcements (-2 to +2 days) are significantly 

positive, amounting to an average of 53 percent. Remarkably, even the firms with little 

or no Internet involvement achieve significant positive excess returns through their 

decision to have the corporate name changed to include the words Internet, .com or .net. 

The results do not indicate any negative drift in returns after the announcement (to +120 

days), confirming that the effect on company share price is not a temporary 

overreaction. Investor sentiment might also offer some insight into the distribution of 

IPO returns, which are highly positively skewed. Thus, investors may not always value 

equity offers based on public and private information about the equity offers, meaning 
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that risk averseness and rational behaviour assumptions need to be relaxed when initial 

and seasoned equity offers are examined. 

 

3.3.3 New Economy IPOs in European Equity Markets 

European equity markets have been relatively slower than their US counterparts in the 

development of new economy stock exchanges. However, there are indications that 

these ‘new markets’ are becoming larger and more liquid. Additionally, high listing day 

returns also became a characteristic of European new economy IPOs, with some 

evidence presented below.  

  

Arosio, Guidici and Paleari (2000) examined 86 IPOs listed on Europe’s secondary 

stock exchanges between January 1999 and May 2000, and found raw underpricing of 

76.43 percent on average. This underpricing resulted in 4.6 billion Euros being ‘left on 

the table’. Arosio et al. (2000) related high initial returns to Internet euphoria, the 

quality of the private information and publicly available information about the issuing 

firms, and to limits of traditional valuation methods in determining offer price. 

 

Arosio, Bertoni and Guidici (2001) studied 36 IPOs that have listed on the Italian 

second board market (Nuovo Mercato) since its opening in June 1999. While the 

average initial returns were 24.03 percent, about 41 percent of IPOs exhibit negative 

initial returns, especially after the NASDAQ crisis in April 2000. Arosio et al. (2001, 

Table III, p. 21) found evidence that institutional holdings vary widely between IPOs, as 

well as for the existence of lock-up provisions. These restrictions prevented insiders 

from effecting early selling of shares after the IPO, limiting the supply of shares and 

resulting in high initial returns. Consistent with the US evidence, the Arosio et al. 

(2001) sample is characterised by small firms, with around 40 percent of the IPOs 
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having negative earnings. Thus, investors seem to have relied on future prospects as 

opposed to accounting fundamentals when they valued Italian Nuovo Mercato IPOs.   

 

3.4 IPO Characteristics 

Offer characteristics, such as the underwriting costs as the proportion of the offer value 

and other underwriter activities (oversubscription provision and share trading by 

underwriters in the immediate IPO aftermarket) could contribute to better understanding 

of IPO listing day returns. 

 

3.4.1 Direct Costs in Equity Offers 

Aggarwal and Rivoli (1991) documented that direct cash expenses incurred by firms 

going public in the US (during the 1977-87 period) are 12.3 per cent for firm 

commitment offers and 15.3 per cent for best efforts offers.91 Chen and Ritter (2000) 

documented that underwriting fees paid by more than 90 percent of US IPOs between 

1995 and 1998 were exactly seven percent.92 Torstila (2001) reported that fees charged 

by underwriters of European IPOs are lower than those in the USA. The lower level of 

service that small, less reputable underwriters provide to issuing firms influenced lower 

costs.93 Torstila (2001) examined the distribution of fees between the members of the 

IPO syndicate for initial equity offers in the United States during the 1990s. Similarly to 

the average gross spread (underwriting fee) of seven percent (as documented by Chen 

and Ritter, 2000), there appears to be a standard division of this gross spread within the 

syndicate into 20 percent management fee, 20 percent underwriter fee, and 60 percent 

                                                 
91 Values are expressed as proportion of gross offer proceeds (Aggarwal and Rivoli, 1991, Table 1, p. 
355). 
92 The results apply for US IPOs raising between US$20 and US$80 million (Chen and Ritter, 2000, p. 
1105). 
93 The difference in the level of fees is found by comparing the gross spreads paid by European issuers in 
European markets with fees paid by European issuers listing in the US markets. 
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selling concession.94 While quite common by the end of the 1990s, the 20/20/60 

standard was applied by only a third of the syndicates, and is a much less frequently 

applied rule than the seven percent gross spread rule. The lead underwriter received a 

small share of the underwriting fee, but a relatively large proportion of the selling 

concession. First day returns are positively related to selling concession. Therefore, 

underwriters are motivated to underprice an IPO, which generates higher trading 

volume and results in higher commissions (as documented by Ellis, Michaely, and 

O'Hara, 2000). 

 

Contrary to Chen and Ritter (2000), How and Yeo (2000) found that underwriting fees 

for IPOs in Australia between 1980 and 1996 are not fixed at a certain percentage. 

Instead, percentage underwriting fees differ across issue size and over time, while there 

is some clustering of underwriting fees at three, four and five percent. Additionally, no 

evidence of underwriter collusion was found in the fee determination process. 

 

The level of fees charged by underwriters in new economy equity offers, compared with 

fees charged for equity offers by industrial companies, could give some indication about 

the underwriters’ views about the riskiness of Australian new economy equity offers. 

However, Schultz and Zaman (2001) found that Internet related IPOs in the USA were 

not charged higher fees than non-Internet IPOs, suggesting that underwriters alleviate 

their risks in equity offers using other strategies, possibly by providing indirect support 

for the offer through their market making activities in the immediate IPO aftermarket. 

 

                                                 
94 The selling concession becomes larger for large IPOs which require a bigger selling effort from 
syndicate members.   
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3.4.2 Underwriters’ Market Making Activities in IPOs 

Ellis, Michaelly and O’Hara (2000) used a sample of 306 NASDAQ IPOs and found 

that the lead underwriter is the dominant market maker in post-IPO trading. While 

compensation for underwriting an IPO comes from the gross spread, trading and 

inventory profits on average contribute positively to underwriters’ overall proceeds. 

Thus, provision of liquidity in the aftermarket is not subsidised from the underwriting 

fees. Consistent with Torstila (2001), Ellis et al. (2000, Figure 6, p. 1069) found a 

significant positive relationship between underpricing and underwriters’ trading profits. 

Therefore, underwriters are motivated to underprice not only to avoid risks embedded in 

overpricing an issue, but also to generate higher trading commissions in the 

aftermarket.95 Ellis et al. found that, by rule, underwriters take a short position in IPOs 

prior to listing. That is, underwriters oversell an offer by approximately 15 percent, 

which is equivalent to the size of the overallotment (oversubscription) option.96 

Underwriters take on this short position to stimulate demand for the offer. If the 

aftermarket price is greater than the offer price, lead underwriter covers this short 

position by exercising the overallotment option (effectively buying the shares back at 

offer price). Conversely, if the IPO trades below the offer price the lead underwriter 

covers its short position in the aftermarket (buying shares back at below the offer price), 

and does not exercise the overallotment option. Thus, it is evident that the overallotment 

option reduces the risk of price support activities and inventory position risk for the 

underwriter. 

 

The results of Ellis et al. (2000) were confirmed by Aggarwal (2000), who found that 

underwriters used the combination of overallotment option, penalty bids and 

                                                 
95 Asquith et al. (1998) also found that the underwriter’s price support resulted in decreased ex ante 
uncertainty about an IPO. 
96 Overallotment option is also called the ‘Green Shoe option’, according to the first company that 
incorporated this feature into its initial share offer in 1963 (see Aggarwal, 2000, p. 1078). 
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aftermarket short covering to provide price support for IPOs and to minimise their costs 

of price support. In the sample of 137 IPOs between May and July 1997, Aggarwal 

found no evidence of pure stabilisation; that is, posting a bid at or below the offer price. 

Underwriters avoided this pure price stabilisation due to regulatory constraints in the 

USA. Instead, underwriters restricted the supply of shares to provide price support for 

IPOs with relatively weak investor demand. 

 

The above evidence indicates that the overallotment (oversubscription) provision in the 

initial public offer may have effect on listing day returns. Therefore, new listings that 

permit oversubscriptions of shares need to be examined in the new economy IPO 

context. 

 

3.5 IPO Underpricing in Australia 

Australian listed companies provided around 11.5 percent annual returns between 1995 

and 2000 (ASX Fact Book 2001, p. 21). Moreover, ASX was the 12th largest stock 

exchange in the world, measured by domestic market capitalisation in 2002 and 2003 

(ASX Fact File 2004, p. 1). In 2000 (2001), initial public offers accounted for 32.5 

(16.7) percent of equity capital raising in Australia (ASX Fact Book 2001, p. 34; ASX 

Fact File 2002, p. 20). Relatively high stock returns over time and large capitalisation of 

the Australian equity markets motivated researchers to investigate initial public offers. 

The existing evidence on IPOs indicates maturity of domestic equity markets, with 

initial returns being moderate by international standards (Loughran et al., 1994). IPOs in 

Australia are substantially smaller and younger than in other developed equity markets 

(Loughran et al., 1994, Table 2, p. 170). A fixed price offer process is used by the 

majority of IPOs in Australia, which together with a small company size and short 

operating history could result in larger underpricing of IPOs compared with markets 
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where the book-building and auction system are used, and the issuing companies are 

generally larger and more mature. 

 

Finn and Higham (1988) is generally recognised as the first comprehensive academic 

study of Australian IPOs. Finn and Higham examined new equity issues in Australia 

using a sample of 93 companies from 1966 to 1978, and found significant positive 

excess returns on first day of trading. They attributed this to the Australian institutional 

framework, as during the sample period under study the stockbroking market was 

protected, enabling brokers and underwriters to benefit from underpricing. 

 

However, underpricing of Australian IPOs continued after the deregulation of the 

stockbroking industry in late 1970s. Lee, Taylor and Walter (1996) stated that collusion 

between independent brokers and underwriters was unlikely, and does not provide 

insights about post-listing return patterns. In contrast to Finn and Higham, who found 

underpricing to be on average 29.2 percent, Lee et al. (drawing their sample from the 

post-deregulation period) reported mean underpricing of Australian IPOs between 1976 

and 1989 to be on average 16.41 percent (11.86 percent index adjusted return). Lee et 

al. also found that underpricing is significantly correlated to fluctuations in informed 

investors’ demand for the new issue.97

 

How and Low (1993) conducted empirical tests of signalling hypothesis using retained 

ownership (Leland and Pyle, 1977) and underpricing (Welch, 1989) by examining 523 

Australian IPOs during the period from 1979 to 1989. They found a positive 

relationship between firm value and the percentage of ownership retained by original 

                                                 
97 Lee et al. (1999) found that large (informed) investors have more elastic demand for new offers, and 
would crowd out small (uninformed) investors in the case of underpriced IPOs if allocations were made 
based on application without favouring small investors. Using Singapore Stock exchange data, authors 
provided empirical evidence that large investors have an informational advantage compared to retail 
investors (revealed in their selective application for shares in more underpriced offers). 
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owners. However, How and Low found that the relationship between underpricing and 

firm value was less clear, as it was sensitive to the proxy used to measure firm value.  

 

How, Izan and Monroe (1995) studied 340 Australian industrial IPOs that listed during 

the 1980s, and found strong support for Carter and Manaster (1990) underwriter 

reputation effect on underpricing. How et al. (1995) also found support for differential 

quantity of information hypothesis, meaning that IPOs with less information available 

(thus having higher ex ante uncertainty) are more underpriced to compensate investors 

for difficulty in accurately valuing those IPOs. 

 

During the last two decades of the twentieth century, Australia went through a series of 

corporate law and economic reforms. These events created a fertile ground for research 

into effect of government policies on equity markets. Ramsay and Sidhu (1995) 

examined IPO underpricing in Australia after the introduction of the Corporations Law 

in January 1991. Using a sample of 39 post-event IPOs, they found average excess 

initial returns of 14 percent. Contrary to their hypothesis, underpricing of IPOs did not 

decline with the introduction of due diligence requirements under the Corporations 

Law. 

 

Brown, Clarke, How and Lim (2000) examined managers’ dividend forecasts in 172 

Australian IPO prospectuses between 1984 and 1997. They found that both earnings and 

dividend forecasts are positively biased, while overestimations are more pronounced for 

earnings, which are about four times larger than dividend forecast errors. This is due to 

better ability of management to control dividends compared with earnings. Brown et al. 

(2000) found that dividend forecasts were more accurate prior to introduction of the 
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dividend imputation system in 1987, but also become more accurate after introduction 

of the Corporations Law in 1991.  

 

In line with trends in both developed and emerging markets, Australia privatised a 

substantial number of government-owned enterprises through public share offers. Gong 

and Shekhar (2001) collected a sample of ten privatisation IPOs in Australia between 

1989 and 1998. Contrary to the common view that companies privatised through IPOs 

are given away cheaply, Gong and Shekhar found that underpricing for their sample is 

on average 11 percent, which is similar to that of non-privatisation IPOs in Australia 

(Lee et al., 1996) as well as to those in other developed markets.98  

 

In contrast to previous studies that focused on industrial (non-natural resources) 

companies’ initial offers, How (2000) examined the behaviour of Australian mining 

companies’ IPOs. Using a sample of 130 new equity offers between 1979 and 1990, 

How (2000) found that initial returns of mining IPOs are on average 107 percent. The 

results are consistent with Ritter (1984), who presented evidence for the existence of a 

hot issue market in the USA as a result of the resources’ sector boom, with listing day 

returns averaging 48.4 percent. 

  

Ho, Taher, Lee and Fargher (2001) examined underpricing of 156 Australian 

technology IPOs listed between January 1999 and December 2000. Ho et al. found 

substantial market index adjusted listing day returns of 48.04 percent on average. This 

underpricing was accepted by technology IPOs as a quality signalling tool, because they 

planned to raise additional equity capital after the IPO. 

                                                 
98 Dewenter and Malatesta (1997) examined state and privately owned IPOs in eight emerging and 
developed markets. Except in the UK, state-owned IPOs are not significantly more underpriced than 
private IPOs. However, IPOs in regulated industries are characterised by larger underpricing than IPOs of 
companies in unregulated industries. 
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Pham, Kalev and Steen (2003) examined IPO underpricing and related its magnitude to 

firm’s motivation to achieve desired ownership concentration. Using a sample of 113 

Australian IPOs between January 1996 and June 1999, they documented listing day 

returns of 23.41 percent. Pham et al. found that increased underpricing contributed to 

more dispersed ownership structure. This was achieved by greater underpricing that 

ensured oversubscription for the offer, which in turn allowed issuers to allocate small 

proportion of shares to each investor. The result of this strategy is increased liquidity of 

shares in the aftermarket, as well as lower probability of hostile takeover, because none 

of the new shareholders receives a large proportion of shares. Conversely, less 

underpriced IPOs end up being owned by fewer shareholders, and this concentrated 

ownership may result in better management control. 

 

As outlined above, extensive evidence exists about the performance of Australian IPOs 

in established industries. Nevertheless, the scarcity of academic research on new 

economy share offers, especially the empirical evidence on equity offers beyond April 

2000, emphasises the need to identify the underlying determinants of share returns 

through various stages of the business cycle. New economy IPO underpricing needs to 

be related to subsequent equity offers, where the timing and frequency of these equity 

offers and the use of offer proceeds by new economy firms could provide further insight 

into the market valuation of these stocks.  

 

3.6 International Evidence on IPO Underpricing 

IPO underpricing in the Asia-Pacific region varies widely, as does the level of 

development between these markets. However, a trend of declining IPO returns was 

evident until the advent of the new economy period (before the second half of the 
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1990s), as some regional markets matured and became more sophisticated. For 

example, Paudyal, Saadouni and Briston (1998) found that underpricing of Malaysian 

IPOs during the period between 1984 and 1995 was on average around 62 percent.99 

Underwriter reputation, percentage of shares sold in the IPO, and ex ante uncertainty 

determine the level of excess listing day returns in privatisation IPOs, while explanatory 

power of these variables is much smaller in the case of non-privatisation IPOs in 

Malaysia. 

 

Su and Fleisher (1999) tested the signalling hypotheses of Allen and Faulhaber (1989), 

Welch (1989), and Grinblatt and Hwang (1989) in Chinese stock markets. In the case of 

Type A shares (reserved for Chinese investors), they found the results are consistent 

with signalling models.100 Additionally, some of the largest initial returns on IPOs were 

recorded (948.69 percent on average, for the whole sample period). For Type A shares, 

consistent with Welch (1989) signalling hypothesis, evidence was found that larger IPO 

underpricing leads to higher probability of subsequent SEO (which also occurs sooner 

after the initial offer), and more capital being raised in the seasoned offer. In the case of 

Type B shares (reserved for foreign investors), underpricing was at a much more 

moderate level (37.13 percent), while the signalling hypothesis seems to be unable to 

explain that underpricing. One explanation offered for the results was that Type A 

shares are bought by inexperienced small investors, while Type B shares are acquired 

by foreign institutional investors who possess better ability to assess the true value of 

new equity offers. 

 

                                                 
99 Privatisation IPOs have on average excess returns of 103.5 percent while other IPOs are underpriced by 
52.5 percent. 
100 More specifically, Su and Fleisher (1999) found that IPO proceeds and IPO size are inversely 
correlated with initial returns, while proxies for the firm’ intrinsic value and after-market return’ variance 
are positively correlated with IPO underpricing.  
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Firth and Liau-Tan (1997) tested the signalling models for IPOs in Singapore, finding 

empirical support for Leland and Pyle (1977) retained ownership signal, where a 

positive relationship exists between the percentage of shares retained and the market 

value of the IPO firm. By testing a number of signalling variables, Firth and Liau-Tan 

concluded it is possible that the interaction of several signalling mechanisms help to 

determine the value of an IPO in the initial aftermarket. 

 

Firth (1997) analysed the performance of New Zealand IPOs during the period between 

1979 and 1984, finding that initial abnormal returns are on average 25.87 percent. 

Issuers in New Zealand are conservative in predicting future earnings, because in 

general the new equity offers had higher actual than predicted earnings, despite some 

extreme underperformers. Likewise, Chen, Firth and Krishnan (2001) documented a 

wide variation in the accuracy of earnings and profits forecasts between Commonwealth 

countries. They found that profit forecast errors for IPOs in Hong-Kong are quite small 

compared with other Commonwealth countries. Moreover, Chen et al. results indicated 

that investors are able to predict these errors when they value newly listed companies in 

Hong-Kong.  

 

Loughran et al. (1994) compiled evidence on IPOs from 25 countries. Underpricing is 

present in all markets, although it varies in magnitude from 5.4 percent in Denmark to 

256.9 percent in China (Loughran et al., 1994, 2006 update Table 1).101 Loughran et al. 

(1994) found that across countries  (especially those experiencing lower IPO 

underpricing in general) more established, older company IPOs experience lower initial 

returns, as well as superior long-term returns compared with other IPOs within the same 

market. This provides some support that underpricing incorporates a risk premium for 
                                                 
101 For a revised version of the same article with updated international evidence from 39 countries see 
Loughran et al. (1994) Initial Public offerings: International Insights and 2006 Update Table 1. Retrieved 
March 22, 2006, from the World Wide Web: http://bear.cba.ufl.edu/ritter/pbritter.htm (published papers) 
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uncertainty about the new issue. Thus, the lower the uncertainty (that is, the more 

established the issuing firm) the more reputable the underwriter, and larger the 

percentage of new capital raised to be reinvested in a company, the lower the level of 

underpricing necessary to induce investors to participate in the offer. 

 

In summary, litigation avoidance, signalling of firm quality, agency issues, and 

information asymmetry seem logical explanations of IPO underpricing. However, it is 

still possible that despite the substantial existing evidence on IPO listing day returns, 

investors are unable to efficiently determine IPO value in the immediate aftermarket. 

Specifically, due to the limited supply of IPO securities in the immediate aftermarket 

and the resultant inability of investors to short-sell IPO shares, overconfident investors 

tend to dominate initially with their demand in smaller offers (Miller, 1977). As a 

consequence, the share price overshoots in the immediate IPO aftermarket, which is 

subsequently corrected by rational investors in the long run, as manifested by the new 

issues underperformance relative to various benchmark returns up to five years after 

listing (see for example Loughran et al., 1994).  

 

3.7 Withdrawals of Initial Public Offers 

Busaba et al. (2001) tested the option to withdraw an IPO in the context of book-

building offers in the USA. Busaba et al. argued that investors are willing to subscribe 

at a higher price and accept lower listing day returns if they believe the offer withdrawal 

probability is high. That is, if investors do not provide economically realistic offers in 

the book-building process, and the offer price is set too low, the issuing company is 

more likely to withdraw the offer. Therefore, the information on which investor bids for 

IPO shares are based will result in a higher final offer price, thus reducing the initial 
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underpricing. Busaba et al. results confirmed that successfully completed IPOs with 

higher offer withdrawal probability had lower listing day returns. 

 

Thus, IPO withdrawal probability is an important determinant of listing day returns of 

US industrial IPOs. However, the robustness of Busaba et al. results needs to be verified 

in different industries and alternative offer systems, such as the new economy sector and 

the fixed offer price process in Australia. 

 

3.8 Equity Issuers’ Long-Term Share Price Performance 

Extensive evidence exists on IPO long-term returns’ performance, with post-event 

returns’ underperformance evident in many markets (see, for example, Loughran et al., 

1994). However, while there is no widely accepted theory about IPO long-term returns 

(Carter et al., 1998, p. 286) recent research suggested several explanations of why long-

term returns’ underperformance of equity issuing companies is observed ex-post. 

Loughran and Ritter’s (1995) ‘window of opportunity’ argument can be used to explain 

IPO cycles where hot issue markets reflect an opportunity (even for low quality firms) 

to raise capital in the equity market.102 These cycles are in direct relation to post-IPO 

long-run returns’ performance. Moreover, evidence has emerged that long-term 

underperformance is more pronounced in specific times and industries (see for example 

Bayless and Jay, 2001; Ibbotson and Jaffe, 1975; Loughran et al., 1994; Ritter, 1984). 

However, some recent studies (Brav, Geczy, and Gompers, 2000; Fama, 1998; Gompers 

and Lerner, 2003) disputed the findings of prior research on long-term performance of 

equity issuers based on methodology concerns. These studies argued that IPO long-term 

returns’ underperformance may be a product of the methodology used, and presented 

                                                 
102 Brau and Fawcett (2006) documented that company insiders (chief financial officers) defined the 
window of opportunity in terms of the overall market and industry conditions, rather than IPO market 
conditions. 
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alternative methods to measure long-term share returns that do not necessarily indicate 

any significant underperformance of equity issuing companies. 

 

Schultz (2003) proposed a novel explanation for IPO returns’ underperformance in the 

long run. Schultz explained that increases in company market value also increase the 

probability that the management will decide to issue equity. Thus, the higher the 

company’s share price in the market, the more likely it is to offer shares, regardless of 

whether the company insiders have market timing ability. Therefore, in appreciating 

share markets, an increased volume of equity offers (both IPOs and SEOs) will be 

observed. The increase in equity volume is interrupted after the market value peaks; ex-

post observation of the equity issue volume shows that equity offers are concentrated at 

market highs, even if companies are not able to forecast market peaks. The correlation 

of equity issue volume with market performance indicates that this clustering of equity 

offers around market highs increases the probability of observing long-term returns’ 

underperformance in event time. The larger the clustering of IPOs around market peaks 

in event time, the higher the probability of long-term returns’ underperformance. Using 

IPO and market returns between 1973 and 1997, Schultz documented that the equity 

issuers return underperformance of more than 25 percent in the first five years after 

listing is not unusual, and does not imply markets are inefficient. 

 

3.8.1 US Evidence on Long-Term Returns of Equity Issuers 

In an early comprehensive investigation, Ibbotson (1975) found IPOs in his sample had 

positive returns in the first year after listing; negative in the next three years; and 

positive again in year five, suggesting no departure from efficiency in the aftermarket. 

Loughran and Ritter (1995) examined the long-term returns of 4,753 US IPOs, as well 

as for 3,702 SEOs between 1970 and 1990. In contrast to Ibbotson (1975), Loughran 
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and Ritter found that both IPOs and SEOs underperform compared with similar non-

issuing companies over the three- and five-year holding periods. Loughran and Ritter 

documented that in order to have the same wealth at the end of year five, investors need 

to commit around 44 percent more capital in the issuing firms than in the non-issuing 

firms. Loughran and Ritter also found that IPOs and SEOs are related, which provides 

additional support for IPO signalling effect of Welch (1989), where the more 

underpriced IPO firms are also more likely to have a seasoned equity offer during the 

first five years after listing. 

 

Spiess and Affleck-Graves (1995) confirmed this long-term underperformance of firms 

issuing seasoned equity. Spiess and Affleck-Graves explained that investors do not fully 

adjust the market price to negative information contained in the company’s decision to 

issue equity, but wait for confirmation signals as additional information about the 

company is filtered through the market; this results in subsequent underperformance of 

the equity-issuing firm in the long run. Returns’ underperformance is thus not only an 

IPO effect, but rather a more general public equity offer effect. Spiess and Affleck-

Graves suggested that managers have the ability to take advantage of inside information 

and issue equity when it is overvalued in the market. 

 

Additionally, Teoh, Welch and Wong (1998, p. 1936) found that US IPOs that use 

earnings manipulation (by adopting discretionary accounting accrual adjustments) in the 

year prior to stock exchange listing (resulting in higher reported earnings compared 

with actual cash flows), are characterised by greater underperformance than IPOs with 

lower current working capital accruals. These firms are also less likely to make SEOs in 

the future. Thus, IPOs imitating high quality are poor long-term performers, providing 
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support for signalling mechanisms where the true quality of IPO firm is revealed in the 

market. 

 

Gompers and Lerner (2003) assessed the long-term performance of US IPOs using a 

previously untested period between 1935 and 1972, and found no reliable 

underperformance of new equity offers.103 Gompers and Lerner asked whether an IPO 

long-term returns’ underperformance effect actually exists, or whether this is due to 

sample timeframe or methodology problems. In support, Brav et al. (2000) stated that 

the underperformance of equity issuing firms is not robust because it depends on the 

methodology used. Brav et al. (1998, p. 2) also found that SEO underperformance is not 

evident beyond the first seasoned offer. Moreover, Brav et al. (2000) documented that 

the returns of equity issuing companies are correlated with the returns of small market 

value and low book-to-market value of equity non-issuing companies. Nevertheless, 

Ritter and Welch (2002) argued that the IPO effect should not be discounted lightly 

based on results of some new methodologies. Methods not specifically designed to 

measure equity issues’ long-term performance have different levels of statistical power 

to detect abnormal returns (if any are present).  

 

Brav and Gompers (1997) found that the volume of equity offers and long-term return 

performance are concentrated in time, and concluded that the IPO might not always be 

an independent event due to cross-sectional correlation with preceding IPOs. Clustering 

of equity offers and subsequent stock returns are to some extent influenced by market 

sentiment about the equity issuing companies. Empirical evidence suggests that equity 

issuing companies use ‘windows of opportunity’, and sell shares when listed companies 

are on average optimistically valued and investors are optimistic about future prospects 

                                                 
103 While some methods indicate underperformance (value weighted BHARs), others show no negative 
abnormal returns (equally weighted BHARs, cumulative abnormal returns, calendar time returns). 
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of listed companies (Lee, 1997; Loughran and Ritter, 1995; Loughran et al., 1994; 

Pagano et al., 1998). 

 

Using a sample of US Internet related IPOs, Johnston and Madura (2002) confirmed 

that the more underpriced Internet related IPOs also underperform more by the end of 

the first year after listing. Moreover, Ofek and Richardson (2003) examined the lockup 

expirations for US Internet IPOs before March 2000. Ofek and Richardson found that 

stock prices declined around 35 percent during the six months following the lockup 

expiration compared with Internet index returns. Thus, the lockup period end marked 

the turning point where more ‘pessimistic’ investors gained the ability to sell IPO 

shares, resulting in more pronounced returns’ underperformance. 

 

3.8.2 Australian Evidence on Equity Issuers’ Long-Term Performance 

Evidence on equity offers’ long-term returns in Australia is largely consistent with 

international findings, except within the mining sector (see How, 2000). Selected 

evidence for initial equity offers in Australia is presented below. 

 

Using IPO data between July 1966 and June 1978, Finn and Higham (1988) found that 

Australian IPOs underperform from the third month after listing to end of the first year 

after listing. Similarly, Lee, Taylor and Walter (1996) examined Australian IPOs during 

the period from January 1976 to December 1989, and found significant 

underperformance for up to three years after listing. Lee et al. (1996) found a positive 

(however decreasing) relationship between underpricing and long-term returns. While 

the explanatory power of their regression models is relatively low, the results provide 

some support for Welch (1989) signalling theory, where underpricing is used as a 

strategy to signal the equity issuing firm’s quality. Revelation of this superior quality 
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(signalled by IPO underpricing) results in relatively higher aftermarket returns, enabling 

the firm to offer seasoned equity at a higher price.  

 

Allen and Patrick (1996) confirmed the findings of Lee et al. (1996) that Australian 

IPOs underperform in the long run. Allen and Patrick used a sample of 161 Australian 

IPOs over the period 1974 to 1984. Lee et al. (1996) reported –51.26 percent three-year 

cumulative abnormal returns (CARs), while Allen and Patrick reported cumulative 

excess returns of -25.38 percent, three years after listing. That is, Australian IPOs 

(across industries) underperform in the long run. Allen and Patrick found that long-term 

performance is highly variable from year to year. Also, the positive correlation between 

stock market accumulation index and number of IPO listings is found, which is 

consistent with international evidence for ‘timing of IPOs by firms’ to take advantage of 

optimism or misvaluation in the market. 

 

Contrary to the above, recent evidence suggests that the Australian mining (How, 2000) 

IPOs do not significantly underperform the market benchmark for up to three years after 

listing.104 How (2000) reported that natural resource new equity offers underperform the 

market benchmark by 0.3 percent during the three years from listing date. Nevertheless, 

How’s (2000) results are not in conflict with previous research that indicates IPO 

performance is industry- or sector-specific, while it is also consistent with empirical 

evidence from several other equity markets.105  

 

                                                 
104 This is consistent with Slovin, Sushka and Bendeck (1994), who found that NASDAQ IPOs between 
1973 and 1988 outperform the CRSP NASDAQ index from day one closing price to the end of the third 
year after listing. 
105 Loughran et al. (1994, Table 7, p.189) documented that IPOs in Japan, Korea and Sweden 
outperformed the market benchmark for up to three years after listing. In addition, Paudyal et al. (1998) 
reported that Malaysian non-privatisation IPOs on average perform better than the market index in the 
long run.  
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3.8.3 International Evidence on IPO Long-Term Performance 

New equity issues’ aftermarket performance has been extensively documented in 

academic research. The earliest available data on new issues returns confirmed that 

initial equity offers are on average inferior long-term investments. Schlag and Wodrich 

(2000) found that German IPOs between 1870 and 1914 provided positive abnormal 

returns to subscribing investors if held for less than two years. However, for shares 

acquired in the aftermarket, underperformance (compared with industry returns) is 

evident for up to three years after listing.   

 

Loughran et al. (1994) documented that IPOs provided negative adjusted returns during 

the three years after listing in Brazil, Finland, Germany, Singapore, United Kingdom 

and United States. Loughran et al. also provided evidence from nine countries that 

indicated long-run performance of IPOs is on average better for lower risk IPOs issued 

in cold markets; that is, when stock markets are not overvalued. Leleux and Mazyka 

(1997) confirm the existence of long-term IPO underperformance for United Kingdom, 

France, Belgium, Holland and Germany during the period between 1987 and 1993. 

However, Loughran et al. (1994) documented that IPOs in Japan, Korea and Sweden 

outperform the market benchmark for up to three years after listing, while Paudyal, 

Saadouni and Briston (1998) found no long-term returns’ underperformance of 

Malaysian IPOs. 

 

Moreover, Ritter (1998) reported that, in eleven of the thirteen countries surveyed, long-

term underperformance is present for three years after listing.106 Contrary to Ibbotson 

(1975), but consistent with Allen and Patrick (1996), and Ritter (1998), Firth (1997) 

found that long-run underperformance of New Zealand IPOs continues after the third 

                                                 
106 Except in Korea and Sweden. See Ritter (1998, Table 4) Initial Public Offerings. Retrieved March 9, 
2006, from the World Wide Web: http://bear.cba.ufl.edu/ritter/rittipo1.pdf (Book Chapters and Essays) 
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year of seasoning (for up to five years after listing). Moreover, results indicate that 

profitability forecasts contained in prospectuses are a good indicator of stocks’ 

subsequent long-term performance.107

 

Kutsuna, Okamura and Cowling (2002) examined ownership structure and operating 

performance of 247 JASDAQ and 27 Tokyo Stock Exchange IPOs. Consistent with Cai 

and Wei (1997), who found that IPOs in Japan engage in earnings management prior to 

IPO (see also Teoh et al., 1998), Kutsuna et al. found that JASDAQ firms frequently 

engage in what they call ‘window dressing’ prior to their IPO. The issuing companies 

experience unusually good profit and sales growth indicators during the period from 

three years prior to IPO to the end of first year after the IPO. Subsequently, the 

operating performance reverts to the pre-offer levels, or even declines further (Kutsuna 

et al., 2002, Figures 1-3, pp. 171-3).  

 

In summary, similar to evidence on IPO underpricing, long-term underperformance of 

stock issues is a rule rather than the exception in developed, emerging, and transition 

economies. However, while there is extensive evidence on IPO returns’ performance, it 

is important to examine the returns’ performance of equity offers in new industries and 

over time. Thus, the importance of the new economy sector warrants an investigation of 

the determinants of returns after the initial and seasoned equity offers by new economy 

stocks. 

 

3.9 Recent IPO Trends 

IPO underpricing and SEO discounts increased during the 1990s. Ritter (2006, Table 1) 

documented above average IPO listing day returns during 1999 and 2000 (compared 
                                                 
107 For evidence on the relationships between earnings and profit forecasts’ and underpricing in IPOs see 
Firth (1997) and Chen, Firth and Krishnan (2001). 
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with average initial returns between 1990 and 2005). Moreover, Mola and Loughran 

(2004) provided evidence that SEOs in the United States between 1986 and 1999 were 

offered at increasing discounts to their market price. While Mola and Loughran found 

some evidence of information asymmetry between the parties in the offer process, they 

argued that increased standardisation of the underwriting process and fees charged in 

the USA seem a more plausible explanation for underpricing of equity offers. This 

standardised underwriting process in the USA resulted in the following: 

• underwriting expenses (the gross spread) clustering around seven percent (Chen 

and Ritter, 2000), 

• the standard division of the gross spread into 20 percent management fee, 20 

percent underwriting fee, and 60 percent selling concession108 (Torstila, 2001), 

• overallotment option of 15 percent on average (Aggarwal, 2000; Ellis et al., 

2000), 

• lock-up provision of 180 days in many initial offers, restricting firm’ insiders 

from selling shares (or any other securities transferable into common shares) in 

the immediate post-IPO market without written consent from the underwriters 

(Brav and Gompers, 2000; Field and Hanka, 2001; Mohan and Chen, 2001). 

  

This standardisation of the underwriting process during the 1990s reduced equity 

issuers’ bargaining power; they then accepted relatively higher levels of underpricing 

and selected underwriters based on analyst and research coverage, as documented by 

Krigman et al. (2001). 

 

Mola and Loughran (2004) explained that around 29 percent of SEOs announced 

between 1986 and 1989 had offer prices rounded down to integer values, while this 
                                                 
108 The underwriting spread in Australia includes the underwriting fee, management fee, and the handling 
fee. The handling fee provides funds to compensate the Australian Stock Exchange for their services 
(How and Yeo, 2000, p.348). 
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practice increased to 44 percent of seasoned offers during the 1996-99 period.109 Mola 

and Loughran further documented that the proportion of IPOs priced at integer values 

during the above two periods are 56 and 93 percent respectively. Additionally, IPO 

underpricing increased from 8.9 to 21.4 percent on average between the two periods. 

Underwriters claimed that issues with integer offer prices are better accepted by 

investors and easier to sell. Nevertheless, downward revision of the offer price could 

also reduce underwriters’ marketing and selling costs, and enable underwriters to favour 

their preferred clients with shares from underpriced offers. However, Kandel, Sarig and 

Wohl (2001) found that even bid orders submitted by investors directly to share issuers 

in IPO auctions have rounded prices. Kandel et al. examined 27 IPO auctions in Israel, 

and found that investors submit orders with the last digit rounded to zero (in 20.8 

percent of submitted bids) or five (15.1 percent). Because the offer price is not specified 

by underwriters or issuers, these results indicate a certain proportion of investors prefer 

rounded prices. 

 

3.9.1 Trends in Underpricing 

Listing day returns change over time, evident from the occurrence of hot and cold issue 

periods. The most recent hot issue market of 1999 and early 2000 in the USA was 

predominantly related to Internet and high technology stocks.110 Loughran and Ritter 

(2004) documented that the number (and proportion) of high technology and Internet 

                                                 
109 Corwin (2002) confirmed the existence of convention to round the offer price down and a trend of 
increasing SEO discounts in the USA, which are more pronounced for lower offer price securities. 
110 DuCharme, Rajgopal and Sefcik (2001) attribute underpricing of Internet related IPOs to media hype, 
incentives of high quality underwriters to underprice IPOs, and the need of companies to return to capital 
markets to sell seasoned equity. Schultz and Zaman (2001) examine whether Internet related firms 
conduct IPOs to establish market share, or opportunistically sell stock when markets are optimistic about 
the prospects of firms in new industries. Schultz and Zaman found evidence for the former hypothesis that 
Internet related firms attempted to acquire market share, generally by using their equity to fund 
acquisitions of unlisted Internet and high technology firms. Ofek and Richardson (2003) attribute listing 
day returns of Internet related IPOs to restrictions of short selling of Internet IPO stocks in the initial 
aftermarket. They argue that high level of lockup expirations for recent Internet IPOs and insider sales 
were the driving force of the April 2000 revaluations of  the Internet sector. 
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related firms going public has rapidly increased during the 1990s, and during the 1999 

and 2000 in particular. Loughran and Ritter examined the changes in IPO listing day 

returns between 1980 and 2003 using the changing risk composition hypothesis, the 

realignment of incentives hypothesis, and the changing issuer objective function 

hypothesis. 

 

First, the changing risk composition hypothesis, introduced by Ritter (1984), assumes 

that underpricing arrises as the equilibrium condition where listing day returns reflect 

the risk of the offer, related either to the valuation uncertainty or technological 

uncertainty. Second, similar to changing risk composition hypothesis, the realignment 

of incentives hypothesis, introduced by Ljungqvist and Wilhelm (2003), asserts that the 

changes in the characteristics of ownership caused the changes in the level of 

underpricing over time. The realignment of incentives hypothesis accepts that listing 

day returns are not only determined by investors’ demand. Company insiders 

(management and venture capitalists) tolerated higher underpricing because of 

decreased incentives to negotiate a higher offer price. These changed incentives include 

a lower proportion of ownership by insiders, more fragmented ownership of the 

company, decrease in existing (secondary) share sales in the IPO, and increased 

allocations of IPO shares to related parties, such as family and friends, suppliers and 

venture capitalists. 

 

Third, Loughran and Ritter (2004) propose a new hypothesis, the changing issuer 

objective function hypothesis, to explain variations in listing day returns between 1980 

and 2003. The changing issuer objective function hypothesis states that, holding the 

firm and offer characteristics constant, issuing firms are willing to sacrifice a part of the 

offer proceeds (‘leave the money on the table’) in order to obtain alternative outcomes. 
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Loughran and Ritter stated that the first alternative objective was to obtain analyst 

coverage (the analyst lust hypothesis), while the second reason was the corrupt practices 

of underwriters (such as indirect payments to company insiders) during the 1990s. The 

analyst lust hypothesis states that issuers would accept increased underpricing if 

underwriters can arrange favourable coverage of the IPO by a highly ranked analyst. 

The corruption hypothesis asserts that, during 1990s, underwriters made side-payments 

to company insiders, who were involved in the decision making process of going public, 

thus directly reducing their willingness and ability to demand a higher offer price.111 

These indirect payments also create an incentive to select underwriters with a reputation 

for high underpricing, rather than avoid them.112

 

Loughran and Ritter (2004) state that only a small proportion of increase in 

underpricing in the USA during 1999 and 2000 can be attributed to the changing risk 

composition of IPO firms. Moreover, they found that the realignment of incentives 

hypothesis is unable to explain the large increases in IPO listing day returns. Loughran 

and Ritter argue that changing issuer objective function hypothesis (analyst lust and 

corruption hypotheses) can explain underpricing during the Internet related hot issue 

period. 

 

                                                 
111 One of these practices, known as spinning, involves a situation where the underwriter offers 
allocations of hot (highly underpriced) IPOs to special accounts set up by company executives, venture 
capitalists, and other decision makers. Spinning and other indirect payments by underwriters have been 
addressed by the Securities and Exchange Commission lawsuits (see also Loughran and Ritter, 2004, p. 
9). Increased regulatory scrutiny dramatically reduced the practice of spinning in more recent times and 
resulted in the ‘global settlement’ between the SEC, NASD and NYSE and top ten investment banks in 
2003 (Loughran and Ritter, 2004, p. 11). 
112 Without high listing day returns, investors would not have been willing to undertake additional buy-
orders for IPO shares to generate commissions to investment banks (which were kick-backs for 
underwriter’ allocations of highly underpriced IPOs to these ‘favourite’ investors). Thus, increased 
underpricing created incentives for future underpricing. 
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3.9.2 Package Offers 

Package IPOs combine ordinary shares with share options to buy more shares in the 

company. Term ‘share options’ is used in Australian prospectuses, while they are 

termed warrants in the USA.113 In Australia, these share options are typically non-

callable (Lee, Lee, and Taylor, 2003, p. 6). Lee et al. (2003) used a sample of 394 offers 

between 1976 and 1994 (66 of which were package IPOs) and found that Australian 

package IPOs experienced similar underpricing to share only IPOs.114 Lee et al. found 

that package IPOs are riskier, retain lower percentage of ownership and use less 

prestigious underwriters.115 Consistent with the Welch (1989) signalling model, Lee et 

al. found a significantly positive relationship between underpricing at IPO and a 

decision to conduct an SEO. How and Howe (2001) and Lee et al. found evidence for 

both agency costs and signalling explanations. Lee et al. concluded that the firm’s 

decision to include options in IPO is driven by signalling considerations rather than 

solely being a mechanism designed to reduce agency costs; while How and Howe are 

unable to fully explain why some firms choose to issue options as well as shares.  

 

Similar to some initial equity offers, seasoned firms can package their equity offer with 

options to reduce the adverse effects of uncertainty about the firm’s future projects. 

Chollet and Ginglinger (2001) examined 46 package seasoned public offers in French 

equity markets between 1986 and 1995. They found that package SEOs are underpriced 

between 11.6 and 13.8 percent on average (depending on the measurement method). 

Underpricing increases with the rise in proportion of firm value sold as options and with 

                                                 
113 Share and share option IPOs are sometimes referred to as UNIT, WARRANT or PACKAGE offers. 
Because warrants have a different meaning in Australia than in the USA, the term PACKAGE offer is 
used. 
114 Schultz (1993) found that unit (package) IPOs are more underpriced and delist more frequently than 
share only IPOs (as cited in Lee et al., 2003, p. 6). Schultz also found that unit IPOs are smaller, younger 
and riskier than share only IPOs, and are more common in high-tech and service industries. 
115 How and Howe (2001) also found that package IPOs in Australia are characterised with lower 
ownership retention and greater ex ante uncertainty. 
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the increase in riskiness of the issuing company. Thus, package offers are an effective 

alternative for issuers interested in alleviating the risks inherent in financing rapidly 

growing firms that want to finance the adoption of new technology. 

 

In summary, share options enable investors to participate in the firm’s growth through 

exercise of these options, which effectively represent a future seasoned equity offer. 

Thus, the above evidence provides motivation to examine whether package initial and 

seasoned offers within the Australian new economy sector are different from share only 

new economy equity offers. 

 

3.10 Initial and Seasoned Equity Offers 

Signalling by underpricing theories imply that equity-issuing firms underprice their 

initial offers to signal high quality. When their superior quality has been revealed in the 

market, signalling firms’ market value appreciates, enabling those firms to sell 

additional equity closer to fair value (Allen and Faulhaber, 1989; Welch, 1989, 1996). 

Regardless of the firm’s success to signal high quality by underpricing, initial and 

seasoned equity offers should be viewed as related events because they are associated 

with the firm’s long-term equity capital acquisition program. This is supported by 

extensive empirical evidence (for example, Jegadeesh et al., 1993; Slovin et al., 1994; 

Welch, 1989, 1996).  

 

Jegadeesh, Weinstein and Welch (1993) tested the relationship between IPO 

underpricing and issuer’s decision to raise additional capital through a seasoned equity 

offer. Jegadeesh et al. indicated that the relatively more underpriced IPO firms were 

also more likely to conduct an SEO and to wait a shorter time between the two offers. 

This is consistent with Slovin et al. (1994), who found that underpriced IPOs 
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experienced smaller price reductions around the announcement of their first seasoned 

equity offer. 

 

However, Spiess and Pettway (1997) explained that larger underpricing of initial equity 

offers did not result in greater proceeds from the first seasoned offer. Using a sample of 

172 US firms that listed between 1987 and 1991, Spiess and Pettway found that these 

firms did not recoup the ‘money left on the table’ in their first SEO. Thus, in the Spiess 

and Pettway’s sample, investors did not consider underpricing a signal of superior firm 

value. Additionally, if signalling by underpricing was used, company insiders would be 

reluctant to sell their secondary shares in the IPO, but would rather wait to sell in the 

seasoned offer when the firm’s superior quality is expected to be revealed. Contrary to 

signalling models’ predictions, Spiess and Pettway found that a larger proportion of the 

underpriced IPOs included secondary shares than the non-underpriced IPO subsample 

(Spiess and Pettway, 1997, Table 4, p. 980). 

 

While there is extensive evidence about the IPO quality signalling and the relationships 

with subsequent equity offers, prior research has not explored equity raising campaigns 

by new economy companies. Nevertheless, insights into new economy equity capital 

raisings could contribute to more optimal financing of these companies, and possibly 

improve their survival rates. 

 

3.11 Seasoned Equity Offers 

Companies offering seasoned equity need to choose the issue method.116 Securities can 

be placed privately, offered to existing shareholders on a pro rata basis as rights offers 

                                                 
116 Security issue methods include: rights offer, public offer (firm commitment and best effort), negotiated 
and competitive bid contrast for underwriter’s services, private placement and bonus issue (or shelf 
registration with the Securities Exchange Commission for eligible US offers).  
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or as bonus shares, or issued in a public underwritten offer. More recently, public offers 

could also be conducted through the Internet intermediaries, such as Internet investment 

banks (Jo, 2001). Initial equity offer is related to a decision to make subsequent 

seasoned offers, which is conditional on market reception of new issues. Moreover, a 

decision to conduct a campaign of equity offers might have been made prior to going 

public. Krigman et al. (2001) found that of 2,049 IPOs in the US between 1993 and 

1995, around 28 percent of issuing firms made the first SEO within three years of the 

IPO. A number of factors that might influence management’s decision to make a 

seasoned equity offer are presented below, followed by the evidence about SEO 

announcement price reactions and the post-announcement long-term returns’ 

performance. 

 

3.11.1 Overvaluation Hypothesis 

Myers and Majluf (1984) hypothesised that a firm conducts an equity offer when 

management (based on their inside information) believe that equity is overvalued. At a 

certain point in time, management becomes aware of additional information regarding 

the expected profitability of future projects and the growth of the company. However, 

this information is not known to the market until some future date. Thus, it becomes 

profitable to issue equity if additional information would result in a downward revision 

of the firm’s market value. Rational investors are aware of the fact that the issuing 

firm’s equity might be overvalued on average, and the stock price reacts negatively to 

the announcement of the offer. Nevertheless, investors wait for confirmation of this 

information that is known only to the management at time of announcement. As the 

information is subsequently filtered through the market, the SEO firm underperforms in 

the long run. Myers and Majluf suggested that firms should use internal reserves or 

earnings retention to finance projects. If unavailable, bank debt or bond issue should be 
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undertaken rather than an equity offer, which in some cases would reveal too much 

information to the market and competitors, leading to a reduction in the firm’s value. 

Koop and Li (2001) found that both IPOs and SEOs are more likely to occur during the 

hot issue periods, when investors are optimistic about equity issuing firms, providing 

support for the overvaluation hypothesis. Additionally, Loughran and Ritter (1995), Lee 

(1997) and Spiess and Affleck-Graves (1995) provided support for the overvaluation 

hypothesis, with evidence that post-SEO underperformance of issuing firms is 

observable for up to five years after the offer announcement. 

 

3.11.2 Market Feedback Hypothesis 

Jegadeesh, Weinstein and Welch (1993) examined the relationship between IPO 

underpricing and the issuer’s decision to raise additional capital through a seasoned 

equity offer. Jegadeesh et al. found that the relatively more underpriced IPO firms are 

more likely to conduct an SEO, and to wait a shorter time between the two offers. 

However, the relationship between IPO underpricing and the decision to make an SEO 

is relatively weak, and provides only modest support for signalling hypotheses. Further, 

not all underpriced IPOs issue seasoned equity.117 Jegadeesh et al. provided stronger 

support for the market feedback hypothesis, where favourable information about the 

firm’s market reception, reflected in the aftermarket price appreciation (in the first 20 

and 40 day windows), resulted in the management’s decision to expand the firm’s 

projects that apparently have higher marginal returns than initially estimated. 

 

                                                 
117 That is, only 23.9 percent of the highest underpriced quintile of IPOs issued seasoned equity within 
three years after the IPO. 
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3.11.3 Signalling by Waiting to Reissue 

Welch (1996) developed a model in which he extended the signalling by underpricing 

from Welch (1989) to also include the waiting period between the IPO and the first SEO 

as an additional signal of the firm’s quality. Welch’s model relies on IPO underpricing, 

timing of SEO, and aftermarket returns as signals of firm quality. Therefore, in a 

separating equilibrium, superior quality firms would use a combination of underpricing 

and a longer waiting period for their true quality to be revealed in the market.118 

However, with waiting, the high quality firms lose some of the benefit from investing in 

projects at the optimal time (stemming from suboptimal funding), which results in a 

reduction of firm value. If, on the other hand, the high quality firm’s true value is 

randomly revealed relatively soon after the IPO, a smaller post-IPO underperformance 

and a greater share price run-up before the SEO should be evident. 

 

Welch (1996) examined 574 underpriced IPOs that made the initial equity offer between 

1973 and 1989 and their first seasoned offer within three years after listing. Welch 

found that issuers who underpriced more also waited longer for the first SEO, while the 

early re-issuers (the firms which had their true quality revealed early) had higher 

aftermarket returns. 

 

Welch (1996) made the decision about SEO timing endogenous to the firm. However, 

even if high quality firm’s value is revealed in the market, a seasoned offer can be 

postponed due to unfavourable market conditions. Thus, while the IPO underpricing and 

the subsequent equity offer’s timing are related, other factors influence both parameters. 

Additionally, Welch’s (1996) signalling model does not explain why some underpriced 

                                                 
118 Slovin et al. (1994, Table 4 and p. 219) found some support for the notion that longer time between the 
IPO and the first SEO implies more favourable market reaction to the announcement of the seasoned 
offer. 
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IPOs do not return to the market for more equity funding, and why overpriced IPOs 

reissue equity.119

 

3.11.4 SEO Announcement Price Reaction 

According to Smith’s (1986) compilation of research on seasoned equity offers, public 

common equity offer announcements by seasoned companies in the USA are associated 

with negative two-day abnormal returns on average of around –3.14 percent. This is 

consistent with the prediction that announcements of seasoned equity offers 

communicate negative information to the market about the firm’s prospects or future 

cash flows (Myers and Majluf, 1984). Masulis and Korwar (1986) documented equity 

issue announcement two-day excess returns of –3.25 (-0.68) percent for industrial 

(public utility) firms in their sample. Asquith and Mullins (1986) provided evidence of 

equity issue stock price reductions of –2.7 percent in the two-day announcement 

window. 

 

Moreover, Kothare (1997) examined 85 NASDAQ listed firms conducting public or 

rights offers between 1973 and 1986. He found significant price declines around the 

offer (ex-rights) date for both types of issues, with significantly larger price declines for 

the rights issues group. Kothare (1997) established that firms that make rights issues 

have relatively more concentrated ownership structure compared with public offers. The 

choice of SEO type is driven by the ownership structure. That is, firms with a few large 

block-holders conduct rights offers to reduce direct share issue costs. On the other hand, 

companies that want to maintain or increase dispersion of share ownership choose 

public offers, which are associated with larger direct flotation costs, but also result in 

increased liquidity of shares and higher market valuation of equity.  
                                                 
119 Welch (1996) found that in his sample of US IPOs between 1973 and 1989 there were 279 reissuing 
firms with negative initial returns and 574 IPOs with positive initial returns. 
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Contrary to Kothare (1997), who found a negative price reaction to the announcement 

of public offers, Slovin, Sushka and Lai (2000) found that underwritten public seasoned 

offers in the United Kingdom (placings) are characterised by positive excess returns of 

3.3 percent for the two-day announcement period window.120 In contrast, rights offers, 

which remain the dominant method of seasoned equity offer in the UK, experienced 

negative returns of around -3.09 percent on average.121 Slovin et al. (2000) argued that 

public placings in the UK usually result in increased dispersion of ownership, which is 

in contrast to rights issues that offer shares on a pro rata basis to existing shareholders. 

While initially more cost-effective in comparison with public offers due to lower issue 

costs, rights offers are more expensive for the firm when market price adjustments of 

shares are taken into account. Slovin et al. showed that high quality issuers used public 

offers to signal their superior quality and increase share ownership dispersion. This in 

turn resulted in increased share liquidity and potential for external monitoring of 

management. 

 

In contrast to the above evidence from the USA and the UK, there are indications that 

rights issues in other market economies are associated with positive abnormal returns 

around the offer announcements. Loderer and Zimmermann (1988) found that a 

significant number of issuers in their sample of Swiss companies experienced positive 

announcement month returns.122 Similarly, Salamudin, Ariff and Nassir (1999) reported 

that in Malaysia, significant positive cumulative excess returns are evident in the two 

                                                 
120 A placing is not a private placement, but a form of a public security issue comparable to a firm 
commitment offer in the USA. The issue is bought by the underwriter at a fixed price and resold to a 
particular set of clients, usually institutional investors (Slovin et al., 2000, p. 158). However, in contrast 
to US public offers, UK placing terms, including the offer size and price, are specified in advance and 
reported at initial announcement (Slovin et al., 2000, p. 161). 
121 In the post deregulation sample period (1986-1994), see Slovin et al. (2000, Table 3, p. 170). 
122 Loderer and Zimmermann (1988) found positive average announcement returns of two percent in their 
sample of 76 rights issues from 1973 to 1983 in Switzerland. However, announcement month abnormal 
returns are not significant. 
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months prior to the announcement (15.88 percent), while subsequent returns are 

negative but insignificant. Additionally, Tan, Chng and Tong (2002) found positive 

announcement period price reactions for rights offers, as well as prior to the 

announcements of private placements for equity issuers in Singapore between 1987 and 

1996.123

 

While common shares are sold in both rights offers and private placements, share price 

reactions in the market are, on average, negative for rights offers and positive for 

placements of equity. This is despite the fact that private placements result in a dilution 

of current shareholders’ voting rights and claims on future earnings in the company, 

while the rights offers proportionally increase the number of existing shares on issue. 

 

Wruck (1989) reported that announcements of private placements of equity in the US 

resulted in an average 4.5 percent increase in share price.124 On average, private 

placements represented 19.6 percent of voting rights in the selling firm (12.3 percent 

median). Consistent with Wruck (1989), Hertzel and Smith (1993) documented 

significant four-day announcement period abnormal returns of 1.72 percent on 

average.125 This is despite the fact that private equity is frequently placed with block-

holders at substantial discounts to market value.126

 

Moreover, Kato and Schallheim (1993) provided evidence that private placements of 

equity in Japan are associated with significantly positive two-day announcement excess 

returns of 4.98 percent on average for selling firms. Similarly, Tan, et al. (2002) 
                                                 
123 Tan et al. (2002) showed that rights issues’ announcement period 3-day positive abnormal returns are 
around two percent on average. 
124 Wruck’s (1989) sample consisted of 65 NYSE and 63 AMEX private placements during the period 
between July 1979 and December 1985. 
125 More than a half (58.8 percent) of firms experience positive returns. The sample consisted of 106 
private placements during the period January 1980 to May 1987 made by NYSE, AMEX and NASDAQ 
firms (75 percent of sample firms traded OTC). 
126 This discount is 20.14 (13.25) percent on average (median). 
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reported a positive abnormal return of around six percent on average in the 21-day 

window (t = -20 to t = 1) for private placements in Singapore. In contrast with the US 

evidence (Hertzel and Smith, 1993), private placement shares in Singapore are, on 

average, sold at a premium (Tan et al., 2002). Tan et al. consider the premium to be a 

reflection of management’s ability to time equity issues subsequent to share run-ups. 

However, it is more plausible that the pre-announcement price reactions suggest the 

possibility of information leakage prior to the announcements of placements.  

 

From the above evidence it is apparent that reactions to rights and private offers of 

equity are market specific. However, to date, rights offers and private placements of 

seasoned equity by new economy firms have not been explored, providing further 

motivation for this research. 

 

Masulis and Korwar (1986) showed that firms issue equity after strong share price run-

ups.127 It is plausible to expect that firms would issue equity at times when investor 

sentiment about the common stock performance is optimistic. Masulis and Korwar 

found that SEOs where the management reduces its ownership in the company 

experience more negative announcement time returns. These results are consistent with 

the Leland and Pyle (1977) signalling model and the Jensen and Meckling (1976) 

agency costs model. Additionally, Masulis and Korwar found that the stock issue 

cancellation announcement is being interpreted as a positive signal by the market, where 

firms that effectively postpone the planned equity offer experience a significantly 

positive price increase. 

 

                                                 
127 This finding was confirmed by Asquith and Mullins (1986) and more recently by Slovin et al. (1994), 
who documented that NASDAQ firms announce first SEOs during periods characterised by rising market 
prices, as well as significant positive abnormal returns for company’s shares. 
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3.11.5 Post-SEO Returns 

Loughran and Ritter (1995), Spiess and Affleck-Graves (1995) and Spiess and Pettway 

(1997) found that, similar to initial equity offers, the SEO firms underperform in the 

long run (for up to five years after the offer). Similar to Loughran and Ritter (1995) and 

Spiess and Pettway (1997), Bayless and Jay (2001) found superior performance of 

issuers (relative to market performance and relative to non-issue periods), during the 

year before the SEO. However, issuers underperform in the post-issue period for up to 

five years. Additionally, this post-issue underperformance is more pronounced for firms 

that offer equity during the hot issue markets. Bayless and Jay concluded that results 

provide support for the notion that issuers use the opportunity to issue equity when 

markets are overvalued. However, management’s overoptimism about the firm’s future 

prospects, resulting from the strong share price increase during the period prior to 

equity offer, could also explain subsequent underperformance when management’s 

forecasts are not met. 

 

IPO and SEO share price behaviour are challenging the market efficiency hypothesis. In 

most equity markets, IPOs and SEOs are inferior long-term investments compared with 

the rest of the market. Although this is widely known, initial equity offers in Australia 

experience large demand by investors and substantial first-day returns on average. 

These facts provide motivation for further research into equity offers. 

 

Small investor participation in the new equity raising has been made easier by the 

availability of Internet venture capital, Internet IPO ‘auctions’, Internet stock broking, 

and declining transaction costs. Additionally, the information gap between the 

institutional and retail investors appears to be reduced due to timely (if not always 

accurate) information flow through the Internet (see for example Madhavan, 2000). 
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3.12 Public information about Equity Offers 

Previous research has used publicly available information about equity issuing 

companies to explain event day and long-term returns, with a summary of select 

evidence presented below: 

1. Ritter (1984) and Mauer and Senbet (1992) found evidence of industry impact 

on the level of IPO underpricing. Mauer and Senbet (1992) predicted that IPOs 

in more established industries should experience lower underpricing compared 

to start-up or new industries. Therefore, new economy’ IPOs ought to be 

characterised by larger underpricing. However, Australian studies of industrial 

and mining IPOs fail to find any significant effect of IPO industry on listing day 

returns (see, for example, Allen and Patrick, 1996; How, 2000). 

2. Downes and Heinkel (1982) found that prediction of dividend payment is 

negatively associated with IPO value. Downes and Heinkel’s results could be 

explained by investors’ concern about lack of investment opportunities for those 

firms that pay dividends. 

3. Brown et al. (2000), Firth (1997), and Chen et al. (2001) used dividend and 

earnings forecasts in their research on IPOs in Australia, New Zealand, Hong-

Kong and other Commonwealth countries (see Sections 3.5 and 3.6). The above 

studies documented a wide variation in the accuracy of earnings and profits 

forecasts between Commonwealth countries. 

4. Lee et al. (1996) argued that equity offers that take less time to complete are 

associated with informed investors. Lee et al. found that listing day returns are 

significantly correlated to fluctuations in informed investors’ demand for new 

issues, where offers completed with shorter delay have higher listing day 

returns. 
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5. Ellis et al. (2000) and Aggarwal (2000) found that underwriters used the 

overallotment (oversubscription) option (in combination with trading strategies) 

to provide price support for IPOs in the USA and to minimise their costs of price 

support. Thus, oversubscription provision may have explanatory power of IPO 

returns.128 

6. Proportion of retained ownership by original investors after the offer has been 

used as a proxy for firm quality. Issuers’ quality is signalled by higher 

percentage of retained ownership, as predicted by the signalling models of 

Leland and Pyle (1977), and Grinblatt and Hwang (1989). For example, using 

Australian data, Lee et al. (1996) found a positive relationship between the 

retained ownership and IPO returns. 

7. Moreover, Habib and Ljungqvist (2001) suggested that ownership dilution 

(which represents the proportion of new shares sold in the IPO) has explanatory 

power of listing day returns and wealth changes to original shareholders. Lower 

dilution ratio signals to outside investors that insiders are reluctant to relinquish 

control of the entity, indicating optimism about the firm’s prospect. 

8. Schultz and Zaman (2001) found that Internet IPOs in USA acquire twice as 

many firms than other IPOs between 1996 and 2000. As a result of going public, 

IPOs shares became a relatively liquid instrument, making them acceptable as 

acquisition consideration to some unlisted firms. These unlisted firms might 

attempt an alternative listing strategy through being acquired by an already listed 

company.129 

                                                 
128 Note that direct price support for IPOs in Australia is not allowed under the Corporations Act (and the 
superseded Corporations Law). Therefore, only the oversubscription option will be examined in this 
research. 
129 Schultz and Zaman (2001), who suggested this strategy, documented that for technology IPOs in the 
USA, equity of the acquiring Internet company is the payment method in 65 percent of acquisitions. 
Additionally, around 92 percent of targets were private companies which are Internet based or related 
firms. 
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9. The median age of technology IPOs in Australia is less than three years at the 

time of going public, while it is around five years for industrial IPOs (Ho et al., 

2001; Lee et al., 1996). However, Ho et al. (2001) found no effect of age on 

Australian technology IPO underpricing, while How (2000) found a negative 

relationship between mining’ firm age and initial returns.130 

10. How and Howe (2001) and Lee et al. (2003) examined package (share and share 

option) IPOs in Australia and found that package IPOs are used by riskier equity 

issuers. Torstila (2001) documented that direct costs of going public are lower 

for firms that offer options in a package together with shares.131 Additionally, 

Chollet and Ginglinger (2001) examined package seasoned public offers in 

France and found that options are provided to subscribing investors at large 

discounts. Underpricing increased with the rise in issuer riskiness and in 

proportion of firm value sold as share options. Thus, share options might be an 

optimal vehicle for alleviating risks inherent in financing young and rapidly 

growing firms that want to finance the adoption of new technology. 

11. The evidence on association with venture capital is mixed. Hamao et al. (2000) 

documented that VC-backed IPOs in Japan are less underpriced than other IPOs, 

while da Silva Rosa et al. (2003) found no significant difference in underpricing 

between VC and non-VC backed IPOs in Australia. Additionally, Brav and 

Gompers (1997) and Hamao et al. (2000) provided evidence for the USA, 

respectively Japan, that VC backed IPOs have higher long-term returns than 

other IPOs. 

12. Offer size has been used extensively in event studies of equity offers. For 

example, Lee et al. (1996), How et al. (1995), and How (2000) found a negative 

                                                 
130 How (2000, p 105) found that the relationship between company age and listing day returns is 
significant only in univariate tests. 
131 Issue of share options reduces the selling concession paid to the lead underwriter (Torstila, 2001, p. 
41). 
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correlation between issue size and subsequent stock returns for Australian new 

equity offers. 

13. Beatty and Ritter (1986), and Carter and Manaster (1990) found evidence of a 

relationship between underwriter’s reputation and IPO returns, where more 

reputable investment bankers are associated with lower risk IPOs. Using 

underwriting fee as the percent of issue value to proxy for underwriter 

reputation, How et al. (1995) found support for higher reputation investment 

bankers underwriting Australian IPOs that are less underpriced, but 

subsequently perform better than other new issues. However, more recently, 

Habib and Ljunqvist (2001) found that reputable underwriters charged a 

premium for their services, as they were being hired by the most speculative 

new economy IPOs. 

14. Hot issue periods are characterised with unusually high listing day returns, are 

usually concentrated in specific industries, for example, mining sector (Ritter, 

1984), or Internet sector (Schultz and Zaman, 2001), and are relatively short-

lived. Hot and cold issue periods may proxy for investor demand for initial 

public offers and for equities in general.  

15. Logue and Lindvall (1974) and How and Yeo (2000) noted that there is a trade-

off between the offer price set by the underwriter (investment banker or 

stockbroker), fee charged, and time to complete the offer. This ultimately 

impacts the returns achieved by investors in the initial share offers. Willenborg 

and McKeown (2000) tested the small share price effect and found that lower 

denomination offer prices (high reciprocal) are positively correlated with listing 

day returns. 

16. Ex ante uncertainty about the offer is deemed important in the context of new 

equity offers. How et al. (1995) proxied for ex ante uncertainty of IPOs using 
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the standard deviation of post-listing returns, and found that the standard 

deviation of aftermarket returns is positively correlated with initial returns. 

However, How (2000) and Ho et al. (2001) found no effect of this variable on 

listing day returns. 

17. Jegadeesh et al. (1993) documented that the relatively more underpriced IPO 

firms were also more likely to conduct an SEO and to wait a shorter time 

between the two offers. However, Welch (1996) predicted that (in the separating 

equilibrium) a good quality firm would be able to wait longer after the IPO 

before embarking on an additional equity offer. Thus, timing of the first 

seasoned equity offer is important, and may be influenced by listing day and 

subsequent returns, as well as by equity market conditions between the IPO and 

the first SEO. 

18. Moreover, Jegadeesh et al. (1993) suggested that the market feedback about the 

favourable reception of the IPO firm (reflected in the post-IPO share price run-

up) can result in management’ decision to further expand the projects and 

therefore engage in seasoned equity offers as a consequence. Thus, aftermarket 

share returns are an important indicator of the probability and timing of the first 

seasoned offer. 

19.  Tan et al. (2002) tested the price pressure effects hypothesis using the variance 

and liquidity of share returns around seasoned equity offers in Singapore. 

However, Tan et al. found no support for the price pressure effects hypothesis 

for rights offers and private placements in Singapore. 

20. Hertzel and Smith (1993) predicted that the announcement day returns for 

private placements would be more positive, greater the potential for 

undervaluation. Hertzel and Smith (1993) used the book-to-market value of 
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equity ratio to proxy for the potential for undervaluation, and found support for 

their hypothesis.132  

 

Finally, Core et al. (2003) examined whether, and to what extent, traditional variables 

(such as book value of earnings, net income, research and development expenditure, 

advertising expenditure and sales growth) contained in offer prospectuses could explain 

the value of companies during the new economy period between 1996 and 1999. 

Explanatory variables during the period from 1975 to 1999 have more unstable relations 

with firm value for high technology firms, young firms and young firms with losses, for 

the whole sample period (and not only in the second half of the 1990s). Core et al. 

found that the proportion of firm value explained (approximated by the proportion of 

market value of equity explained by the book value of equity, earnings, and earnings 

growth proxies) has been decreasing during the whole sample period (for high 

technology and young firms’ subsamples), but especially during the new economy 

period. Thus, it is important to establish the extent of explanatory power of publicly 

available information about the returns subsequent to new economy IPOs and SEOs. If 

investors do not use the information from offer documents to value new economy equity 

issuing firms, the regulators would possibly need to modify the reporting requirements 

for equity issuing companies.133

 

3.13 Summary 

Financial markets affect not only wealth levels, but may also influence the growth rate 

of the economy (Pagano, 1993). Due to the importance of this feedback effect between 

                                                 
132 However, using the book-to-market value of equity ratio for companies conducting private placements 
in Singapore, Tan et al. (2002) found no support that private placements signal undervaluation. 
133 Variables constructed from public information as used in the existing research summarised above will 
be developed in Chapter Four and tested in the relevant results chapters (Chapters Five and Six for new 
economy IPOs, Chapter Seven for new economy seasoned equity offers, and Chapter Eight for the 
relationships between the initial and seasoned equity offers). 
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financial markets and the real economy, it is essential to further the understanding of 

equity capital financing and share price behaviour through important events such as the 

initial and seasoned equity offers. 

 

In order to provide further insight into unresolved issues about the equity offers, such as 

their long-term performance, equity issues need to be examined within new industries 

and during different sample periods. The new economy sector is important for the future 

development and diversification of the Australian economy. However, there is little 

evidence to date about the share price performance of new economy stocks beyond 

April 2000 and the factors determining the market value of new economy firms. Thus, it 

is important to assess the extent to which publicly available information contributed to 

the determination of new economy share values in the market over time. Moreover, the 

probability of offer withdrawal is an important determinant of the listing day returns of 

successful IPOs, as indicated by Busaba et al. (2001) for industrial IPOs in the USA. 

However, there is a lack of evidence on new economy IPO withdrawals. There is also a 

need to extend the existing evidence on new economy by examining a wider range of 

industries belonging to the new economy sector, including biotechnology stocks. 

 

Moreover, there is a lack of evidence on share and option (package) IPOs and SEOs in 

the new economy. Additionally, due to the mixed international evidence on the 

announcement period returns for seasoned equity offers by industrial companies, there 

is a need to examine rights offers and private placements within the Australian new 

economy, where these events have not been studied previously. Finally, the long-run 

performance of new economy equity offers needs to be subjected to alternative return 

methodologies, in order to verify the robustness of any abnormal long-run performance. 
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The next chapter presents the data and research methods used in this study. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Data and Research Design 
 

 

 

4.0 Introduction 

This chapter outlines the data and methodology used to examine new economy initial 

and seasoned equity offers in Australia. First, data sources and sample frame are 

explained. Next, procedures for measurement of both the short and long-term returns are 

presented. In addition, the methods used to examine whether initial (announcement 

time) and long-term share returns of new economy IPOs and SEOs differ from 

benchmark returns are outlined. This chapter also identifies the independent variables 

used in this study.    

 

4.1 Data 

Equity offers by industrial and resources companies in Australia have been researched 

extensively in the past. Thus, this research will concentrate on some of the most recent 

sectors of the Australian economy, by examining companies that listed on the 

Australian Stock Exchange in industries such as, for example, biotechnology, software 

and services, and technology hardware and equipment producers. In particular, initial 

public offers of companies that listed on the Australian Stock Exchange between 

January 1994 and June 2004 are considered in this study. In addition, any seasoned 

equity offers by new economy companies made prior to July 2004 are also examined.134 

Firstly, companies that are classified by the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) and the 

                                                 
134 Sample period end in June 2004 for IPOs and SEOs enables larger sample size. This facilitates 
increased statistical power of the statistical analysis performed in this study. 
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Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) in healthcare equipment and services, 

pharmaceuticals and biotechnology, media, telecommunications, and information 

technology sectors are examined for their main business activities. Thus, only 

companies that were assessed to belong to new economy based on their business 

activities are selected for this sample. In particular, media new economy companies that 

are involved in, for example, digital and multimedia, and telecommunications new 

economy companies with business activities in, for example, wireless, satellite 

communications and high-density data transmission through a high bandwidth or fibre-

optic cable networks are selected. Healthcare equipment and services, and 

pharmaceuticals and biotechnology firms are those involved in medical electronic 

precision instruments manufacture, research and development of pharmaceuticals and 

advanced biotechnology research, diagnostics, and nutraceuticals. Private health care 

insurance and similar companies are not included in the sample of new economy 

companies. Information technology IPOs are companies involved in software and 

services (including developers of software in various fields such as the Internet, 

applications, systems or database management as well as information technology 

consulting and services), and technology hardware and equipment (including 

manufacturers and distributors of communications equipment, computer components, 

electronic equipment and related instruments, and semiconductors and semiconductor 

equipment).135 The information technology sector includes most companies previously 

classified in the ASX miscellaneous industrials sector prior to July 2002.136

 

                                                 
135 Semiconductors and semiconductor equipment became a separate GICS industry group from 30 April 
2003 (after the initial data collection has been completed). Therefore, in this study semiconductors and 
semiconductor equipment will be classified as technology hardware and equipment new economy 
companies, which was the case when data was collected. 
136 From July 2002 ASX industry categorization was reclassified according to Standard & Poor’s Global 
Industry Classification Standard (GICS). Retrieved February 17, 2006 from the World Wide Web: 
http://www.asx.com.au/research/indices/gics.htm 
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To supplement these selection criteria, the Wall Street Research Net (WSRN) 

specification of Internet and high technology sub-industries is also used to identify new 

economy firms. That is, companies that have their main business activities (or 

substantial operations) in: 

• Internet search or portals content/communities, 

• E-tailers, 

• E-financial services (such as online stockbroking or venture capital), 

• E-commerce enablers, 

• Internet security (for example, firewalls and digital certificates), 

• Performance software, 

• Internet hosting (for example, e-mail management, delivery and employment 

listing), 

• Internet advertising/marketing, consulting and web-design, 

• Software development, 

• Speed/bandwidth (Internet performance), or 

• Internet service and access providers 

are eligible to be included in the new economy sample.137 Thus, additional ASX listed 

companies, classified in ‘conventional’ industries but have substantial business 

activities in the new economy are classified as semi-new economy firm. 

 

The recent emergence of technology intensive companies and growth of the new 

economy during 1990s provide a unique opportunity to assess whether these new 

listings perform similarly to equity issues by companies that listed in previous periods. 

Moreover, it is important to assess the share price performance of new economy equity 

                                                 
137 WSRN Internet industry classification was retrieved August 18, 2002 from the World Wide Web: 
http://www.wsrn.com/help/igroups_def.xpl. 
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offers compared to their equivalent industry returns and to the overall market 

performance. 

 

Daily and monthly share prices, as well as ASX/S&P market and industry indexes for 

up to five years were collected from the Datastream. Other information collected from 

Datastream include company market values, share liquidity (number of shares held, 

trading volume), market to book value of equity, and earnings per share. Additionally, 

prospectuses of companies that listed during the sample period and satisfied the above 

named industry criteria were examined for financial data about the issue as well as 

important dates. Information extracted from prospectuses consist of: 

• Company's main area of business, 

• Offer open and close dates, 

• Number of shares offered, 

• Share offer price (public offer), 

• Issue size as percentage of total shares after listing, 

• Total shares after the issue,  

• Offer proceeds, 

• Market capitalisation at offer price, 

• Proportion of offered shares that are primary (new) or secondary (existing) 

shares, 

• Use of offer proceeds (that is, the proportion of offer proceeds invested as new 

capital in the company - INVEST, spent to acquire another entity - ACQ, 

consumed by operating activities - ACQ, or used to repay existing debt or divest 

the original shareholders - RESTRUCT), 

• Lead underwriter (or lead manager/independent advisor if the share offer was 

not underwritten), 
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• Underwriting and management fees, and 

• Forecasts; earnings per share, cash flows (from operating and investing 

activities), and dividends. 

 

Where available, this information was obtained directly from offer documents. The 

Connect4 database was used, which contains most prospectuses of Australian 

companies since January 1994. Prospectus lodgement or registration dates as well as 

prospectus information for some companies was obtained from other sources, such as 

various company’ Internet sites and the Australian Securities and Investments 

Commission (ASIC).  

 

4.2 Research Design 

The first part of this section outlines the methods used to examine equity issuers’ short 

and long-term share price performance during the sample period. In the second part, 

regression models and analyses of variance that are used to explain IPO and SEO 

returns are explained.138  

 

4.2.1 Initial and Long-Term Returns 

Daily returns are calculated for each issue for the first 45 trading days (approximately 

two months). Consistent with extensive Australian and international evidence (see for 

example Loughran et al., 1994), it is expected that the sample IPOs had, on average, 

high initial returns. 

 

                                                 
138 Although Brav, Geczy and Gompers (1998, p. 2) document that there is no SEO long-term 
underperformance beyond the first seasoned offer after the IPO, this study will examine all subsequent 
equity offers to evaluate whether the Australian new economy firms are characterised with different 
patterns of long-term performance. 
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In addition, event window returns around the seasoned equity offers (in the form of 

rights issues or private placements)139 from 40 days prior to 45 days after the offer 

announcement t ={-40,45} are calculated for the above mentioned new economy 

companies that went public since January 1994 and sold additional equity before July 

2004.140

 

Long-term share performance is evaluated using the cumulative average excess returns 

(CAERs), buy-and-hold abnormal returns (BHARs) and calendar time (CT) returns. 

 

4.2.1.1 Alternative Methodologies 

Several methodologies are used to measure new economy equity offers’ long-term 

returns. Alternative methods are employed (such as CAERs, BHARs and CT returns) to 

assess the robustness of results, as well as to facilitate comparison with previous 

research. However, the above statistical methods were not all designed specifically for 

the purpose of examining the new issues long-term share price performance and would 

therefore have different levels of statistical power to detect abnormal returns (if any are 

present). 

 

Moreover, statistical methods that are used to measure returns answer slightly different 

research questions. That is, CAERs can be used to assess the mean monthly abnormal 

return of new economy firms. To measure whether the annual abnormal return of new 

economy firms is different from zero, BHARs need to be used. Barber and Lyon (1997) 

                                                 
139 While private placements in Australia sometimes involve the issue of convertible notes or preference 
shares, this study will only consider ordinary equity issues in order to make the comparison with rights 
issues in this sample and with previous research possible. 
140 As in other event studies of IPOs and SEOs, the choice of the event window was arbitrary. However, it 
is believed that 40 days before SEO announcements, and 45 days after the SEO announcements or IPO 
official quotation start allows sufficient time to enable informed decisions about possible pre- or post- 
event patterns in returns. Analysis of the SEO announcement time returns are however done using the 
event day returns t={0}. 
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show that CAERs are overestimating the abnormal returns when annual BHARs are 

below 30 percent. However, at higher returns, BHARs become unreliable and largely 

overestimate the abnormal returns, which is due to inclusion of compounding effect by 

BHARs (See Barber and Lyon, 1997, Fig. 1.). Fama (1998) argues for the use of 

cumulated average returns because they produce fewer statistical problems than buy-

and-hold returns and because the statistical properties of cumulated abnormal returns 

are better understood.  

 

Additionally, the above methods are expected to produce somewhat different results 

because they are subject to different biases. Barber and Lyon (1997) documented that 

the measurement of long-term returns in the form of CAERs and BHARs is subject to 

several biases. These are the new listings and survivorship bias, rebalancing bias, and 

skewness bias. 

 

New listings and survivorship bias arise due to inclusion of firms in the benchmark 

portfolio that start trading subsequent to the event, while sample firms are tracked for 

the entire post-event period (or until delisting). New listings and survivorship biases 

contribute to changing number of sample firms in the event portfolio, creating 

heteroskedasticity in regression residuals.141 Both cumulated and compounded 

abnormal returns are influenced by new listings and survivorship bias. 

 

Survivorship bias is controlled for using the da Silva Rosa, Velayuthen and Walter 

(2003) approach, where the delisted firm’s last price will be assumed as total return to 

investors. This return will not be reinvested (as the assumption that shareholders receive 

                                                 
141 Any heteroskedasticity would be controlled for using the White’s (1980) heteroscedasticity adjustment 
or Jaffe’s (1974) regression’ residual standardisation method. 
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the last quoted share price for a bankrupt firm might overestimate the actual returns).142 

If a new economy firm is acquired by another listed company, the target company’ 

return would be the acquisition price.143

 

Rebalancing bias could arise if the reference portfolio (market or industry index) is 

rebalanced periodically while the event sample firm’ returns are not. To avoid this bias, 

sample firm portfolio would need to be rebalanced at equal intervals (monthly) as the 

benchmark portfolio. The rebalancing bias affects only the calculation of BHARs, while 

CARs are not affected, because the returns of sample firms and benchmarks are both 

summed rather than compounded. Therefore, monthly portfolio rebalancing for buy-

and-hold returns is used to reflect investors’ ability to trade new economy equity in the 

secondary market. 

 

Skewness bias arises because the distributions of long-term abnormal returns are 

frequently positively skewed. While both BHARs and CAERs are affected by skewness 

bias, Barber and Lyon (1997) document that the skewness bias is less problematic for 

cumulated abnormal returns. To correct for skewness bias of BHARs the wealth 

relatives, which are standardised with benchmark buy-and-hold returns, as implemented 

in Ritter (1991) and Loughran and Ritter, (1995) are calculated in order to make 

inferences about the new economy stocks’ long-term BHARs.144

 

                                                 
142 Moreover, in cases where a liquidator’ statement of total loss to shareholders has been issued for the 
delisted company DataStream prices were adjusted to zero (that is, a 100 percent loss was recorded). 
143 DataStream prices for acquired companies are adjusted based on the information provided in the ASX 
company announcements and offer documents. Thus, target’ shareholders were assumed to have received 
the accepted acquisition consideration per share as the last price. Share exchanges and combined cash and 
share acquisitions are converted to monetary values to estimate the returns to target firms’ shareholders. 
144 Wealth relatives are calculated using the following formula: Σ(1+Ri,T)/ Σ(1+Rbench,T) where Ri,T is the 
buy-and-hold return on equity issuer i in period T and Rbench,T is the buy-and-hold return on the 
benchmark index over the same period. 
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Both equal and value weighting of returns using CARs and BHARs is employed. Value 

weighting is an appropriate method to use if the study’s objective is to measure 

investors’ wealth change over the long horizon. However, equal weighting of returns is 

also employed in order to measure the abnormal returns on the average new economy 

firm going public or issuing seasoned equity, as well as to facilitate comparison with 

previous research.  

 

Calendar time approach, as discussed in Fama, (1998) is also used to measure long-term 

abnormal returns. Fama (1998) and Mitchell and Stafford (2000) advocate the use of 

this approach, which measures the cross-section of abnormal returns at specific time and 

in this way directly accounts for cross-sectional dependency of events (such as equity 

offers), while event study approaches do not. Because equity offers tend to cluster in 

time,145 this approach might underestimate the abnormal performance. Failure to control 

for correlation between events could result in an increased probability of a Type II error 

(the failure to reject the null hypothesis of no abnormal returns when it is false). To 

avoid this bias, Fama (1998) suggests that monthly returns need to be adjusted for 

heteroskedasticity. That is, excess monthly returns should be weighted by their standard 

deviation (see Jaffe, 1974; Mandelker, 1974). These standardised monthly excess 

returns are then averaged in order to estimate the overall excess return in calendar time. 

 

Additionally, while the correlation of returns across events is more problematic with 

increasing sample size, the normality of distribution assumption is more plausible with 

larger sample size. Dependence of events can be more easily corrected when CAERs are 

used, by rebalancing the portfolio on a monthly basis. The rebalanced portfolio would 

then capture the effects of correlated returns across events. Therefore, in this study, all 

                                                 
145 See Ritter (1984) and How (2000) for evidence on time clustering of IPOs in the USA, respectively 
Australia. 
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measures of long-term returns (CAERs, BHARs and calendar time returns) are 

rebalanced on monthly basis. Finally, while Loughran and Ritter (2000) contend that the 

calendar time approach lacks power, Mitchell and Stafford (2000, p. 291) documented 

that (after accounting for cross-sectional dependence) calendar time approach has more 

power to identify any abnormal long-term returns than the BHAR approach.146

 

4.2.2 Measurement of Returns 

This section presents the methods used to measure the initial and long-term returns of 

new economy equity issuers. Returns are calculated using the Microsoft Excel software, 

while the Microsoft Access database software is also used. Statistical analyses in this 

study are conducted using EViews version 5 statistical software and were replicated 

(where possible) using SPSS version 12 statistical software. 

 

4.2.2.1 Initial Returns 

Raw (unadjusted) daily IPO returns are measured as following: 

 

Ri   =   (Pi - Si) / Si           (1) 

where 

Ri =  raw return on security i; 

Pi =  closing price on day 1 (listing day); 

Si =  subscription (offer) price for security i. 

 

Returns from second to 45th trading day are calculated using a similar formula (see 

equation 2, below), where Si is substituted by previous day closing price, and closing 

                                                 
146 Loughran and Ritter (1995); Brav and Gompers (1997) and Brav et al. (2000), among others, also used 
this model to follow the long-term abnormal returns of equity issuers. 
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price (Pi) relates to the particular day measured.147 The same formula is used to 

calculate the event window daily returns around the announcement of seasoned equity 

offers (in the form of rights issues or private placements) from t = -40 to t = 45. 

 

Ri,t   =   (Pi - Pi,t-1) / Pi,t-1        (2) 

where 

Ri,t =  raw return on security i on day t; 

Pi,t =  closing price on day t; 

Pi,t-1 =  previous day closing price for security i. 

 

Raw return is adjusted for the benchmark index return during the equivalent time 

period. Return on the benchmark index is measured as follows: 

 

Rbencht  =  (Indt - Indt-1) / Indt-1       (3)  

where 

Rbencht =   return on benchmark index; 

Indt   =  benchmark index close on day t; 

Indt-1   =  benchmark index close on day t-1. 

 

Because many investors compare their portfolio’ performance against the market 

benchmark it is considered appropriate to use the broad value weighted market index, 

such as the ASX Standard & Poor’s All Ordinaries index, to evaluate the performance 

of equity issuing companies. Moreover, the All Ordinaries index was chosen in order to 

make results comparable to previous Australian studies.148 However, IPOs and SEOs 

                                                 
147 Since the Australian Stock Exchange has 24 hour trading, it is more appropriate to compare closing 
prices and capture the price movement for security during the whole trading period. The above also 
applies for the return on market and industry indexes. 
148 The S&P/ASX All Ordinaries index was introduced on 3 April 2000. Index comprises of 500 listed 
companies (compared to 251 in the ASX All Ordinaries index) representing around 99 per cent of total 
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are usually small capitalisation stocks (Loughran and Ritter, 2004, Table 4; Mitchell 

and Stafford, 2000; Schultz and Zaman, 2001, Table 1). Therefore, the ASX/S&P Small 

Ordinaries index is also used.149 This index comprises of the same companies as the 

ASX/S&P 300 index but excludes the largest 100 ASX listed companies. Thus, this 

index is an appropriate benchmark for portfolios consisting mainly of small 

capitalisation companies listed on the ASX, such as the new economy equity issuing 

companies in this sample.150 However, there was no publicly available stock index for 

new economy (or Internet, or high technology) stocks in Australia during the sample 

period. While this limited the benchmarking of returns in this study, the new economy 

industry indexes were deemed a close substitute.151

 

Using equations 1 or 2, and equation 3, benchmark index adjusted return for each equity 

issuer is calculated using the following equation: 

 

Radj,i  =  Ri – Rbencht            (4) 

where 

Radj,i =  benchmark index adjusted return on stock i; 

Ri =  return on stock i on day t;    

Rbencht =  return on benchmark index for the same day. 

 

                                                                                                                                               
domestic market capitalisation (as of 30 June 2002). Index composition is reviewed quarterly and 
membership is determined based solely on market capitalisation. Retrieved February 20, 2006, from the 
World Wide Web: http://www.asx.com.au/research/indices/description.htm 
149 The S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries index is comprised of companies included in the S&P/ASX 300 
index, but not in the S&P/ASX 100 index. This index provides a benchmark for small-capitalisation ASX 
listed companies. The index represented approximately six percent of the total market capitalisation of the 
Australian market (as of June 30, 2002). Retrieved February 20, 2006, from the World Wide Web: 
http://www.asx.com.au/research/indices/description.htm 
150 To substantiate this statement further, only 16.2 percent of new economy IPOs have a market 
capitalisation of more than $100 million at listing (based on the offer price). Furthermore, 19.2 percent for 
new economy private placements, and 5.56 percent for rights offers companies have a market 
capitalisation of more than $100 million one trading day before the SEO announcement. 
151 Industry indexes for the ASX listed companies are constructed based on the Global Industry 
Classification Standard (GICS). GICS was developed jointly by Standard & Poor’s and Morgan Stanley 
Capital International in 1999. 
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In addition, to examine the initial returns from entrepreneurs’ point of view, Habib and 

Ljungqvist (2001) approach is also used to measure the real loss of going public to 

original investors after adjustment for their retained ownership. That is, initial returns 

are further adjusted for the proportion of shares held by the entrepreneurs after the offer. 

The adjustment is done to indicate that while the money left on the table is a direct loss 

to original shareholders, they also gain from the offer due to the appreciation in value of 

retained shares in the immediate aftermarket, which can be sold in a seasoned offer. 

 

In summary, it is appropriate to consider the wealth change (loss or gain) to 

entrepreneurs from their firm going public, rather than just the underpricing returns 

received by subscribing investors. Thus, raw underpricing from equation (1) are further 

adjusted for the level of retained ownership as follows: 

 

∆Wi   =   (1-RO) * (Pi - Si) / Si       (5) 

where  

∆Wi    =  wealth change to entrepreneurs due to listing day returns; 

RO =  proportion of ownership retained by original investors.152

 

Cumulative average returns for the first 45 days of trading will also be calculated to 

examine the enthusiasm or otherwise for the equity issuing firm in the immediate 

aftermarket (utilizing the similar procedure to that used in the calculation of monthly 

cumulative average returns, as presented below). In addition, cumulative average 

returns around the announcements of rights issues or private placements would include 

returns from 40 days before the offer announcement. 

 

                                                 
152 Operational definition of the retained ownership variable is outlined on page 131. 
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4.2.2.2 Long-Term Share Price Performance 

Monthly cumulative average returns, buy-and-hold returns, and calendar time returns 

will be used to measure long-term performance of the sample equity issuers. Several 

Australian studies to date, which utilized the above two methods, indicate long-term 

underperformance of IPOs (see, for example, Allen and Patrick, 1996; Finn and 

Higham, 1988; Lee et al., 1996). However, there are some recent exceptions. How 

(2000) studied Australian mining IPOs from 1979 to 1990 and reported that sample 

IPOs do not substantially underperform the market benchmark in the long run.153 In 

addition, da Silva Rosa et al. (2003) found no underperformance of industrial IPOs in 

Australia in periods 1991 to 1999. Therefore, together with initial IPO performance, 

these methods will indicate the investors’ valuation of new economy companies relative 

to the market and industry indexes.  

 

To have comparable first month’ returns for entities that list on different days in a 

month the following adjustment will be applied to standardize first-month returns: 

 

First month return = (Pi,μ2/ Pi,t)^(30/days) – 1      (6) 

where 

Pi,t =  closing price on day t; 

Pi,μ2 =  closing price at the end of the first full trading month; 

days =  number of days in the first trading month + 30. 

 

For the purpose of calculating the cumulative average excess returns (CAERs), 

arithmetic average market-index adjusted returns are calculated first using: 

 

                                                 
153 How (2000) reported that natural resource new equity offers underperform the market benchmark by 
only 0.3 percent in the first three years after listing. 
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AERt = ∑
=
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         (7) 

where 

AERt =  Average benchmark index adjusted excess return for month t. 

                     

To assess whether the average excess returns are significantly different from zero, 

studentised t-tests for average excess returns are calculated as: 

 

t = 
nAR

AER
T

T

/)(σ
         (8) 

where 

TAER  =  sample mean; 

σ  =  sample standard deviation of abnormal returns; 

n  =  number of equity issuers. 

 

Next, cumulative average excess returns (market index, small stocks index, or industry 

index adjusted) are calculated from listing date close to last recorded month μ: 

 

CAERα,μ =            (9) ∑
=

μ

at
AERt

where 

CAER  =  cumulative benchmark index adjusted excess return from the event month α to μ. 

 

Also, the buy-and-hold returns are calculated to reflect the returns on a strategy of 

investing in the average sample firm and deducting the return on a corresponding 

benchmark (industry or market index) over the investment horizon. Barber and Lyon 

(1997) and Lyon et al. (1999) argue that the investor experience is better captured by 
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compounding short-term returns (for example, at monthly intervals) to obtain the long-

term holding period abnormal return.154

 

Buy-and-hold returns are calculated by compounding monthly returns for 12, 24, 36, 48 

and 60 months after the equity issue (both the initial and seasoned equity offers) and 

adjusting the share returns for the benchmark return in the equivalent period: 

 

BHARα,μ =     (10) ⎥
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where 

BHAR =  buy-and-hold abnormal returns; 

Rit  =  return on security i in month t; 

N  =  the number of equity issuing companies; 

μ =  number of months (12, 24, 36, 48 and 60); 

αi =  first trading day after going public (or the announcement day for seasoned offers); 

Rbencht =  benchmark index return in month t. 

 

To test whether the mean buy-and-hold abnormal return is different from zero for the 

sample of new economy companies, a t-test is used: 

 

tmonth = 
nBHAR

BHAR
/)(σ

        (11) 

where 

BHAR  =  sample mean; 

σ =  sample standard deviation of abnormal returns; 

n =  number of equity issuers. 

                                                 
154 Nevertheless, Mitchell and Stafford (2000) dispute the above claim and advocate the use of the 
calendar time portfolio return methodology instead, to be presented below. 
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It was stated above that BHARs are subject to several biases. One of them was the 

correlation of returns across the events, which cannot be fully absorbed by the model 

used to measure long-term returns. This becomes more problematic over the long 

investment horizon, as it is plausible to expect that longer sample period would capture 

more events. Fama (1998), Lyon et al. (1999) and Mitchell and Stafford (2000) support 

the use of mean monthly calendar time return methodology to control for cross-

sectional correlation of returns across events. 

 

In this study each calendar month’s abnormal return is calculated for every company 

that issued equity within last 12, 24, 36, 48 and 60 months. Abnormal return is then 

calculated by deducting the benchmark return (market index, small stocks index, or 

industry index return) from the raw return: 

  

ARit = Rit – Rbencht        (12) 

 

Next, abnormal returns are averaged across securities for the calendar month to get 

abnormal return for the month on the portfolio of new economy stocks with an event in 

the last 12, 24, 36, 48 and 60 months:155

 

 MARt =∑         (13) 
=

tn

1t
itAR

where 

nt =  number of companies in the new economy portfolio in month t. 

 

                                                 
155 Portfolios are rebalanced monthly to exclude securities that had events more than 12, 24, 36, 48 and 60 
months before the specific calendar month, and include new companies that issued stock in the current 
calendar month. 
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Then, the grand mean of monthly abnormal returns is calculated: 

 

 MMAR = ∑
=

μ

1t
tMAR

μ
1         (14) 

where 

μ =  total number of calendar months. 

 

To test whether the mean monthly abnormal returns are different from zero, a standard 

deviation of the mean monthly abnormal returns is used in a t-test: 

 

 t(MMAR) = 
μσ /)( tMAR

MMAR        (15) 

 

If heteroskedasticity of residuals becomes evident due to the changing number of 

companies in the calendar time portfolio, it would be controlled for by dividing the 

abnormal portfolio return in each month by an estimate of its standard deviation as in 

Jaffe (1974). The standardized monthly abnormal returns are then averaged to compute 

the overall abnormal return, producing a standardized t-value. 

 

Several recent studies, which tested the alternative methods used in empirical 

examinations of long-term stock returns, provide mixed signals about the ability of the 

Fama-French model to accurately identify the magnitude of any abnormal returns in the 

post-equity offer periods (see for example, Brav et al., 2000; Fama, 1998; Loughran and 

Ritter, 2000). Brav et al. (2000, p. 225) documented that smallest, lowest book-to-

market firms escape the Fama-French three-factor model, while Loughran and Ritter 

(2000) stated that multi-factor models might produce a bias against finding abnormal 
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returns when they do exist, if the sample under study consists of companies that made 

initial public offers. 

 

Another frequently used methodology to measure the performance of equity issuing 

firms is the matched-firm approach (see, for example, Barber and Lyon, 1997; Fama, 

1998; Hamao et al., 2000; Loughran and Ritter, 1995; Purnanandam and Swaminathan, 

2004). This methodology uses the equivalent period returns on non-issuing firms similar 

in some characteristics to the equity-issuing firms under study (such as company market 

capitalisation, industry or book-to-market value of equity). However, for many new 

economy firms it is not possible to find a similar, non-equity issuing control firm during 

the sample period. Using returns of firms outside the new economy sector may not be 

appropriate due to the uniqueness of new economy entities. Thus, using non-issuing 

ASX listed companies from other industries would negate any perceived benefits of this 

method. In summary, due to the specific characteristics of the new economy sample, the 

Fama-French multi-factor model and the matched-firm approach would not be 

appropriate methods to account for long-term returns’ performance and would therefore 

not be used. 

 

This study attempts to extend the existing evidence on new economy by examining a 

wider range of industries that belong to the new economy sector, including the 

industries within the information technology sector (for example, Internet, software and 

services, semiconductors and semiconductor equipment), telecommunications, and 

healthcare sector (for example, biotechnology and pharmaceuticals). Variables created 

from information collected from offer documents and other publicly available 

information are presented below. 
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4.2.3 Explanatory Variables 

Daily and monthly returns are used in conjunction with information contained in offer 

prospectuses, and collected from selected other publicly available sources, to assess 

whether and to what extent, investors use publicly available information to set company 

value in the market place. However, different sets of variables would have to be used to 

explain initial and long-term IPO returns, compared to announcement time and long-

term returns after the rights offers, respectively private placements.156 Previous research 

has identified that numerous variables identified from public information have 

explanatory power of equity issuing companies’ returns (see Section 3.12). Therefore, 

selected variables from the following list will be used in an attempt to explain equity 

issuers’ initial and long-term returns’ performance, but also the incidence and 

probability of IPO withdrawals, and the probability of a seasoned equity offer by 

successfully listed new economy IPOs: 

1. Impact of new economy industry on share performance will be assessed. Seven 

industry dummy variables are used, representing healthcare equipment and 

services, pharmaceuticals and biotechnology, software and services, technology 

hardware and equipment, media, and telecommunications sectors. The final 

industry group is named the semi-new economy firms and includes companies 

that are not classified by the ASX in the above six industries but which have 

substantial business activities in the new economy sector. Moreover, 

pharmaceuticals and biotechnology, and information technology sectors 

(comprising of software and services, technology hardware and equipment 

industries) are generally recognised as the most dynamic industries within the 

new economy sector, at least in terms of investor enthusiasm. Based on the 

predictions of Mauer and Senbet (1992) that new industries should be 

                                                 
156 Nevertheless, some variables, such as forecast and actual earnings and company age on event date, are 
expected to influence IPOs and SEOs in a very similar way. 
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characterised with higher underpricing, a positive coefficient in regression is 

expected for pharmaceuticals and biotechnology, software and services, and 

technology hardware and equipment industry’ dummy variables. No prediction 

is made about performance of media and telecommunications industries and the 

group of semi-new economy equity issuers. 

2. Whether the IPO firm predicts dividend payments has been addressed in 

previous research by Downes and Heinkel (1982), who found that prediction of 

dividend payment is negatively associated with IPO value. In this study dividend 

is a dichotomous variable used in the regression where unity is indicating that 

firm is predicted to pay dividends in the first year after listing and zero that no 

dividends are predicted in the offer prospectus. A dichotomous variable is used 

because many new economy IPOs do not forecast a dividend payment.157 A 

positive sign for the regression coefficient is expected because investors should 

view dividend payment as a favourable signal in the new economy company 

context, meaning that firm is able to invest into future projects and still allocate 

funds to reward its investors. 

3. Forecast earnings and cash flows in the IPO prospectus for the post offer year 

are an important indicator of the future profitability of the newly listed entity.158 

Therefore, a positive effect of earnings and cash flow forecasts on the event day 

and long-term returns is expected. 

4. Time in days from prospectus lodgement date to listing date is used to 

approximate informed investor demand for the issue. As argued by Lee et al. 

                                                 
157 Only about 23 percent of new economy companies state in the offer prospectus that dividend payments 
will be made within one year after going public. 
158 However, these forecasts may not always be accurate. In their study of managers’ dividend and 
earnings forecasts in 172 Australian IPO prospectuses between 1984 and 1997, Brown et al. (2000) found 
that both earnings and dividend forecasts are positively biased, while overestimations are more 
pronounced for earnings, which are about four times larger than dividend forecast errors. This is due to 
better ability of management to control dividends compared with earnings. Therefore, in this research, 
dichotomous variables for positive earnings, cash flows and dividend forecasts will be used to reduce the 
bias in forecasts. 
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(1996), issues that take less time to complete are associated with informed 

investors. These large institutional investors place orders for high quality IPOs, 

resulting in oversubscriptions and underwriters being able to complete the offer 

early.159 Therefore, a negative relationship between the delay to listing and 

listing day returns to subscribing investors is expected. Significance of this 

variable would indicate existence of adverse selection problem as predicted by 

Rock’s (1986) model. 

5. Oversubscription (overallotment) provision in the IPO prospectus may indicate 

that company insiders and the underwriting (issuing) syndicate are optimistic 

about the demand for the offer. Thus, IPOs that indicate that oversubscriptions 

of shares would be accepted are expected to have positive listing day returns. 

However, these returns should be moderate relative to contemporaneous new 

economy IPOs, as the oversubscriptions of shares would allow for partial 

absorption of any excess demand for the offer. 

6. Proportion of retained ownership in this study is calculated as total number of 

shares after the IPO less the offer size, divided by the total number of shares. 

 

Retown = (Ntotal – (Nn + No,s)) / Ntotal     (16) 

where 

Retown  =  percent ownership retained by original shareholders; 

Ntotal =  total number of old and new shares on the listing date (No + Nn); 

(Nn + No,s) =  sum of new (primary) and old (secondary) shares offered. 

 

Following prior studies identified above, it is expected that proportion of 

ownership retained is positively correlated with post equity offer’ returns. 

                                                 
159 Excess demand for these IPOs would result in positive initial returns. However, informed investors are 
predicted to target these high quality stocks as long-term investments, because they are expected to 
perform better than the average IPO in the long run. 
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7. Habib and Ljungqvist (2001) suggested that ownership dilution (representing the 

proportion of new shares sold in the offer) has explanatory power of event day 

returns and wealth changes to original shareholders. Therefore, the dilution 

factor will be represented by the ratio of primary shares offered (Nn) to the 

number of existing pre-flotation shares (No). 

 

Dilutiono,s = Nn / No       (17) 

 

Lower dilution ratio signals to outside investors that insiders are reluctant to 

relinquish control of the entity, indicating optimism about the firm’s prospect. 

Hence, a positive signal is implied by lower dilution ratio. Thus, it is expected 

that dilution variable is negatively correlated with underpricing (and SEO 

announcement period returns), and with IPO and SEO long-term returns. 

8. The following four dichotomous variables indicate the intended use of offer 

proceeds.160 Offer proceeds could be used for operating activities (working 

capital), for investments (in research and development of new technologies, for 

example), acquisitions of other entities, or for capital restructure (such as debt 

repayment or divestment of existing shareholders). A negative regression 

coefficient is expected for the capital restructure variable indicating that a 

particular new economy firm is not funding its future growth but using offer 

proceeds to consolidate the balance sheet. A substantial proportion of Australian 

new economy firms are expected to pursue acquisition and merger strategies. 

Thus, the intended use of proceeds for acquisitions variable is expected to have 

a positive sign in regression models for listing day (and announcement day) 

returns, as well as in regression models using long-term returns as the dependent 
                                                 
160 Use of offer proceeds should be identifiable from the offer documentation, because the ASX Listing 
rules, Appendix 3B “New issue announcement, application for quotation of additional securities and 
agreement” (question 6) asks for the purpose of the security issue. 
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variable. No prediction is made regarding the remaining two variables, the use 

of proceeds for operating activities, or for investments purposes. 

9. In this study company age represents the number of days between company 

incorporation and listing date. It is expected that Australian new economy IPOs 

are relatively young and that the longer operating history might contribute to 

lower underpricing, better long-term returns, and lower incidence of delisting. 

Consistent with How’s (2000) results for Australian mining IPOs, the age 

variable is expected to have a negative effect on new economy IPO listing day 

returns (thus resulting in moderate positive initial returns). Additionally, while 

Lewis, Seward and Foster-Johnson (2000) found a positive relationship between 

IPO age and the probability of delisting due to distress, it is expected that new 

economy companies with longer operating history as a corporation are 

characterised with superior long-term returns and a lower incidence of delisting 

due to financial distress. 

10. A dichotomous variable is used in this study to examine the effect of offering 

share options as a part of initial and seasoned equity issues. Larger proportion of 

the offer sold as share options would indicate relative riskiness of the offer as 

well as existence of growth opportunities. Thus, package variable is expected to 

have a positive effect on listing day returns and SEO discounts and 

announcement day returns. 

11. In the context of new economy share offers, the importance of Venture Capital 

involvement is predicted to be greater in the initial stages of going public 

process. Thus, it is expected that the venture capital dichotomous variable will 

have a negative coefficient in explaining initial returns (contributing to lower, 

more moderate underpricing) and a positive effect on long-term returns. 
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12. In this study, offer size is calculated as the number of shares offered times share 

offer price, adjusted for inflation.161 Negative regression coefficient for this 

variable is expected, with smaller, riskier issues being more underpriced. 

Likewise, a negative effect on the SEO announcement day returns is expected 

larger the offer size in seasoned equity offers. 

13. Number of IPOs in particular year quarter will be used to relate IPO volume to 

returns.162 Volume is used as a proxy for IPO market conditions at time when the 

firm decides to go public. This variable has been used as a control for hot issue 

markets, and was found by Allen and Patrick (1996) to be a significant 

contributor to the explanation of returns for Australian initial equity offers. 

Thus, IPO volume in a particular year quarter is expected to be positively 

correlated to initial returns.163 

14. In this study, underwriter’s reputation is approximated using underwriting fee as 

the percent of issue value that underwriter charges for its services as lead 

manager in the IPO. Based on Habib and Ljunqvist’s (2001) results, it is 

expected that more reputable underwriters charge a premium for their services, 

as they are expected to be hired by the most speculative new economy IPOs. 

These companies use the certification by reputable underwriters and are ready to 

pay higher fees to attract investors through their investment banker. A positive 

relationship between underwriting fee and listing day returns is expected.164 

                                                 
161 That is, offer size is calculated using 30 June 1994 constant dollar value. Consumer price index (CPI) 
is available from the Australian Bureau of Statistics, Table 1A, 6401.0 Consumer Price Index, Australia 
(all groups, published 25/01/2006) Retrieved February, 21, 2006, from the World Wide Web: 
http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/DetailsPage/6401.0Dec%202005?OpenDocument 
162 Allen and Patrick (1996) used a similar variable, that is, a logarithm of IPO volume for the year. 
163 Alternatively, this variable may be viewed as a proxy for competition by new economy IPO firms for 
equity capital. Thus, larger new economy IPO volume (higher the competition to list on the ASX) higher 
should be the discount (IPO underpricing). 
164 Similarly, a dichotomous variable where unity denotes underwritten new economy equity offers is 
used. The dichotomous variable (rather than a continuous one) will be considered if a large proportion of 
new economy initial or seasoned offers were not underwritten.  
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15. Hot issue period is a dichotomous variable representing equity offers made 

between January 1999 and March 2000 to evaluate whether this period was 

characterised by significantly more underpriced IPOs compared to other periods. 

This period is generally recognised as a hot issue period, based on the definition 

of Ibbotson et al. (1988). IPOs listed during this period are predicted to provide 

higher initial returns than IPOs listed at other periods. Thus, a positive 

relationship between the hot issue period variable and IPO listing day returns is 

expected. Moreover, SEO announcement day returns during the hot issue period 

are expected to be higher, compared with the rest of the sample period. 

16. Reciprocal of the offer price is used to test the small share price effect on new 

economy equity offers. Based on evidence by Willenborg and McKeown (2000), 

new economy offers with lower subscription prices are expected to be of higher 

risk, and therefore, provide higher initial returns.165 

17. In this study, ex ante uncertainty about the offer is measured using the standard 

deviation of first 20 days’ returns including the initial return, where more 

volatile share prices would indicate higher riskiness of the offer. 

18. Jegadeesh et al. (1993) documented that the relatively more underpriced IPO 

firms were likely to wait a shorter time between the IPO and the first seasoned 

equity offers. Thus, in the new economy context, it is expected that greater the 

listing day returns shorter will be the time between IPO and the first SEO. 

19. The market feedback hypothesis of Jegadeesh et al. (1993) predicts that 

aftermarket share returns (excluding the listing day returns) will be positively 

correlated with the likelihood of a seasoned equity offer, and negatively 

correlated with the time between the IPO and the first SEO. To test the market 

                                                 
165 Brennan and Hughes (1991, Table IV and p. 1684) found that lower share price attracts more broking 
firm analysts. That is, lower share-offer price might also play a role in attracting analysts and give them 
incentive to produce research reports, as lower share denominations result in relatively higher brokerage 
commissions. In turn, increased independent analyst’ coverage of a particular company generates investor 
interest. 
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feedback hypothesis, this study examines whether greater post-IPO returns (up 

to 100 days after listing) contribute to an increased probability of a seasoned 

equity offer. Moreover, a negative relationship between the post-IPO returns and 

the time to first SEO is expected. 

20. This study will use the standard deviation of returns and share liquidity from t = 

-100 to t = -1 to examine the price pressure effects before seasoned equity offers. 

Liquidity is defined as the average daily trading volume, divided by the number 

of outstanding shares 100 days before the SEO announcement. Companies with 

more liquid shares would be able to offer shares at a smaller discount at the 

rights issue or private placement to persuade investors to hold additional shares. 

Thus, a positive relationship between liquidity and SEO announcement returns 

(or negative relationship with SEO announcement discount) is expected. 

However, it is also expected that higher volatility of returns in the pre-SEO 

period (measured by the standard deviation of returns in the 100 day period prior 

to the offer announcement) would increase the required return demanded by 

investors, who would require a larger discount to buy additional shares in the 

company. 

21. Higher market to book value of equity (MTBV) indicates that a smaller 

proportion of the firm’s value consists of tangible assets, leaving the potential 

for undervaluation (see Hertzel and Smith, 1993; Tan et al., 2002). Therefore, a 

firm’s average MTBV of equity 100 days before the SEO announcement is used 

to measure the potential for undervaluation in new economy SEOs. A positive 

relationship between the MTBV and the announcement period abnormal returns 

are predicted.166 

                                                 
166 A substantial proportion (38.89 percent) of new economy rights offers are substantially 
undersubscribed. The shortfall in share subscription in new economy rights offers is usually absorbed by 
the underwriters or directors and large private investors. Thus, substantial changes in the ownership 
structure may occur, justifying the use of the MTBV of equity variable for rights offers. 
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22. Additionally, the market return run-up (proxied by the All Ordinaries Index 

returns) before the SEO in the t ={-100,-1} window is used to assess the market 

timing ability of issuing companies. While previous research provides mixed 

results about the ability of this variable to explain SEO announcement period 

returns (see, for example, Slovin et al., 1994) market run in the 100 day window 

before the announcement of seasoned equity offers would indicate whether new 

economy companies are issuing stock at times when the general investor 

sentiment is favourable, as suggested by Myers and Majluf (1984). 

23. Loderer and Zimmerman (1988) found that the offer price in their sample of 

Swiss rights issues conveys information about the firm’ quality to the market, 

where the ratio of offer to market price can provide insights about the future 

cash flows of the firm. This study uses a discount of the rights (or private 

placement) offer price.167 A negative relationship between the discount variable 

and the SEO announcement day excess returns are expected. 

24. Also, a variable representing the proportion of new capital to be invested in the 

company as a result of the offer is used as a proxy for firm's prospects. While the 

dilution variable indicates whether a firm is offering new shares, this variable 

evaluates the use of these proceeds. It can be assumed that the greater the 

proportion of new capital the stronger the indication of growth potential. A 

positive sign in regression is predicted for this variable, which would mean that 

investors view this information as a favourable indication of a company's future 

growth. Although there is little evidence of new capital variable being used in 

previous studies its inclusion is deemed relevant in the context of new economy 

equity offers. 

                                                 
167 Discount variable is derived by subtracting the closing market share value from the offer price and 
dividing by the market share price. The discount is calculated relative to the market share value 10, 20, 30 
and 40 trading days before the SEO announcement day. 
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25. The need for further financing of new economy companies is tested using the 

SEO dichotomous variable, which is unity if the new economy IPO firm 

conducted additional equity offers within three years after the initial equity offer. 

Schultz and Zaman (2001) found that Internet IPOs in the USA have more 

seasoned equity offers than other companies. Because new economy firms are 

frequently at their early stage of development, it is expected that companies in 

this sample would have a considerable need for additional financing soon after 

they go public. SEO variable is predicted to have a positive coefficient in 

explaining underpricing, as predicted by the signalling hypothesis (see, for 

example, Allen and Faulhaber, 1989; Grinblatt and Hwang, 1989; Welch, 1989, 

1996). 

 

To summarise, based on the results of Ho et al. (2001), companies in this study are 

expected to provide high initial returns (on average) to subscribing investors (at least 

until April 2000). Additionally, the long-term performance of new economy IPOs in 

this sample is expected to be similar to their industry but inferior to market performance 

in the same period, based on the previous evidence on post equity offer long-term 

returns’ performance (see for example, Loughran and Ritter, 1995; Spiess and Affleck-

Graves, 1995). However, the long-term returns’ performance is expected to be inferior 

for equity offers made after April 2000. Moreover, a negative correlation between the 

initial and long-term returns is expected. 

 

The results for new economy equity offers using the above variables are presented in 

Chapters Five and Six for initial public offers, in Chapter Seven for seasoned equity 

offers, and in Chapter Eight for the relationships between the initial and seasoned equity 

offers. 
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4.2.4 Regression Analyses 

International and Australian empirical studies on equity offers frequently use linear 

regression models to explain stock returns.168 Limited availability of information about 

equity offers precludes the creation of stronger and more parsimonious models that 

would capture investor sentiment about equity offering companies. For the above 

reason, researchers so far had limited success in explaining IPO and SEO returns by 

attempting to account for short and long-term performance using approximations for 

investor demand, firm prospects, quality signalling, and market conditions, to name a 

few.169

 

Due to a large number of regression models used in this study, dependent variables will 

be presented in detail in the relevant results chapters. As an indication, dependent 

variables will include (but are not limited to) benchmark index adjusted listing day 

returns, announcement day excess returns, pre-SEO announcement excess returns, and 

seasoned equity offer price discounts. Moreover, post IPO and SEO long-term 

(benchmark index adjusted) returns will be used as dependent variables. The ordinary 

least square regression models for listing day and announcement day returns, as well as 

long-term returns are based on explanatory variables170 presented below, where 

α =    intercept 
εi = random error, and 

explanatory variables are as follows: 

                                                 
168 Brav et al. (2000), in their assessment of methodologies used in research on long-term share price 
performance of equity issuing firms, provide evidence that ordinary least squares regressions do not suffer 
from lack of statistical power. 
169 Frequently, forecasted financial variables are used to predict share returns (see for example, Brown et 
al., 2000; Downes and Heinkel, 1982; Firth and Liau-Tan, 1997; Kim and Ritter, 1999). 
170 Note that some variables will only be used with IPO returns (such as the delay to listing variable) 
while alternative variables will be used to examine share returns subsequent to announcements of rights 
offers and private placements (ΤIMESEO, measuring the time between the listing date and the first 
seasoned equity offer). Moreover, pairs of similar variables, such as retained ownership and ownership 
dilution, or cash flows and earnings forecasts, would not be used in the same regression model. 
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INDUSTRY industry dichotomous variables; healthcare equipment and services, 
pharmaceuticals and biotechnology, software and services, technology hardware 
and equipment, media, telecommunications, and semi-new economy company 
group 

DIVIDEND** forecast dividend within one year after the offer 
EARNINGS 
FORECAST 

earnings forecast for the post-offer year in the IPO prospectus; alternatively, pre-
SEO announcement earnings (during the 100 trading days before the SEO 
announcement day t ={-100,-1}) 

CASH FLOW 
FORECAST 

cash flows (from operating and investing activities) forecast for the post-offer year 
in the IPO prospectus 

DELAY natural logarithm of the number of days between the prospectus    
registration and listing date 

RET_OWN percent of total shares retained by original investors 
DILUTION ratio of primary shares offered (Nn) to the number of existing pre-flotation shares 

(No) in the IPO or SEO 
OFFER PROCEEDS 
(OPERATIONS, 
INVESTMENTS, 
ACQUISITIONS, 
RESTRUCTURE) 

dichotomous variables denoting the use of offer proceeds as stated in offer 
documents; (OPERATIONS) operating activities, such as working capital; 
(INVESTMENTS) investments in technology, or research and development; 
(ACQUISITIONS) acquisition of another entity; (RESTRUCTURE) debt repayment 
or divestment of original shareholders 

NEW_CAP new capital raised by the offer and invested in the company as proportion of issue 
size 

AGE age of the firm at time of going public 
PACKAGE dichotomous variable being unity if the share offer also includes share options 

(warrants) to purchase additional shares and zero otherwise 
VENTURE CAPITAL Venture capital; a dichotomous variable where unity represents a company going 

public which is associated with venture capital (capital or expertise investment) 
CTE commitments test entity dichotomous variable 

IPO VOLUME number of sample IPOs in a particular year quarter 
HOT ISSUE (sample 
sub-periods) 

Hot issue period; offer period dichotomous variable, where share offers made 
between January 1999 and March 2000 get the value 1 and 0 otherwise; other 
sample periods are early development period (between January 1994 and 
December 1998), post crash period (between April 2000 and December 2001), 
and cold issue period (between January 2002 and June 2004); Rationale for these 
periods is explained in Chapter Six 

EX ANTE standard deviation of the first 20 days’ returns including the initial return, used as a 
proxy for ex ante uncertainty about the offer  

SEO dichotomous variable taking a value 1 if the new economy IPO firm conducted 
additional equity offers within three years after going public 

ΤIME (IPO-SEO) time in days between the IPO and the first SEO 
AFTERMARKET 
RETURN 

post-IPO aftermarket average share returns (up to 100 days after listing) 

SD standard deviation of returns before the announcement of SEO t ={-100,-1} to 
examine the price pressure effect 

LIQ liquidity is the average daily trading volume, divided by the number of outstanding 
shares in the 100 trading day window before the SEO 

MTBV P,R average market-to-book-value of equity ratio 100 days before the SEO 
announcement, used to approximate the potential for undervaluation (in private 
placements only) 

MARKET 
SENTIMENTP,R

market run up before the SEO is used to assess the market timing ability of 
issuing companies, using the average All Ordinaries Index return during the 100 
trading days before the SEO announcement day t ={-100,-1} 

DISCOUNTP,R discount to the rights (or private placement) offer price 
UW FEE Underwriting fee as percent of offer value; alternatively, UW_01 is the 

dichotomous variable representing underwritten offers 
INTERNET two dichotomous variables; Internet related business activity, or Internet related 

company name 
1/PRICE* reciprocal of the inflation-adjusted share-offer subscription price 

Notes * variable used to explain initial returns only; ** variable used to explain long-term returns only; P 

variable used in regression models explaining returns on private placements of shares; R variable used in 
regression models explaining returns in pro-rata rights issues. 
 

In this research, benchmark regression models are specified for the listing day IPO 

returns and SEO announcement day returns, as well as for long-term returns by sample 
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equity offers. Long-term returns in this sample are calculated as an investment strategy 

where shares are bought at the closing price on the first trading day and held until the 

end of the holding period. Similarly, SEO discounts (or premiums) and announcement 

day returns are evaluated in separate regression models (for rights issues and private 

placements) using a full set of appropriate variables as a benchmark model. Finally, 

long-term returns (in the form of holding period yields) following the seasoned equity 

offers are examined up to three years, using somewhat different independent variables 

than for IPOs.171

 

A significant coefficient of determination for the model (F ratio) and individual 

regression coefficients would indicate that some publicly available information, 

contained in a prospectus and other publicly available sources, which were extracted for 

the purpose of this study, are contributing to the explanation of variance in returns. It is 

expected that the abovementioned variables together have low to moderate predictive 

power of new economy stocks' returns, consistent with previous empirical research on 

equity offers in Australia that used linear regression models. 

 

It is plausible to expect that some of the above-listed explanatory variables may be 

correlated. Correlations between explanatory variables in regression models result in 

multicollinearity, which hinders identification of the individual contribution of 

explanatory variable to explanation of the variability in the dependent variable. Any 

multicollinearity between independent variables will be controlled for by excluding 

collinear variables from regression models. While this approach may reduce the ability 

of a regression model to explain the dependent variable, it also results in a more 

                                                 
171 While the long-term returns of new economy IPOs and SEOs are calculated for up to five years after 
the event date, the regression analyses will only examine returns up to three years after the event, due to a 
relatively small number of events with four and five year returns. 
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parsimonious regression model where any effects of independent variables are easier to 

distinguish. 

 

4.2.4.1 Probit Analyses 

Two probit regression analyses are used in this study. The first probit model is used to 

estimate the probability of a new economy initial public offer withdrawal, while the 

second probit model is used to estimate the probability of a seasoned equity offer by a 

new economy company within the first three years after listing. In the probit analysis, 

independent variables (continuous or dichotomous variables) are used to explain the 

dichotomous (0,1) outcome. In the first model, the dichotomous outcome is whether the 

offer was successfully completed (0) or withdrawn (1), while in the second model the 

dichotomous outcome is whether the new economy IPO conducts a seasoned equity 

offer within the first three years after listing (1), or not (0).172

 

4.2.5 Analysis of Variance  

Equity issuers are separated by the offer year to assess whether issues in a particular 

year differ from the ones in other years based on initial and long-term share 

performance, which could provide insights about the new economy sector’s 

performance through the changing economic conditions. Analysis of variance is used to 

examine whether there is significant difference in returns based on offer year. If results 

confirm that IPOs and SEOs differ in return based on time of issue, Tukey’s Honestly 

                                                 
172 Specific regression models will be presented in the relevant results chapters. Thus, Chapter Five 
contains the results of the regression analysis of IPO long-term returns, while chapter Six presents the 
probit models of the probability of IPO withdrawal and the results of regression analysis of IPO listing 
day returns. Chapter Seven presents the regression analyses of announcement day and long-term returns 
of new economy SEOs, as well as regression models explaining offer price discounts and the pre-
announcement excess return run-ups. Finally, Chapter Eights contains the probit models of the probability 
of seasoned equity offers by new economy IPOs, as well as the regression models of the duration between 
the IPO and the first SEO, and the regression models explaining the frequency of seasoned offers by new 
economy IPOs. 
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Significant Difference test (Tukey HSD) will be used to confirm which issue years 

differ significantly from other years.173

 

Similar procedure is used to assess whether equity issuers’ performance differs 

significantly based on the new economy industry. If the difference in excess returns’ 

performance by new economy firms between industries is identified, then Tukey’s HSD 

test will be used to indicate which industries differ in their market performance. 

 

4.3 Internal Validity 

As mentioned above, measurement of long-term returns is subject to the new listings 

and survivorship bias, rebalancing bias, and skewness bias. Several strategies are 

implemented to eliminate or reduce these biases. First, monthly rebalancing of 

portfolios is used to calculate cumulative, buy-and-hold and calendar time returns. 

Second, to control for any skewness bias of buy-and-hold returns, the wealth relative 

ratios will be calculated, which are buy-and-hold returns standardised with benchmark 

buy-and-hold returns, as implemented in Ritter (1991) and Loughran and Ritter (1995). 

Inferences about the new economy stocks’ long-term buy-and-hold returns will be made 

using wealth relatives. Additionally, calendar time returns will be examined, which 

measure the cross-section of abnormal returns at specific time, and in this way directly 

account for cross-sectional dependency of equity offers, while the buy-and-hold and 

cumulative returns do not (see Fama, 1998; Mitchell and Stafford, 2000).174 Third, 

events in this sample were identified from the population of initial and seasoned equity 

offers in each sample year, and were not sampled from surviving companies at the end 

                                                 
173 Tukey's honestly significant difference test uses the Studentized range statistic to make all pairwise 
comparisons between groups. It also sets the experiment error rate to the error rate for the collection for 
all pairwise comparisons made. 
174 A failure to control for correlation between events could result is an increased probability of a Type I 
error (the rejection of the null hypothesis of no abnormal returns when it is true). 
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of the sample period. Survivorship bias was further controlled for by recording the 

delisted firm’s last trading price as the total return to investors. In cases where a 

liquidator statement of total loss to shareholders was issued for the delisted company, 

Datastream prices were adjusted to zero (that is, a 100 percent loss was recorded). If a 

new economy firm was acquired by another listed company, the target company return 

was the acquisition price. In this way the above return adjustments provide a more 

realistic indication of the actual returns that investors in new economy stocks would 

have achieved. 

 

Moreover, if skewness of the distributions of independent or dependent variables have 

been identified, outliers will be examined and their influence on results reduced (with 

variable transformations). However, while outliers are removed to verify the robustness 

of results, they will not been excluded from the final analyses. Additionally, statistical 

tests will be done using both parametric and non-parametric tests to control for any 

effect of non-normality in distributions on the results. 

 

The robustness of results will be assessed by employing alternative specifications of the 

dependent variables. For example, event period and long-term returns will be measured 

as raw (unadjusted) returns, and benchmark adjusted returns (market index, small 

stocks’ index and industry index returns). Additionally, alternative measures of returns 

will be examined, such as the equal weighted and the market value weighted returns.175 

Finally, long-term returns are calculated as cumulative excess returns, buy-and-hold 

returns, and calendar time returns. 

                                                 
175 Value weighted returns will be calculated by weighting returns by the market value of the company in 
the equivalent event period, as a proportion of the new economy IPO, rights issue or private placement 
portfolio. In order to make the value weighted returns within event months comparable, all company 
market values were standardised by the value of the All Ordinaries Index in the equivalent calendar 
period, by deflating the market values of new economy companies to January 1994 equivalent, based on 
the broad based market index (All Ordinaries Index). This makes market values of companies listed in 
different years comparable. 
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4.3.1 Data Reliability 

This research is restricted to secondary information available in various databases. 

However, the data were carefully collected and verified from alternative sources 

whenever possible, and corrected if errors were evident. 

 

The accuracy of prices downloaded from Datastream was verified using several sources, 

including the ASX, as well as the New Issues Connect4 database. Moreover, listing day 

IPO returns were confirmed from the Internet-based free share price providers available 

to any investor (such as Yahoo Finance and Comsec176), and from the Aspect Huntley 

FinAnalysis database (which provides daily returns for a majority of ASX listed 

companies since April 2000). Share returns (calculated from Datastream prices, adjusted 

for capital actions and dividends) were also inspected for unusual size observations,177 

and many large price movements were traced back to the ASX company 

announcements.178 Alternative price providers such as the Australian Financial Review, 

Comsec, and Yahoo Finance confirmed the majority of returns. Nevertheless, in several 

instances where Datastream prices were not adjusted for stock splits or similar capital 

action, returns were adjusted manually based on price information provided by 

alternative sources. Additionally, Datastream prices were manually adjusted for sample 

companies delisted prior to sample period end.179 Moreover, IPO listing dates and 

                                                 
176 Yahoofinance.com and Comsec.com.au (Comsec is an Internet based stock broking subsidiary 
company of the Commonwealth Bank of Australia). 
177 Standardised residual plots and formulas indicating returns above or below a certain percent return, or 
more than two standard deviations from the average return, were used as indicators of unusual price 
movements. 
178 Listing day IPO returns and SEO announcement period returns are calculated using the unadjusted 
official share prices in order to calculate correct returns to IPO subscribing investors, as well as the 
theoretical value of rights and seasoned equity offer price discounts. Long-term returns are measured 
using adjusted prices from Datastream, which are adjusted for dividends and any capital actions. 
179 Datastream carries forward the last recorded price for delisted companies after the company has been 
removed from the ASX Official List, which would overestimate the returns for companies delisted due to 
financial distress. Additionally, Datastream makes no adjustment for cash or share value compensation in 
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times, as well as seasoned offer’ announcement dates and times, were obtained from the 

Australian Stock Exchange company announcements, and were verified or 

supplemented from FinAnalysis database, and various Internet sites. 

 

4.4 External Validity 

While it could be argued that the results of this study cannot be generalised to a wider 

population of industrial IPOs, it should be noted that new economy stocks represented a 

substantial number of initial public offers during the sample period, especially before 

April 2000. For example, new economy IPOs in Australia represented 55.22 and 53.85 

percent of total new listings on the ASX during 1999 and 2000. In comparison, Ritter 

(2006) documented that high technology IPOs represented 42.38 and 62.43 percent of 

total firms going public during 1999 and 2000 in the USA. Thus, it is not unreasonable 

to expect that any effect of public information on event period returns and subsequent 

long-term returns of new economy stocks documented in this study should also be 

present at varying degrees in the remaining population of industrial and resources equity 

offering companies in Australia during the period under study. 

 

4.5 Summary 

This chapter presented the data and research methods used in this study. The results 

chapters provide further information on the specific subsamples of new economy 

companies examined in this study. The following chapter presents the results for new 

economy IPOs and the analyses of the results, with a focus on the ability of public 

information to explain listing day and long-term returns after initial public offers. 

                                                                                                                                               
mergers and acquisitions. These changes were done manually, based on the information provided by 
companies in announcements to the ASX around delisting. ASX company announcements were further 
supplemented by information provided at ‘deListed’ website (http://www.delisted.com.au), which 
provides information about companies registered in Australia, such as suspensions from ASX official 
quotation and delistings. 
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CHAPTER 5 

New Economy Initial Public Offers 
 

 

 

 

5.0 Introduction 

This chapter presents the preliminary analysis of initial public offers (IPO) of shares by 

new economy companies on the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX). Information 

extracted from offer prospectuses and other publicly available sources are used to 

examine the characteristics of Australian new economy IPOs and their influence on 

listing day and long-term share returns. Results in this chapter are then used as a guide 

to further examine the IPO listing day returns in the next chapter, in the context of 

withdrawn and successful new economy share offers. Moreover, the effects of the 

publicly available information presented in this chapter, together with the IPO listing 

day and aftermarket returns, are further explored within the context of the relationships 

between the initial and seasoned equity offers in Chapter Eight. 

 

5.1 Sample Frame 

This chapter provides an examination of the sample of new economy initial public 

offers listed on the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) between January 1994 and June 

2004. During the sample period 321 companies sought to list on the ASX, of which 37 

offers were withdrawn, while 284 new economy IPOs listed successfully. New 

economy IPOs are spread across the six main industries of the new economy sector. 

These are: software and services, technology hardware and equipment, media, 
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telecommunications, healthcare equipment and services, and pharmaceuticals and 

biotechnology industry groups (see Table 5.1). 

 

Table 5.1 IPOs listed between January 1994 and June 2004 stratified by industry groups  
Total new economy IPOs Internet related IPOs New economy industry  

(GICS industry group) N Percent N Percent 
Semi-new economy 60 21.13 29 22.48 
Healthcare equipment and services 27 9.51 1 0.78 
Pharmaceuticals and biotechnology 44 15.49 0 0.00 
Software and services 89 31.34 59 45.74 
Technology hardware and equipment 26 9.15 10 7.75 
Media 18 6.34 16 12.40 
Telecommunications 20 7.04 14 10.85 
Total 284 100.00 129 100.00 

Notes GICS is the Global Industry Classification Standard. ASX listed new economy 
companies are classified in industry groups based on the Global Industry Classification 
Standard; N is the number of companies; Percent is the number of companies in a particular 
industry group as a proportion of total (or Internet related) offers. 

 

One additional group was formed to include companies classified by the Global 

Industry Classification Standard (GICS)180 and the ASX in conventional industries 

whose main business activities had been within the new economy sector during the 

sample period. This group primarily includes companies that did not strictly belong to 

the new economy, but depended largely on the new economy sector in their daily 

business operations. For example, Bigshop.com.au Limited (an online retailer), and 

Seafood Online.com Limited (a fish farming business selling its products over the 

Internet to Asian markets). Additional examples of the semi-new economy IPO group 

include: three new economy venture capitalists (Orchid Capital Ltd, Mawson West Ltd, 

and Techstar Ltd); two investment funds (Equitylink Elink Ltd and Technology 

Investment Fund Ltd); and three pooled development funds (Integrated Development 

Fund Ltd, Biotech Capital Ltd, and Biotron Ltd).181

                                                 
180 GICS was developed jointly by Standard & Poor’s and Morgan Stanley Capital International in 1999. 
GICS classification is used to consistently identify the new economy industry group index benchmarks 
for sample companies as the Standard & Poor’s also constructs S&P / ASX indexes for Australian listed 
companies. 
181 For example, Biotron Ltd, which listed on the ASX in 2001, is involved in funding and management of 
intermediate and early-applied biotechnology research and development projects. Biotron Ltd is engaged 
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An overview of an ‘average’ offer based on the information collected from offer 

prospectuses and other publicly available information on new economy entities is 

provided in Table 5.2. 

 

Table 5.2 Descriptive statistics about the new economy IPOs listed between January 1994 and June 2004  
Variables N Mean Median Standard 

deviation 
Minimum 

value 
Maximum 

value 
Skewness Kurtosis 

Dividend  65 4.43 3.50 3.19 1.00 16.00 4.88 3.98 
Earnings per 
share 

134 6.44 5.87 8.03 -14 64 12.90 47.74 

Delay to 
listing 

278 54.47 48.00 25.24 14 228 17.62 38.78 

Market 
capitalisation 

283 72.83 29.64 188.37 3.01 2,515.66 64.12 370.48 

Offer price 284 0.84 0.58 0.73 0.21 5.41 17.37 34.50 

Offer size 
(percent) 

283 35.37 32.12 20.19 0.00 100.00 8.90 7.60 

Age at listing 283 5.00 2.57 5.58 0.15 32.59 11.10 7.60 

Retained 
ownership 

283 64.85 67.88 19.74 0.00 1.00 -8.75 7.69 

New shares 
(percent) 

283 91.47 100 22.95 0.00 100.00 -20.21 26.73 

Underwriting 
fee (percent) 

202 4.23 4.37 1.10 0.50 6.75 -3.47 1.77 

Ex ante 
uncertainty 

281 0.09 0.05 0.13 0.00 1.04 24.38 56.20 

Notes N is the number of IPOs for which the information was available in a prospectus; Skewness 
(Kurtosis) is calculated as Skewness (Kurtosis) statistic divided by the standard error of Skewness (Kurtosis); 
DIVIDEND is the forecast dividend per share in cents, as specified in prospectus, to be paid within one year 
after the prospectus date; EARNINGS PER SHARE are forecast earnings per share (in cents) for the year after 
offer as stated in prospectus; DELAY TO LISTING is approximated using the number of days between the 
prospectus lodgement and the listing date; MARKET CAPITALISATION is the total number of shares after 
the IPO multiplied by the share offer price, adjusted for the inflation (Consumer Price Index – Australian 
Bureau of Statistics); OFFER PRICE is the share subscription price for the public offer adjusted for the 
inflation; OFFER SIZE is the number of shares offered as proportion of total shares after listing; AGE AT 
LISTING is the number of years between incorporation of the company and listing date; RETAINED 
OWNERSHIP is calculated as total number of shares less the shares sold in the offer, divided by the total 
number of shares; NEW SHARES  is the primary (new) shares offered as proportion of total shares offered in 
the IPO; UNDERWRITING FEE is the underwriting fee as a percent of offer value; EX ANTE 
UNCERTAINTY is the standard deviation of the first 20 day post-IPO returns (excluding the initial return). 
 

New economy company market capitalisation at offer price is on average $72.83 million 

($29.64 million median value), with the value range from $3.01 million to $2.52 

                                                                                                                                               
in both diagnostic and therapeutic research and was formed in 1999 to fund, manage and commercialise a 
number of existing biomedical projects resulting from research at the John Curtin School of Medical 
Research, the Australian National University, Canberra. 
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billion.182 Furthermore, a new economy IPO seeks $23.34 million in equity capital on 

average ($8.43 million median). The initial share offer represents around 35.37 percent 

of a company’s total shares at listing, based on the prospectus offer price (32.12 percent 

median offer size). The intended uses of offer proceeds as specified in the IPO 

prospectus are as indicated in Table 5.3. Thus, the majority of new economy IPOs 

intend to use the offer proceeds for investments (for example in research and 

development) and operating activities (working capital), while only about 19 percent of 

sample companies plan to use the offer proceeds to acquire another entity. Finally, 

around a third of sample IPOs intend to use the offer proceeds for capital restructure 

(such as debt repayment or divestment of existing shareholders). 

 

Table 5.3 Intended uses of offer proceeds as stated in IPO prospectus 
Use of IPO proceeds Number of companies Percent of total 
Proceeds for working capital 192 67.61 
Proceeds for investments 204 71.83 
Proceeds for acquisitions 53 18.66 
Proceeds for capital restructure 106 37.32 
Note  IPO proceeds uses are not mutually exclusive, as many new economy 
companies state that offer proceeds would be used for multiple purposes. 
 

On average (median), around 64.85 (67.88) percent of total shares after listing are 

retained by original shareholders.183 Frequently, these original shareholders are 

prevented by the ASX-designed escrow provisions from selling their shares for periods 

up to 24 months after the IPO. However, venture capitalists and private equity investors 

are subject to escrow restrictions up to twelve months from the date of issue of 

shares.184 The Stock Exchange argues that escrow provisions were designed to allow 

                                                 
182 Market capitalisations of all new economy offers were expressed in June 2002 dollar values. 
Australian new economy companies are on average not substantially smaller than Australian industrial 
IPOs (How and Yeo, 2000), and are also similar in size to Australian mining IPOs (How, 2000), and 
package (share and option) IPOs (Howe and How, 2001). 
183 Retained ownership was adjusted for the number of secondary shares sold in the IPO and any new 
shares bought in the offer by original shareholders. 
184 Information about the ASX escrow restrictions is available on the Australian Stock Exchange website. 
Retrieved 7 July 2004 from http://www.asx.com.au/floats/l3/IPOPRO_Escrow_FL3.shtm  
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the company to build a track record (given the limited information availability about the 

entity at listing time). 

 

The average public share offer price as stated in offer prospectus is $0.74 ($0.50 

median) with a minimum of $0.20 and a maximum of $4.70.185 In comparison, Ho et al. 

(2001) indicated $0.49 ($0.50) mean (median) offer price of the Australian technology 

IPOs during 1999 and 2000. How and Yeo (2000) show that the mean (median) offer 

price for Australian underwritten industrial IPOs is $0.69 ($1.09).186 Additionally, 

Howe and How (2001) indicate a median offer price of $0.25 for their sample of 

Australian package (share and option) IPOs. Thus, the above evidence indicates the 

Australian new economy offer prices are similar to offer prices reported in past research 

on Australian IPOs. 

 

5.1.1 Distribution of Variables 

As evident from Table 5.2 distributions of many variables are characterised with high 

skewness and kurtosis. Positive kurtosis (peaked distribution) may result in a decrease 

of statistical power of the tests used; that is, the ability to find significant effect when in 

reality it does exist. However, high skewness is considered more damaging to the results 

of statistical tests requiring normally distributed scores, as skewness may produce 

misleading results (see Tabachnick and Fidell, 2001, Chapter 4, pp. 56-111). 

 

All variables were inspected for non-normality of the distribution using histograms, 

normal probability and residual plots. Additionally, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was 

used to assess the distributions of scores. Variables where the departure from normality 

may influence the results were transformed using natural logarithm or reciprocal 
                                                 
185 See Table 5.2 for offer prices adjusted for inflation between 1994 and 2004. 
186 How and Yeo (2000) stated IPO offer prices in 1998 dollar values. 
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transformations, based on Tabachnick and Fidell (2001, pp. 56-111) guidelines and the 

existing literature on IPOs. Moreover, outlying values were checked for errors, and 

removed with the analysis being repeated without these data points in order to assess 

their influence on results. Parametric statistical tests are also supplemented with an 

alternative (non-parametric) test to control for a possible departure from normality. For 

example, a t-test or the analysis of variance test are supplemented by a non-parametric 

Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon (MWW)187 test, or a Kruskal-Wallis test. These non-

parametric tests evaluate the difference between distributions (not averages) based on 

ranks of scores, and do not require normally distributed values or an equal variance 

between groups. Thus, the results of these tests are not biased if, for example, the 

distribution of returns is positively skewed. 

 

The remainder of this chapter provides further insight into the new economy IPO firms’ 

characteristics. Moreover, the effects of publicly available information on listing day 

and long-term returns of new economy initial public offers are examined. 

 

5.2 Determinants of Returns 

New economy IPO initial returns were measured using the unadjusted (raw) returns. 

Initial returns are calculated as the difference between the offer price and the first 

trading day closing price. Additionally, initial returns were adjusted with benchmark 

index returns (All Ordinaries or Small Ordinaries accumulated index, or industry index 

returns on the official quotation start date).188

                                                 
187 Mann-Whitney test is also called Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Therefore, these two tests (that give 
identical results for the significance of difference between two populations), will be referred to as the 
Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon (MWW) test in text below. 
188 Initial and long-term returns of equity offering firms were evaluated against a composite benchmark 
based on the All Ordinaries and the Small Ordinaries indexes (referred to as the composite index in text 
below). Composite index was created based on company’ market capitalisation (at offer price) on the 
event day. Companies with market value above $100 million are benchmarked against the All Ordinaries 
Accumulated Index return in the corresponding period, while entities with listing day market value below 
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Initial raw returns range from -74.50 percent for EzyImage Ltd to 730.00 percent for 

Axon Instruments Inc. Australian new economy IPOs provided a 36.65 percent raw 

average return to subscribing investors (10.00 percent median return). Additionally, 33 

offers (11.62 percent) provided initial returns of 100 percent or more. Moreover, 76 

offers (26.76 percent of the total sample) had a first day closing price below the offer 

price.189 This is comparable with Lee et al. (1996) who reported that around one third of 

Australian industrial IPOs in their sample had negative market index adjusted initial 

returns, and How (2000), who found that 19.23 percent of Australian mining IPOs had 

negative raw initial returns. 

 

Furthermore, listing day returns are examined from the point of view of the pre-IPO 

investors. Habib and Ljungqvist (2001) argued that it is appropriate to consider the 

wealth loss (or gain) to entrepreneurs from their firm going public, rather than only the 

underpricing returns received by subscribing investors. This approach measures the real 

loss of going public to original investors after adjustment for their retained ownership. 

That is, initial returns are further adjusted for the proportion of shares held by 

entrepreneurs after the IPO.190 The adjustment is done to indicate that while money left 

on the table is a direct loss to original shareholders, they also gain from the offer due to 

the appreciation in value of retained shares in the immediate aftermarket, which are 

                                                                                                                                               
$100 million have their returns benchmarked against the Small Ordinaries Accumulated Index return. The 
broad based All Ordinaries Index proxies for returns on all ASX listed companies, while the Small 
Ordinaries Accumulated Index return proxies for returns on small market value stocks. New economy 
IPOs in this sample are predominantly small market capitalisation companies, indicated by the fact that 
83.8 percent have less than $100 million market value based on the offer price. Use of either index does 
not materially change the results or conclusions that follow. Industry index returns are the ASX/S&P 300 
indexes for the equivalent GICS industry groups. 
189 However, 67 IPOs (23.59 percent) had negative share and option total initial return, with an average 
(median) of –18.20 (-13.00) percent. Moreover, overvalued IPOs have negative mean equal weighted 
returns in the first two years after listing while median returns are negative in the first four years after 
listing. Results are robust to the definition of returns used. Thus, the results indicate that new economy 
IPOs with negative initial returns on average also provide inferior long-term returns. 
190 The wealth change variable is defined as {∆Wi   =   (1-RO) * IR} where RO is the proportion of 
ownership retained by the original investors, and IR are the listing day returns to subscribing investors. 
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worth more than initially estimated by the owners the selling syndicate (see the prospect 

theory of Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). The wealth loss to original investors in new 

economy IPOs is 13.20 (3.65) percent on average (median); this is substantially less 

than the initial raw returns to subscribing investors, which are 36.65 (10.00) percent on 

average (median). 

 

Positive skewness and kurtosis of the new economy initial returns reported in Table 5.2 

and the higher average than median initial returns are also reported in existing IPO 

studies in Australia (see da Silva Rosa et al., 2003; How, 2000; How et al., 1995; Lee et 

al., 1996; Steen, Pham, and Turpie, 2003). Thus, a positively skewed distribution of 

initial returns is not only present in the new economy, but is a more general 

characteristic of IPO listing day returns regardless of the industry or sector studied. 

Moreover, listing day IPO returns vary widely across years during the sample period, as 

indicated in Table 5.4. 

 

Table 5.4 New economy IPO initial share returns between January 1994 and June 2004 by offer year 
Offer 
yeara

    N Percent  
of sample 

Mean raw 
 initial return 

Median raw 
initial return 

Mean excess 
 initial return 

Median excess
initial return 

1994 14 4.93 9.55 4.42 9.76 4.35 
1995 4 1.41 37.73 7.33 37.20 6.22 
1996 11 3.87 23.31 13.79 23.17 13.58 
1997 18 6.34 66.43 17.50 66.24 17.94 
1998 17 5.99 23.23 13.75 23.28 13.30 
1999 74 26.06 53.54 34.75 53.46 35.50 
2000 98 34.51 52.10 12.03 52.42 12.34 
2001 20 7.04 4.81 5.00 4.68 4.85 
2002 7 2.46 9.04 10.00 9.33 11.21 
2003 11 3.87 6.14 2.65 6.02 2.68 
2004* 10 3.52 17.75 5.13 17.72 5.10 
Total 284 100.00 40.86 13.77 40.93 12.93 

Note N is the number of companies; Percent is the number of companies in particular year as a 
proportion of total offers; Initial returns are total (share and option) raw (unadjusted); excess returns are the 
All Ordinaries or Small Ordinaries Index adjusted returns to subscribing investors calculated as the closing 
share price (and share option value, if applicable) at the end of the first trading day less the subscription 
price, divided by subscription price; a offer year based on the ASX listing date; * first six months. 
 

The results are consistent with Ibbotson et al. (1988) results, who documented that IPO 

volume (using monthly US data between 1960 and 1987) varied over time according to 
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changing market conditions. IPO markets are thus cyclical and follow aggregate market 

conditions, producing hot and cold issue periods. The hot issue periods are characterised 

by substantial IPO listing day share returns (see, for example, Ibbotson and Jaffe, 1975; 

Loughran and Ritter, 2004; Ritter, 1984; Schultz and Zaman, 2001). The results indicate 

that the hot issue period for new economy stocks in Australia is approximately between 

January 1999 and April 2000. Conversely, the cold issue periods are characterised by 

low initial returns and a reduced volume of private firms attempting to gain public 

listing. The equivalent cold issue period for new economy IPOs in Australia would be 

between January 2002 and the end of sample period (June 2004). 

 

Value weighted raw share and option initial returns were 78.58 (82.68) percent on 

average, indicating that larger new economy IPOs had higher initial returns on average. 

Adjusting the initial returns for benchmark returns on first trading day (small stocks, 

market or industry indexes) provides average initial returns that are lower by less than 

one percent. Thus, the effect of the benchmark index returns on listing day share returns 

was minor. 

 

Listing day returns are not significantly correlated with subsequent long-term returns in 

the first five years after the IPO, except the two-year returns, which are significantly 

negatively correlated with IPO underpricing; for example, composite index191 adjusted 

initial and two-year returns (r (252) = -0.119; p = 0.057). Thus, larger underpricing 

contributed to lower two-year returns by new economy IPOs, as predicted by Miller 

(1977) and evidenced by Ibbotson et al. (1988). This is in contrast to Lee et al. (1996), 

who found that underpricing of Australian industrial IPOs is positively correlated with 

                                                 
191 Small Ordinaries or All Ordinaries index returns. 
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long-term returns in the first three years after listing.192 Nevertheless, How (2000) 

found no significant relationship between underpricing and long-term returns for 

Australian mining IPOs. 

 

5.2.1 Quality Certification 

In this study the association with venture capitalists (expertise or capital invested) and 

underwriting services are used as a proxy for offer quality certification. It is expected 

that new economy IPOs associated with venture capital or receiving underwriters’ 

services are of better quality, and should provide superior initial and aftermarket returns. 

 

5.2.1.1 IPO Underwriting 

Non-underwritten IPOs have average (median) total initial returns of 27.78 (4.88) 

percent, compared to average (median) 45.47 (17.00) percent for underwritten offers. 

The difference in total initial returns between underwritten and non-underwritten offers 

is significant at alpha 0.10 level using the parametric test (t (282) = 1.867; p = 0.063).193 

The results are confirmed using the non-parametric Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon (MWW) 

test, which also indicates underwritten new economy IPOs provide significantly higher 

initial returns to subscribing investors (z = -2.473: p = 0.013). Non-underwritten IPOs 

are present in all sample years, and do not appear to be clustered based on 

characteristics such as the offer size, age, industry or the use of offer proceeds. 

 

                                                 
192 Likewise, while Lee et al. (1996) documented a curvilinear relationship between underpricing and long 
term returns, squared underpricing is not significantly correlated with long-term returns of new economy 
IPOs. 
193 Similar results are obtained when conventional initial returns are used instead (t (282) = 1.944; p = 
0.053). In text below, statistical tests that report the effect of an independent variable on initial returns use 
share and option (total) initial raw equal weighted returns, if not stated otherwise. 
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However, underwritten new economy IPOs provide significantly lower two- and three-

year returns. Nevertheless, only the non-parametric test indicated the difference is 

significant at conventional levels; for example, three-year composite index adjusted 

equal weighted returns using the t-test (t (57.98) = -1.459; p = 0.150)194 and the non-

parametric MWW test (z = -2.244; p = 0.025).195

 

5.2.1.2 Venture Capital 

Sixty-four new economy companies (22.54 percent of the sample) indicated in the IPO 

prospectus that they are associated with venture capital (either through investment of 

capital or expertise, or both). Venture capital (VC) backed new economy IPOs provide 

average (median) initial return of 45.25 (20.00) percent, compared with 39.88 (12.77) 

percent for non-VC backed IPOs. However, the difference in initial returns is not 

significant. For example, composite index adjusted equal weighted initial returns are not 

significantly different as indicated by the t-test (t (276) = -0.412; p = 0.680) and the 

non-parametric MWW test (z = 0.195; p = 0.845). Nevertheless, new economy IPO 

investors could have increased their average initial returns by more than five (seven) 

percent on average (median) using a strategy of subscribing in VC backed IPOs. 

 

However, VC backed new economy IPOs provide lower long-term returns. In 

particular, one, two and four-year returns are significantly lower for IPOs that had 

venture capital backing before ASX listing, with the results being robust to the 

definition of returns. For example, equal weighted composite index adjusted first year 

                                                 
194 The assumption of equal variances between groups was rejected in the above t-test (using Levene’s 
test for equality of variances). Therefore, the degrees of freedom were adjusted for the violation of this 
assumption. In text below, t-test results where the assumption of equal variances between groups is 
rejected report the degrees of freedom with two decimal points, to distinguish the results from t-tests 
where the assumption of equal variances between groups is not rejected, for which the degrees of freedom 
are reported using round integers. 
195 Results are robust to whether raw or market index equal or value weighted returns are used. 
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returns are significantly lower for VC backed IPOs as indicated by the t-test (t (256) = 

2.021; p = 0.044) and the MWW test (z = -2.517; p = 0.012). 

 

5.2.2 Internet Related New Economy (IRNE) IPOs 

Around half of the new economy IPO sample (45.42 percent, or 129 companies) were 

directly dependent on the Internet for their daily operations. These entities are involved 

in e-commerce, Internet Service Provision (ISP), software development for Internet 

applications, and Internet infrastructure or hardware development and manufacture, to 

name a few. Based on the new economy industry (GICS industry group) classification, 

it is evident that almost every second Internet related new economy company (45.74 

percent) is classified in the software and services industry group (see Table 5.1). 

Pharmaceuticals and biotechnology, and healthcare equipment and services IPOs are 

least likely to be Internet related. 

 

Internet related new economy IPOs have a mean (median) total raw initial return of 

44.74 (15.00) percent, compared with a mean (median) initial raw total return of 37.63 

(12.50) percent for the non-Internet related sample companies. No significant difference 

in average initial returns was found on the basis of whether the company was Internet 

related or not, regardless of the definition of initial return or the benchmark used. 

 

The non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test also indicates a significant difference in initial 

returns between IRNE IPOs based on the industry classification, as indicated by the 

Pearson chi-square statistic (χ2 (5, N = 129) = 16.973; p = 0.005).196 Nevertheless, only 

                                                 
196 The results of the non-parametric test remained significant regardless of whether the single offer 
classified in the healthcare industry group is included in the analysis or not (χ2 (4, N = 128) = 14.444; p = 
0.006). 
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the semi-new economy Internet related companies provided significantly lower initial 

returns. 

 

In summary, investors did not place a significant premium on Internet related 

companies in the immediate aftermarket compared to the rest of the new economy 

sample. Moreover, 36 Internet related IPOs (or 27.91 percent of the subsample) had 

negative total (share and option) initial returns, while 33 non-Internet related IPOs 

(20.00 percent of subsample) provided negative total initial returns. Nevertheless, 

Internet related new economy IPOs are not significantly more likely to have negative 

initial returns (χ2 (1, N = 284) = 2.442; p = 0.118). 

 

The comparison of average returns indicates Internet related companies offer 

substantially (while in some cases not significantly) lower average returns in all five 

years after listing. For example, composite index adjusted first year equal weighted 

returns of Internet related companies was -30.78 (-57.23) percent on average (median), 

compared with 14.18 (-9.18) percent average (median) returns for non-Internet related 

IPOs. The difference in returns is significant as indicated by the t-test (t (262) = 3.734; p 

< 0.001) and the MWW test (z = -5.759; p < 0.001).197

 

Cooper et al. (2001) found that companies which changed their name to include the 

Internet, .net or .com had substantial event time returns of 53 percent in the five day 

announcement window, with no subsequent negative price drift. Within the new 

economy IPO sample, 41 offers (or 14.44 percent) are identified to have Internet related 

names. Both the parametric and the non-parametric tests find no significant differences 

in initial returns between companies with Internet related names and the remaining new 

                                                 
197 However, the results using value weighted returns are somewhat weaker than for equal weighted 
returns, indicating that Internet related IPOs significantly underperform only in the first year after listing. 
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economy companies, with the results being robust to the definition of initial returns. For 

example, equal weighted industry index adjusted returns as indicated by the t-test (t 

(127) = -0.392; p = 0.695) and the non-parametric MWW test (z = -0.450; p = 0.653). 

 

Internet related new economy IPOs are in many respects similar to remaining new 

economy sample companies. Therefore, in the analyses that follow, results for Internet 

related IPOs would be reported only if they differ substantially from the results for 

remaining new economy companies. 

  

5.2.3 Package (Share and Option) IPOs 

Within the new economy sample 66 IPOs (23.24 percent) are package offers, where 

‘free’ share options are offered together with shares; except in four package IPOs, 

where options were sold at nominal prices between $0.005 and $0.05 per option. 

Options in package IPOs are not detachable from shares at the offer, but are transferable 

in the aftermarket from the commencement of the official quotation (see How, 2000). 

Subscribing investors can benefit from these options in two ways. The option can be 

sold in the aftermarket to provide an additional return to subscribing investors, or it can 

be exercised at specific dates when the ASX quoted share price is above the option 

exercise price. Thus, these options are in effect a commitment by the company for a 

seasoned issue of equity. 

 

How (2000) argued that not including the value of options in package IPOs in the 

calculation of initial returns results in an underestimation of initial returns to 

subscribing shareholders. Thus, total underpricing for package IPOs was calculated 

incorporating the value of options included in the package. For example, 131 

Shop.com.au Limited offered 14,000,000 ordinary shares for subscription at $0.50 each 
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together with 7,000,000 free-attaching options to subscribe for ordinary shares 

(exercisable at $0.65). The first day closing values were $0.61 per share and $0.095 per 

option, resulting in an initial raw (unadjusted) return of 31.5 percent in total, calculated 

as ((($0.61+($0.095/2))-$0.5)/$0.5)=0.315.198

 

Total average (median) initial return for the new economy sample companies is 40.86 

(13.77) percent when the market value of options on the first trading day is included. In 

comparison, initial returns of new economy IPO sample including share returns only are 

36.65 (10.00) percent on average (median).199 While the increase in initial returns after 

the inclusion of option values is noticeable, it is much smaller than in the case of 

Australian mining IPOs, where the share only average return was 75.36 percent, while 

the total average initial return including options increased to 107.18 percent (see How, 

2000, p. 100). This may be due to a larger proportion of package offers by Australian 

mining IPOs (54 percent of the Australian mining IPOs are package offers, compared 

with 23 percent of the Australian new economy sample IPOs).  

 

How (2000) reported that package IPOs by mining firms were significantly less 

underpriced than share only mining IPOs, although the difference was significant only 

at alpha 0.10 level. Consistent with How’s (2000) findings, new economy package IPOs 

in this sample are significantly less underpriced than share only offers, as indicated by 

the t-test (t (282) = 2.180; p = 0.030) and confirmed by the non-parametric MWW test 

(z = -2.216; p = 0.027). Contrary to the above results for new economy and mining 

IPOs, Howe and How (2001) found that the package IPOs by industrial firms were more 
                                                 
198 This is contrasted with 22 percent share only raw return. Note that in the above example subscribing 
investors would receive one free option for every two shares purchased. 
199 While this measure was used by most existing research of IPOs, it is considered that inclusion of 
option values reflects a more realistic picture of total initial returns to subscribing investors. Therefore, 
total initial returns will be used in analyses (if not reported otherwise). Procedure for calculation of initial 
returns for package IPOs was adopted from How (2000). Option values at first trading day close (or the 
first available day after listing) were supplied by the Securities Industry Research Centre of Asia-Pacific 
(SIRCA) on behalf of the Australian Stock Exchange. 
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underpriced than share only IPOs (although the difference in returns was not significant 

at conventional levels). Moreover, Schultz (1993) found that package (unit) IPOs in the 

United States were significantly more underpriced than share only IPOs. 

 

Package new economy IPOs are also significantly younger than share only IPO firms, 

as indicated by t-test (t (281) = 3.296; p = 0.001) and confirmed by the non-parametric 

MWW test (z = -3.189; p = 0.001). In particular, package IPO entities have an average 

(median) age of 3.35 (1.59) years at listing, compared with an average (median) age of 

share only offers of 5.50 (3.47) years. 

  

The lower initial returns of package IPOs may reflect the future benefits to the new 

economy investors, as options are in effect a commitment for a seasoned equity issue, as 

well as the fact that most of these options are issued with exercise price at (or 

marginally above) the IPO share offer price. Around 33.85 percent of package IPOs (22 

out of 65 offers)200 have higher market price of share than the option exercise price at 

the end of first day of official ASX quotation. Thus, when the market value of share is 

higher than the option exercise price, it is profitable to exercise the option that is then 

called ‘in the money’ option. Another 6.15 percent (four package IPOs) have the market 

price of share equal to the option exercise price at listing day trading close. In this 

second case, when market value of share equals the option exercise price, the option is 

termed ‘at the money’. Additionally, the examination of prospectuses indicates that the 

majority of these options are American style; that is, they are exercisable at or before 

maturity. In effect, these options are more valuable to investors than if they could only 

be exercised at the contract maturity (expiry) date. To summarise, 40 percent of package 

IPOs have share options either at or in the money by the end of the first trading day. The 

                                                 
200 ForBio Inc was the only offer for which option value was not available, therefore resulting in 65 share 
and option offers being evaluated. 
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average (median) market value of the option (per share) at the end of the first day of 

quotation is 11.31 cents (9.50 cents). 

 

On average, these options have around three years to expiry (mean 3.17 years, median 

2.95 years), which is similar to the existing Australian and international evidence. Lee 

et al. (1999) reported a median option life of 2.70 years, while Howe and How (2001) 

indicated a median option life of 2.80 years, for their samples of Australian package 

IPOs. Schultz (1993) indicated a somewhat longer median life of options in a sample of 

US package (unit) IPOs, being 4.75 years. 

 

Comparison of average long-term returns between package and share only IPOs 

indicates that entities which include share options in their IPO do not have significantly 

different long-term returns. For example, composite (small stock or market) index 

adjusted first-year returns are not significantly different for package IPOs as indicated 

by the t-test (t (262) = 0.441; p = 0.660) and the non-parametric MWW test (z = -0.648; 

p = 0.517).201

 

5.2.4 Commitments Test Entities 

In this sample of Australian new economy companies, 175 offers (61.62 percent) were 

identified as Commitments Test Entities (CTE) quoted on the ASX.202 Identification of 

Commitments Test Entities was conducted by examining the ASX company 

announcements for whether the new economy company lodged a Commitments Test 

                                                 
201 Consistent with How (2000), package IPO long-term performance is measured for shares only. As 
mentioned above, while shares and options are offered together as a package in the IPO, options are 
detachable from shares after the official quotation start and are traded separately in the market. 
202 A Commitments Test Entity clause was put in effect as a result of the Commonwealth Law Economic 
Reforms Program Act 1999 (Cth). Commencing 13 March 2000, this reform introduced changes to 
company financing in Australia (see Chapple, Clarkson, and Peters, 2005). It allowed unprofitable entities 
(that did not satisfy the ASX listing rules) to become quoted on the stock exchange based on 
commitments to spend the funds raised according to agreements made with the ASX. 
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Entity report with the Australian Stock Exchange (Appendix 4C, ‘quarterly report for 

entities admitted on the basis of commitments’).  

 

Commitments Test Entities provided average (median) total initial returns of 42.54 

(10.00) percent, compared to 38.17 (15.00) percent for the remaining companies in this 

sample. However, the difference in average returns between groups was not significant 

at conventional levels, as indicated by the t-test (t (270.29) = 0.195; p = 0.846) and the 

MWW test (z = -0.966; p = 0.334).203

 

The Commitments Test Entities provided significantly lower long-term returns in the 

first three years after listing, but higher fourth year returns than the remaining new 

economy companies. Results are robust in regard to the benchmark used. That is, the 

unadjusted (raw), composite index, or industry index (GICS industry group) adjusted 

returns provide similar results. However, value weighted returns indicate 

underperformance in some, but not all, investment horizon and benchmark categories. 

For example, equal weighted composite index adjusted first year returns are 

significantly lower for Commitments Test Entities, as indicated by the t-test (t (262) = 

3.269; p = 0.001) and the MWW test (z = -4.691; p < 0.001). 

 

5.2.5 Ex Ante Uncertainty 

Ex ante uncertainty about the new economy offer was approximated using the standard 

deviation of the first twenty-day returns, excluding the initial return (see Beatty and 

Ritter, 1986; Ritter, 1984).204

                                                 
203 Reported results are for raw (unadjusted) initial returns. However, the results are robust to the 
specification of initial returns. 
204 As evident from Table 5.2 the distribution of ex-ante uncertainty variable is characterised with high 
positive skewness and kurtosis. Therefore, a natural logarithm transformation was made to normalise the 
distribution of scores for the ex-ante uncertainty about the offer. 
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New economy initial public offers with high ex ante uncertainty provide significantly 

higher initial returns, regardless of the definition of initial returns. For example, industry 

index adjusted equal weighted initial returns (r (282) = 0.508; p < 0.001). However, ex 

ante uncertainty is significantly higher for underwritten new economy offers (t (280) = 

3.277; p = 0.001). It appears that issuing companies are well aware of the implied 

uncertainty of the offer, and are seeking certification or insurance by underwriting their 

offer. Moreover, results indicate the uncertainty about the new economy IPO value is on 

the upside; that is, investors are uncertain about the magnitude of IPO underpricing at 

offer price. 

 

While the volatility of IPO aftermarket prices decreases substantially and levels off after 

the first trading week (see Table 5.5), the initial returns of new economy IPOs appear to 

be sustained for the first nine weeks after listing on the ASX (see Figure 5.1). 

  

Table 5.5 New economy IPO share price volatility in the initial aftermarket  
Post-IPO 
week 

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX 

SIGMA 0.0685 0.0418 0.0381 0.0358 0.0354 0.0408 0.0309 0.0294 0.0401 
Notes SIGMA is the average standard deviation of daily closing share prices in the designated week 
after the IPO; First week excludes the offer price. 
 

Figure 5.1 Cumulative average IPO share return in the first nine weeks of quotation on the ASX 
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Internet related IPOs have significantly higher ex ante uncertainty than the remaining 

new economy IPOs as indicated by the t-test (t (280) = -1.900; p = 0.058) and the 

MWW test (z = -1.871; p = 0.061). Moreover, IRNE offers with higher ex ante 

uncertainty provide higher initial returns, for example, industry index adjusted equal 

weighted returns (r (128) = 0.516; p < 0.001). 

 

5.2.6 New Capital 

New capital invested in the company as a result of the offer is used to assesses whether 

the IPO company intends to invest the offer proceeds in the company rather than to 

provide a divestment opportunity to existing shareholders.205 New capital as a 

proportion of offer size variable is not significantly correlated with initial returns. 

However, companies with a larger proportion of new capital relative to the offer size 

have lower four and five year returns. For example, equal weighted four-year composite 

(small stock or market) index adjusted returns (r (165) = -0.202; p = 0.009). 

 

5.2.7 Use of Offer Proceeds 

The majority of new economy IPOs provide information about the use of offer 

proceeds. However, alternative uses of offer proceeds in this study are not mutually 

exclusive, because a large number of companies state that offer proceeds would be used 

for multiple purposes. 

 

                                                 
205 Although somewhat similar to the new shares variable, and variables representing the use of offer 
proceeds, new capital variable excludes the use of offer proceeds for debt repayments or acquisitions of 
other entities. 
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In this sample of new economy IPOs, 192 companies (67.61 percent of the sample) 

indicated in the offer prospectus intentions to use a substantial proportion of offer 

proceeds for operating activities (such as working capital). Additionally, 204 IPOs 

(71.83 percent) intend to use part of the offer proceeds for investment plans, while 53 

companies (18.66 percent) plan to acquire another entity using the funds raised. Finally, 

106 new economy companies (37.32 percent of sample companies) intend to use the 

offer proceeds for balance sheet restructure (for divestment by pre-IPO shareholders or 

to retire existing debt) (see Table 5.3). 

 

No significant effect of the intended use of offer proceeds on listing day IPO returns 

was found (results are robust to the definition of initial returns). However, new 

economy companies had significantly different returns in the long run, based on 

intended use of offer proceeds, as presented below. 

 

5.2.7.1 Proceeds for Operating Activities 

IPO entities that indicate intention to spend a proportion of offer proceeds on operating 

activities have higher average (but lower median) total initial returns than other IPOs, 

with 46.37 (14.14) versus 29.43 (13.13) percent on average (median) (t (280) = -1.234; 

p = 0.218). 

 

Additionally, companies planning to spend the offer proceeds on operating activities are 

significantly more likely to predict negative cash flows from operating and investing 

activities for the year after the IPO (χ2 (1, N = 259) = 4.041; p = 0.044), confirming the 

need of these companies to spend the offer proceeds on working capital and other 

operating activities. 
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Companies using the offer proceeds for working capital and day-to-day operations 

provide lower first year returns than other new economy IPOs. Nevertheless, only the 

non-parametric Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test indicates that returns are significantly 

lower for entities using the offer proceeds on operating activities. For example, 

composite index adjusted first year equal weighted returns using the t-test (t (260) = 

1.526; p = 0.128) and the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test (z = -2.831; p = 0.005). 

 

Thus, the above results indicate that new economy IPOs using the offer proceeds for 

operating activities underperform compared to remaining sample companies in the first 

year after listing but provide superior share returns in the second year. Finally, no 

significant differences in returns are evident for the next three years after listing. 

 

5.2.7.2 Proceeds for Growth and Restructure Activities 

Investment of offer proceeds in company growth (for example, plant and equipment, 

research and development); balance sheet restructure (for example, debt repayment, 

divestment by old shareholders); or acquisitions of technology or other entities, did not 

result in significantly different initial returns from other companies at conventional 

levels of significance. 

 

The average (median) initial returns for companies using offer proceeds for investment 

plans are 35.91 (13.29) compared to 54.17 (14.50) percent for IPOs that did not use 

offer proceeds for investment purposes. Companies investing offer proceeds in future 

growth have predominantly similar long-term returns to the remaining sample 

companies. 
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IPOs using offer proceeds for balance sheet restructure are on average significantly 

older than other new economy IPOs, supported by the parametric and the non-

parametric tests (t (194.54) = -3.080; p = 0.002), (z = -3.261; p = 0.001). The results 

provide support for Pagano, Panetta and Zingales (1998), who found that Italian IPOs 

do not issue equity to finance growth, but rather go public in their mature stage of 

company lifecycle development to reduce leverage and investment. 

 

However, companies using offer proceeds for balance sheet restructure do not have 

significantly lower long-term returns. For example, equal weighted composite index 

adjusted first-year returns, as indicated by the t-test (t (260) = 0.309; p = 0.758) and the 

MWW test (z = -0.456; p = 0.648). 

 

Finally, companies using offer proceeds for acquisitions provide similar initial returns 

compared to other companies in this sample. The average (median) initial return for 

companies intending to use a part of offer proceeds for acquisitions are 38.30 (12.50) 

percent, compared to 41.45 (13.79) percent average (median) returns for remaining 

companies. Moreover, IPOs intending to use offer proceeds for acquisitions do not have 

significantly different returns in the long term. For example, equal weighted composite 

index adjusted two-year returns using the t-test (t (253) = 1.269; p = 0.206) and the non-

parametric MWW test (z = -0.989; p = 0.323). 

 

In summary, the above evidence shows that the use of offer proceeds variables have 

some ability to explain the initial and long-term returns of the new economy sample. 
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5.2.8 Company Age at Listing 

Age of a new economy company is measured as the number of days between 

incorporation and listing date, expressed in years of 365 days. At the time of listing, 

new economy sample companies were around five years old on average (two years and 

five months median age). This is similar to the median age of Australian industrial 

IPOs, which are also around five years old at listing (Lee et al., 1996), but somewhat 

more than the average age of the Australian mining IPOs, which are around two years 

old on average (one year median) at listing (see How, 2000).206 Additionally, the 

median age of technology IPOs in Australia is less than three years at the time of going 

public (Ho et al., 2001). 

 

The distribution of new economy company age is characterised with positive skewness 

and kurtosis (see Table 5.2). The highest score was removed to assess its influence on 

the distribution of scores. However, even after the removal of the outlier, the age 

distribution remained highly positively skewed. Thus, age variable was transformed 

using the natural logarithm transformation, resulting in more normally distributed 

values.207

 

The existing evidence on company age for the ASX listed IPOs is mixed. While James 

et al. (1995) found a positive effect of company age (for package IPOs) on initial 

returns, Lee et al. (1996) reported a significant negative correlation between company’ 

age and underpricing. Conversely, Ho et al. (2001) found no effect of age on Australian 

technology IPO underpricing. Consistent with the findings by James et al. (1995), the 

Pearson bivariate correlations indicate that IPO age of new economy companies is 

significantly positively correlated with initial returns, with the results being robust to the 
                                                 
206 As in this study, How (2000) measured company age as a number of days between company’ 
incorporation and listing date. 
207 However, the following results are similar whether the original or transformed variable is used. 
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definition of initial returns. For example, composite index adjusted equal weighted 

initial returns (r (283) = 0.119; p = 0.046). There is also a significant positive 

correlation with long-term returns. That is, older companies (entities with longer history 

as a corporation) provide significantly higher four and five year returns. For example, 

equal weighted composite index adjusted four-year returns (r (168) = 0.209; p = 0.007). 

The results are robust to the benchmark or weighting scheme used. 

 

5.2.9 Retained Ownership 

In addition to the period as incorporated entity (company age) variable, IPO firm quality 

is proxied by a higher percentage of retained ownership. Signalling models of Leland 

and Pyle (1977), and Grinblatt and Hwang (1989), indicated that higher proportion of 

ownership retention is a favourable signal of project (offer) quality. Using Australian 

data, How and Low (1993) and Lee et al. (1996) found a positive relationship between 

retained ownership and IPO listing day returns. However, while new economy IPO 

listing day returns are positively correlated with the proportion of retained ownership 

the relationship is not significant at conventional levels, for example, composite index 

adjusted initial returns (r (283) = 0.069; p = 0.248). The results are robust to the 

definition of initial returns used. Therefore, the ownership retention results for new 

economy IPOs in Australia do not provide support for signalling hypothesis, or support 

findings of previous research for industrial IPOs in Australia. 

 

However, the proportion of ownership retained is significantly positively correlated 

with first year value weighted returns, for example, composite index adjusted returns (r 

(263) = 0.105; p = 0.089). Additionally, new economy IPOs with a larger proportion of 

shares retained by original shareholders provide significantly lower equal and value 

weighted second year returns. For example, composite index adjusted equal weighted 
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returns (t (254) = --0.151; p = 0.016). Finally, ownership structure on the IPO date has 

no significant effect on long-term returns beyond the second year after listing. 

  

5.2.10 Company Trading Status 

Between January 1994 and June 2004, 321 new economy companies applied to list on 

the Australian Stock Exchange. Of those, 284 new economy IPOs listed successfully, 

while 37 offers were withdrawn. By the end of June 2004, 231 companies were still 

trading, while 53 companies (18.66 percent) had been removed from the official list of 

ASX. The reasons for the removal from the official list are as follows: 

• 23 companies (8.10 percent) were suspended due to non-compliance with ASX 

listing rules;208 

• 11 companies (3.87 percent) were delisted due to bankruptcy;209  

• 18 companies (6.34 percent) were acquired by another entity;210 and 

• one company (Phoneware Limited / Rattoon Limited) was delisted from ASX in 

June 2004 to enable its listing on Newcastle Stock Exchange (NSX). 

 

Suspended and delisted new economy entities were not different from surviving sample 

companies based on most variables extracted from offer prospectuses. Additionally, 

                                                 
208 These companies have been suspended for at least six months by July 2004. While some had voluntary 
administrators appointed, eg. Stockford Ltd, other companies were in the process of relisting. Several 
entities were suspended for extended periods and were in financial distress. However, the liquidator’s 
statement enabling the realisation of losses by investors has not been issued and these entities are thus 
classified as suspended companies by the Stock Exchange. 
209 In cases where a liquidator’ statement of total loss to shareholders has been issued for the delisted 
company Datastream prices were adjusted to zero (that is, a 100 percent loss was recorded). While some 
shareholders may have been able to claim tax relief for capital losses, taxation issues were not considered 
in this study.  
210 There were ten cash acquisitions, seven share exchanges and one cash and share acquisition. 
Datastream prices for acquired companies were adjusted based on the information provided in the ASX 
company announcements and offer documents. Thus, target’ shareholders were assumed to have received 
the accepted acquisition consideration per share as the last price before the company was removed from 
this sample. 
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suspended and delisted companies are present in all new economy industries, and list in 

all offer years.211

 

However, Internet related IPOs are significantly more likely to be suspended or delisted 

due to financial distress by the end of sample period than new economy IPOs not 

involved in Internet related business activities, as indicated by the Pearson chi-square 

statistic (χ2 (1, N = 284) = 4.161; p = 0.041) (see also Table 5.6). Additionally, Internet 

related IPOs are more likely to be acquired by another entity than remaining new 

economy companies (χ2 (1, N = 284) = 5.568; p = 0.018).212

 

Table 5.6 New economy company trading status 
Internet related new economy IPOs Total new economy sample 

Trading status N Percent N Percent 
Trading 94 72.87 231 81.34 
Suspended 13 10.08 23 8.10 
Delisted 8 6.20 11 3.87 
Acquired 13 10.08 18 6.34 
Re-listing 1 0.78 1 0.35 
Total 129 100.00 284 100.00 

Note N is the number of companies in the particular trading status group; Percent is the 
number of companies in a trading status group as a proportion of total sample (or the Internet 
related subgroup). Delisted group includes companies delisted due to financial distress; Re-listing 
company delisted from the ASX in order to list on the Newcastle Stock Exchange (NSX). 

 

For the whole new economy sample, the analysis of variance test indicated significant 

differences in initial returns between new economy IPOs based on the trading status 

groups (F (3,257) = 2.534; p = 0.057). Post-hoc tests (least significant difference test - 

LSD) indicate that companies which were subsequently acquired by other entities had 

significantly higher initial returns than those that were delisted due to financial distress. 

 

                                                 
211 Except in 1995, when only four new economy IPOs listed. 
212 The same conclusion is arrived at if the Kruskal-Wallis test is used instead, which indicates that 
Internet related IPOs are significantly more likely to be suspended or delisted due to financial distress, or 
acquired by another entity, than the remaining sample new economy companies (χ2 (3, N = 283) = 11.713; 
p = 0.008). 
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Additionally, long-term returns differ based on company trading status. Post-hoc tests 

show that acquired companies provide significantly higher three-year returns than other 

groups. The difference in returns is robust to the definition of returns. Finally, 

underwritten IPOs are equally likely to be suspended and delisted due to bankruptcy, or 

acquired compared to non-underwritten IPOs (χ2 (3, N = 283) = 0.885; p = 0.829). 

 

5.2.11 New Economy Firms’ Profitability 

New economy IPO profitability is examined by collecting information about forecast 

cash flows, earnings and dividends contained in the IPO prospectus. 

 

5.2.11.1 Cash Flow Forecasts 

Fifty-seven entities (20.07 percent of sample companies) forecast positive cash flows 

from operating and investing activities, while 203 companies (71.48 percent) predicted 

negative cash flows for the year following listing, and the information was not available 

for 24 companies. Mean (median) initial unadjusted return for positive cash flow IPOs 

is 42.87 (25.00) percent, compared with an average (median) 43.12 (12.50) percent 

initial return for negative forecast cash flows IPOs. However, the difference in initial 

returns is not significant at conventional levels either using the t-test (t (258) = -0.644; p 

= 0.520) or the non-parametric MWW test (z = -1.519; p = 0.129). 

 

However, long-term returns in all five years after listing are higher for companies 

forecasting positive cash flows from operating and investing activities.213 For example, 

the equal weighted first year industry index adjusted returns using the t-test (t (246) = -

1.773; p = 0.078) and the MWW test (z = -3.050; p = 0.002). 

                                                 
213 However, the results are not robust to the definition of long-term returns, with the non-parametric 
MWW test providing more consistent results across the definitions of long-term returns then the t-test. 
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5.2.11.2 Earnings Forecasts 

In addition to cash flow forecasts, earnings per share (EPS) forecasts in the IPO 

prospectus are examined for their predictive ability of new economy IPO share returns. 

Only 134 offers (44.18 percent) provide earnings forecasts in the prospectus, of which 

122 companies (42.96 percent of total sample) predict positive earnings. The majority 

of companies not providing earnings forecasts did not forecast positive cash flows for 

the first year of operation as a listed entity, and were identified to have had negative 

actual earnings in the post-offer year. 

 

New economy IPOs predict 6.44 cents in post-IPO annual earnings per share on average 

(5.87 cents median). Initial returns of IPOs that forecast positive earnings are 

significantly higher than for the remaining sample companies. For example, composite 

index adjusted equal weighted initial returns using the parametric t-test (t (282) = -

2.017; p = 0.045) and the non-parametric MWW test (z = -3.223; p = 0.001). 

 

Thus, if an investment strategy of subscribing in IPOs with positive forecast earnings 

was implemented, the investor would have achieved an average (median) 47.73 (22.36) 

percent total raw initial return, compared with an average (median) 36.69 (8.00) percent 

return from the remaining sample companies. Additionally, long-term returns of 

companies predicting positive earnings per share in the post-IPO year are significantly 

higher in the first year after listing from companies forecasting negative earnings in the 

post-offer year, but only using the non-parametric MWW test. For example, first year 

equal weighted industry index adjusted returns using the t-test (t (262) = 1.469; p = 

0.143) and MWW test (z = -2.920; p = 0.004). The results are consistent with Yi (2001), 
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who documented that US IPOs with positive earnings performed better in the first three 

years after the IPO. 

 

Thus, the above results indicated that cash flow and earnings forecasts in IPO 

prospectuses have some predictive ability of new economy IPO listing day and long-

term returns. Moreover, the results indicate that investors might be over-optimistic 

about the future prospects of unprofitable equity offers at the time of listing. 

 

5.2.11.3 Dividend Forecasts 

In addition to the above two indicators, dividend forecasts for the post-offer year were 

used to gain further insight into the characteristics of the new economy sample 

companies. Sixty-five new economy offers (22.89 percent) indicated in their IPO 

prospectus they are likely to pay dividends during their first year after listing. The 

forecast dividend is 4.43 cents on average (3.50 cents median), with the average 

(median) dividend yield of 4.96 (4.57) percent. Forecast dividends may indicate 

entities’ profitability and stability of future cash flows. However, this information was 

not considered important by new economy investors in their initial valuation of sample 

companies, as initial returns of IPOs predicting dividends were not significantly 

different from initial returns of remaining sample companies. 

 

New economy entities predicting dividend payments within one year after listing 

provide higher long-term returns in the first five years after listing. However, the 

parametric test indicates that IPOs predicting dividend payments only have significantly 

higher returns using one and five-year returns, while the non-parametric MWW test 

shows that dividend paying companies have significantly higher returns in all five years 

after listing. For example, first year equal weighted industry index adjusted returns as 
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indicated by the t-test (t (258) = -2.629; p = 0.009) and the MWW test (z = -3.971; p < 

0.001). Additionally, new economy companies that forecast dividends for the post-offer 

year are significantly older as indicated by the t-test (t (93.72) = -2.654; p = 0.004) and 

confirmed by the MWW test (z  = -2.958; p = 0.003). 

 

To summarise, dividend paying new economy IPOs provide significantly higher long-

term returns on average, regardless of whether they are Internet related or not. While 

dividends were not important to new economy investors in the immediate aftermarket, 

dividend payments may proxy for some other factors, such as the stability of earnings 

and the length of operating time as a corporation, which may have contributed to 

superior share price performance in the first five years after listing. 

 

5.2.12 Oversubscriptions of Shares 

Information for an additional ex ante variable (whether the oversubscription of shares is 

permitted in the IPO) was collected from offer documents. Seventy-four new economy 

IPO companies (26.06 percent) allow additional shares to be allocated to subscribing 

investors if larger-than-anticipated demand for the offer is present. The consequences 

for the issuing company are increased offer proceeds, but also more dilution of 

ownership for original shareholders. Whether oversubscriptions of shares are permitted 

is decided by company directors before the offer commencement, and this could 

possibly signal optimism by insiders about company prospects. Alternatively, the 

oversubscription option can also represent a relative uncertainty as to the value of the 

issuing company to insiders, as well as to stockbrokers and underwriters. The latter 

group is inclined to underestimate the value of a company when faced with uncertainty 

in order to protect their interests as intermediaries. Nevertheless, the oversubscription 

option also leaves the opportunity for increased selling commissions for the 
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underwriting syndicate members if investors perceive the value of the company to be 

higher than anticipated. 

 

IPOs allowing share oversubscriptions are significantly younger than remaining sample 

companies, being 3.54 versus 5.57 years old on average as indicated by the t-test (t 

(277) = 2.292 p = 0.023) and the MWW test (z = -2.308; p = 0.021). Moreover, new 

economy IPOs allowing oversubscription of shares are less likely to be underwritten (χ2 

(1, N = 279) = 8.843; p = 0.003), but also have lower ex ante uncertainty of post-offer 

returns than IPOs not permitting oversubscriptions as indicated by the t-test (t (275) = 

3.541; p < 0.001) and the MWW test (z = -3.531; p < 0.001). 

 

Offers in which oversubscription of shares is allowed have significantly lower total 

initial returns, with an average (median) return of 10.36 (2.00) percent compared to 

52.03 (20.00) percent for the remaining companies in the new economy sample (t 

(221.90) = 5.073; p < 0.001), also confirmed by the non-parametric MWW test (z = -

4.467; p < 0.001). The results are robust to the definition of initial returns and the 

weighting scheme used. Thus, share oversubscriptions may be a mechanism used by 

firms to alleviate the price pressure in the immediate aftermarket, avoiding ‘excessive’ 

initial returns and possible subsequent price corrections due to the initial investors’ 

‘overreactions’.  

 

This is supported by the fact that new economy IPOs allowing oversubscriptions of 

shares have higher returns in the first four years after listing. However, the difference is 

significant at conventional levels only using the value weighted returns and the non-

parametric MWW test. For example, value weighted composite index adjusted two-year 

returns (z = -2.899; p = 0.004). 
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5.2.13 Informed Demand for an Issue 

Lee et al. (1996) argued that delay to listing may proxy for demand for an offer, with 

longer delay to listing indicating lack of institutional demand for an IPO. Similar to Lee 

et al. (1996), informed demand for an offer in this study is measured as the number of 

days between prospectus lodgement date and official quotation date.214

 

In this study prospectus lodgement dates rather than prospectus registration dates (and 

How, 2000; as in Lee et al., 1996) are used for consistency reasons. The Australian 

Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) ceased the registration of offer 

documents as a consequence of implementation of the Commonwealth Law Economic 

Reforms Program (CLERP) in September 1999. Thus, for the remainder of the sample 

period, offer documents were lodged but not registered with ASIC.215  

 

The time to complete a new economy IPO is on average (median) 54.47 (48) days. This 

is comparable with How (2000), who reported that the average (median) delay between 

prospectus registration and listing of Australian mining IPOs is 55 (45) days, and Lee et 

al. (1996) who found that Australian industrial IPOs take 52.81 (47) days on average 

(median) between prospectus registration and listing. 

 

Moreover, there is a significant negative correlation between initial returns and the time 

to listing. The results are robust to the definition of initial returns used; for example, 

equal weighted composite (small stock and market) index adjusted initial returns (r 

                                                 
214 There are several offers with lengthy periods between prospectus lodgement and listing day, resulting 
in a positively skewed distribution for the variable, which is corrected using the natural logarithm 
transformation. 
215 Within this sample, there was a lag of up to five days between the prospectus lodgement and 
registration date, while the majority of prospectuses were registered on the lodgement day or the next day. 
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(278) = -0.203; p = 0.001). Thus, shorter delay to complete the offer may signal the 

existence of informed demand for that offer (usually coming from institutional 

investors), enabling the underwriter (or stockbroker) to make share allocations in less 

time. This increased demand for IPO shares is subsequently reflected in higher initial 

returns. 

 

Nevertheless, the existence of a substantial proportion of overvalued new economy 

IPOs (23.59 percent of sample IPOs had a first day closing price below the offer price) 

and the negative relationship between the time to listing and initial returns, provide 

support for the existence of informational asymmetry between the informed and 

uninformed investors in the Australian new economy sector (Beatty and Ritter, 1986; 

Rock, 1986). 

 

5.2.14 New Economy Industry Returns 

New economy industry groups in which IPO firms are classified by the ASX (according 

to the Global Industry Classification Standard – GICS) are tested for their influence on 

initial returns. Average and median initial returns of new economy companies stratified 

by industry group indicate that semi-new economy, pharmaceuticals and biotechnology, 

and media IPOs provide relatively lower initial returns (see Table 5.7). However, using 

the analysis of variance, no significant differences in initial returns between the new 

economy industry groups were detected, for example, composite index adjusted initial 

returns (F (6,277) = 1.303; p = 0.256). 
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Table 5.7    Initial returns by new economy industry group for IPOs listed between January 
1994 and June 2004 
New economy industry  
(GICS industry group) N Percent 

Mean 
return 

Median 
return 

Semi-new economy 60 21.13 28.69 7.37 
Healthcare equipment and services 27 9.51 68.46 22.00 
Pharmaceuticals and biotechnology 44 15.49 19.89 5.13 
Software and services 89 31.34 51.56 26.75 
Technology hardware and equipment 26 9.15 50.95 19.00 
Media 18 6.34 35.55 -0.38 
Telecommunications 20 7.04 30.27 14.00 
Total 284 100.00 40.86 13.77 

Notes GICS is the Global Industry Classification Standard. ASX listed new economy 
companies are classified in industry groups based on the Global Industry Classification 
Standard; N is the number of companies; Percent is the number of companies as a proportion of 
all new economy sample IPOs. Mean and median returns are expressed in percent total (share 
and option) initial unadjusted (raw) returns. 

 

However, the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test indicates that pharmaceuticals and 

biotechnology, media and semi-new economy IPOs have significantly lower 

distributions of initial returns than IPOs classified in remaining new economy industry 

groups, with the results being robust to the definition of initial returns. For example, 

composite index adjusted equal weighted initial returns (χ2 (6, N = 284) = 16.759; p = 

0.010). 

 

5.2.15 IPO Long-Term Returns 

Inspection of long-term returns indicates that new economy IPOs in Australia that listed 

since January 1994 provide inferior returns to investors in the first five years after 

listing. However, the range of returns in any year is wide, indicating that while some 

new economy companies were delisted and had a total loss of share value, a few new 

economy companies achieve annual returns in excess of five hundred percent. Inclusion 

of initial returns to subscribing investors reduces the median first year loss on new 

economy IPOs by between 10.00 and 13.77 percent, depending on the definition of 

initial returns, but median first year returns remain negative. 
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Thus, even subscribing IPO investors are faced with negative median returns for the 

first year after listing. For example, subscribing investors realise median first year 

returns (holding period yields) of between –4.15 percent for industry index adjusted 

returns and –18.97 percent raw median return if shares were held for one year. The 

above results are consistent with existing evidence for industrial IPOs which, by rule, 

find long-term return’ underperformance by recent IPOs up to five years after listing 

(see for example, Loughran and Ritter, 1995; Spiess and Affleck-Graves, 1995). 

 

New economy IPO long-term returns underperformance is evident from Figure 5.2 and 

Figure 5.3, which present new economy IPO monthly returns in event and calendar time 

in the first five years after listing. 

 

Figure 5.2 Event time monthly cumulative average returns of new economy IPOs between January 1994 
and June 2004 and benchmark index returns 
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Figure 5.2 indicates that cumulative market index (and small stock index) adjusted 

average returns (second and third line from below) are below zero at all five 

anniversaries after Stock Exchange listing. However, industry index adjusted 

cumulative average returns indicate that new economy IPOs do not underperform 

compared to their respective industries (highest line in Figure 5.2). 

 

Figure 5.3 presents calendar time monthly returns of new economy IPOs, as well as the 

All Ordinaries and Small Ordinaries index returns, and industry index returns. The 

highest line in Figure 5.3 indicates that IPO share unadjusted (raw) cumulative returns 

are highly sensitive to market conditions. Thus, IPO share returns are higher than 

benchmark index returns in calendar time during the period from early 1999 to April 

2000, but deteriorate during unfavourable market conditions such as after March 2000. 

 

Figure 5.3 Calendar time monthly cumulative returns of new economy IPOs and benchmark index returns 
between January 1994 and June 2004 
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To further substantiate the above results, Table 5.8 lists the cumulative average excess 

returns (CAER) and buy-and-hold abnormal returns (BHAR) in event time. Because the 

buy-and-hold returns compound returns while cumulative returns are a sum of returns, 

the two parameters are somewhat divergent. 

 

Table 5.8 Long-term returns’ performance of new economy IPOs, market and industry indexes between 
January 1994 and June 2004 
Years of seasoning One Two Three Four Five 
CAR (raw) -10.00 -14.23 -0.15 11.63 28.48 
CAER (market) -18.82 -28.83 -19.74 -20.60 -14.82 
CAER (small stocks) -10.86 -19.16 -10.43 -12.49 -5.47 
CAER (industry) 4.67 20.93 45.30 45.73 61.19 

BHR (raw) 0.8926 0.7764 1.1107 0.8729 1.4355 
BHAR (market) 0.8235 0.6800 0.9294 0.6465 0.9125 
BHAR (small stocks) 0.8928 0.7521 1.0352 0.7442 1.1263 
BHAR (industry) 0.9938 0.9517 1.4398 1.0394 1.1216 

Notes Industry index is the equivalent GICS industry group S&P/ASX 300 index return; Market index is 
the S&P/ASX All Ordinaries accumulated index return, while small stocks represents the S&P/ASX Small 
Ordinaries accumulated index return; First month returns exclude the initial returns to subscribing investors. 
That is, return is calculated as the closing share price at the first full month end less the closing price on the first 
trading day, divided by the closing price on the first trading day; CAR (CAER) is the event time cumulative 
average (excess) percent return; BHR (BHAR) is the buy-and-hold (abnormal) return; BHAR are the wealth 
relatives, calculated using the following formula: Σ(1+Ri,T)/ Σ(1+Rbench,T) where Ri,T is the buy-and-hold return 
on equity issuer i in period T and Rbench,T is the buy-and-hold return on the benchmark index over the same 
period. 

 

BHAR (expressed as wealth relative ratios to returns on the market, the small stocks and 

the industry indexes) indicate that new economy IPOs underperform in the first two 

years after listing compared to all benchmarks. However, BHAR (industry) indicate that 

new economy IPO stocks do not underperform after the second year of seasoning, 

compared to their respective industry indexes. On the contrary, investment in new 

economy IPOs yields 43.98 percent higher three-year buy-and-hold returns than 

industry index returns. Nevertheless, new economy IPOs underperform in all five years 

after listing, compared to the All Ordinaries index returns (BHAR market). 

 

Conversely, cumulative average excess returns (CAERs) indicate that new economy 

IPOs provide inferior monthly returns on average compared to the market index and the 
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small stocks’ performance in all five years after listing. Nevertheless, industry index 

adjusted CAERs are positive in all five years after listing. 

 

In order to evaluate the long-term performance of new economy stocks, the significance 

of excess monthly returns of new economy IPOs in the first three years216 after listing 

was assessed for monthly cumulative excess returns and buy-and-hold returns (see 

Tables A6.1 to A6.4 in Appendix 6).217 The results indicate that new economy IPOs 

generally do not underperform during the first year after listing compared to the Small 

Ordinaries Index and industry indexes using cumulative or buy-and-hold returns. 

However, new economy IPOs underperformed compared to market returns (the All 

Ordinaries Index) during the second half of the first year of seasoning. Nevertheless, 

returns improve during the third year of seasoning, with no significant CAERs or 

BHARs beyond the 33rd month. Moreover, there is no significant underperformance by 

new economy IPOs compared to their relevant industry indexes. On the contrary, new 

economy IPOs offer superior returns to their respective industries using both the 

cumulative and the buy-and-hold three-year returns. Thus, the industry effect may partly 

explain the underperformance of new economy stocks after the IPO compared to overall 

market returns.218

 

To corroborate the above results, calendar time portfolios (with monthly rebalancing) 

were created and their returns assessed against the equivalent returns of the All 

                                                 
216 Diminishing sample size with four and five year returns would reduce the power of tests for the 
significance of excess returns’ beyond third year after listing. Therefore, significance of post-event 
returns for new economy IPOs and SEOs was done for the first three years after the event. 
217 Significance of returns for each period is tested using all available returns, and not only the sample 
average return for the period. Note that the cumulative returns in Tables A6.1 to A6.4 in Appendix 6 
represent the sample average of cumulated excess returns for individual companies in the t number of 
event months (cumulated for each company in t number of months, then averaged for the sample), while 
the results in Table 4.12 cumulate the sample average excess monthly returns. Thus, the order of 
calculations produces the difference in results between Table 4.12 in this chapter and the tables in 
Appendix 6. 
218 Note that all benchmark indexes are accumulated indexes that assume reinvestment of any dividends 
into additional shares. 
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Ordinaries and Small Ordinaries indexes, as well as industry indexes in calendar time. 

Although correlations between portfolio size (the number of events in calendar months) 

and returns in corresponding calendar months are not significant, there is a clustering of 

new economy IPOs in calendar time. According to Fama (1998) clustering of events in 

calendar time may result in underestimation of any abnormal performance if returns are 

equally weighted. To counteract this, excess monthly returns were weighted by their 

standard deviation. Standardised calendar month returns indicate that new economy 

IPOs underperformed significantly compared to market and small stock indexes, but not 

compared to their respective industry index returns (see Table 5.9). 

 

Table 5.9 Calendar time returns of new economy initial public offers, adjusted for market index, 
small stock index, and industry indexes between January 1994 and June 2004 

Benchmark index All Ordinaries Small Ordinaries Industry indexes 
IPO           standardised average 

            t-statistic 
            unstandardised average 

-9.38 
(-2.325)** 

0.06 

-7.46 
(-2.027)** 

0.27 

-3.23 
(1.247) 

0.85 
Notes Calendar months between January 1994 and June 2004 that include at least two events are used 
to calculate portfolio returns; The number of months with at least two events in the last 36 calendar 
months during the sample period is 123; Calendar month portfolios are rebalanced monthly; t-statistics 
reported in parenthesis test the significance of monthly excess returns on a portfolio of new economy 
IPOs in calendar time, where monthly excess returns are divided by the standard deviation of portfolio 
monthly returns (see Jaffe, 1974); UNSTANDARDISED AVERAGE is the grand total (average) 
calendar time excess return; STANDARDISED AVERAGE is the standardised grand total calendar 
time excess return (the average of standardised monthly excess returns). 

 

Thus, results for calendar time returns are consistent with those of cumulative and buy-

and-hold returns in event time, and indicate an industry effect on return performance by 

new economy IPOs.219

 

                                                 
219 Unstandardised calendar time excess returns for new economy IPOs and SEOs are generally not 
significant, confirming the prediction by Fama (1998) that unstandardised calendar month abnormal 
returns may understate returns underperformance if any exists. Use of unstandardised calendar time 
returns would thus result in a Type II error (the failure to reject the null hypothesis of no abnormal returns 
when it is false). 
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5.2.16 Regression Models of IPO Long-Term Returns220 

The preceding analyses indicated a substantial number of variables constructed from 

public information could explain IPO long-term returns. However, the inclusion of all 

variables constructed for the purpose of this research in a regression model would result 

in multicollinearity. Multicollinearity arises when a significant correlation is found 

between the explanatory variables complicating the interpretation of the effect of any 

single independent variable on the dependent variable. Therefore, redundant 

independent variables need to be excluded until parsimonious models are constructed 

that do not suffer from multicollinearity. 

 

Correlations between the explanatory variables in regression models in Table 5.10 were 

acceptable as measured by the tolerance level. Tolerance is a statistical measure of the 

overlap between independent variables. A tolerance level close to zero indicates that 

two independent variables might be explaining the same variation in the dependent 

variable, whilst a tolerance value of one indicates no overlap between independent 

variables. Hence, results reported in this study include regression models where the 

tolerance levels for individual variables are constrained to be above 0.50 (variance 

inflation factor - VIF - less than 2). The lowest tolerance statistic between explanatory 

variables in Table 5.10 was 0.62 (VIF less than 1.61), confirming that regression models 

do not suffer from multicollinearity. From these models, more parsimonious regressions 

containing only significant variables are derived to simplify the interpretation of results. 

 

 

 

 
                                                 
220 Regression models with IPO listing day returns as the dependent variable incorporate the offer 
withdrawal probability variable and are therefore presented in Chapter Six with the analysis of incidence 
of IPO withdrawal.  
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Table 5.10 Multiple regression analyses of one, two and three-year returns of new economy initial public 
offers between January 1994 and June 2004 

 First year returns Two year returns Three year returns 

Independent 
variable 

Regression 
I 

Regression 
II 

Regression 
III 

Regression 
IV 

Regression 
V 

Regression 
VI 

Intercept 0.844 
(3.959)*** 

0.871 
(16.749)***

0.530 
(2.052)** 

0.939 
(11.959)***

0.702 
(1.750)* 

0.916 
(10.806)***

INTERNET 
BUSINESS 

-0.150 
(-3.739)*** 

-0.148 
(-3.735)***

-0.160 
(-3.492)***

-0.171 
(-3.841)***

-0.152 
(-2.307)** 

-0.189 
(-3.035)***

IPO VOLUME -0.003 
(-1.903)* 

-0.003 
(-2.041)** 

-0.003 
(-1.841)* 

-0.004 
(-2.216)** 

-0.004 
(-1.393) 

 

CTE -0.136 
(-2.833)** 

-0.129 
(-3.065)***

-0.202 
(-4.262)***

-0.203 
(-4.513)***

-0.199 
(-2.746)*** 

-0.232 
(-2.964)***

AFTERMARKET 
RETURNS 

4.598 
(4.389)*** 

4.744 
(4.633)***

4.129 
(12.631)***

4.185 
(11.229)***

3.296 
(3.370)*** 

3.252 
(8.422)***

VENTURE 
CAPITAL 

-0.057 
(-1.237) 

 -0.132 
(-2.822)***

-0.131 
(-3.004)***

-0.198 
(-2.447)** 

-0.198 
(-2.789)***

1/PRICE 0.019 
(1.140) 

 0.40 
(1.999)** 

0.029 
(1.719)* 

0.069 
(2.405)** 

0.066 
(2.315)** 

EARNINGS 
FORECAST 

-0.019 
(-0.453) 

 -0.102 
(-2.213)** 

-0.102 
(-2.398)** 

-0.137 
(-1.932)* 

-0.129 
(-2.172)** 

AGE -0.019 
(-1.139) 

 -0.041 
(-2.220)** 

-0.045 
(-2.578)** 

-0.039 
(-1.563) 

-0.045 
(-2.005)** 

OFFER SIZE -0.179 
(-1.806)* 

 0.086 
(0.767) 

 0.078 
(0.488) 

 

OFFER PROCEEDS 
(OPERATIONS) 

-0.110 
(-2.204)** 

-0.099 
(-2.374)** 

-0.023 
(-0.450) 

 -0.012 
(-0.162) 

 

PACKAGE -0.020 
(-0.396) 

 -0.072 
(-1.233) 

 -0.028 
(-0.334) 

 

DELAY 0.023 
(0.473) 

 0.094 
(1.584) 

 0.057 
(0.617) 

 

SECONDARY 
OFFER 

0.105 
(1.758)* 

 0.028 
(0.515) 

 0.063 
(0.694) 

 

Model F 9.550*** 22.614*** 10.189*** 16.026*** 5.034*** 8.672***
Adjusted R2 30.44 29.28 32.78 32.65 18.83 19.06

Notes Cell values represent unstandardised regression coefficients for individual variables, with corresponding t-statistics 
in parenthesis; All regression models have White (1980) heteroskedasticity consistent standard errors and t-values, except 
regression model V with three year returns which has homogenous variance of residuals; Dependent variable in all models are 
the one, two or three year ordinary share return after the listing date, adjusted for the All Ordinaries or Small Ordinaries index 
return in the equivalent period (based on market capitalisation at listing); INTERNET BUSINESS is a dichotomous variable 
with unity representing companies with Internet related business activities; IPO VOLUME is the number of new economy IPOs 
in a particular year quarter; CTE is a dichotomous variable with unity representing new economy companies listed on the ASX 
under the Commitments Test Entities provision; AFTERMARKET RETURNS represents IPO share returns in the first 20 
trading days after listing; VENTURE CAPITAL is a dichotomous variable where unity indicates IPOs associated with venture 
capital or expertise; 1/PRICE is the reciprocal of the inflation-adjusted IPO subscription price; EARNINGS FORECAST is a 
dichotomous variable with one representing IPOs which forecast positive earnings in the post-IPO year; AGE is the natural 
logarithm of the number of days between entity’ incorporation and listing day; OFFER SIZE is the initial public equity offer 
size (at offer price) as proportion of the total shares on listing day; OFFER PROCEEDS (OPERATIONS) is a dichotomous 
variable denoting the use of offer proceeds for operating activities; PACKAGE OFFER is a dichotomous variable with unity 
representing offers that include share options; DELAY is the natural logarithm of the number of days between the prospectus 
lodgement and the listing date; SECONDARY OFFER is a dichotomous variable with one representing IPOs where secondary 
(existing) shares were included in the offer; *, **, *** significant at alpha 0.10, 0.05, respectively 0.01 level. 

 

Regression models in Table 5.10 indicate that public information about new economy 

IPOs has low to moderate ability to explain returns in the first three years after listing 

(adjusted R2). In particular, new economy IPOs with Internet related business activities 

have significantly lower returns in the first three years after listing. Likewise, new 

economy companies that went public during the times of increased IPO volume have 
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significantly lower returns in the first two years after listing. New economy companies 

listed on the Stock Exchange as Commitments Test Entities have significantly lower 

returns in the first three years after listing. However, new economy IPOs with superior 

returns in the first four weeks after listing (AFTERMARKET RETURNS) have 

significantly higher returns in the first three years after listing. 

 

Moreover, new economy companies that forecast positive earnings for the post-offer 

year and companies associated with venture capital or expertise before the IPO have 

significantly lower two and three year returns. Likewise, company age variable 

indicates that older new economy companies have significantly lower two and three 

year returns. The offer price reciprocal is positively associated with long-term returns, 

indicating that lower offer price IPOs have significantly higher two and three year 

returns. However, the offer size (as a proportion of total shares after listing) variable is 

negatively correlated with first year returns, indicating that larger offers result in 

inferior returns. IPOs that include secondary (existing) shares have significantly better 

first year returns.221 Conversely, new economy companies that intend to use offer 

proceeds for operating activities have significantly lower first year returns. 

 

Finally, the significant intercepts in all regression models indicate that some additional 

variable(s), not included in the regression models, have a significant effect on post-IPO 

long-term returns of new economy companies. This may be directly due to the declining 

relevance of public information (that was released around the initial public offer) to 

investors when valuing new economy companies in the aftermarket (even only one year 

after listing, as indicated by significant intercepts). Thus, power of public information 

released around the IPO to explain long-term returns further away from the event should 

                                                 
221 Offer size and secondary offer variables are significant in regression model I only. 
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decline (indicated by declining coefficients of determination – adjusted R2 for three year 

returns as indicated by Regression models V and VI). Nevertheless, significant 

intercepts (alphas) also point to the fact that public information related to equity offers 

and company characteristics are not the only factors determining post-IPO returns, and 

that new economy investors may be heavily relying on additional information in valuing 

these companies. 

 

5.3 Conclusions 

This chapter presented the new economy IPO sample composition and data 

characteristics. Furthermore, information collected from publicly available sources, 

such as the offer prospectus and company announcements, were used to explain the IPO 

listing day and long-term returns. Alternative measures of long-term returns confirmed 

that new economy IPOs have relatively low long-term returns after listing and 

underperform compared to proxies for returns on the market and the small stocks, but 

do not significantly underperform compared to their respective industry indexes. 

Publicly available information is used in the following chapter to explain the incidence 

and probability of the IPO withdrawal. Furthermore, multiple regression models based 

on public information are constructed to explain new economy IPO listing day returns. 
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CHAPTER 6 

The Incidence and the Expected Probability of 

New Economy IPO Withdrawals222

 

 

 

 

6.0 Introduction 

This chapter investigates the decision to withdraw an Initial Public Offer by the issuers 

or the regulators in Australia. Second, this chapter also examines whether publicly 

available information, such as the information available from offer prospectuses, can 

explain the incidence of IPO withdrawal. Moreover, publicly available information is 

used to estimate the probability of IPO withdrawal, which should in turn have an impact 

on IPO listing day returns of successful offers. 

 

6.1 Background and Summary 

First, investors’ expectations about the probability of offer withdrawal are derived for 

each company in the new economy IPO sample using the publicly available information 

before the expected listing date in a probit model. Based on the existing information 

before the expected listing date, investors make an assessment about the probability of a 

particular offer being withdrawn by comparing withdrawn and completed IPOs. 

 

Second, the derived probability of offer withdrawal is used as an explanatory variable 

for the listing day returns of completed new economy IPOs. In Australia, the fixed offer 

                                                 
222 Chapter Six was the basis for the paper ‘The incidence and the expected probability of new economy 
IPO withdrawals’ which was presented at the 17th Annual Australasian Finance and Banking Conference 
in Sydney, in December 2004. The author of this thesis is the principal author of the conference paper. 
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price process is applied, whereas the book-building process is used in the United States.  

In the book-building approach the offer price is allowed to vary according to investor’ 

demand and is only finalised close to the offer completion (usually a day before listing) 

(Benveniste and Spindt, 1989). In contrast, in a fixed price offer system the subscription 

price is predetermined in advance, before the offer is made to investors and is required 

to be stated in the prospectus.  Therefore, offer withdrawals are expected to occur due to 

undersubscription in the offer (or some other exogenous factors) and are not related to 

the higher than anticipated demand for shares or to the varying anticipated initial 

returns. In other words, oversubscriptions for new economy IPO shares and large 

expected underpricing cannot result in IPO withdrawal in a fixed price offer process. 

 

It is hypothesised that the higher expected withdrawal probability will reduce initial 

returns, as argued by Busaba et al. (2001). Therefore, first trading day returns should be 

lower for IPOs with a higher expected probability of offer withdrawal, which may 

proxy for the demand for an offer in the fixed price system. Oversubscribed offers 

would have a low probability of actually being withdrawn. This excess demand should 

also contribute to higher IPO returns to subscribing investors at the end of the first 

trading day. 

 

Moreover, it is expected that the aggregate market conditions and company 

characteristics will be important to investors when making an ex ante estimate of the 

offer withdrawal probability. It is hypothesised that favourable aggregate market 

sentiment would reduce the expected probability (and incidence) of offer withdrawal. 

Additionally, quality certification role provided by venture capitalists and underwriters 

may influence investors’ estimates of the offer withdrawal probability. It is predicted 

that the company’ association with venture capital and underwriting (insurance) of the 
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offer would directly reduce the expected probability of withdrawal. Furthermore, it is 

expected that, together with other publicly available information, the expected offer 

withdrawal probabilities contribute significantly to the explanation of initial returns of 

completed new economy IPOs, consistent with the existing research on the option to 

withdraw an IPO in the USA (Busaba et al., 2001). 

 

As explained above, the fixed price method requires that the offer price be stated in the 

prospectus before the offer becomes open to public subscription. While several new 

economy IPOs in this study use auctions to determine the final offer price in the 

institutional part of the offer, subscription price in the public offer is without exception 

fixed. Cotter et al. (2005, p. 97) confirmed that the fixed price offers are also still the 

dominant method for Australian industrial IPOs. Consequently, the issuing company is 

unable to reduce or increase the offer price if the subsequent demand for the public offer 

is lower (higher) than expected, without issuing and lodging a supplementary offer 

prospectus with the regulators (the Australian Securities and Investments Commission), 

and distributing it to the Australian Stock Exchange and all subscribing investors.223

 

Loughran et al. (1994) argued that a fixed offer price mechanism can result in larger 

underpricing compared to the book-building process because of the reduced ability of 

IPO firms under the fixed offer price process to react to unexpected changes in demand 

for shares from subscribing investors. Thus, in a fixed price system the probability of 

withdrawal must be derived from alternative information. 

 

                                                 
223 An examination of supplementary prospectuses issued by new economy companies reveals that during 
the sample period, two IPOs reduced the offer price and (or) increased the number of shares offered in a 
supplementary prospectus, while no new economy company lodged an updated prospectus to increase the 
offer price. 
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6.2 Data 

Data used in this chapter are from the period January 1994 to June 2004 when a total of 

321 private new economy companies attempted to list on the Australian Stock 

Exchange. Of the above, 37 IPOs were withdrawn, whilst 284 offers were successfully 

listed, giving a withdrawal rate of 11.53 percent. As a comparison, Busaba et al.’s 

(2001) data contained 14.34 percent withdrawn industrial IPOs between 1984 and 1994. 

 

Of the 37 Australian new economy IPOs withdrawn during the sample period, 

regulators intervened in only one offer (Marshall Edwards Inc) where the Australian 

Securities and Investments Commission issued an ‘ASIC stop order’ because of non-

compliance with regulations and long delays in the offer.224 The remaining offers were 

voluntarily withdrawn by the issuer, the stockbroker, or the investment banker. 

 

6.2.1 Reasons for Withdrawal 

As mentioned above, regulators intervened in the Marshall Edwards Inc IPO due to 

insufficient and misleading information in the offer document and extended delay to 

finalise the IPO. Two public offers were voluntarily withdrawn in favour of private 

placements. An additional four IPOs were undersubscribed, that is, they were 

withdrawn because the minimum subscription of shares as stated in the offer prospectus 

was not achieved. Moreover, ten issuers stated that the offers were withdrawn due to 

                                                 
224 ASIC media release 01/219 on 22 June 2001 detailed that the final stop order was issued because the 
offer prospectus contained misleading and deceptive information in relation to the cash flow position of 
the company and funding arrangements, and because of non-compliance with the Australian Accounting 
Standards. Forecasted cash flows from operating and investing activities, earnings and dividends of 
Marshall Edwards, Inc. were not used as explanatory variables in this study, but were treated as missing 
values, while other information related to this offer that was not disputed was used. Nevertheless, 
Marshall Edwards, Inc. (a US subsidiary of Novogen Limited, an Australian based pharmaceuticals 
company) raised $US10.1 million in an initial private placement from European, American and 
Australian investors and institutions and was listed on the London Stock Exchange Alternative 
Investment Market (AIM) on 22 May 2002. Retrieved 7 July 2004 from 
http://www.marshalledwardsinc.com/index04.cfm?section=04&status=1&id=120 
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unfavourable market conditions, with one entity specifically pointing to the lack of 

interest from institutional investors. 

 

Market conditions (investor’ demand for IPOs) are the most frequently quoted reason 

for offer withdrawal. In fact, 29 out of 37 withdrawn new economy IPOs attempted to 

list between April 2000 and December 2001. This period coincides with unfavourable 

market conditions for new economy IPOs, characterised with a downward trend in most 

new economy industry index returns (except for the healthcare sector).225

 

Two offers were withdrawn because the material changes in operations or company 

restructure during the offer process resulted in the need to issue a new prospectus. 

However, neither company made a renewed attempt to list on the ASX by June 2004. 

 

Additionally, one offer was postponed due to unfavourable market conditions but later 

listed successfully, and subsequently had a private placement of equity in early 2004. 

Finally, one offer was withdrawn due to the change in the Australian online gambling 

legislation, preventing the company from engaging in the planned activities in Australia 

and other locally prohibited jurisdictions after the enactment of the Interactive 

Gambling Act 2001. 

 

6.2.1.1 Industry Effect 

Withdrawal probability has been associated with industry membership, with the percent 

of withdrawn offers varying considerably between industries (see Busaba et al., 2001, 

Table 1, p.77). The Australian IPO firms receive the appropriate sector categorization 

                                                 
225 Results not reported. 
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based on the Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) only after listing.226 

Because the GICS industry group classification was not available for most withdrawn 

IPOs (except for those that successfully listed afterwards) the GICS industry group was 

estimated based on the entity’s main business activities. 

 

Table 6.1 shows that there are substantial differences in the incidence of withdrawal 

across industry groupings. The largest proportion of withdrawn new economy IPOs 

(40.54 percent) was classified in the semi-new economy group. By contrast, there were 

60 completed semi-new economy IPOs, which accounts for 21.13 percent of 

successfully listed IPOs. Thus, semi-new economy IPOs were significantly more likely 

to be withdrawn than new economy offers classified in the six new economy GICS 

industry groups outlined in Table 6.1, as indicated by the Pearson chi-square statistic (χ2 

(1, N = 321)  = 6.890; p = 0.009). On the other hand, there were no withdrawn new 

economy IPO’s in the healthcare equipment and services industry. 

 

Table 6.1 Listed and withdrawn IPOs by new economy industry 
Completed IPOs Withdrawn IPOs New economy industry  

(GICS industry group) N Percent N Percent 
Semi-new economy 60 21.13 15 40.54 
Healthcare equipment and services 27 9.51 0 0.00 
Pharmaceuticals and biotechnology 44 15.49 6 16.22 
Software and services 89 31.34 8 21.62 
Technology hardware and equipment 26 9.15 2 5.41 
Media 18 6.34 2 5.41 
Telecommunications 20 7.04 4 10.81 
Total 284 100.00 37 100.00 

Notes GICS is the Global Industry Classification Standard, developed by Standard and 
Poor’s and Morgan Stanley Capital International in 1999; ASX listed new economy 
companies are classified in industry groups based on the Global Industry Classification 
Standard; N is the number of companies; Percent is the number of companies in particular 
year as a proportion of the completed or withdrawn offers. 

 

                                                 
226 GICS was developed jointly by Standard & Poor’s and Morgan Stanley Capital International in 1999. 
GICS classification has been used in this study to consistently identify industry index benchmarks for 
sample companies as the Standard & Poor’s also constructs S&P / ASX industry group indexes for the 
ASX listed companies. 
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The remaining industries had reasonably similar proportions of listed and withdrawn 

offers. Moreover, 30 out of 37 withdrawn offers (or 81.08 percent) were related to the 

Internet in their daily business operations. Consequently, withdrawn IPOs were 

significantly more likely to be Internet related than successfully listed IPOs as indicated 

in Table 6.2. 

 

Table 6.2 Chi-square tests for the relationship between the dichotomous explanatory variables 
and the incidence of offer withdrawal 

Variable Direction for 
Withdrawn IPOs 

Pearson 
Chi-square 

Semi-new economy Positive (χ2 (1, N = 321)  = 6.890; p = 0.009) 
Internet Positive (χ2 (1, N = 321) = 16.651; p < 0.001) 
Hot issue Negative (χ2 (1, N = 319) = 12.933; p < 0.001) 
Underwritten Negative (χ2 (1, N = 320) = 24.801; p < 0.001) 
Proceeds for operations Positive (χ2 (1, N = 319) = 8.975; p = 0.003) 
EPS  Negative (χ2 (1, N = 321) = 3.431; p = 0.064) 

Notes Semi-new economy takes a value of one if the sample IPO was not classified in 
GICS new economy sectors; Internet variable assigns unity for new economy IPOs that were 
Internet related; Hot issue were IPOs which attempted to list on the ASX between January 1999 
and March 2000; Underwritten variable takes a value of one for IPOs that were underwritten; 
Proceeds for operations is a dichotomous variable denoting that the offer proceeds would be used 
for operating activities (working capital); EPS positive earnings per share forecast in the offer 
prospectus; *, **, *** significant at alpha 0.10, 0.05, respectively 0.01. 

 

Thus, withdrawn IPOs in the semi-new economy group as well as the media and 

telecommunications and software and services sectors were dominated by entities 

associated with the Internet in their daily business operations.227

 

6.2.1.2 Operating History 

The length of operating history increases the profile of the firm and may be a proxy for 

managerial expertise and corporate knowledge with regard to regulation and legislation 

compliance. That is, the length of the time period of continued operations is positively 

related to a number of intangible assets. Thus, it is expected that investors will value 

                                                 
227 However, semi-new economy IPOs are not significantly more likely to be Internet related than other 
new economy IPOs at 10 percent significance level (χ2 (1, N = 321) = 2.382; p = 0.123) for the total 
sample. 
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firms with a longer operating history and hence older entities should be less likely to 

withdraw their IPO. 

 

At the expected listing date, IPO age of completed new economy offers was 5.00 (2.57) 

years on average (median), compared to an average (median) age of 2.49 (1.00) years 

for withdrawn offers (see Table 6.3). Moreover, withdrawn IPOs are significantly 

younger, as indicated by the parametric t-test (t (317) = 2.662; p = 0.008) and confirmed 

by the non-parametric Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon (MWW) test (z = -2.674; p = 0.007).228

 

6.2.1.3 Forecast Profitability, Cash Flows and Dividends 

Companies seeking equity finance are required to provide investors with enough 

information in a prospectus to enable them to make informed decisions about the 

company prospects. Therefore, future earnings and cash flows are important to investors 

when valuing IPO entities. Core et al. (2003) found that the new economy firms that list 

on NASDAQ are on average young firms with losses, while Schultz and Zaman (2001) 

documented that only 10 percent of US Internet offers have positive earnings in the 

quarter prior to IPO. 

 

 

 
228 Results in both the parametric and non-parametric tests were very similar using the transformed and 
non-transformed age variable. This provides further support that the above results were not due to the 
departure from the assumption of normality of distribution. 
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Table 6.3 Descriptive statistics for new economy IPOs that listed successfully on the ASX or were withdrawn in the period January 1994 to June 2004 
 All sample companies Successfully listed offers Withdrawn offers t- test MWW test 
Variable Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median t statistic Probability Z statistic Probability 
Market returns           
Pre_100 0.0384 0.0365 0.0422 0.0434 0.0086 0.0100 3.744 <0.001 -3.719 <0.001
Pre_75 0.0375 0.0377 0.0432 0.0472 -0.0068 -0.0077 5.695 <0.001 -4.666 <0.001
Pre_50 0.0423 0.0377 0.0495 0.0454 -0.0015 -0.0015 5.292 <0.001 -4.547 <0.001
Pre_30 0.0474 0.0527 0.0546 0.0563 -0.0096 -0.0084 2.682 0.008 -2.660 0.008
Post_30 0.0355 0.0496 0.0249 0.0385 0.1181 0.1035 -4.254 <0.001 -3.952 <0.001
Post_50 0.0428 0.0333 0.0369 0.0319 0.0890 0.1094 -3.402 0.001 -3.274 0.001
Post_75 0.0427 0.0454 0.0399 0.0406 0.0647 0.0591 -2.182 0.030 -2.207 0.027
Post_100 0.0393 0.0385 0.0378 0.0340 0.0513 0.0515 -1.703 0.095 -1.756 0.079
Company factors       
Agea 4.72 2.32 5.00 2.57 2.49 1.00 2.662 0.008 -2.674 0.008
New capital 74.35 85.34 73.54 84.70 80.67 90.00 -1.644 0.101 -2.555 0.011
New shares 91.56 100.00 91.47 100.00 92.27 100.00 -0.198 0.843 -0.083 0.934
Offer pricea,b 0.88 0.58 0.84 0.58 1.17 0.56 -1.084 0.286 -0.594 0.553
Offer valueb 24.15 8.51 23.34 8.43 30.55 10.61 -0.742 0.459 -0.222 0.825
Offer size 35.32 32.19 35.10 31.23 37.11 33.91 -0.559 0.576 -0.501 0.617 
IPO MVa,b 74.37 29.31 72.83 29.64 86.11 26.51 -0.413 0.680 -0.001 0.999 
Delay 54.45 49.00 54.82 48.00 51.51 49.00 0.544 0.587 -0.049 0.961 
IPO volume 20.86 25.00 20.82 24.00 21.22 26.00 -0.170 0.865 -0.090 0.928 
Ret_own 64.83 67.74 64.85 67.88 64.66 66.86 0.054 0.957 -0.044 0.965 

N 321 284 37 
Notes Mean and Median are expressed in percent returns. MWW test is the Mann-Whitney U test or Wilcoxon rank sum test; t-test and MWW test were 
performed between withdrawn and successfully listed IPOs; MARKET RETURNS (Pre and Post 30, 50, 75, 100) are daily All Ordinaries Accumulated Index 
returns in the specified window before and after the actual listing date (or expected listing date for withdrawn IPOs); AGE is the number of days between the 
incorporation and ASX actual or expected listing dates, converted in 365 day years; NEW CAPITAL is expressed as a proportion of offer value; NEW SHARES is 
expressed as a proportion of total shares offered in the IPO; OFFER PRICE is the public share offer price; OFFER VALUE and IPO_MV are the number of shares 
offered, respectively total number of shares after the IPO, times the share offer price; OFFER SIZE is expressed as a proportion of company market value at offer 
price; DELAY is the number of days between prospectus lodgement and expected or actual listing date; IPO VOLUME is the number of new economy IPOs that 
lodged a prospectus within a particular year quarter; RET_OWN is the percent of shares retained by existing shareholders on IPO listing date. 
a t-test results were obtained using the transformed variables (i.e. the natural logarithm of age and IPO market value, and the reciprocal of the offer price), while 
means and medians reported are actual values; 
b adjusted for the inflation (Australian Bureau of Statistics, Consumer Price Index). 



Only 132 new economy IPOs (41.12 percent of total sample companies) predicted positive 

earnings in the post-offer year. Moreover, withdrawn IPOs were significantly less likely to 

forecast positive earnings in the IPO prospectus for the post-offer year than the successfully 

listed new economy offers, significant at the 0.10 level (χ2 (1, N = 321) = 3.431; p = 0.064). 

However, withdrawn and successful IPOs were equally likely to forecast positive cash flows 

from operating and investing activities in the post-offer year. 

 

Withdrawn and successful IPOs were equally likely to predict dividends for the post-offer 

year. Nevertheless, only 71 companies (or 22.12 percent of total sample) predicted dividend 

payments in the post-offer year. Thus, the above results indicate that new economy entities 

are, on average, in the early stage of company development life cycle, frequently unprofitable, 

with negative cash flows from operating and investing activities, and unable to pay dividends.  

 

6.2.1.4 Retained Ownership 

Issuing company’s quality can be signalled by a higher percentage of retained ownership, as 

predicted by the signalling models of Leland and Pyle (1977), and Grinblatt and Hwang 

(1989). Using Australian data, Lee et al. (1996) found a positive relationship between the 

retained ownership and the initial returns of industrial IPOs. Busaba et al. (2001) reported that 

original shareholders retained around 65 percent of shares in completed IPOs, while the 

expected ownership retention rate in withdrawn IPOs was around 62 percent.229

 

The expected ownership retention rate is almost identical for the completed and withdrawn 

IPOs, with 64.85 percent, respectively 64.66 percent of shares retained on average (t (317) = 

                                                 
229 Busaba et al. reported that the difference in retention rate is not significant using the t-test, but was significant 
at alpha 0.05 level using the non-parametric MWW test. 
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0.054; p = 0.957). Withdrawn IPOs proposed to raise an average (median) 80.67 (90.00) 

percent of new capital as proportion of offer size, while new capital as proportion of offer size 

for successful offers was 73.54 (84.70) percent on average (median). Thus, both withdrawn 

and successful new economy IPOs intended to raise a substantial proportion of new capital in 

the initial equity offer, rather than use it to repay debt or as an avenue for divestment by 

original shareholders. Although withdrawn offers planned to raise relatively higher proportion 

of new capital in terms of total offer size than successful IPOs, the difference between groups 

is not significant at conventional levels using the parametric test (t (314) = -1.644; p = 0.101). 

However, the non-parametric MWW test indicated that withdrawn new economy IPOs 

intended to raise significantly more new capital as proportion of offer size (z = -2.555; p = 

0.011).230

 

6.2.1.5 IPO Quality Certification 

Because ninety-eight new economy IPOs in this sample (30.53 percent) were not underwritten 

it is important to examine any effect of quality certification by underwriting (insuring) the 

initial public offer. Withdrawn offers were significantly less likely to be underwritten than 

successfully listed IPOs (χ2 (1, N = 320)  = 24.801; p < 0.001). However, withdrawn offers 

were not significantly less likely to be backed by venture capital (either through investment of 

funds or expertise) than successfully listed IPOs (χ2 (1, N = 315)  = 1.580; p = 0.209). 

Moreover, successfully listed IPOs associated with venture capitalists do not provide higher 

listing day returns than non-VC backed IPOs (t (276) = -0.229; p = 0.819), confirmed by the 

                                                 
230 The difference in results between the parametric and the non-parametric tests was due to the negatively 
skewed distribution of the new capital variable. That is, while most new economy companies intend to use a 
large proportion of the offer as new capital, some companies repay debt or sell existing (secondary) shares, 
resulting in low new capital investments.  
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non-parametric MWW test (z = -0.216; p = 0.829).231 This is consistent with da Silva Rosa, 

Velayuthen and Walter (2003) who found no significant difference in underpricing of VC 

backed and non-VC backed industrial IPOs in Australia. 

 

6.2.1.6 Offer Size and Company Market Value 

Consistent with the Busaba et al. (2001) findings for withdrawn IPOs in the USA, withdrawn 

new economy IPOs in Australia did not have a significantly smaller expected market 

capitalisation than completed offers.232 On the contrary, withdrawn IPOs had somewhat larger 

expected average market value of $86.11 million, compared to $72.83 million for successful 

IPOs. 

 

However, the difference in company’ value at offer price between withdrawn and successful 

offers is not significant (t (318) = -0.413; p =0.680). Moreover, withdrawn and successful 

IPOs were equally likely to allow oversubscriptions of shares. 

 

6.2.1.7 Market Sentiment 

Several new economy IPO companies stated that the overall market conditions at the time of 

the expected listing on the ASX were the primary reason for offer withdrawals. Therefore, it 

is expected that the market returns prior to the expected listing date of a new economy IPO 

are likely to impact the demand for IPO shares, and in turn the incidence of offer withdrawal 

and the initial returns for successful offers.  

                                                 
231 Sixty-four new economy IPOs associated with venture capital provided 45.25 (20.00) percent average 
(median) initial returns to subscribing investors. In comparison, 214 new economy IPOs that were not associated 
with venture capital had average (median) returns of 39.88 (12.28) percent. 
232 The expected market capitalisation was measured as the public offer price per share multiplied by the total 
number of shares after the IPO, adjusted for the inflation. 
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Market sentiment is proxied using the All Ordinaries Accumulated Share Price Index233 

average daily return in the period of up to 100 trading days before actual or expected listing 

date.234 The average All Ordinaries Index return before the successful new economy IPO 

listing date was significantly higher than before withdrawn IPO expected listing date (see 

Table 6.3 and Figure 6.1). 

 

Figure 6.1 Average All Ordinaries Index return before the expected listing date of completed and 
withdrawn IPOs between January 1994 and June 2004 
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Busaba et al. (2001) and Gong and Shekhar (2001) used the 30-day window to assess the 

market conditions. In addition to the 30 trading days, this chapter uses a 50-day window, 

which is approximately the average number of days between the prospectus lodgement and 

listing day (i.e. the average time needed to complete the new economy IPO). Finally, the 75 

and 100 trading day windows average market returns were calculated to verify that the 

relationships observed held in longer term. Market index returns were significantly higher 

                                                 
233 The Australian Stock Exchange All Ordinaries Accumulated Index is a value weighted index of the 500 
largest ASX listed companies, representing 97.70 percent of the Australian share market, in April 2000. 
Retrieved 5 July 2004, from the World Wide Web http://www.asx.com.au/shareholder/l3/aa090300_as3.htm 
234 Thus, the expected listing dates of withdrawn IPOs are of interest, rather than the offer withdrawal dates. 
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prior to the listing date of successful IPOs using 30, 50, 75 and 100 trading day windows, 

which was confirmed using both the parametric and the non-parametric tests (see Table 6.3). 

However, the opposite is true after the expected listing date. The All Ordinaries index returns 

were significantly higher after the withdrawn IPO expected listing date, compared to 

completed offers, for up to 100 trading days (see Table 6.3 and Figure 6.2). 

 

Figure 6.2 All Ordinaries Index returns after the expected listing date of new economy IPOs 
between January 1994 and June 2004 
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However the difference is only significant at the 0.10 level using a 100-day window. Thus, a 

reversion of market returns occurred approximately at the time of withdrawn new economy 

IPO expected listing date on the ASX. The above results indicate that the aggregate market 

sentiment, approximated by a broad based market index average return, should be included in 

the model assessing the probability of the new economy IPO withdrawal. 

 

An additional indicator that withdrawn IPOs may not have all been inferior quality offers was 

the fact that five companies (13.51 percent of withdrawn offers) subsequently listed 
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successfully on the ASX during the sample period, while three withdrawn IPOs completed 

private placements of equity.235 Thus, 21.62 percent of withdrawn new economy IPOs 

subsequently raised equity capital, either through public offers or private placements. Four 

Australian new economy companies listed directly on the ASX. In addition, Lasseters 

Holdings Limited achieved a ‘backdoor’ listing as it was acquired by the GoCorp Limited in 

February 2001. The merged entity changed its name to Lasseters Corporation Limited to 

exploit the exclusive online gambling licence for Australia held by Lasseters.236

 

6.2.2 Summary 

In the above section, based on the initial descriptive analysis of the relationships between 

explanatory variables and the incidence of offer withdrawal, directional hypotheses were 

developed regarding the effects of individual explanatory variables on the expected 

probability of offer withdrawal. These directional hypotheses are listed in Table 6.4. 

 

Table 6.4 Explanatory variables and their expected impact on offer withdrawal probability and on 
initial returns to subscribing investors 

Variable Directional Hypothesis 
Expected offer withdrawal (W_PROB) Negative correlation with first trading day IPO returns  
Market sentiment before the IPO listing date 
(PRE_30) 

Reduced effect on IPO withdrawal probability 

Company age (LN_AGE) Negative effect on withdrawal probability 
Semi-new economy IPO (SEMI_NEW) Increased probability of withdrawal compared with other 

new economy IPOs 
Offer not underwritten (NOT_UW) Increased probability of offer withdrawal for non-

underwritten IPOs 
Positive forecast earnings per share (EPS) Reduced offer withdrawal probability for IPOs that 

forecast positive earnings 
Hot issue period (01/01/1999 – 31/03/2000) 
(HOT_ISSUE) 

Reduced withdrawal probability for offers that attempt to 
list between January 1999 and March 2000 

Proportion of new capital from offer proceeds 
(NEW_CAP) 

Positive effect on the withdrawal probability 

Internet related IPO (INTERNET) Increased probability of IPO withdrawal 

                                                 
235 Guo (1998) reported that 19 out of 111 withdrawn IPOs in the USA (or 17.12 percent) successfully listed 
later. 
236 Lasseters.com is Australia’s and world first fully regulated and licensed online casino (by the Northern 
Territory of Australia). Retrieved 29 April 2004, from the World Wide Web: http://www.lasseters.com.au/securi 
ty/glicence.asp 
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6.3 New Economy IPO Market Conditions 

Ibbotson et al. (1988) provided a concise outline about the behaviour of IPO volume due to 

changing market conditions. IPO markets are cyclical and follow aggregate market 

conditions, producing hot and cold issue periods. The hot issue periods are characterised by 

substantial IPO listing day share returns (see, for example, Ibbotson and Jaffe, 1975; 

Loughran and Ritter, 2004; Ritter, 1984; Schultz and Zaman, 2001). Moreover, Ibbotson et al. 

(1988) showed, using monthly US data between 1960 and 1987, that the average initial 

returns lead IPO volume by around 6 to 12 months. Conversely, the cold issue periods are 

characterised by low initial returns and a reduced volume of private firms attempting to gain 

public listing.237  

  

IPO market conditions for new economy companies in Australia between January 1994 and 

June 2004 changed dramatically, initially starting with normal IPO conditions, shifting to a 

hot issue period and then gradually changing to cold issue market conditions after April 2000 

to the end of the sample period. Hence an examination of withdrawn new economy IPOs by 

offer year indicated that the IPO withdrawal frequency varies over the sample period (see 

Table 6.5 and Figure 6.3). 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
237 A parallel could be drawn between bull versus bear share markets and hot versus cold IPO markets where the 
aggregate market conditions have a lagged effect on the IPO market conditions (see Ibbotson et al., 1988). 
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Table 6.5 Distribution of completed and withdrawn new economy 
IPOs that applied for official quotation on the ASX between 1994 
and 2004 

Completed IPOs Withdrawn IPOs Offer 
yeara

N Percent N Percent 
1994 14 4.93 2 5.41 
1995 4 1.41 1 2.70 
1996 11 3.87 0 0.00 
1997 18 6.34 1 2.70 
1998 17 5.99 3 8.11 
1999 74 26.06 1 2.70 
2000 98 34.51 20 54.05 
2001 20 7.04 9 24.32 
2002 7 2.46 0 0.00 
2003 11 3.87 0 0.00 
2004* 10 3.52 0 0.00 
Total 284 100.00 37 100.00 

Note N is the number of companies; Percent is the number of 
companies in particular year as a proportion of the completed or 
withdrawn offers; a offer year based on the actual (expected) ASX 
listing date for completed (withdrawn) IPOs; * first six months. 

 

Additionally, Table 6.5 and Figure 6.3 indicate a pronounced cycle in total IPO volume in the 

new economy sector. 

 

Figure 6.3 Distribution of completed and withdrawn new economy IPOs by offer year between 
January 1994 and June 2004 (IPO volume) 
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Thus, based on the actual and expected listing date for completed and withdrawn IPOs, it is 

evident that a greater number of new economy IPOs were withdrawn during the unfavourable 

market conditions which occurred during 2000, compared with the more favourable 

conditions in 1999. 

 

Moreover, there were several distinct phases during the sample period under study as 

indicated in Table 6.6. The first period from January 1994 to December 1998 was 

characterised by a relatively small number of new economy offers, resulting in 71 IPOs (or 

22.12 percent of the total sample), of which seven (or 9.86 percent) were withdrawn. This 

period also marks the early stages of the new economy sector development in Australia. 

  

Table 6.6 New economy IPO market conditions 
 Initial Returns IPO Volume 

New economy period Average Median Completed Withdrawn 
Early development  (January 1994 – December 1998) 33.31 12.66 64 7 
Hot issue market     (January 1999 – March 2000) 81.40 46.25 91 1 
Post crash                (April – December 2000) 20.49 5.50 81 20 
Cold issue market   (January 2001 – June 2004) 8.43 5.13 48 9 
Total 46.86 13.77 284 37 

Note Initial returns are total (share and option) raw (unadjusted) returns to subscribing investors 
calculated as the closing share price (and share option value, if applicable) at the end of the first trading day 
less the subscription price, divided by subscription price. 

 

The second period started around January 1999 and was characterised by an increased number 

of new economy firms going public and high first trading day IPO returns. This period ended 

abruptly on 30 March 2000. The Australian Financial Review and other media reported large 

share price corrections for the ASX listed Internet companies between 30 March and 17 April 

2000 (Carvalho et al., 2002, p. 9). Table 6.7 shows that all new economy sectors suffered 

large losses in early April 2000. However, largest losses were recorded in new economy 
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sectors that include Internet related companies, such as software and services, technology 

hardware and equipment, media and telecommunications companies. 

 

Table 6.7 New economy industry, small stocks and market index 
returns in Australia associated with the stock price corrections around 
April 2000  

S&P/ASX index 30 March – 17 April 2000 
returns 

Healthcare equipment and services -12.76 
Pharmaceuticals and biotechnology -10.56 
Software and services -45.03 
Technology hardware and equipment -35.18 
Media -23.82 
Telecommunications -17.89 
Small Ordinaries -15.53 
All Ordinaries -8.43 

Note New economy industry indexes are S&P/ASX 300 indexes 
corresponding to GICS industry groups; From April 2000 S&P/ASX 
indexes were scaled to the level of previously used ASX industry indexes 
to enable calculation of holding period yields; All indexes are 
accumulated indexes that assume reinvestments of dividends; Returns 
represent holding period yields calculated as ending index value less 
beginning index value divided by the beginning index value. 

 

Thus, January 1999 to March 2000 was a typical hot issue market with 92 new economy IPOs 

(or 28.66 percent of total sample) attempting to list on the ASX during that period, of which 

only one was withdrawn.238 Thus, new economy IPOs were significantly less likely to be 

withdrawn during the hot issue period (χ2 (1, N = 319) = 12.933; p < 0.001), as indicated in 

Table 6.2. 

 

After the hot issue period a short period from April to December 2000 followed that was 

characterised by a relatively large number of new economy offers. A substantial number of 

private new economy companies attempted to gain public listing on the stock exchange before 

the end of the hot issue market; encouraged by the high initial returns for new economy IPOs 

and by the increased investor demand for new economy stocks. This resulted in 101 entities 
                                                 
238 OzEcom Limited withdrew its prospectus in late 1999 and indicated that a new prospectus will be issued in 
March 2000. However, the OzEcom Limited had not made a renewed attempt to become a publicly listed 
company on the ASX by June 2004. 
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attempting to list on the ASX between April and December 2000, representing 31.46 percent 

of the total sample. Of these, twenty offers (or 19.80 percent) were subsequently withdrawn. 

Thus, the hot issue market prompted an increased number of private new economy companies 

to go public, but the subsequent revaluation of the new economy sector by investors resulted 

in a larger IPO withdrawal rate and decreased initial returns for completed IPOs. Table 6.6 

indicates the total raw initial returns for successful new economy IPOs between April and 

December 2000 were 20.49 (5.50) percent on average (median), providing further evidence 

about the reversion of investor sentiment about the new economy sector from April 2000. 

 

During the year 2001, 29 new economy IPOs lodged a prospectus with ASIC of which 9 (or 

31.03 percent) were withdrawn. Finally, although only 28 new economy companies listed on 

the Australian Stock Exchange between January 2002 and June 2004, no new economy offers 

were withdrawn during that period (see Table 6.5). Thus, at the times when markets were 

relatively less receptive of new equity issues, it is likely that only better quality new economy 

companies attempted to list on the ASX and were 100 percent successful in gaining official 

quotation. 

 

In summary, publicly available information, extracted from IPO prospectuses, were found to 

have the ability to distinguish between the successful and withdrawn IPOs. Therefore, a test 

will be performed in the following section to examine whether this publicly available 

information can be used by investors to derive the expected probability of offer withdrawal. In 

turn, it is important to establish whether the expected probability of IPO withdrawal has 

economic importance in valuing new economy equity offers in the immediate aftermarket. 
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6.4 The Probit Model 

In this section a probit regression model is used to estimate the probability of offer 

withdrawal. The univariate descriptive analysis above provides a basis for the model. Two US 

studies, Busaba et al. (2001) and Dunbar (1998) also use probit models in their analyses of the 

option to withdraw the IPO and the effect of IPO withdrawal probability on the offer type 

choice (best efforts or firm commitment offer). In the probit analysis, independent variables 

(continuous or coded as binary variables) were used to explain the dichotomous (0,1) 

outcome, that is, whether the offer was successfully completed or withdrawn. 

 

Bivariate correlations between independent variables were first examined. This analysis 

resulted in the exclusion of the binary variable denoting the use of offer proceeds for 

operating activities, because it was significantly correlated with the other independent 

variables in the model. Therefore, following the procedure used by Busaba et al. (2001) a 

more parsimonious probit regression model was derived that did not suffer from 

multicollinearity.239 Eight independent variables were included in the probit regression model 

as indicated below: 

 

Prob(y=1) = Φ(α0 + α1 INTERNET + α2 EPS + α3 LN_AGE + α4 NOT_UW + 

α5 NEW_CAP + α6 SEMI_NEW + α7 HOT_ISSUE + α8  PRE_30) 

 

                                                 
239 Correlations between the explanatory variables were acceptable as measured by the tolerance level. Tolerance 
is a statistical measure of the overlap between independent variables. A tolerance level close to zero indicates 
that two independent variables might be explaining the same variation in the dependent variable, whilst a 
tolerance value of one indicates no overlap between independent variables. The lowest tolerance statistic 
between explanatory variables was 0.78 confirming that the probit regression model does not suffer from 
multicollinearity. 
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The expected coefficient’ direction of the continuous variables are as listed in Table 6.4. 

Company age at expected listing date was represented by the LN_AGE variable.240 Also, in 

the probit model NOT_UW is a dichotomous variable being unity if the offer was not 

underwritten and zero otherwise. The effect of the NOT_UW variable on the withdrawal 

probability is expected to be positive. 

 

The results of the probit analysis are reported in Table 6.8. The full probit regression model 

indicates that publicly available information about the new economy IPOs can explain a 

significant proportion of the expected withdrawal probability as indicated by the Pearson chi-

square statistic for the goodness of fit (χ2 (8, N = 305) = 408.15; p < 0.001).241 In order to test 

robustness, the analysis was repeated using the logit model and this provided similar results 

(χ2 (8, N = 305) = 399.75; p < 0.001). 

 

The above relationships were confirmed using the reduced probit and logit models which only 

included significant variables.242 The reduced model was constructed by excluding the 

insignificant variables from the full probit model until only significant variables remained.243 

Comparison of model fit and variance explained between the full and reduced models shows 

that there is no substantial difference between the two models. Moreover, the use of the 

estimated probabilities from the full or the reduced probit model did not change the results or 

                                                 
240 Because of the positively skewed distribution of company age the natural logarithm transformation of the age 
variable was made. After transformation, the age variable scores had a bell shaped distribution. The 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for the normality of distributions also confirmed that the transformed age variable 
does not have a significantly non-normal distribution of scores (z = 1.137; p = 0.150). 
241 Missing new capital values of four companies (and incorrect prospectus information about forecasted 
earnings for Marshall Edwards Inc.) resulted in a reduced sample size in the full probit model compared to the 
reduced variable probit model, where the new capital and forecasted earnings variables were not used. 
242 In this study, logit regression coefficients and measures of goodness of fit are very similar to probit results. 
This is consistent with Maddala (2001), who gave a comparison of logit and probit results in examples on pp. 
324-5 and pp. 329-33 and confirmed that logit and probit models should provide similar results. 
243 Using a similar procedure, Busaba et al. (2001) reduced their full probit model from seventeen variables to a 
more parsimonious model of only seven significant variables. 
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conclusions for the analyses of initial returns that follow. Thus, for new economy companies 

only four significant variables in the reduced model made a statistical contribution to the 

explanation of predicted withdrawal probability.244

 

Table 6.8 Probit analysis of successfully completed and withdrawn new economy IPOs between January 1994 
and June 2004 

 Full model  Reduced model 
Independent 
variable 

Probit 
coefficient z-Statistic 

Predicted 
probability  

Probit 
coefficient z-Statistic 

Predicted 
probability 

Intercept -2.053**** -3.85 1.932 -2.193**** -8.84 1.414
INTERNET 1.091**** 4.31 14.956 1.084**** 4.39 13.371
EPS -0.099 -0.37 1.531  
LN_AGE -0.034 -0.34 1.809  
NOT_UW 0.799*** 3.24 9.501 0.845**** 3.74 8.880
NEW_CAP -0.074 -0.13 1.731  
SEMI_NEW 0.409 1.62 4.686 0.421* 1.74 3.816
HOT_ISSUE -1.323*** -3.11 0.037 -1.331*** -3.15 0.021
PRE_30 -0.352 -0.00 1.931  
   
N      305  314 
Model χ2  408.15**** 404.73****
Percent correct 
predictions 

      91.08  90.60 

Likelihood-ratio 
index 

 30.69**** 29.44****

Notes N denotes the number of observations; Model χ2 is probit regression model Pearson goodness-of-fit chi 
square; Likelihood-ratio index was calculated as 1-(log likelihood of the estimated model log likelihood of a 
model which includes intercept only); INTERNET variable assigns unity for new economy IPOs that were 
Internet related; EPS is a dichotomous variable with unity representing positive earnings per share forecast in 
the offer prospectus; LN_AGE denotes a natural logarithm of the number of days between the incorporation and 
ASX actual or expected listing dates, converted in 365 day years; NOT_UW variable takes a value of one for 
IPOs that were not underwritten; NEW_CAP is the new capital raised in the offer, expressed as a proportion of 
offer value; SEMI_NEW variable takes a value of one if the sample IPO was not classified in GICS new 
economy sectors; HOT_ISSUE were IPOs which attempted to list on the ASX between January 1999 and 
March 2000; PRE_30 are daily All Ordinaries Accumulated Index returns in the specified window before the 
actual listing date (or expected listing date for withdrawn IPOs); Predicted probability is an estimate of the 
marginal effect of individual variables on expected percent withdrawal probability holding other explanatory 
variables constant; *, **, *** significant at alpha 0.10, 0.05, respectively 0.01 level. 

÷

 

Liao (1994) indicated that logit and probit regressions should provide similar results if there is 

no large proportion of extreme scores in the tails of the distributions in very large samples, in 

which case the logit model should be used.245 However, because the logit model uses the log 

                                                 
244 Analysis based on Wald χ2 statistics and likelihood ratio tests for individual explanatory variables yielded 
qualitatively similar results as the standardised probit regression coefficients, except that the semi-new economy 
variable was significant at alpha 0.05 level. 
245 Logit regression coefficients and measures of goodness of fit are very similar to the probit results in Table 
6.8. Results not reported. 
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of odds while the probit regression assumes a normal distribution of probabilities the probit 

model was assumed as more appropriate for the analysis of offer withdrawal probability. 

 

Table 6.8 incorporates additional measures of model fit. The full (reduced) probit model 

indicated that 91.08 (90.60) percent of new economy IPOs were correctly classified as 

withdrawn or successfully completed. Dunbar (1998) indicated that probit models of offer 

success for firm commitment (best efforts) IPOs correctly classified 74.80 (72.70) percent of 

withdrawn and successful offers in his sample. 

 

Additionally, the probabilities of the type I and type II error were assessed.246 The null 

hypothesis is that the new economy IPO would list successfully, while the alternative 

hypothesis is accepted if the offer was withdrawn. Therefore, making a type II error and 

predicting that company will successfully list while in reality the offer was withdrawn would 

tie-up the investors funds until refunded, incurring the opportunity cost of capital. The 

explanatory variables in the full and reduced models indicated that the probability of type II 

error was 7.17 respectively 7.79 percent. Moreover, the probability of type I error, predicting 

that the offer will be withdrawn, while in reality it listed successfully, was only 1.56 percent 

for both the full and reduced models. Thus, making a type I error and not subscribing for a 

new economy IPO that subsequently lists successfully on the ASX could result in investors 

not participating in any initial returns (which are on average 46.86 percent in this sample). 

 

Finally, the likelihood-ratio indexes were 30.69 and 29.44 percent for the full, respectively 

reduced probit models. Dunbar (1998) and Busaba et al. (2001) reported likelihood-ratio 

index of 15.00 and 18.10 percent in their respective models of offer withdrawal probability in 
                                                 
246 Type I error is made when a true null hypothesis is rejected, while type II error occurs when the null 
hypothesis is accepted when in reality the alternative hypothesis was true. 
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the USA. The McFadden’s quasi R-square likelihood-ratio index was calculated as one minus 

the log likelihood of the estimated model divided by the log likelihood of a model that 

includes intercept only.  

 

In summary, based on several measures of model fit, it is concluded that investors were able 

to use publicly available information about the new economy IPOs to predict the incidence of 

offer withdrawal with a high degree of confidence. 

 

6.4.1 Predicted Probability of Withdrawal 

Busaba et al. (2001) interpret the marginal effects of significant variables in their probit 

regression model based on partial derivatives, with their reduced model including both 

continuous and dichotomous variables. However, the reduced probit model in this study 

includes only dichotomous variables. Liao (1994) presents a proof that interpreting the partial 

derivatives of dummy variables in logit and probit models leads to overestimation of the 

marginal effects, due to the sensitivity of the measurement of the independent variable. The 

partial derivative calculation of the expected change in the event probability assumes that the 

unit change in the independent variable is so small that it approaches zero. However, the 

values of the dichotomous independent variable can only be zero or one, implying a unit 

change of 100 percent, leading to an overestimation of the effect.247 Thus, a better alternative 

suggested by Liao (1994) is to interpret the marginal effects of the dichotomous variables 

based on the predicted probabilities of an event given the set of values in the explanatory 

variables. 

 
                                                 
247 The same concern applies to continuous explanatory variables. The partial derivatives would more closely 
approximate the true marginal effects for continuous independent variables with more sensitive measurements 
(smaller the units of change in the explanatory variable). 
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The last column in Table 6.8 provides the marginal effects of the variables in the reduced 

model on the expected probability of IPO withdrawal. The probability of offer withdrawal 

was 1.41 percent for the intercept only model, where the company was not Internet related, 

not a semi-new economy company, did not list during the hot issue period, and the offer was 

underwritten. For Internet related new economy companies (holding other variables constant) 

the predicted probability of offer withdrawal was 13.37 percent, or 11.96 percent higher than 

if the new economy offer was not Internet related. Moreover, semi-new economy IPOs (offers 

not classified in the new economy GICS industry groups) had an expected withdrawal 

probability of 3.82 percent, or 2.40 percent higher than in the intercept only model. However, 

the withdrawal probability for IPOs listed during the hot issue period (between January 1999 

and March 2000) was 0.02 percent, or 1.39 percent lower than if the IPO was made outside 

the hot issue period. Finally, new economy IPOs that were not underwritten had the expected 

withdrawal probability of 8.88 percent, or 7.47 percent higher than underwritten IPOs 

(holding other variables constant). 

 

In summary, Internet and underwriter variables’ individual effects on the offer withdrawal 

probability were greatest in magnitude. Thus, underwritten offers made during the hot issue 

period, which were not Internet related and were classified in the GICS new economy 

industries had the lowest expected probabilities of offer withdrawal.  

 

6.4.2 Probability of Offer Withdrawal for Completed IPOs 

The distribution of IPO withdrawal probability for successfully completed IPOs was 

characterised with positive skewness and kurtosis, and therefore was transformed using the 

natural logarithm of actual scores. The distribution of transformed values approached the 
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normal distribution as indicated by the histogram and the normal probability plot of scores. In 

addition, other variables with positively skewed distributions of scores, for example, initial 

IPO returns, company age, standard deviation of the first 20-day returns (ex ante uncertainty) 

and the number of days between prospectus lodgement and the listing date (delay) were also 

transformed using the natural logarithm transformation. Finally, the distribution of offer 

prices had a severe positive skewness and was transformed using the reciprocal of offer 

prices. Tabachnick and Fidell (2001) recommend reciprocal transformation when the 

distribution of scores has severe positive skew. Moreover, existing IPO studies which use the 

offer price as an explanatory variable transformed the offer price using the reciprocal 

transformation (see for example How and Yeo, 2000; Willenborg and McKeown, 2000). 

 

6.5 Results 

The following section presents the results of simple and multiple regression models for initial 

returns of successfully completed new economy IPOs. Initial returns to subscribing investors 

are further analysed during the specific sample subperiods, representing different new 

economy IPO market conditions. 

 

6.5.1 Completed IPO Initial Returns 

Between January 1994 and June 2004 there were 284 completed new economy IPOs which 

had substantial listing day returns of 40.86 (13.77) percent on average (median). Reported 

averages are the unadjusted (raw) equal weighted share and option (for package IPOs) initial 

returns to subscribing investors with share only returns being 36.65 (10.00) percent on 
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average (median).248 Including the market values of options in package IPOs reflects a more 

realistic picture of total initial returns to subscribing investors.249 Similar quantitative results 

were obtained when initial returns were adjusted for the composite index (All Ordinaries or 

Small Ordinaries Index) and industry index returns. The following section examines the 

influence of the expected probability of offer withdrawal, calculated in the probit regression 

model, on first trading day returns of new economy IPOs that listed successfully on the ASX. 

 

6.5.2 Univariate Relationships 

The expected withdrawal probability is significantly negatively correlated with initial IPO 

returns, confirming the findings of Busaba et al. (2001) for US industrial IPOs. For example, 

there is a significant negative Pearson bivariate correlation between the expected withdrawal 

probability and total raw (unadjusted) initial equal weighted returns (r (284) = -0.322; p < 

0.001). Thus, for every ten percent increase in the expected probability of IPO withdrawal, 

there was a subsequent 3.22 percent reduction in initial returns. Moreover, the results are 

robust to the definition of initial returns used.250

 

The univariate regression models indicated that, based on the adjusted R2, offer withdrawal 

probability can explain between 5.08 and 10.03 percent of the variability in the initial IPO 

returns, depending on the definition of initial returns, with a higher proportion of initial 

                                                 
248 Share and share’ option IPOs are sometimes referred to as WARRANT, UNIT or PACKAGE offers. Because 
warrants have a different meaning in Australia than in the USA the term PACKAGE offer is used. 
249 The procedure for calculation of total stock and option initial returns for package IPOs was illustrated in 
Chapter Five and follows the method outlined by How (2000). Option values at first trading day close were 
supplied by the Securities Industry Research Centre of Asia-Pacific (SIRCA) on behalf of the Australian Stock 
Exchange. 
250 To assess the robustness of the correlations, initial returns were measured as share only, or share and option 
initial returns where applicable (for package IPOs). In addition, initial returns were specified as raw (unadjusted) 
returns, composite index (All Ordinaries or Small Ordinaries index) or industry (GICS industry group) index 
adjusted equal or value weighted returns. Regardless of the definition of initial returns, the probability of IPO 
withdrawal was significantly negatively correlated with initial returns at alpha 0.001 significance level. 
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returns explained using equal weighted returns. For example, in a simple regression model, 

the withdrawal probability explained 9.87 percent of the variability in the composite index 

adjusted initial equal weighted returns (F (1,282) = 32.005; p < 0.001).251

 

6.5.3 Multiple Regression Models of Initial Returns 

This section uses the offer withdrawal probability together with other explanatory variables to 

assess their joint contribution to the explanation of variance in IPO initial returns. Moreover, 

the economic value of the expected withdrawal probability variable in the explanation of 

listing day returns of new economy IPOs can be assessed when other explanatory variables 

are controlled for. 

 

Before undertaking multiple regressions, collinearity between independent variables was 

examined using the tolerance statistic for each independent variable. It was found that the 

inclusion of all explanatory variables resulted in significant multicollinearity. This is 

especially pronounced for periods with relatively few exchange listings, such as the new 

economy development period (n=64) and the cold issue period (n=28). Tolerance levels 

below 0.10 indicate significant multicollinearity, so redundant independent variables were 

excluded until parsimonious models were constructed.  Hence, results reported in Table 6.9 

include regression models where the tolerance levels for individual variables were constrained 

to be above 0.50 (variance inflation factor less than 2). After controlling for multicollinearity 

                                                 
251 Histograms and normal probability plots of the residuals, as well as standardised residual plots indicated that 
variables were appropriately specified for the use in a linear regression model. In addition, residuals were not 
characterised by any patterns and there was no heteroskedasticity present. 
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between the independent variables, the remaining assumptions of linear regression were 

evaluated for regression models in Table 6.9.252

 

Table 6.9 Multiple regression analyses of the initial returns of new economy initial public offers listed on the 
Australian Stock Exchange between January 1994 and June 2004 

 Full sample period 
(01/1994 –06/2004) 

Development period 
(01/1994 – 12/1998)

Hot issue period 
(01/1999 – 03/2000)

Post crash period 
(04/2000 – 12/2001) 

Cold issue period 
(01/2002-06/2004)

Independent 
variable 

Regression I Regression II Regression III Regression IV Regression V 

Intercept 0.604 
(2.131)** 

2.144 
(4.900)*** 

0.100 
(0.132) 

0.504 
(1.996)* 

2.581 
(2.572)** 

PRE_30 41.452 
(3.536)*** 

56.620 
(2.621)** 

35.592 
(1.621) 

39.563 
(1.816)* 

 

1/PRICE 0.092 
(3.980)*** 

0.469 
(2.542)** 

0.182 
(4.754)*** 

0.057 
(2.830)** 

 

O_SUBSCRIPT -0.153 
(-3.079)*** 

-0.123 
(-2.192)** 

-0.230 
(-2.199)** 

-0.053 
(-1.084) 

-0.163 
(-3.323)** 

W_PROB -0.041 
(-3.126)*** 

0.027 
(1.230) 

-0.005 
(-0.234) 

-0.051 
(-2.923)** 

0.045 
(1.370) 

LIST_TIME -0.001 
(-0.032) 

-0.027 
(-1.098) 

0.038 
(0.998) 

 -0.114 
(-1.374) 

FEE -3.448 
(-1.572) 

 
 

-9.583 
(-2.829)*** 

3.813 
(1.645) 

-4.972 
(-2.031)* 

RET_OWN 0.210 
(2.044)** 

0.169 
(2.022)* 

0.200 
(0.902) 

0.199 
(1.400) 

-0.378 
(-2.833)** 

DELAY -0.096 
(-1.487) 

-0.314 
(-3.788)*** 

0.023 
(0.139) 

-0.158 
(-2.572)** 

 

SIGMA 1.329 
(5.199)*** 

-0.061 
(-0.212) 

1.371 
(4.635)*** 

1.694 
(6.047)*** 

 

EPS 0.088 
(2.468)** 

 
 

0.069 
(0.976) 

0.117 
(2.519)** 

 

PACKAGE 0.064 
(1.447) 

 0.112 
(1.036) 

  

Model F 16.762*** 5.348*** 6.477*** 10.903*** 4.112* 
Adjusted R2 50.64 49.14 48.10 56.36 58.59

Notes Cell values represent unstandardised regression coefficients for individual variables, with corresponding t-statistics 
in parenthesis; Dependent variable in all models is the natural logarithm of raw (unadjusted) share and option (for package 
IPOs, if applicable) initial returns to subscribing investors, measured as the first day closing price less the offer subscription 
price, divided by the subscription price; Regression model I has White (1980) heteroskedasticity consistent t-values, while 
the remaining models exhibit no heteroskedasticity in regression residuals; PRE_30 is the average All Ordinaries Index 
return during the 30 trading days before the IPO listing day; 1/PRICE is the reciprocal of the inflation-adjusted IPO 
subscription price; O_SUBSCRIPT is a binary variable being unity if oversubscriptions of shares are allowed in the IPO; 
W_PROB is the natural logarithm of the expected offer withdrawal probability; LIST_TIME is the local exact time of 
official quotation start on the first trading day; FEE represents the underwriting fee as a percent of offer value; RET_OWN is 
the percent retained shares as a proportion of total shares after the IPO; DELAY is the natural logarithm of the number of 
days between prospectus lodgement and IPO listing day; SIGMA is the natural logarithm of the average standard deviation 
of share returns in the first 20 trading days after the IPO listing date; EPS is a dichotomous variable being unity if positive 
earnings are forecast in the offer prospectus, and zero otherwise; PACKAGE is a dichotomous variable where unity indicates 
that both shares and share options were offered as a package in the IPO; *, **, *** significant at alpha 0.10, 0.05, 
respectively 0.01 level. 
                                                 
252 Regression models in Table 6.9 were examined for outliers using histograms, normal probability plots and 
residual plots. Additionally, outliers were examined using the Mahalanobis Distance and Cook’s D statistics. 
Mahalanobis Distance identifies unusual values on the combination of independent variables, while Cook’s D 
identifies influential scores on both the dependent and independent variables. However, all indicators suggest 
that there are no unusual outliers (or clusters of scores) influencing the results. As a robustness test, the company 
with the highest Mahalanobis Distance or Cook’s D score was removed from the sample and the regression 
analysis repeated. This resulted in no substantial change in regression coefficients or the adjusted R2. Finally, the 
regression error terms were randomly distributed and there was no heteroskedasticity present (except the 
regression model I which has White (1980) heteroskedasticity consistent regression coefficients and t-statistics). 
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Regression model I examines the first trading day IPO returns of successfully listed offers 

during the whole sample period. Based on new economy periods in Table 6.6, regression 

model II examines the initial returns of IPOs that listed during the early development stages of 

the new economy sector, regression model III is used to explain the variability in initial 

returns during the hot issue period, regression model IV examines listing day returns during 

the post crash period, and regression model V examines initial returns during the cold issue 

period. 

 

Regression model I indicates that on aggregate, publicly available information about the new 

economy IPOs explains 50.64 percent of variance in initial returns. The expected offer 

withdrawal probability (W_PROB) is significant and negatively correlated with IPO first day 

returns, indicating that new economy IPOs with a higher expected probability of offer 

withdrawal provide lower initial returns, confirming the results of Busaba et al. (2001). 

 

IPOs with lower offer price (higher reciprocal) provide significantly higher initial returns. 

Thus, results provide support for the small offer price effect in new economy IPOs during the 

whole sample period and within different phases of the new economy market cycle. The 

results are consistent with Tinic (1988) and Willenborg and McKeown (2000) for US IPOs 

who also found that offer price reciprocals (1/PRICE) were significantly positively correlated 

with IPO listing day returns. 

 

Further, new economy IPOs which forecast positive earnings per share (EPS) for the post-

offer year had significantly higher initial returns during the whole sample period. 

Additionally, firm quality is proxied by a higher percentage of retained ownership, as 
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predicted by the signalling models of Leland and Pyle (1977), and Grinblatt and Hwang 

(1989).253 Retained ownership (RET_OWN) is significantly positively correlated with initial 

returns in regression model I and II, indicating that the higher the proportion of retained 

shares, the more positive are initial returns.254 Therefore, results for new economy IPOs in 

Australia provide support for the signalling hypothesis and support the findings of previous 

research for industrial IPOs in Australia (see How and Low, 1993; Lee et al., 1996). 

 

Gong and Shekhar (2001) tested the effect of market sentiment on underpricing of Australian 

privatisation IPOs, but they found a significant negative relationship between All Ordinaries 

Index returns and privatisation IPO initial returns.255 In contrast, the average market index 

returns during the 30 trading day period before the official quotation start were significantly 

positively correlated with new economy IPO listing day returns. Thus, when the aggregate 

market sentiment is positive, new economy IPO listing day returns were also higher. 

 

Delay to listing for completed IPOs (approximated by the number of days between the 

prospectus lodgement and listing date) is significant and negatively correlated with initial 

returns in regression models II and IV. Therefore, the greater the number of days needed to 

complete the offer, which proxies for the institutional demand for company shares, the lower 

are the initial returns for new economy IPOs. The results are consistent with previous research 

on industrial IPOs (Lee et al., 1996) and mining IPOs (How, 2000) in Australia.  

 

                                                 
253 The retained ownership variable was substituted with DILUTION variable, which is the number of new 
(primary) shares sold as a proportion of total pre-IPO existing shares. DILUTION variable does not change the 
results or conclusions substantially. 
254 Results for the cold issue period indicate that retained ownership is significantly negatively correlated with 
initial returns. However, results for the cold issue period should be viewed with caution due to the small sample 
size (n=28). 
255 Gong and Shekhar’s (2001) results are hampered by their small sample of privatisation IPOs in Australia 
(n=11). 
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The oversubscriptions variable (O_SUBSCRIPT) is significantly negatively correlated with 

initial returns in all regression models (except regression model IV), indicating that new 

economy IPOs that have the oversubscription provision incorporated in the offer prospectus 

have lower initial returns. It is possible that the oversubscriptions serve as a mechanism to 

alleviate some of the excess demand for the offer, producing more moderate initial returns to 

subscribing investors at the end of the first trading day. This is supported by the insignificant 

relationship between the oversubscriptions variable and initial returns during the post crash 

period when the supply of new economy IPO shares exceeded the demand by investors. 

 

Based on squared part correlations (R2 change) the expected withdrawal probability 

(W_PROB), the offer price reciprocal and the ex ante uncertainty (SIGMA) variables make 

the largest contributions to the explanation of variance in initial returns within regression 

model I. Furthermore, squared part correlations in regression model I indicated that the unique 

contribution of withdrawal probability variable to the explanation of variance in initial returns 

is 4.93 percent, while it is 8.64 percent for the offer price reciprocal, and 17.22 percent for the 

ex ante uncertainty (SIGMA) variable. Thus, even after controlling for ten other factors 

representing publicly available information, the expected withdrawal probability has 

significantly contributed to the explanation of variance in initial returns, accounting for 

around 4.93 percent. 

 

Replacing the dependent variable with composite index (All Ordinaries or Small Ordinaries 

Index) or GICS industry group index adjusted initial returns effectively provides identical 

results in respect to the variance in initial returns explained (adjusted R2) and individual 

regression coefficients. Therefore, regression model I provides support that between January 
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1994 and June 2004 investors relied substantially on publicly available information when 

valuing new economy IPOs on the first trading day. 

 

6.5.3.1 IPO Market Conditions 

Regression models II, III, IV and V in Table 6.9 were created in order to assess the ability of 

publicly available information about new economy IPOs to explain the variance of initial 

returns in changed market conditions. Consistent with model I, regression models II, III, IV 

and V are constructed to avoid multicollinearity between explanatory variables, by 

constraining the models to include only independent variables with a tolerance level above 

0.50.  Results are discussed below. 

 

6.5.3.1.1 New Economy Early Development Stage 

Regression model II includes companies that listed during the early development stages of the 

new economy sector in Australia between January 1994 and December 1998. Only 64 new 

economy companies (22.54 percent of completed IPOs) listed on the ASX during this period. 

In this period fewer independent variables (PRE_30, 1/PRICE, O_SUBSCRIPT, RET_OWN, 

DELAY) significantly contributed to the explanation of variance in initial returns, although 

together they explained around 49.14 percent of variance in the dependent variable. In 

particular, the withdrawal probability variable (WITH_PROB) although significant in the full 

period model was not significant in the initial development period. 
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6.5.3.1.2 Hot Issue Period 

Offers listed during the hot issue period, between January 1999 and March 2000, provide 

significantly higher average (median) initial raw returns of 81.40 (46.25) percent compared 

with an average (median) return of 21.74 (8.00) percent by IPOs listed in other periods (t 

(128.66) = -5.417; p < 0.001).256 MWW tests confirm that, regardless of the definition of 

initial return, IPOs listed during the hot issue period are significantly more underpriced (z = -

5.665; p < 0.001). 

 

Regression model III in Table 6.9 shows that around 48.10 percent of the variability in initial 

returns is explained during the hot issue period. Cooper et al. (2001) argued that during the 

hot issue period before April 2000, share prices of Internet related companies were driven by 

irrational investor behaviour. However, model III provides support that, at least for ASX 

listed new economy IPOs, investors relied on publicly available information to a considerable 

extent when pricing new economy IPO shares on the first trading day. Nevertheless, 

regression model III also reveals a reduction in the number of significant explanatory 

variables compared with regression model I for the full sample period. Thus, whilst investors 

relied on public information to price new economy stocks during the hot issue period, that 

reliance was reduced. 

  

In particular, offers allowing oversubscriptions of shares had significantly lower initial 

returns, confirming the results for the whole sample period. However, the forecast earnings 

variable did not significantly contribute to the initial market valuation of new economy IPOs, 

                                                 
256 Because the Levene’s test for homogeneity of variance assumption was rejected for most definitions of initial 
returns, the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon (MWW) non-parametric test was conducted to verify the results from t-
tests. 
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providing some support that, during the hot issue period, investors became more optimistic 

about the prospects of new economy IPOs. 

 

The underwriting fee variable (FEE) was used in this study as a proxy for underwriter 

reputation, where higher fee represents more reputable underwriters who provide greater 

service to IPO companies. Whilst Ramsay and Sidhu (1995) found no effect of underwriting 

fee on the initial returns of Australian industrial and mining IPOs, new economy IPOs, which 

paid higher underwriting fees, returned significantly lower initial returns during the hot issue 

period. Thus, more reputable underwriters (higher fees) were associated with new economy 

IPOs that provided moderate positive initial returns to subscribing investors.257 As for the 

whole sample period, the offer price reciprocal and ex ante uncertainty (SIGMA) variables 

have significantly positive relationships with initial returns. 

 

Finally, the average withdrawal probability for completed IPOs during the hot issue period 

was 1.33 percent, compared to 11.62 percent during the sample period between January 1994 

and June 2004 (excluding the hot issue period). Accordingly, in the regression model III, 

predicted withdrawal probability was not an important factor for investors when valuing new 

economy IPOs during the hot issue period. 

 

6.5.3.1.3 Post Crash Period 

In contrast to the hot issue period, the post crash IPO period is characterised by a relatively 

large number of entities attempting to become publicly listed, an increased frequency of offer 

                                                 
257 It is plausible to expect that lower reputation underwriters were associated with riskier new economy IPOs. 
Consequently, high initial returns during the hot issue period may have resulted from the need to authenticate 
young and small entities in industries that are difficult to price, because of the high level of intangible assets in 
the balance sheet. 
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withdrawal, relatively low listing day returns, and an increased proportion of successful offers 

with negative initial returns.258 Regression model IV in Table 6.9 indicates that publicly 

available information about new economy IPOs explains about 56.36 percent of variance in 

IPO initial returns between April 2000 and December 2001. Compared to the hot issue period, 

regression model IV accounted for a larger proportion of variability in initial returns and six 

independent variables (compared to four variables during the hot issue period) made a 

significant contribution to the explanation of the variance in initial returns.  Therefore, a 

logical interpretation is that in the post crash period since April 2000 investors relied more 

heavily on a wider set of publicly available information when valuing new economy IPOs.  

Furthermore, this is the only period where withdrawal probability has a significant role in 

explaining listing day returns and it appears that the overall results in regression I are driven 

by the post crash period.   

 

In addition to the already discussed relationships between explanatory variables and initial 

returns for the whole sample period, regression model IV indicates that the delay to listing is 

significantly negatively correlated with initial returns. Thus, shorter the time to listing, higher 

are the initial returns. Moreover, forecast earnings per share variable is significant and 

positively correlated with initial returns during the post crash period, whilst this indicator is 

insignificant in the hot issue market conditions. Thus, investors factored in a premium for the 

new economy firms that were expected to remain profitable in the year after the IPO. 

Subsequent comparison of average returns indicated that IPOs listed in the post crash period, 

which forecast positive earnings in the IPO prospectus for the year following their IPO, had 

initial returns of 31.85 percent on average, compared with 8.29 percent on average for IPOs 

that forecast negative earnings. Conversely, during the hot issue period between January 1999 
                                                 
258 Only 72.28 percent of post crash period IPOs had positive initial returns, compared with 76.41 percent of 
offers during the whole sample period, and 87.91 percent of IPOs during the hot issue market. 
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and March 2000, new economy IPOs which forecast positive earnings for the post-offer year 

had initial returns of 87.01 percent, while IPOs with negative forecast earnings provided 

rather substantial 76.6 percent listing day returns. High listing day returns of IPOs with 

negative earnings were also found by Loughran and Ritter (2004), who documented that US 

IPOs which listed during 1999 and 2000 and had negative average earnings in the year before 

listing also produced the highest average initial stock returns since 1980.  

  

As mentioned above, the expected offer withdrawal probability is significant and negatively 

correlated with initial returns during the post crash period. In particular, the expected 

withdrawal probability explains around 5.38 percent of variability in listing day returns when 

controlling for other publicly available information in regression model IV. 

 

6.5.3.1.4 Cold Issue Period 

New economy IPOs listed during the cold issue period have significantly lower initial returns 

at 11.01 percent on average, compared to 44.12 percent on average during other periods (t 

(52.60) = 3.325; p = 0.002) (z = -1.870; p = 0.061). However, while regression model V 

indicates a relatively large proportion of variance in the dependent variable is explained by 

publicly available information (adjusted R2=58.59 percent), caution is advised in interpreting 

the results for individual variables due to the small sample size (n=28). Several variables had 

to be excluded to achieve satisfactory tolerance levels between the independent variables as in 

other regression models. Moreover, the cold issue period appears to be an extreme example of 

a separating equilibrium of Allen and Faulhaber (1989), because no new economy offers were 
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withdrawn during the cold issue period.259 It also confirms the postulation of Ibbotson et al. 

(1988) that only better quality IPOs list during cold issue periods. Thus, a self-selection 

occurred, where only better quality new economy IPOs attempted to list on the ASX during 

this period.260 Subsequently, the offer withdrawal probability did not significantly contribute 

to the explanation of initial returns. 

 

In summary, regardless of the market conditions for new equity offers, publicly available 

information about new economy IPOs explained a substantial proportion of the variance in 

initial returns. Of particular note is that the relative importance of various explanatory 

variables changes with market conditions. However, the overall importance of the information 

contained in offer documents and aggregate market returns (market sentiment) before IPO 

listing remains at a relatively high level within all stages of the new economy IPO market 

cycle. 

 

6.5.4 Further Analysis 

As indicated above, the offer withdrawal probability variable can explain a substantial 

proportion of the variance in initial returns of new economy IPOs. Additionally, relationships 

between the IPO withdrawal probability and other explanatory variables may provide 

additional insights into the characteristics of successfully completed new economy IPOs. 

 
                                                 
259 Allen and Faulhaber (1989) stated that in a separating equilibrium, good quality firms will signal their 
superior quality by lowering the subscription price (larger underpricing). However, this mechanism is too costly 
for low-quality firms, which are unable to recoup the initial underpricing costs in latter equity offers and 
therefore refrain from underpricing. 
260 Note that this does not necessarily mean better quality new economy IPOs list during the cold issue period 
compared to other periods, but within the cold issue period. Nevertheless, cold issue IPOs have significantly 
lower ex ante uncertainty (measured as the standard deviation of returns in the first twenty trading days) than 
offers listed during other periods (t (158.79) = 6.069; p < 0.001) (z = -3.208; p = 0.001). Moreover, IPO volume 
is significantly lower during the cold issue period compared to the rest of the sample period (t (179.33) = 13.174; 
p < 0.001) (z = -4.373; p < 0.001). 
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The Australian Stock Exchange determines the date of admission to the official list and the 

time of quotation start for companies seeking listing on the ASX. Therefore, analysis of 

variance was performed to uncover whether the Stock Exchange influenced the probability of 

offer withdrawal for new economy IPO based on the day of the week and the local time of 

official quotation start. The analysis of variance indicated that there was no significant 

difference in the expected probability of offer withdrawal (F (4,283) = 0.318; p = 0.866) or 

initial returns (F (4,283) = 0.392; p = 0.814) based on the day of the week company was 

listed. Moreover, the expected probability of offer withdrawal (F (13,240) = 1.059; p = 0.396) 

or IPO initial returns (F (13,240) = 0.431; p = 0.958) were not significantly different based on 

the local time of the official quotation start.261 Finally, there was no effect of the location of 

company’s head office (ASX home exchange) on the probability of offer withdrawal (F 

(4,283) = 1.743; p = 0.141) or on the first trading day returns (F (4,283) = 0.784; p = 0.536). 

Thus, the Australian Stock Exchange did not disadvantage new economy companies by listing 

them at a particular time or day of the week, nor did the location of the company’s head office 

contribute to a significantly different probability of offer withdrawal or listing day returns.262

 

In addition to assisting private companies to gain listing on the Stock Exchange, underwriters 

provide insurance to issuing companies by absorbing any unsold shares if necessary. In order 

to avoid absorbing overvalued shares, underwriters could have reduced the probability of 

negative initial returns by deliberately underpricing new economy IPOs, resulting in increased 

demand for the offer and the ex ante uncertainty about the offer value on the upside. Results 

in this chapter provide support for this claim because underwritten IPOs were characterised by 

significantly higher ex ante uncertainty and higher initial returns. These highly underpriced 

                                                 
261 The results were robust to whether the local time, or the Australian Eastern Standard Time (AEST), was used. 
262 Tables A4.1 to A4.3 in Appendix 4 contain information on listing day returns of successfully listed new 
economy companies stratified by the home exchange, listing day, and the time of official quotation start. 
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IPOs attracted institutional investors, evidenced by the significant negative correlation 

between the proxy for institutional demand (DELAY variable, representing time required to 

complete the offer) and ex ante uncertainty (r (273) = -0.372; p < 0.001). Thus, higher the ex 

ante uncertainty about the IPO value, higher is the initial return (underpricing), larger is the 

institutional demand (shorter the delay to listing), and lower is the offer withdrawal 

probability.263

 

6.6 Conclusions 

There were three main purposes of this chapter. The first purpose was to investigate why 

some new economy companies withdraw their IPO. The second was to evaluate whether the 

offer withdrawal probability, derived from public information available before the start of the 

official quotation, can explain listing day returns of successful IPOs. The third objective was 

to assess to what extent investors relied on publicly available information in the valuation of 

new economy IPOs on listing day, during the whole sample period and within sub-periods 

representing changed market conditions. 

 

The analysis of the incidence of offer withdrawal indicated that new economy offer 

withdrawals are cyclical in nature and are influenced by IPO market conditions.264 Moreover, 

results indicate that offer withdrawal probability has an economic value, as it substantially 

contributes to the explanation of initial returns of successfully completed IPOs, where higher 

withdrawal probability reduces the first trading day returns. However, when the sample period 

is stratified based on market conditions, the probability of offer withdrawal variable is only 

                                                 
263 All bivariate relationships between these variables are significant at the 0.01 level, except the institutional 
demand and offer withdrawal probability, which is significant at the 0.1 level. 
264 Thus, the total new economy IPO volume (successful and withdrawn offers) is cyclical in nature and is 
influenced by the aggregate market conditions (see Figure 6.3). 
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significant during the post crash period. This may be due to several reasons. The sample size 

is relatively small in the new economy development period, resulting in reduced statistical 

power of the regression model. Further, the hot issue period was characterised by investor 

overoptimism and reduced reliance on publicly available information, when almost all 

attempted new economy IPOs were successfully completed. Finally, during the cold issue 

period only a small number of better quality firms attempted to gain public listing, resulting in 

no offer withdrawals.  

 

The results of this chapter indicate that investors in Australia relay on company and market 

fundamentals when valuing new economy IPO shares in the initial aftermarket. Moreover, 

publicly available information about the new economy IPOs can explain a substantial 

proportion of the variance in initial returns at different stages of the IPO market cycle. 

Consistent with the evidence in the USA (Cooper et al., 2001), the results point to an 

increased optimism by new economy investors during the hot issue period between January 

1999 and March 2000, because investors placed lesser emphasis on publicly available 

information (such as forecast earnings) than in the post crash period. 
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CHAPTER 7 

New Economy Seasoned Equity Offers265

 

 

 

 

7.0 Introduction 

This chapter provides an analysis of seasoned equity offers (SEOs) by new economy 

companies that listed on the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) between January 1994 and 

June 2004. Additionally, the impact of variables constructed from publicly available 

information266 on announcement day and long-term returns after the announcements of 

private placements and rights offers by new economy companies is examined. Finally, the 

ability of public information to explain offer price discounts and pre-announcement excess 

returns are also presented. 

 

7.1 The Characteristics of Seasoned Equity Offers 

Seasoned equity offers are common share issues of new economy companies in the form of 

private placements and rights issues.267 The minimum seasoned equity offer in this study 

(placement or rights offer) must be at least $0.5 million, while the placement can be divided 

                                                 
265 Chapter Seven was presented as the paper titled ‘New economy seasoned equity offers in Australia’ at the 18th 
Annual Australasian Finance and Banking Conference in Sydney, in December 2005. The author of this thesis is 
the principal author of the conference paper. 
266 Variables constructed from public information about new economy companies and related hypotheses are 
outlined in Section 4.2.3, while Section 3.12 presented the rationale for the use of specific variables and select 
evidence from previous research. 
267 Single offer events (rights offers or private placements) are only included in this study in order to isolate the 
effect of the announcement of private placement or rights offer on the share price. Public share offers, sales of 
convertible notes and other hybrid instruments, as well as stock option only issues to employees, are not included 
in this study. Moreover, seasoned equity offers coinciding with bonus issues, preference share’ and other hybrid 
security’ offers, and debt issues are excluded from the sample. 
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to no more than 20 investors (according to ASX rules).268 The ASX listing rules state that the 

discount from the current market price should not be excessive, with discounts of up to ten 

percent being most frequent in the past (Ross et al., 2004, p. 568; Viney, 2002). 

 

During the period between January 1994 and June 2004, 284 new economy IPOs listed on the 

ASX. While 284 new economy companies listed on the ASX during the sample period, an 

additional 21 ASX-listed companies also changed their business activities substantially during 

the sample period, and were transferred by the ASX into new economy industries. Moreover, 

these restructured new economy companies were identified to have substantial business 

activities in the new economy sector from various sources, such as ASX announcements, 

individual company websites and the FinAnalysis database. Therefore, these additional 

companies were included in the new economy SEO sample. There are 670 private placements 

of equity and 93 rights issues before July 2004 that satisfy the above sample conditions. 

However, several companies were suspended around the announcement time, resulting in no 

immediate price reaction to the announcement. Thus, only 646 private placements and 90 

rights offers were used in the analysis of announcement time returns (see Table 7.1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
268 ASX listing rule 7.1 restricts private placements not requiring the approval of the ordinary shareholders to 
have an effective maximum of 15 percent of the number of fully paid ordinary securities on issue 12 months 
before the date of issue or agreement. Retrieved 3 June 2005, from the World Wide Web: 
http://www.asx.com.au/supervision/rules/listing/chapters.htm However, private placements in Australia are 
usually issued at less than ten percent of fully paid ordinary securities (Hunt and Terry, 2002, p. 208). 
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Table 7.1 New economy seasoned equity offer announcement year 
IPOs Private Placements Rights Offers Offer 

yeara N % N % N    % 
1994 14 4.93 0 0.00 1 1.11 
1995 4 1.41 3 0.46 0 0.00 
1996 11 3.87 7 0.00 0 0.00 
1997 18 6.34 4 0.62 2 2.22 
1998 17 5.99 13 2.01 4 4.44 
1999 74 26.06 72 11.15 5 5.56 
2000 98 34.51 173 26.78 11 12.22 
2001 20 7.04 119 18.42 24 26.67 
2002 7 2.46 81 12.54 17 18.89 
2003 11 3.87 120 18.58 18 20.00 
2004* 10 3.52 54 8.36 8 8.89 
Total 284 100.00 646 100.00 90 100.00 
Notes N is the number of equity offers in each category; % is the number of offers 
in particular year as a proportion of total offers in each group; a Offer announcement 
year; * first six months. 

 

Around 71.83 percent of new economy IPOs that listed on the ASX between January 1994 

and June 2004 had at least one SEO in the form of a private placement or a right issue before 

the end of the sample period. Within the SEO subsample, about 53.25 percent of companies 

that announced a seasoned offer before July 2004 had their first SEO within one year after the 

IPO. New economy companies in Australia have their first SEO 1.87 (1.37) years after the 

IPO on average (median). This is similar when compared with US industrial firms, which 

waited an average (median) 1.43 (1.29) years to reissue equity (see Jegadeesh et al., 1993, p. 

161).269 Krigman et al. (2001) found that of 2,049 IPOs in the USA between 1993 and 1995, 

around 28 percent of issuing firms make the first SEO within three years after the IPO. 

 

Table 7.1 indicates new economy SEOs were relatively infrequent until 1999 for placements 

and 2000 for rights offers. The increase in the number of listed new economy companies since 

1994 influenced the frequency of new economy SEOs. Moreover, clustering of IPOs in the 

hot issue period until April 2000 is reflected in the increased SEO frequency since 1999. 

 

                                                 
269 Jegadeesh et al. (1993) sample consists of 411 SEOs in the period 1980 to 1989. 
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7.1.1 Offer Characteristics 

Existing research on private placements and rights offers indicate there are substantial 

differences in share price reactions to announcements of private placements and rights offers 

of equity (Kato and Schallheim, 1993; Kothare, 1997; Tan et al., 2002; Wruck, 1989). 

Because new economy rights offers and equity placements are expected to have different 

characteristics, the analysis and results are presented separately for these two offer types. This 

separation will provide a more comprehensive insight into new economy seasoned equity 

offers, and will also enable comparisons to be drawn with existing research. 

 

7.1.2 New Economy Industry 

The frequency of new economy seasoned equity offers varies substantially between industries 

(see Table 7.2). New economy SEOs are most frequently announced by companies in the 

software and services industry group (33.13 percent of private placements and 26.67 percent 

of rights offers). The second largest group are the semi-new economy SEOs, which are 

companies classified in ‘conventional’ industries, but have substantial business activities in 

the new economy sector.270 Moreover, around 49.38 percent of placements and 42.22 percent 

of rights issues are made by the Internet related companies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
270 For example, e-commerce, Internet service provision and infrastructure, high-technology research and 
development. 
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Table 7.2 New economy SEOs stratified by industry groups  
Private Placements Rights Offers New economy industry  

(GICS industry group) N Percent N Percent 
Software and services 214 33.13 24 26.67 
Semi-new economy 140 21.67 23 25.56 
Pharmaceuticals and biotechnology 89 13.78 9 10.00 
Telecommunications 65 10.06 9 10.00 
Technology hardware and equipment 64 9.91 7 7.78 
Media 39 6.04 12 13.33 
Healthcare equipment and services 35 5.42 6 6.67 
Total 646 100.00 90 100.00 

Notes GICS is the Global Industry Classification Standard. ASX listed new economy 
companies are classified into industry groups based on the Global Industry Classification 
Standard; Semi-new economy group represents entities with some business activities in the 
new economy sector, but not classified by the ASX in the GICS new economy industries; N 
is the number of companies; Percent is the number of companies in a particular industry 
group as a proportion of total placements or rights offers. 

 

The analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test are used to 

assess whether there is an industry classification effect on announcement day returns of new 

economy seasoned equity offers. Furthermore, Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference Test 

(HSD) post-hoc test is used to identify any new economy industry that exhibits significantly 

different returns. The results indicate that announcement day returns for rights offers are 

significantly lower for firms in the technology hardware and equipment industry compared to 

all other new economy industries; whilst no industry effect is evident on the announcement 

day returns of private placements.271 For example, the analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the 

non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test results for equal weighted industry index adjusted 

announcement day returns for rights offers (F(6,83) = 2.845; p = 0.014) (χ2 (6, N = 90) = 

11.148; p = 0.084) and private placements (F(6,640) = 0.858; p = 0.526) (χ2 (6, N = 646) = 

4.314; p = 0.634).272

                                                 
271 The homogeneity of variance assumption has not been violated in the analysis of variance tests. Therefore, 
Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference post-hoc test was used. 
272 The analysis of long-term returns after the new economy SEO announcements also indicated significant 
industry effects for rights offers. Similar to announcement day returns above, technology hardware and 
equipment rights offers have significantly lower two year returns than rights offers in other industries (except 
media and pharmaceuticals and biotechnology offers), while media industry rights offers have significantly 
lower three year returns than the remaining industries. For example, equal weighted industry index adjusted two-
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7.1.3 Internet Related New Economy Equity Offers 

Private placements and rights issues were classified based on whether the issuing company 

has Internet related business activities. Almost half of all new economy SEOs are conducted 

by Internet Related New Economy (IRNE) companies, which have lower average 

announcement day returns than other new economy companies. In particular, announcement 

day returns for private placements by Internet related companies are 0.41 percent on average, 

compared with 0.73 percent for other new economy companies (see Table 7.3). 

 

Table 7.3 Dichotomous variables effects on new economy SEO announcement day average returns  
Private Placements Rights Offers 

Yes No Yes No 
                              Variable 
effect 
Variable name N Return N Return N Return N Return 
Internet related business activities 319 0.41 327 0.73 38 -2.43 52 0.42 
Internet related company name 155 -0.34 491 0.86 15 -5.18 75 0.09 
Proceeds for working capital 363 0.44 281 0.76 78 -0.54 12 -2.38 
Proceeds for investments 339 0.64 305 0.52 40 0.75 50 -2.02 
Proceeds for debt repayment 37 -0.64 607 0.66 23 -0.29 67 -0.96 
Proceeds for acquisitions 229 -0.18 415 1.00 17 2.24 73 -1.49 
Development period 27 -1.46 619 0.66 7 8.79 83 -1.59 
Hot issue period 118 2.22 528 0.21 6 13.37 84 -1.80 
Post crash period 246 0.24 400 0.78 34 -3.91 56 1.11 
Cold issue period 255 0.35 391 0.72 43 -1.85 47 0.19 
Commitments Test Entity 355 0.58 291 0.56 65 -1.36 25 0.72 
Package offer 70 1.09 576 0.51 31 -0.27 59 1.06 
Offer type (renounceable or not) n/a n/a n/a n/a 29 -0.68 61 -0.84 
Total SEOs 646 90 

Notes Return is the average unadjusted (raw) announcement day percent return calculated as the 
announcement day closing price less offer price, divided by the offer price; n/a not applicable. 
 

Although IRNE private placements have lower announcement day returns on average 

compared to equity placements of other new economy companies the difference is not 

                                                                                                                                                         
year returns (F(6,52) = 4.302; p = 0.001) (χ2 (6, N = 59) = 25.078; p < 0.001). However, results for private 
placements’ long-term returns are sensitive to the benchmark index used and did not provide consistent results. 
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significant at conventional levels, as indicated by the t-test and the non-parametric Mann-

Whitney-Wilcoxon (MWW) test (see Table 7.4).  

 

Table 7.4 Explanatory variable relationships with SEO announcement day excess returns 
Explanatory variable Variable effect 

(t-test / MWW) 
t-test Mann-Whitney-

Wilcoxon test (MWW) 
Internet related business 
    Private placements 
    Rights offers 

 
N/A / N/A 
N/A / N/A 

 
(t(644) = 0.510; p = 0.611) 
(t(88) = 0.987; p = 0.326) 

 
(z = -0.671; p = 0.502) 
(z = -0.742; p = 0.458) 

Internet related company name 
    Private placements 
    Rights offers 

 
Negative / N/A 
N/A / Negative 

 
(t(644) = 1.710; p = 0.088) 
(t(88) = 1.459; p = 0.148) 

 
(z = -1.601; p = 0.109) 
(z = -1.976; p = 0.048) 

Package SEO 
    Private placements 
    Rights offers 

 
N/A / N/A 
N/A / N/A 

 
(t(644) = -0.582; p = 0.561) 
(t(88) = -0.259; p = 0.796) 

 
(z = -0.609; p = 0.542) 
(z = -1.041; p = 0.298) 

Rights offer type N/A / N/A (t(88) = -0.106; p = 0.916) (z = -0.950; p = 0.342) 
Commitments Test Entities 
    Private placements 
    Rights offers 

 
N/A / N/A 
N/A / N/A 

 
(t(644) = -0.031; p = 0.976) 
(t(88) = 0.652; p = 0.516) 

 
(z = -0.441; p = 0.659) 
(z = -0.437; p = 0.662) 

Undersubscribed Rights offer N/A / N/A (t(81) = 1.662; p = 0.100) (z = -0.919; p = 0.358) 
Early development period 
    Private placements 
    Rights offers 

 
N/A / N/A 

N/A / Positive 

 
(t(644) = 1.372; p = 0.170) 
(t(6.35) = -1.305; p = 0.237) 

 
(z = -1.370; p = 0.171) 
(z = -1.830; p = 0.067) 

Hot issue period 
    Private placements 
    Rights offers 

 
Positive / N/A 

N/A / N/A 

 
(t(152.90) = -2.193; p = 0.030) 
(t(5.13) = -1.360; p = 0.230) 

 
(z = -1.139; p = 0.255) 
(z = -0.906; p = 0.365) 

Post crash period 
    Private placements 
    Rights offers 

 
N/A / N/A 

Negative / N/A 

 
(t(644) = 0.858; p = 0.391) 
(t(88) = 1.695; p = 0.094) 

 
(z = -0.025; p = 0.980) 
(z = -1.307; p = 0.191) 

Cold issue period 
    Private placements 
    Rights offers 

 
N/A / N/A 
N/A / N/A 

 
(t(644) = 0.561; p = 0.575) 
(t(88) = 0.778; p = 0.439) 

 
(z = -0.315; p = 0.753) 
(z = -0.166; p = 0.868) 

First SEO 
   Private placements 
    Rights offers 

 
N/A / N/A 
N/A / N/A 

 
(t(644) = 0.033; p = 0.973) 
(t(88) = -0.119; p = 0.905) 

 
(z = -0.661; p = 0.508) 
(z = -0.187; p = 0.852) 

Second SEO 
   Private placements 
    Rights offers 

 
N/A / N/A 
N/A / N/A 

 
(t(644) = -0.395; p = 0.693) 
(t(88) = -0.370; p = 0.712) 

 
(z = -0.570; p = 0.569) 
(z = -0.146; p = 0.884) 

Third SEO 
   Private placements 
    Rights offers 

 
Positive / N/A 

N/A / N/A 

 
(t(119.26) = -2.127; p = 0.035) 
(t(88) = -0.742; p = 0.460) 

 
(z = -1.194; p = 0.232) 
(z = -1.410; p = 0.159) 

Fourth SEO 
   Private placements 
    Rights offers 

 
Negative / Negative 

N/A / N/A 

 
(t(531.30) = 2.726; p = 0.007) 

* 

 
(z = -2.130; p = 0.033) 
(z = -0.751; p = 0.453) 

Notes Dependent variable is the announcement day excess return, calculated as the share price return on the 
seasoned offer announcement day adjusted for the composite index (All Ordinaries or Small Ordinaries Index) 
return for the announcement day; Composite index is constructed using the All Ordinaries Accumulated Index 
returns for new economy SEOs that have market capitalisation of at least $100 million one day before the offer 
announcement, otherwise the Small Ordinaries Accumulated Index returns are used; N/A results not significant; 
* t-test could not be performed due to only one fourth rights offer. 
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However, IRNE equity placements significantly underperform compared to other new 

economy equity placements in the first four years after the offer announcement. For example, 

two-year equal weighted raw returns, as indicated by the t-test and the non-parametric MWW 

test (t(334) = 2.499; p = 0.013) (z = -5.518; p < 0.001). Thus, IRNE shares on average provide 

significantly lower returns in all first four years after the equity placements, using either equal 

or value weighted returns.273

 

Similar to equity placements, Internet related companies conducting rights issues have lower 

announcement day returns on average compared to other new economy companies (see Table 

7.3). However, the difference is not significant at conventional levels, as indicated by the t-

test and the non-parametric MWW test (see Table 7.4). Moreover, no significant differences 

in long-term returns after the announcement of rights offers exist between Internet related and 

remaining new economy companies, confirmed by both the t-test and the non-parametric 

MWW test. For example, two-year equal weighted raw returns (t(57) = -0.530; p = 0.598) (z = 

-0.149; p = 0.882). 

 

7.1.3.1 Internet Related Company Name 

Cooper et al. (2001) documented high announcement period abnormal returns related to 

Internet associated corporate name change.274 Based on Cooper et al. (2001), new economy 

sample companies with Internet related names are identified to test whether their share returns 

differ from the remaining new economy companies. Only 16.67 percent of rights offers and 

23.99 percent of placements are made by new economy companies with Internet related 

                                                 
273 However, industry index adjusted long-term returns are not significantly different between the Internet related 
and the remaining new economy offers. 
274 Five day CARs around the announcement (-2 to +2 days) are significantly positive and amount to an average 
of 53 percent. Moreover, even the firms with little or no Internet involvement achieve significant positive 
abnormal returns by deciding to have the corporate name changed to include the words Internet, .com or .net. 
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names. However, these companies have lower SEO announcement day returns on average 

compared to other new economy companies, as indicated in Table 7.3. 

 

The difference in announcement day returns is significant for both rights issues and private 

placements. However, for rights issues only the non-parametric MWW test (using equal 

weighted returns) indicates significant difference in announcement day returns at 

conventional levels, while for placements only the t-test indicates significant difference 

between announcement day returns (see Table 7.4). 

 

New economy companies with Internet related names conducting rights offers do not have 

significantly different long-term returns than the remaining rights offers up to five years after 

the announcement, regardless of the definition of long-term returns. However, long-term 

returns of private placements by companies with Internet related names are significantly 

lower in the first year after the announcement (non-parametric MWW test only). For example, 

first-year composite index (All Ordinaries or Small Ordinaries Index) adjusted returns (t(528) 

= -1.386; p = 0.168) (z = -1.701; p = 0.089). 

 

7.1.4 Announcement Publication Time 

Several new economy companies did not have announcement day price reactions (no intraday 

price changes and the trading volume was zero on the event day). Search of the ASX 

company announcements revealed that twenty-four private placements and three rights offers 

were announced by companies suspended from trading in shares. However, on further 

investigation, several additional offers were identified that did not react to the offer 

announcement although the company was not suspended from trading. For this reason, the 
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exact time of the SEO announcement publication was identified in the ASX company 

announcements. 

 

Trading in shares on the Australian Stock Exchange opens at 10.00 am and closes at 4.00 pm. 

Around 38.39 percent of placements and 45.16 percent of rights issue announcements were 

made after the ASX trading close. Hodgson (1996) identified that ASX-listed companies 

reacted to announcements of price-sensitive information in as little as eleven minutes. 

Therefore, all announcements made after 3.49 pm were considered as announcements 

published the next day, and announcement day returns calculated were those for the next 

trading day.275 Altinkilic and Hansen (2003) use a similar approach, identifying all 

announcements after market close as next day announcements.276 The Connect4 ‘New Issues’ 

database does not identify the first mention of a seasoned offer as the event date of new 

economy seasoned offers in many instances. Together with announcements made after the 

close of trading, this could result in misspecifying almost half of the sample event dates. 

Moreover, because many new economy companies make frequent price-sensitive 

announcements to the market, it was considered that using a wider announcement time 

window for all events as in previous research on seasoned equity offers (see, for example, 

Hertzel and Smith, 1993; Jegadeesh et al., 1993; Tan et al., 2002; Wruck, 1989), would not be 

                                                 
275 Thus, using the eleven minutes cut-off, 39.94 percent of placements and 47.31 percent of rights offers for 
which the announcement day returns were calculated using the next trading day. Treating only the post-close 
offers as next day announcements does not change the results or conclusions in this study due to a small number 
of offers announced between 3.49 and 4.00pm. 
276 Exact announcement times could not be identified for 24 new economy seasoned equity offers (3.15 percent 
of total sample), for which the announcement day returns are used. These offers do not have substantially 
different returns on the next trading day. Thus, exclusion of these events (or the use of next trading day returns) 
would not have a significant effect on results in this study. Altinkilic and Hansen (2003) appears to be the only 
published study that sought to control for announcements made after the market close. However, they did not 
report the percent of unidentifiable announcement times, for which they used the Securities Data Company 
(SDC) announcement date, although they found that the Securities Data Company classified more than 50 
percent of offer dates incorrectly. 
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practical for new economy seasoned offers, as the larger announcement time window could 

include additional price-sensitive announcements unrelated to the equity offer.277

 

The exact announcement publication time variable has no significant effect on announcement 

day returns of new economy SEOs; for example, composite index (All Ordinaries or Small 

Ordinaries Index) adjusted announcement day returns for private placements (r = -0.053; p = 

0.185) and rights offers (r = -0.043; p = 0.684). The results are consistent with the semi-strong 

form market efficiency (Fama, 1970, 1991). Otherwise, astute investors would quickly exploit 

this anomaly by trading in new economy stocks based on the time of the announcement, or 

companies could announce equity offers at specific times in an attempt to influence 

announcement day returns. 

 

To summarise, it is important to identify the exact time of the announcement publication to 

enable examination of the correct event day return. Any study not controlling for the 

announcement timing could be misspecifying a large proportion of the sample event days. 

 

7.1.5 Announcement Window Returns 

Loderer and Zimmermann (1988) found that a significant number of issuers in their sample of 

Swiss companies experience positive announcement month returns.278 Similarly, Salamudin 

et al. (1999) reported that in Malaysia, significant positive cumulative excess returns are 

evident in two months prior to the announcement (15.88 percent), while subsequent returns 

                                                 
277 For example, Loderer and Zimmermann (1988) used the announcement month window, Hertzel and Smith 
(1993) used a four-day window, while Slovin et al. (1994) and Wruck (1989) used a two-day window around the 
SEO announcement day. 
278 Loderer and Zimmermann (1988) find positive average announcement returns of 2 percent in their sample of 
76 rights issues from 1973 to 1983 in Switzerland. However, announcement month abnormal returns are not 
significant. 
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are negative but insignificant.279 Additionally, Tan et al. (2002) found positive price reactions 

to the announcements of rights offers280 as well as prior to the announcements of private 

placements for equity issuers in Singapore between 1987 and 1996. 

 

Consistent with existing research, there is a substantial share price run-up before the 

announcements of private placements, and somewhat smaller (and shorter) run-up for rights 

offers. Figures 7.1 and 7.2 and Table 7.5 indicate that share prices of new economy 

companies have an upward drift on average, starting around 30 trading days before the 

announcements of private placements and around 15 days before the announcements of the 

rights offers. 

 

Figures 7.1 and 7.2 indicate similar share price run-ups to those evidenced by Tan et al. 

(2002) for rights offers and private placements in Singapore. While positive excess returns are 

evident for both private placements and rights offers, only excess returns before the 

announcements of private placements have statistical and economic significance (see also 

Tables A3.2 and A3.3 in Appendix 3). The cumulative excess returns in the 40 days prior to 

announcements {t=-40,-1} amount to 12.66 percent and are significantly positive for private 

placements but not for the rights offers (which are only 2.73 percent). Moreover, the average 

excess returns in the six days before the announcement of private placements and the 

announcement day {t=-6,0} are significantly positive, while there is a negative drift in returns 

starting eight days after the announcement. Conversely, for rights offers, only five days show 

significant returns in the {t=-40,45} announcement window, of which four are negative. 

Moreover, the cumulative excess returns are not significant (see Table A3.3 in Appendix 3). 

                                                 
279 t{0,1} = -0.91 percent; t{2,20} = -1.98 percent. 
280 Tan et al. (2002) showed that rights offers announcement period 3-day positive abnormal returns are on 
average around two percent. 
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Figure 7.1 Announcement period cumulative average excess returns for the sample of new economy 
private placements 
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Notes Excess returns are share returns less the composite index returns; Composite index returns are 
measured as returns on the All Ordinaries Index for private placements with market capitalisation above 
$100 million one trading day before the offer announcement, while the Small Ordinaries Index returns 
are used as benchmark returns for new economy companies with market values below $100 million. 

 

Figure 7.2 Announcement period cumulative average excess returns for the sample of new economy 
rights offers 
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Notes Excess returns are share returns less the composite index returns; Composite index returns are 
measured as returns on the All Ordinaries Index for rights issues with market capitalisation above $100 
million one trading day before the offer announcement, while the Small Ordinaries Index returns are used 
as benchmark returns for new economy companies with market values below $100 million. 
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Myers and Majluf (1984) indicated companies might time seasoned equity sales at periods of 

share price increases. Myers and Majluf (1984) hypothesised that firms conduct equity offers 

when management (based on their inside information) believe that company equity is 

overvalued. While average returns in the period t={-40,-1} for private placements lend 

support to this claim, a more plausible explanation is the existence of information leakage to 

the market and speculative trading. Therefore, this research also examines whether public 

information can explain the observed excess share price run-up before the event date (in 

section 7.5.3). 

 

Table 7.5 New economy SEO announcement time average returns 
Private Placements Rights Offers Announcement 

window Mean Median Mean Median 
t = {-10,10} 6.56 -1.33 1.33 -6.12 
t = {-1,1} 1.24 -0.15 1.85 -0.51 
t = {-40,-1} 13.65 -0.33 -5.99 -10.51 
t = {-30,-1} 11.86 0.93 -3.46 -6.80 
t = {-20,-1} 8.95 0.45 1.48 -1.68 
t = {-10,-1} 4.75 0.19 1.30 -0.86 
t = {0} 0.55 -0.06 -0.85 -0.36 
t = {1,10} 0.97 -2.61 0.36 -3.79 
t = {1,20} -1.91 -5.80 -4.25 -6.51 
t = {1,30} -2.55 -8.65 -5.06 -8.49 
t = {1,40} -4.67 -11.34 -3.85 -7.99 

Notes Announcement window denotes trading days in regard to the event date 
t = {0}; Mean and Median are the announcement window excess percent return, 
calculated as raw return less the composite index return (All Ordinaries or Small 
Ordinaries Index) for the corresponding period; Returns of companies suspended 
from trading prior to the announcement were excluded. 

 

7.1.6 Package Offers 

Schultz (1993) suggested share options included in equity offers are a form of multi-stage 

financing that might reduce agency costs of free cash flows. Around one-third of new 

economy rights offers include ‘free’ options in the package with ordinary shares, while 10.84 

percent of placements are package offers. In their sample of seasoned equity offers in the 

USA, Byoun and Moore (2003) found that share only seasoned offers have significantly lower 
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announcement period returns that package SEOs. However, package placements and rights 

issues do not have significantly different announcement day returns than share only seasoned 

offers as indicated in Table 7.4. 

 

7.1.7 Rights Offer Type 

New economy rights offers are more likely to have non-renounceable rights (67.78 percent). 

Renounceable rights offers have somewhat less negative announcement day returns (see Table 

7.3). However, the difference in returns is not significant (see Table 7.4). The renounceable 

rights offers are made by significantly larger market capitalisation companies (t(40.21) = -

2.153; p = 0.037) (z = -2.065; p = 0.039).281 Conversely, the renounceable rights offers do not 

have significantly different returns than the non-renounceable rights offers within the first five 

years after the event (except the three year returns). For example, first year equal weighted 

composite index (All Ordinaries or Small Ordinaries Index) adjusted returns (t(73) = 0.561; p 

= 0.577) (z = -0.169; p = 0.866). 

 

7.1.8 Commitments Test Entities 

The majority of the new economy seasoned equity offers are conducted by companies 

classified by the Australian Stock Exchange as the Commitments Test Entities.282 These new 

economy companies did not satisfy ASX listing requirements (net tangible assets or profit 

tests) and were initially listed conditional on commitments to spend the offer proceeds. In 

particular, 72.22 percent of rights issues and 54.95 percent of private placements in the new 

                                                 
281 Due to the skewed distribution of company market value, a natural logarithm transformed variable is used. 
282 Commitments Test Entity clause was put into effect as a result of the Commonwealth Law Economic Reform 
Program Act 1999 (Cth). Commencing on 13 March 2000, it introduced changes to the regulation of company 
financing in Australia (see Chapple et al., 2005). 
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economy sample were made by Commitments Test Entities.283 However, Commitments Test 

Entities do not provide significantly different announcement day returns than the remaining 

new economy SEOs, as indicated in Table 7.4. 

 

While the Commitments Test Entities do not provide significantly different SEO 

announcement day returns, they have significantly lower long-term returns in the first five 

years after private placements of equity than other new economy companies. For example, 

first year equal weighted raw returns (t(528) = 1.692; p = 0.091) (z = -2.020; p = 0.043). 

Unlike private placements, rights issues by Commitments Test Entities underperform using 

two-year returns, but recover during the third year after the announcement. For example, two-

year composite index (All Ordinaries or Small Ordinaries Index) adjusted returns (t(21.32) = 

1.907; p = 0.070) (z = -1.860; p = 0.063). 

 

7.1.9 Underwriting Fee 

Only a small minority of the new economy private placements (2.54 percent) are 

underwritten. Underwritten placements have an average fee of 4.16 percent and a 

management (or placement) fee of 3.15 percent on average. Conversely, 82.22 percent of new 

economy rights offers are underwritten, paying an average underwriting fee of 4.24 percent. 

Additionally, Internet related rights offers pay higher underwriting fees, but the difference is 

not significant at conventional levels (t(34.76) = -0.962; p = 0.343) (z = -0.865; p = 0.387), 

consistent with Schultz and Zaman (2001) findings for US Internet IPOs.  

                                                 
283 Identification of Commitments Test Entities was made by examining the ASX company announcements for 
whether the new economy company lodged a Commitments Test Entity report with the Australian Stock 
Exchange during the SEO announcement year (Appendix 4C, ‘quarterly report for entities admitted on the basis 
of commitments’). 
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Moreover, 35 rights offers (or 38.89 percent) were substantially undersubscribed.284 Non-

renounceable rights offers are significantly more likely to be undersubscribed than the 

renounceable rights offers (χ2 (1, N = 86) = 6.236; p = 0.013). The shortfall of shares is by 

rule absorbed by the underwriters or directors and large private investors. Undersubscribed 

rights offers have substantially lower announcement day returns of –4.44 percent on average, 

compared to 0.04 percent for the remaining rights offers. However, the difference is not 

statistically significant at conventional levels using the t-test and the MWW test (see Table 

7.4). 

  

7.2 Issue Periods 

The sample period under study was divided in sub-periods based on the prevailing stock 

market conditions in Australia between 1994 and 2004, as presented in the previous 

chapter.285

 

Effects of issue period variables on SEO announcement day returns were presented in Table 

7.4. It indicates that rights offers have significantly higher announcement day returns during 

the early development period (the non-parametric MWW test only). Moreover, private 

placements have significantly higher announcement day returns during the hot issue period (t-

                                                 
284 The operational definition of undersubscription is a shortfall of at least 25 percent of the offer size. The 
average undersubscription was 55.87 percent of the offer value. 
285 New economy IPO issue volume and initial returns are used as indicators for investor demand for new 
economy stocks. The first distinct period, characterised by the emergence of the new economy sector in 
Australia is identified as the new economy development period, which spans between January 1994 and 
December 1998. This stage is followed by the hot issue period (between January 1999 and March 2000), the post 
crash period (between April 2000 and December 2001), while the final period in this sample is the cold issue 
period (between January 2002 and June 2004). Thus, the sample period between January 1994 and June 2004 
includes the complete equity issue cycle. For an overview of the equity issues cycle see Ibbotson et al. (1988). 
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test only), while rights offers have significantly lower announcement day returns during the 

post crash period (t-test only). 

 

Effects of issue period variables on long-term returns are presented below. 

 

7.2.1 Early Development Period 

Private placements and rights offers announced during the development period also provide 

significantly higher returns in the first four years after the announcement. For example, equal 

weighted composite index adjusted two year returns for rights offers (t(57) = -2.205; p = 

0.032) (z = -2.108; p = 0.035). However, for private placements only the non-parametric 

MWW test provides evidence that development period placements provide significantly 

higher returns, for example, equal weighted composite index adjusted two year returns 

(t(28.14) = -1.411; p = 0.169) (z = -2.049; p = 0.040). 

 

7.2.2 Hot Issue Period 

New economy SEOs announced during the hot issue period provide lower long-term returns, 

consistent with existing evidence for seasoned equity offers where long-term return’ 

underperformance is more pronounced for IPOs listed in specific times and industries (see, for 

example, Bayless and Jay, 2001; Ibbotson and Jaffe, 1975; Loughran et al., 1994; Ritter, 

1984). Thus, the existing research suggests that long-term return underperformance could be 

industry and hot issue market specific. However, while the returns of hot issue new economy 

rights are significantly lower in the second and third year after the announcement, they are 

significantly higher in the fourth year. For example, second year raw equal weighted returns 

(t(57) = 1.753; p = 0.085) (z = -1.706; p = 0.088). Similar to new economy rights offers, 
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private placements announced during the hot issue period have significantly lower second and 

third year returns compared to other placements. For example, second year composite index 

adjusted equal weighted returns (t(281.10) = 3.961; p < 0.001) (z = -4.195; p < 0.001). Thus, 

the above findings for new economy SEOs are consistent with existing evidence in Loughran 

and Ritter (1995), Lee (1997) and Spiess and Affleck-Graves (1995) who provided support 

for the overvaluation hypothesis with evidence that post-SEO underperformance of issuing 

firms is observable for up to five years after the event. 

 

7.2.3 Post Crash Period 

Rights offers announced during the post crash period provide significantly lower two and four 

year returns.286 For example, two-year composite index adjusted equal weighted returns (t(57) 

= 1.851; p = 0.069) (z = -2.947; p = 0.003). Finally, placements announced during the post 

crash period provide significantly lower returns in the first there years after the announcement 

compared to other placements. For example, first year composite index adjusted equal 

weighted returns (t(296.41) = 4.121; p < 0.001) (z = -6.522; p < 0.001). 

 

7.2.4 Cold Issue Period 

The final period in this sample could be classified as the cold issue period for new economy 

IPOs, characterised with low offer volume and low initial returns. However, while the 

announcement time returns for new economy SEOs were relatively low, the offer volume was 

relatively high, in part due to an increased number of listed new economy firms. The higher 

offer volume could also reflect cash flow problems for listed new economy companies in this 

                                                 
286 In addition, the non-parametric MWW test indicates underperformance in the first year after the 
announcement for post-crash offers. 
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period, as the majority of private placements during the cold issue period are undertaken to 

raise further working capital (χ2 = (1, N = 644) 14.288; p < 0.001). Rights offers are however 

not significantly more likely to use the offer proceeds for working capital purposes during the 

cold issue period (χ2 (1, N = 90) = 1.158; p = 0.282). 

 

New economy SEOs announced during the cold issue period provide superior long-term 

returns. The long-term returns for private placements announced during the cold issue period 

are significantly higher compared to other placements in the first and second year after the 

announcement.287 For example, first year raw equal weighted returns (t(528) = -2.328; p = 

0.020) (z = -6.939; p < 0.001). Finally, rights offers announced during the cold issue period 

provide significantly higher returns than other rights offers, but only in the second year after 

the announcement. For example, second year raw equal weighted returns (t(57) = -2.809; p = 

0.007) (z = -2.501; p = 0.012). 

 

7.3 Further Analyses of the Announcement Time and Long-Term Returns 

This section provides further insight into new economy SEO characteristics and the effects of 

public information on the announcement time and long-term returns. Additionally, the 

analysis of pre-announcement share returns and seasoned offer price discounts is presented. 

 

The average announcement day composite index (All Ordinaries or Small Ordinaries Index) 

adjusted return for new economy private placements is 0.55 percent (0.60 industry index 

                                                 
287 Due to the restriction in long-term returns for this last period in the new economy sample, only the first two 
years’ returns are considered. 
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adjusted return).288 This is comparable with Wruck (1989), who reported that announcements 

of private placements of equity in the USA result in an average 1.89 percent increase in the 

share price; and Tan et al. (2002) who reported 0.04 percent average announcement day 

abnormal return for private placements in Singapore.289 Moreover, while the majority of new 

economy ordinary shares are placed at discount, around 28 percent of private placements of 

equity are issued at a premium to the market share value.290 However, new economy share 

placements are significantly more likely to be placed at a premium during the post crash 

period between April 2000 and December 2001 than at other times (t(359.60) = -3.750; p < 

0.001) (z = -5.171; p < 0.001).291 Many new economy stocks trade in the market at relatively 

low share prices during the sample period.292 Thus, substantial premiums and discounts may 

arise due to rounding of the offer price.293 Corwin (2002) confirmed the existence of a 

convention to round the offer price down and a trend of increasing SEO discounts in the USA 

that are more pronounced for lower offer price securities. 

 

In comparison, new economy rights issues are offered at an average (median) discount of 

22.98 (23.08) percent compared to market price one trading day before the announcement 

(t={-1}), with the average (median) theoretical value of the right of 1.76 (0.68) cents per 

share. In contrast to private placements, rights offers made during the post crash period are 

offered at a significantly larger discount than at other times during the sample period (t(89) = 

                                                 
288 Only companies not suspended from trading during the immediate period before the announcement are used 
in this analysis. Inclusion of companies suspended from trading before the announcement substantially inflates 
the average premium and the announcement day returns. 
289 Wruck (1989) reported results for the two-day window {-1,0}, while Tan et al. (2002) returns are for the 
announcement day only. 
290 Offer price compared with market share price one day before the offer announcement. 
291 Seasoned equity offer subscription price is scaled by the market price one trading day before the offer 
announcement day to derive the discount or premium to offer price. 
292 New economy private placements between January 1994 and June 2004 are made at an average (median) 
offer price of $1.09 ($0.42). 
293 For example, a new economy company with a market value of  $0.18 per share could round the offer price to 
$0.20, creating a placement ‘premium’ of 11.11 percent. Reduction of the offer price to $0.15 creates a discount 
of 20 percent. 
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4.133; p < 0.001) (z = -3.336; p = 0.001), thus reflecting increased uncertainty about market 

share values. Larger discounts reduce the probability of undersubscription in new economy 

rights offers, which is not significantly higher than at other periods (χ2 (1, N = 83) = 1.116; p 

= 0.291). 

  

7.3.1 Share Price Elasticity Effects 

Price elasticity is measured using two variables, the average standard deviation of share prices 

and the liquidity of shares during the one hundred day period before the announcement (t={-

100,-1}).294  

 

Liquidity and standard deviation variables have no effect on announcement day returns of 

rights offers. However, right offers with more liquid shares during the one hundred days 

before the announcement have significantly higher fourth year returns (r = 0.539; p = 

0.014).295 Moreover, companies with more volatile share prices in the period before the rights 

issue announcement have significantly lower long-term returns in the second and fourth year 

after the announcement. For example, fourth year raw value weighted returns (r = -0.803; p < 

0.001).296 Similar to new economy rights offers, the average liquidity of shares in the one 

hundred day period before the announcement of private placements has no effect on 

announcement day returns. However, new economy companies with more volatile share 

prices before the announcement of private placements have significantly higher 

                                                 
294 Liquidity (LIQ) is measured as the average daily ratio of shares traded, divided by the total number of 
ordinary shares issued by the company, while the alternative variable is the average standard deviation of share 
prices from t = -100 to t = -1. 
295 Statistic reported is for the equal weighted raw fourth year returns and one hundred day average liquidity. 
Results are robust to whether the 50 or 100 trading day average liquidity is used. In the following text, the results 
report 100-day averages unless stated otherwise. 
296 Similar results are obtained when the average standard deviation or the variance of the 50 or 100 day prices 
are used. 
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announcement day returns.297 For example, equal weighted composite index (All Ordinaries 

or Small Ordinaries Index) adjusted returns (r = 0.108; p = 0.006). Similar to rights offers, 

private placement companies with higher share price volatility during the period before the 

offer announcement have significantly lower post-announcement second year returns (r = -

0.111; p = 0.020). 

  

7.3.2 Pricing Effects 

Loderer and Zimmermann (1988) showed that offer price is positively correlated to 

announcement period returns in Swiss rights issues.298 In this study, the pricing effect is 

examined using the discount (or premium) between offer price and market value of shares one 

day before the announcement. Confirming the expected direction of the variable, new 

economy rights issues with smaller offer price discounts (to market share value) have 

significantly higher announcement day returns; for example, composite index adjusted equal 

weighted returns (r = 0.243; p = 0.021). In comparison, the discount variable has no 

significant effect on announcement day returns of private placements. 

 

Additionally, long-term returns after the announcements of rights issues are significantly 

higher for offers with lower offer price discounts. In particular, lower discount offers have 

significantly higher returns using one, two and four year equal weighted returns; for example, 

composite index adjusted first year returns (r = 0.276; p = 0.018). While the long term returns 

after announcements of private placements are higher for offers that placed shares at a 

                                                 
297 Results are robust to whether the 50 or 100 trading day window is used, and whether the standard deviation or 
the variance of returns is used. 
298 Loderer and Zimmermann used the ratio of the offer price to market price to examine the two-month returns 
ending with the announcement month, and the four month period ending with the ex-rights date. 
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premium (or at a smaller discount), the relationship is significant only using three-year equal 

weighted returns; for example, industry index adjusted returns (r = 0.138; p = 0.013). 

 

Alternatively, the offer price is used to assess its effect on new economy SEO announcement 

day returns. Willenborg and McKeown (2000) tested the small share price effect, and found 

that lower denomination offer prices (high reciprocal) are positively correlated with IPO 

underpricing. Due to a positively skewed distribution of offer prices, the offer price reciprocal 

(adjusted for inflation) is used. Lower offer price placements (higher reciprocal) have 

significantly higher announcement day returns; for example, composite index adjusted equal 

weighted returns (r = 0.070; p = 0.075). However, offer price reciprocal is not significantly 

correlated with announcement day returns of rights offers. 

 

7.3.3 Offer Size 

Seasoned offer size is measured as the offer price multiplied by the number of shares offered, 

as a proportion of the company market value one trading day before the announcement of the 

offer. Consistent with Brown, Gallery and Goei (2006), rights offers in this study are 

substantially larger in size than private placements, as indicated by the t-test and the Mann-

Whitney-Wilcoxon test (t(761) = -3.033; p = 0.003) (z = -9.960; p < 0.001).299

 

Offer size variable has no significant effect on the announcement day returns of new economy 

seasoned equity offers; for example, composite index (All Ordinaries or Small Ordinaries 

Index) adjusted announcement day returns for private placements (r = 0.005; p = 0.903) and 

                                                 
299 Brown et al. (2006) sample of SEOs in Australia consists predominantly of natural resource companies (58.77 
percent), followed by industrial firms (16.13 percent) and technology companies (around 11.95 percent of their 
sample). In his sample of SEOs between 1976 and 1995 in Australia, Lee (2003, p. 108) also found that the 
median size of private placements (as a proportion of issued capital) is substantially smaller than rights offers. 
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rights offers (r = 0.117; p = 0.270). However, larger new economy seasoned equity offers 

have significantly higher long-term returns. In particular, larger private placements, as a 

proportion of the company market value, have significantly higher first year returns, while 

larger rights offers have significantly higher three and four year returns;300 for example, 

composite index adjusted first-year returns for private placements (r = 0.363; p < 0.001) and 

composite index adjusted four-year returns for rights offers (r = 0.511; p = 0.021). 

 

7.3.4 Time Between the Initial and Seasoned Offers301 

Time between the IPO date and the private placement announcement date is negatively 

correlated with announcement day returns, indicating that companies which wait for a shorter 

period to have a private placement are associated with significantly higher announcement day 

returns. However, the results are significant at conventional levels only when value weighted 

returns are used; for example, composite index adjusted value weighted returns (r = -0.171; p 

< 0.001).302 Moreover, the number of days between the IPO and new economy rights offer is 

not significantly related to announcement day returns at conventional levels. For example, 

composite index adjusted equal weighted returns (r = -0.018; p = 0.863). Lee (2003, pp. 149-

51) also found no significant effect of the time to SEO on announcement day returns in his 

sample of seasoned equity offers by Australian companies between 1976 and 1995. 

 

                                                 
300 Only the equal weighted first year returns for private placements and four-year returns for rights issues are 
significantly higher. It would be inappropriate to use the value weighted returns as a dependent variable in this 
analysis because the independent variable includes company’ market value. 
301 Note that the time between the initial and all subsequent seasoned equity offers until the sample period end 
(June 2004) is an explanatory variable in this chapter. Duration between the IPO (made between 1994 and 2002) 
and the first seasoned offer within three years after listing in Chapter Eight (Section 8.4.2) is a dependent 
variable being explained. 
302 Due to a positively skewed distribution of the number of days between the IPO listing and SEO 
announcement, a natural logarithm transformed variable is used. 
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Time between the IPO and SEO is positively correlated with the first, second and third year 

returns of private placements, indicating that companies that wait longer to place shares have 

significantly higher long-term returns; for example, third year equal weighted industry index 

adjusted returns (r = 0.119; p = 0.030). Later rights issues also have significantly higher long-

term returns, but only in the second year after the announcement; for example, second year 

equal weighted industry index adjusted returns (r = 0.337; p = 0.009). 

 

7.3.5 Company Earnings 

The average earnings per share (EPS) in the 50 and 100 day period before the seasoned offer 

announcement are used to evaluate post-announcement returns. Only 5.05 percent of 

companies announcing rights issues, and 9.10 percent announcing placements, have positive 

earnings before the offer. This is consistent with Schultz and Zaman (2001) who reported that 

only 10 percent of US Internet related new listings have positive earnings in the quarter prior 

to IPO; and Ritter (2006), who found that a greater than average number of Internet and 

technology firms went public with negative earnings in the year before listing. Due to a small 

proportion of offers with positive earnings, the average earnings per share have no significant 

effect on new economy seasoned offer announcement day returns; for example, equal 

weighted composite index adjusted returns for private placements (r= -0.022; p = 0.576) and 

rights offers (r= -0.001; p = 0.996).303 Nevertheless, positive EPS private placements and 

rights offers have significantly higher fifth year returns;304 for example, fifth year equal 

weighted composite index adjusted returns for rights issues (r = 0.609; p = 0.047) and for 

private placements (r = 0.310; p = 0.029). 

                                                 
303 Results are obtained using the 100 day average EPS. However, the results are robust to whether a 50 or 100-
day window is used. 
304 These results should be interpreted with caution due to a relatively small number of seasoned offers with 
positive EPS and the small sample size with five-year returns. 
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7.3.6 Market Sentiment 

This section evaluates whether market sentiment prior to announcements of seasoned offers 

by new economy companies can predict post-announcement share returns. The return on the 

All Ordinaries Index (AOI)305 prior to the announcement of seasoned equity offers is used as 

proxy for market sentiment. The average market index returns prior to announcements of 

private placements are significantly positively correlated with announcement day returns. 

However, the result is not robust to the time period used, and is significant only when shorter 

window (30 days) is used; for example, equal weighted composite index adjusted 

announcement day returns and the 30-day pre-offer average AOI returns (r = 0.068; p = 

0.082).306 Additionally, market index returns are significantly positively correlated with the 

announcement day returns of rights offers, but only using a longer window (average 100 day 

market index return) and equal weighted returns; for example, equal weighted composite 

index adjusted announcement day returns and 100-day pre-offer average AOI returns (r = 

0.239; p = 0.024). Moreover, company share returns in the period immediately before the 

seasoned offer announcement are not significantly correlated with announcement day returns 

for either private placements or rights issues. 

 

7.3.7 Use of Offer Proceeds 

Company use of seasoned equity offer proceeds is divided into working capital; investments 

in growth (for example, research and development); capital restructure (such as debt 

                                                 
305 Pre-offer market index returns in this study are measured as the average daily S&P/ASX All Ordinaries 
Accumulated Index returns in t={-100,-1}, t={-75,-1}, t={-50,-1} and t={-30,-1} days before the SEO 
announcement. 
306 Note that these returns do not overlap. AOI returns are in the t={-30,-1} window, while announcement day 
returns are for t={0}. 
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repayment); and acquisitions of assets and other entities. Proceeds in most seasoned offers 

have the primary purpose of supplementing the company’s working capital, which is 

supported by the above results for earnings per share variable, as less than ten percent of new 

economy companies have positive earnings before the seasoned offer announcement.307 

Announcement day average returns for new economy companies specifying the four different 

intended uses of offer proceeds are listed in Table 7.3. 

 

7.3.7.1 Offer Proceeds for Working Capital 

Around 56.57 percent of placements and 86.02 percent of rights offers intend to use a 

substantial proportion of the offer proceeds for working capital purposes. Nevertheless, no 

significant difference is evident in the announcement day or long-term returns of rights issues 

using the offer proceeds for working capital and the remaining rights offers. Moreover, 

private placements, where the offer proceeds were intended for working capital purposes, do 

not have significantly different announcement day returns; for example, equal weighted 

composite index adjusted announcement day returns (t(642) = 0.584; p = 0.559) (z = -1.350; p 

= 0.177). However, new economy companies supplementing their working capital with 

proceeds from share placements have significantly higher returns in the first four years after 

the offer announcement; for example, equal weighted composite index adjusted first year 

returns (t(385.47) = -2.472; p = 0.014) (z = -3.614; p < 0.001). 

 

                                                 
307 Note that the uses of offer proceeds variables are not mutually exclusive, and that most SEOs have multiple 
uses of offer proceeds. A new economy company may use the majority of SEO proceeds for working capital, 
while it allocates a substantial proportion of offer proceeds for investments in research and development. 
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7.3.7.2 Offer Proceeds for Investments 

Tan et al. (2002) found that companies announcing rights issues in Singapore that planned to 

use the offer proceeds for investment or capital expenditure opportunities had significantly 

higher announcement day returns. Around 52.39 percent of new economy private placements 

and 45.16 percent of rights issues intend to use part of the offer proceeds for investments. 

New economy companies specifying that rights offer proceeds are to be used for investments 

have higher announcement day returns. However, the difference is not significant at 

conventional levels; for example, composite index adjusted announcement day equal 

weighted returns (t(88) = -0.887; p = 0.378) (z = -1.340; p = 0.180). Moreover, the INVEST 

variable indicates no significant difference exists in long-term returns between rights issues 

using offer proceeds for investment purposes and other new economy rights issues. 

 

Similar to Tan et al. (2002), no significant effect of the INVEST variable is evident on 

announcement day returns for private placements; for example, composite index adjusted 

announcement day equal weighted returns (t(642) = -0.349; p = 0.727) (z = -1.084; p = 0.279). 

However, new economy entities using offer proceeds for investments have significantly lower 

returns in the first and second year after the announcement, but significantly higher returns in 

the fourth year, indicating that new economy companies invest in projects with relatively high 

short-term costs and long-term benefits.308 For example, fourth year equal weighted 

composite index adjusted returns (t(183.81) = -3.157; p = 0.002) (z = -2.996; p = 0.003). 

 

                                                 
308 However, the results are more robust to the definition of returns using the non-parametric test and value 
weighted returns. 
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7.3.7.3 Offer Proceeds for Capital Restructure 

Pagano et al. (1998) found the majority of Italian IPOs go public as mature companies and use 

the offer proceeds for balance sheet restructure, substituting debt for equity. Moreover, Leone, 

Rock and Willenborg (2003) documented that the reduction in debt levels is the main use of 

offer proceeds by US firm commitment IPOs during 1993 and 1994. However, only 5.97 

percent of new economy placements and 26.88 percent of rights offers intend to use offer 

proceeds for capital restructure and existing shareholder divestment purposes. Consistent with 

Pagano et al. (1998) older companies are more likely to use offer proceeds for balance sheet 

restructure, although the difference in age is significant at conventional levels only for rights 

issues (t(34.28) = -1.845; p = 0.074) (z = -2.002; p = 0.045).309 However, neither rights issues 

or private placements have significantly different announcement day or long-term returns than 

offers not using offer proceeds for capital restructure. 

 

7.3.7.4 Offer Proceeds for Acquisitions 

The final variable assessing the effect of the use of offer proceeds on returns distinguishes 

new economy companies that intend to use the offer proceeds for acquisitions of other entities 

(or their parts, holding significant patents or research and development rights). Around 35.97 

percent of private placements and 18.28 percent of rights issues outlined intention to use offer 

proceeds for acquisitions. Placements intending to use offer proceeds for acquisitions have 

lower announcement day returns compared to other placements (see Table 7.3 on page 238), 

although the difference in returns is only significant using the t-test; for example, industry 

index adjusted equal weighted returns (t(624.10) = 2.256; p = 0.024) (z = -0.976; p = 0.329). 

However, rights offers that allocate offer proceeds for acquisitions have substantially higher 

                                                 
309 Company age was measured as the number of days between company incorporation and the seasoned equity 
offer announcement date. 
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announcement day returns (see Table 7.3). Nevertheless, the difference in returns between 

groups is not significant; for example, industry index adjusted equal weighted returns (t(88) = 

-0.879; p = 0.382) (z = -1.155; p = 0.248). 

 

Moreover, rights offers that use offer proceeds for acquisitions have lower second year but 

higher fourth year returns (although the results are more robust when equal weighted returns 

are used); for example, composite index adjusted equal weighted second year returns (t(57) = 

2.041; p = 0.046) (z = -2.171; p = 0.030). Finally, placements that use offer proceeds for 

acquisitions have significantly lower returns in the first three years after the announcement, 

but significantly higher fourth year returns; for example, composite index adjusted equal 

weighted fourth year returns (t(187) = -2.277; p = 0.024) (z = -3.120; p = 0.002). Thus, long-

term returns of new economy SEOs that intend to use offer proceeds for acquisitions are 

similar to SEOs intending to use offer proceeds for investments, with short-term costs and 

long-term benefits reflected in company share values. 

 

7.3.8 Frequency of Seasoned Offers 

Soucik and Allen (1999) documented that SEOs announced by the Australian Stock Exchange 

listed companies between 1984 and 1993 underperform in the long run. However, SEO 

underperformance is not due to the SEO sequence. Thus, a negative trend in post-offer returns 

is evident for each of the first three seasoned offers by companies in their sample. 

 

The following section examines whether any significant differences exist between the 

announcement day and long-term returns of first and subsequent new economy seasoned 
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equity offers.310 However, due to a reducing sample size for long-term returns, only the first 

three year’s returns are used in the following analysis. 

 

7.3.8.1 First SEO 

Around 37.35 percent of new economy seasoned offers in this sample are the first seasoned 

equity offer after the IPO. Returns after the announcement of the first private placement are 

not significantly different compared to other placements within the new economy sample (see 

Table 7.4). However, there is some indication that long-term returns after the announcement 

of the first placement are higher compared to other private placements in the first and third 

year after the announcement. For example, industry index adjusted equal weighted fourth year 

returns (t(334) = -1.928; p = 0.055) (z = -1.977; p = 0.048). However, the results are not 

robust to the definition of long-term returns and the difference is significant only using equal 

weighted returns.311

 

Similar to private placements, first rights issues do not have significantly different 

announcement day returns than subsequent rights offers. However, the first rights offers have 

significantly lower second year returns compared to subsequent rights offers;312 for example, 

industry index adjusted equal weighted second year returns (t(57) = 2.342; p = 0.023) (z = -

1.939; p = 0.052). Nevertheless, the results are not robust to the definition of long-term 

returns, with the non-parametric test providing more consistent results.  

                                                 
310 Examination of the effects of SEO sequence on returns for the aggregate new economy SEO sample, or 
dividing the sample in private placements and rights offers provide similar results and conclusions. However, to 
provide better insight into new economy SEOs, results are examined separately for placements and rights due to 
inherent differences in characteristics of two offer alternatives.  
311 The non-parametric test indicates some significant differences in returns using the one and two year value 
weighted returns. 
312 The results are consistent with findings by Soucik and Allen (1999), who documented that on average, SEO 
returns deteriorate further during the second year after the SEO announcement. 
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7.3.8.2 Second SEO 

Second seasoned equity offers (in the form of private placements or rights offers) represent 

around 22.80 percent of new economy SEOs in this sample. However, second seasoned equity 

offers do not have significantly different announcement day or long-term returns than the 

remaining new economy SEOs in this sample (see Table 7.4). The results provide further 

support for findings by Soucik and Allen (1999), who documented that the first three SEOs by 

Australian industrial companies have similar returns. 

  

7.3.8.3 Third SEO  

Third seasoned offers represent only 13.63 percent of sample SEOs. Third private placements 

have somewhat higher average announcement day returns than the remaining placements; 

however, the difference in returns is significant only using the parametric test and equal 

weighted returns (see Table 7.4).313 Additionally, no significant difference is evident in long-

term returns between the third placements and the remaining placements in this sample. Third 

rights issues do not have significantly different announcement day returns than other rights 

issues. However, third rights offers have significantly higher second year returns than other 

rights issues, with the results being robust to the definition of second year returns; for 

example, composite index adjusted equal weighted second year returns (t(57) = -2.271; p = 

0.027) (z = -2.136; p = 0.033).314

 

                                                 
313 This is due to the positively skewed distribution of announcement day returns for third placements. 
314 The reservation to these results is that there are only two new economy companies conducting three rights 
offers during the sample period. 
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7.3.8.4 Fourth and Subsequent SEOs 

This dichotomous variable represents all subsequent SEOs after the third seasoned offer, and 

distinguishes new economy companies that obtain frequent injections of equity capital 

through private placements from the rest of the sample.315 Around 29.70 percent of sample 

private placements are fourth and subsequent equity placements, providing average 

announcement day returns of -0.53 percent, compared to 1.05 percent on average for earlier 

placements. Fourth and subsequent private placements have significantly lower 

announcement day returns than the first three placements (see Table 7.4), with the results 

being robust to the definition of the announcement day returns. Moreover, subsequent 

placements have significantly lower long-term returns than the first three placements in the 

first three years after the announcement;316 for example, composite index adjusted equal 

weighted second year returns (t(434) = 1.660; p = 0.098) (z = -1.880; p = 0.060). However, 

92.46 percent of fourth and subsequent private placements were announced after March 2000, 

corresponding with the post crash and cold issue periods in this sample. Thus, rather than 

concluding that fourth and subsequent placements are producing inferior announcement day 

and long-term returns, the results for fourth and subsequent new economy equity placements 

in this sample are due to low share returns for the new economy sector in general since April 

2000.317

 

                                                 
315 Only one new economy company has four rights offers during the sample period, preventing any meaningful 
analysis of the difference in returns. However, comparison of returns indicates no substantial differences in 
returns between the fourth rights offer and the remaining rights offers. 
316 The results are somewhat weaker using the value weighted long-term returns, where only some the non-
parametric tests indicated significant differences in returns beyond the first year. 
317 Table 7.1 indicates that the number of new economy seasoned equity offers varies substantially based on the 
offer announcement year. Chi-square tests confirm that there is significant clustering of private placements based 
on the offer year, controlling for the placement sequence after the IPO, where only the third placements after the 
IPO are not clustered by offer year. For example, first private placements (χ2 (9, N = 646) = 51.280; p < 0.001) 
and fourth and subsequent private placements (χ2 (9, N = 646) = 52.344; p < 0.001). 
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In summary, the above analyses indicate no consistent differences in returns between the 

rights offers based on their sequence after the IPO once the small number of observations has 

been taken into account. However, the announcement day and long-term returns of fourth and 

subsequent private placements are substantially lower. Further analysis reveals that the share 

price underperformance of fourth and subsequent share placements is market sentiment 

related, because a majority of fourth and subsequent equity placements are clustered in the 

second half of the sample period (after March 2000). 

 

7.4 Significance of Long-Term Returns 

Consistent with previous research on seasoned equity offers (see, for example, Loughran and 

Ritter, 1995; Spiess and Affleck-Graves, 1995), new economy private placements announced 

between January 1994 and June 2004 underperformed compared to composite index (All 

Ordinaries or Small Ordinaries Index) returns in the first five years after the announcement of 

the offer, using median holding period yields (see Table A5.2 in Appendix 5). In comparison, 

new economy rights offers also underperformed compared to the composite index and the 

industry index returns up to five years after the offer announcement, using median annual 

holding period yields (see Table A5.3 in Appendix 5). 

 

In support of the above results, Table 7.6 lists the cumulative average excess returns (CAER) 

and buy-and-hold abnormal returns (BHAR) for private placements and rights offers. 
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Table 7.6 Long-term returns’ performance of new economy private placements and rights offers, 
market index, small stock index, and industry indexes between January 1994 and June 2004 
Years of seasoning  One Two Three Four Five 

CAR (raw) PP 
RI 

-32.38 
9.23 

-44.22 
25.91 

-46.88 
58.73 

-27.89 
56.42 

-28.03 
62.06 

CAER (small stocks)
 

PP 
RI 

-37.05 
2.99 

-54.15 
9.23 

-65.76 
30.88 

-63.26 
17.44 

-78.03 
7.63 

CAER (market) PP 
RI 

-40.40 
2.35 

-57.82 
10.24 

-67.15 
31.89 

-62.73 
19.00 

-78.08 
12.85 

CAER (industry) PP 
RI 

-15.95 
15.45 

-11.46 
31.28 

-9.42 
61.76 

-6.06 
52.50 

-15.42 
46.15 

BHR (raw) PP 
RI 

0.8649 
1.0365 

0.5428 
0.7635 

0.4393 
0.9416 

0.5040 
0.4252 

1.2708 
0.6655 

BHAR (small stocks) PP 
RI 

0.8359 
0.9819 

0.5283 
0.7040 

0.4115 
0.8469 

0.4326 
0.3792 

1.0197 
0.5429 

BHAR (market) PP 
RI 

0.8114 
0.9816 

0.4987 
0.6972 

0.3863 
0.7916 

0.3913 
0.3235 

0.8442 
0.4477 

BHAR (industry) PP 
RI 

1.0145 
1.0962 

0.7768 
0.8816 

0.6929 
1.1288 

0.7904 
0.4316 

1.3690 
0.5820 

Notes PP represents private placements; RI represents rights issues; CAR (CAER) is the event 
time cumulative average (excess) percent return; BHR (BHAR) is the buy-and-hold (abnormal) return; 
Industry index is the equivalent GICS industry group S&P/ASX 300 index return; Market index is the 
S&P/ASX All Ordinaries accumulated index return, while small stocks represents the S&P/ASX Small 
Ordinaries accumulated index return; First month returns exclude the announcement day returns; BHAR 
are the wealth relatives, calculated using the following formula: Σ(1+Ri,T)/ Σ(1+Rbench,T) where Ri,T is the 
buy-and-hold return on equity issuer i in period T and Rbench,T is the buy-and-hold return on the 
benchmark index over the same period. 

 

Similar to the results for new economy IPO aftermarket returns’ performance, buy-and-hold 

returns and cumulative excess returns provide somewhat different indications about the long-

term performance of new economy stocks after the announcements of seasoned equity offers. 

This is not surprising, because the buy-and-hold returns compound monthly returns, while 

CARs sum monthly returns. Thus, the two parameters provide somewhat different results.  

 

In particular, BHAR (market) indicate that new economy SEOs provide lower wealth in the 

first five years after the offer announcement compared to market returns. The results are 

confirmed when post-SEO returns are benchmarked against the Small Ordinaries index 

(except the five year wealth relative for private placements).318 However, when returns of 

new economy SEOs are compared with returns on equivalent industry indexes (BHAR 
                                                 
318 Buy-and-hold abnormal returns are expressed as wealth relatives to benchmark index returns, using the 
following formula: Σ(1+Ri,T)/ Σ(1+Rbench,T) where Ri,T is the buy-and-hold return on equity issuer i in period T 
and Rbench,T is the buy-and-hold return on the benchmark index over the same period. 
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industry), it is evident that new economy stocks provide substantially higher wealth relatives 

in the first year after the event then their industry indexes. Nevertheless, wealth relatives in 

the next four years after the announcements of private placements and rights offers are less 

than one, indicating that new economy SEOs have lower returns than their relevant industry 

indexes in the equivalent period (the exceptions are three-year wealth relative for rights 

offers, and five year wealth relative for private placements). For example, investment in new 

economy private placements on average yields only 38.63 percent of the three-year buy-and-

hold returns provided by the market index in the equivalent event periods. In comparison, an 

investment in a portfolio of new economy rights offers provided only 79.16 percent of the 

buy-and-hold return offered by the market index in the equivalent three-year periods. 

  

Table 7.6 indicates that new economy stocks provide negative cumulative monthly returns on 

average after the announcements of private placements, while the returns are positive in the 

first five years after the announcements of rights offers (CAR raw in Table 7.6). Moreover, 

private placements underperform compared to returns on all benchmark indexes for up to five 

years after the offer announcement. Conversely, new economy companies in this sample that 

announced rights offers provided positive cumulative monthly excess returns on average 

(CAERs) for up to five years after the event.319

 

Cumulative average monthly returns of new economy stocks for up to five years after the 

seasoned equity offer announcement are also presented in Figures 7.3 and 7.4. Figure 7.3 

indicates that new economy private placements are followed by inferior monthly cumulative 

excess returns compared to all benchmarks. However, the underperformance is more 

pronounced compared to the All Ordinaries and Small Ordinaries indexes. 
                                                 
319 Results for SEO returns beyond the third year after the event should be viewed with caution due to the 
diminishing sample size with four and five year returns. 
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Figure 7.3 Event time monthly cumulative average returns of new economy private placements announced 
before June 2004 and benchmark index returns 
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Notes Event time monthly returns are from the first full month after the offer announcement to month 60, 
delisting, or the end of sample period, whichever occurs first; Industry index is the equivalent GICS 
industry group index return in the event period examined; All Ordinaries (Small Ordinaries) Index return 
proxies for the return on market (small capitalisations stocks) in the equivalent event time; All indexes are 
accumulated indexes that assume dividend reinvestments. 

 

Conversely, cumulative average excess returns after the announcements of rights offers 

indicate that monthly returns remain positive for up to five years after the event when 

compared to industry index performance, and generally positive when compared to the Small 

Ordinaries or the All Ordinaries Index returns (see Figure 7.4). 
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Figure 7.4 Event time monthly cumulative average returns of new economy rights offers announced before 
June 2004 and benchmark index returns   
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Notes Event time monthly returns are from the first full month after the offer announcement to month 60, 
delisting, or the end of sample period, which occurs first; Industry index is the equivalent GICS industry 
group index return in the event period examined; All Ordinaries (Small Ordinaries) Index return proxies for 
the return on market (small capitalisations stocks) in the equivalent event time; All indexes are accumulated 
indexes that assume dividend reinvestments. 

 

Cumulative excess returns and buy-and-hold returns were calculated to assess the significance 

of monthly returns after the announcements of new economy SEOs in the first three years320 

after the event (see Tables A6.5 to A.6.12 in Appendix 6).321 Analysis of the cumulative and 

buy-and-hold returns indicated that private placements underperform significantly compared 

to the All Ordinaries and the Small Ordinaries accumulated indexes in the first three years 

                                                 
320 Three year cut-off for SEO returns is used because the relatively small number of SEOs with four and five 
year returns would substantially reduce the statistical power of the tests for significance of excess returns. 
321 Tests for the significance of returns for each period use all available returns for the particular period, and not 
only the sample average return for the period. Note that the cumulative and buy-and-hold returns in Appendix 6 
represent sample average of sums and products of excess returns for individual companies, which are averaged 
for each month, while the results in Table 7.9 cumulate the sample average excess returns for a particular month. 
The above difference in the order of calculations produces the difference in results between Table 7.9 in this 
chapter and tables in Appendix 6. 
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after the offer announcements. Underperformance is less severe when company returns are 

compared with industry index returns. Cumulative excess returns (industry index adjusted) 

indicate that private placements have inferior returns in the first 18 months after the event, 

while buy-and-hold returns are significantly negative in the third year after the announcement 

(from the 23rd month after the event). Results for calendar time portfolio returns are generally 

consistent with findings for event time returns, and indicate that new economy stocks on 

average significantly underperform in the first three years after private placements in calendar 

time. Moreover, underperformance in calendar time is somewhat less severe compared to 

industry index returns (see Table 7.7).322

 

Table 7.7 Calendar time returns after new economy private placements and rights offers between 
January 1994 and June 2004, adjusted for benchmark index returns  
Benchmark index All Ordinaries Small Ordinaries Industry indexes 
Private            standardised average 
placements                       t-statistic   

unadjusted average 

-17.27 
(-3.149)*** 

-0.98 

-16.49 
(-3.118)*** 

-0.84 

-15.05 
(2.566)** 

-0.18 
Rights             standardised average 
issues                               t-statistic 

                   unadjusted average 

-18.14 
(-1.056) 

1.51 

-11.32 
(0.815) 

1.72 

-2.88 
(-0.355) 

2.20 
Notes Calendar months between January 1994 and June 2004 that include at least two events in the 
previous 36 calendar months are used to calculate portfolio returns, which is 81 months for rights issues 
and 104 months for private placements; Calendar time portfolios are rebalanced monthly; t-statistics 
reported in parenthesis test the significance of monthly excess returns for a portfolio of private 
placements or rights offers in calendar time, where monthly excess returns are divided by the standard 
deviation of portfolio monthly returns (see Jaffe, 1974); UNADJUSTED AVERAGE is the grand total 
(average) calendar time excess return; STANDARDISED AVERAGE is the standardised grand total 
calendar time excess return (the average of standardised monthly excess returns). 

 

In comparison, cumulative and buy-and-hold returns indicated that new economy stocks 

generally do not significantly underperform in event time during the first three years after the 

announcements of rights offers. Cumulative returns indicated substantial and significantly 

positive returns at the end of three years after the announcements. This is most pronounced 

                                                 
322 Although new economy private placements and rights offers cluster in time, there was no significant 
relationship between the number of events and excess returns in calendar months. Nevertheless, clustering of 
events in calendar time may reduce the power of tests for the significance of excess returns, as suggested by 
Fama (1998). Therefore, standardised calendar month excess returns are used, as implemented by Jaffe (1974). 
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for industry index adjusted returns, where new economy rights offers have significantly 

positive cumulative excess returns beyond 22 months after the offer announcement. 

Conversely, post rights offers buy-and-hold returns are inferior compared to the Small 

Ordinaries and the All Ordinaries index returns, but are significant only around the end of two 

years after the event. The buy-and-hold industry index adjusted returns are positive, but not 

significant. Thus, new economy rights offers do not significantly underperform compared to 

their respective industries. These results are corroborated by calendar time returns, which 

confirm that new economy stocks do not significantly underperform after rights offers in 

calendar time compared to benchmark returns (see Table 7.7).323

 

7.5 Multiple Regression Analyses 

Due to a large number of variables identified for the purpose of this study, preliminary 

univariate tests were conducted to determine whether the independent variables constructed 

from publicly available information have explanatory power of new economy seasoned equity 

offers’ announcement time and long-term returns. 

 

The following analyses of the announcement time and long-term returns using multiple 

regression models are conducted with variables identified in the univariate tests as having 

effect on returns. However, inclusion of all independent variables identified as having 

univariate effect on returns in a regression model would result in multicollinearity between 

independent variables. Therefore, each regression model is constructed with independent 

variables that do not have substantial overlap with other independent variables. Subsequently, 

only variables with a tolerance level above 0.5 are included in odd numbered (base) 
                                                 
323 Nevertheless, even after standardising calendar month returns, it is possible that the small sample size of new 
economy rights issues prevented finding of significant underperformance compared with the All Ordinaries and 
the Small Ordinaries index, as suggested by the standardised average calendar time returns. 
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regression models. From these models, reduced models with only significant variables are 

constructed to simplify the interpretation of results.324

 

Multiple regression models’ explanatory power and individual variable coefficients do not 

change substantially when raw returns are used as the dependent variable instead of composite 

index adjusted returns. Finally, while announcement day and long-term returns, pre-

announcement excess return run-ups and offer price discount variables have bell-shaped 

distributions, the residuals in some multiple regression models exhibit heteroskedasticity.325 

Therefore, all regression models exhibiting heteroskedastic residuals have White (1980) 

heteroskedasticity consistent coefficients and standard errors.  

 

7.5.1 Announcement Day Returns 

Regression models I and II in Table 7.8 indicate that independent variable constructed from 

publicly available information have limited ability to explain announcement day returns of 

private placements, with only around four percent of the variability in event day returns 

explained. This may be due to a very diverse sample of new economy private placements, as 

well as due to changing market conditions. 

 

Additionally, Figure 7.1 (on page 245) indicates a possible leakage of information about the 

seasoned offer to the market before announcements of private placements (manifested as the 

excess share return run-up). This excess return run-up reduces event day returns, as well as 

the explanatory power of independent variables to account for the variability in announcement 

                                                 
324 Thus, models I and III in Table 7.8 are the base models. From these, more parsimonious regression models II 
and IV have been derived, in which the tolerance statistic is greater than 0.88 (variance inflation factor – VIF is 
less than 1.14) indicating very little overlap between independent variables. 
325 Heteroskedasticity is initially identified from the residual plots and confirmed using the White’s (1980) 
Heteroskedasticity Test. 
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day returns. Larger price run-up (see Figures 7.1 and 7.2) and lower adjusted R2 (in Table 7.8) 

for private placements compared to rights issues also provide support for this argument. 

Furthermore, many new economy private placements are announced to the market after the 

offer is completed, providing further support for the above argument of a possible information 

leakage to the market.326Additionally, the share price run-up in the period before the private 

placement announcement has no significant effect on announcement day returns, which has 

been confirmed by the results. 

 

Table 7.8 indicates that riskier new economy placements (measured by the share price 

volatility) have significantly higher announcement day returns. Moreover, in contrast to 

Cooper et al. (2001) findings, companies with Internet related names have significantly lower 

event day returns. Private placements announced during the hot issue period (between January 

1999 and March 2000) have significantly higher announcement day returns. Thus, similar to 

results for new economy IPOs, investor sentiment towards the new economy companies 

played an important role in the determination of SEO announcement day returns during the 

hot issue period. While the sequence of SEO (third SEO) after the IPO has explanatory power 

of event day returns, this may be due to sample market conditions. Third equity placements 

during the post crash and cold issue periods were placed mainly at a premium to market share 

price, which provided support for struggling new economy companies.327 Moreover, the offer 

                                                 
326 A substantial number of private placements were announced to the market for the first time when a new 
economy company submitted the Appendix 3B (‘New issue announcement, application for quotation of 
additional securities and agreement’), which indicated that the equity placement has already been completed. 
Moreover, several additional company announcements, which appear to be the first ASX announcement of the 
particular equity placement, explicitly stated that shares have already been placed with specific investors. 
327 Third placements offer significantly lower discounts (or higher premiums) than other private placements (z = 
-2.122; p = 0.034). 
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price reciprocal variable indicates that lower offer price placements (higher reciprocal) have 

significantly higher announcement day returns.328

 

Table 7.8 Multiple regression analyses of the announcement day returns of new economy seasoned 
equity offers between January 1994 and June 2004 

 Private placements Rights offers 

Independent variable Regression I Regression II Regression III Regression IV 
Intercept 0.001 

(0.227) 
-0.005 

(-1.128) 
0.034 

(1.455) 
0.037 

(1.669)* 
TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY   -0.196 

(-4.375)*** 
-0.195 

(-4.366)*** 
INTERNET BUSINESS   -0.057 

(-2.263)** 
-0.054 

(-2.132)** 
UNDERSUBSCRIBED   -0.065 

(-2.569)** 
-0.063 

(-2.540)** 
MARKET SENTIMENT -6.095 

(-1.115) 
 40.058 

(1.938)* 
41.025 
(1.983)* 

OFFER PROCEEDS 
(ACQUISITIONS) 

-0.008 
(-1.278) 

 0.035 
(1.148) 

 

SD 0.003 
(3.079)*** 

0.003 
(2.893)*** 

-0.006 
(-0.991) 

 

HOT PERIOD 0.026 
(3.095)*** 

0.024 
(3.001)*** 

  

1/PRICE 0.001 
(2.855)*** 

0.001 
(2.742)*** 

  

IR NAME -0.012 
(-1.718)* 

-0.014 
(-2.027)** 

  

THIRD SEO 0.023 
(2.697)*** 

0.024 
(2.893)*** 

  

TELCO -0.015 
(-1.448) 

   

Model F 4.614*** 6.423*** 5.413*** 7.490*** 
Adjusted R2 4.30 4.03 24.40 24.05 

Notes Cell values represent unstandardised regression coefficients for individual variables, with 
corresponding t-statistics in parenthesis; Dependent variable in all models is the announcement day (t=0) ordinary 
share return to existing investors, measured as the previous day closing price less the event day closing share 
price, divided by the previous day price, adjusted for the composite index (All Ordinaries or Small Ordinaries 
Index) return in the equivalent period; TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY is a dichotomous variable with one 
representing new economy companies classified in GICS technology hardware and equipment; INTERNET 
BUSINESS a dichotomous variable where one indicates that the company’s main business activity is Internet 
related; UNDERSUBSCRIBED (rights offers only) a dichotomous variable where one represents rights offers that 
are undersubscribed; MARKET SENTIMENT is the average All Ordinaries Index return during the 100 trading 
days before the SEO announcement day t={-100,-1}; HOT_PERIOD variable is unity for IPOs which attempted 
to list on the ASX between January 1999 and March 2000 and zero otherwise; 1/PRICE is the reciprocal of the 
inflation-adjusted share-offer subscription price; SD is the average share price standard deviation in the period 
t={-100,-1}; IR NAME dichotomous variable with unity representing Internet related company name; THIRD 
SEO is a dichotomous variable with unity representing the third seasoned offer after the IPO; OFFER PROCEEDS 
(ACQUISITIONS) dichotomous variable denoting the use of offer proceeds; *, **, *** significant at alpha 0.10, 
0.05, respectively 0.01 level. 

 

                                                 
328 Small offer price placements have significantly larger offers as proportion of company market value and are 
by rule small market value companies. This is indicated by the significant negative correlation between the offer 
price and the offer size as percent of market capitalisation (r = -0.077; p = 0.047). Moreover, offer price is 
significantly positively correlated with company market value on t={-1} before the placement announcement (r 
= 0.727; p < 0.001). Offer price reciprocal variable confirmed the above correlations were significant. Thus, the 
transformation of this variable (to satisfy the assumptions of the regression model) did not influence the results. 
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Regression models III and IV (in Table 7.8) indicate that publicly available information 

explain around 24 percent of the variability in the announcement day returns of new economy 

rights issues. Thus, it is possible that the information about the upcoming rights offer is better 

protected than for the private placements, resulting in more of a surprise market reaction and a 

better ability of public information to account for the rights offers’ announcement day returns. 

In contrast to placements, new economy rights offers that are timed to coincide with positive 

market sentiment (proxied by the All Ordinaries Index returns) have significantly higher 

announcement day returns.329 Rights offers of new economy companies classified in the 

technology hardware and equipment industry group provide significantly lower 

announcement day returns than the remaining rights offers. Furthermore, undersubscribed 

rights issues have significantly lower announcement day returns. Logically, if the demand for 

a rights offer is insufficient, the aggregate investor reaction to the initial announcement will 

be negative.330 Finally, rights offers announced by Internet related new economy companies 

have significantly lower announcement day returns. This result is plausible because 90 

percent of Internet related rights offers were announced since March 2000, when the Internet 

sector experienced a downward revision of investor sentiment. 

 

7.5.2 Long-Term Returns 

Different sets of independent variables (public information) influence SEO announcement day 

returns compared with post-announcement long-term returns (see Tables 7.8, 7.9 and 7.10). It 

is plausible to expect that different public information would influence share price formation 

as the new economy companies become more seasoned. Moreover, the sets of information 

                                                 
329 However, as indicated in the univariate analyses above, there is no significant effect of the pre-announcement 
share price run-up on the announcement day returns of rights offers or private placements. 
330 If the variable representing undersubscribed offers is excluded from the regression model (which is an ex-post 
variable, as this information was not available to investors at the announcement time) the adjusted R2 decreases 
by around three percent in regression models III and IV in Table 7.8. 
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differ based on the offer type (that is, private placement or a rights offer) and the number of 

years of seasoning. 

 

Table 7.9 Multiple regression analyses of one-, two- and three-year returns of new economy private 
placements between January 1994 and June 2004 

Private 
Placements First year returns Two year returns Three year returns 

Independent 
variable 

Regression 
V 

Regression 
VI 

Regression 
VII 

Regression 
VIII 

Regression 
IX 

Regression 
X 

Intercept 0.607 
(5.202)*** 

0.770 
(18.440)*** 

0.502 
(3.685)*** 

0.694 
(19.481)*** 

0.591 
(9.595)*** 

0.637 
(15.842)*** 

CTE -0.080 
(-2.621)*** 

-0.090 
(-3.021)*** 

-0.058 
(-1.834)* 

-0.100 
(-3.290)*** 

-0.074 
(-2.267)** 

-0.081 
(-2.516)** 

IPO-SEO RETURN -0.077 
(4.336)*** 

-0.088 
(5.103)*** 

-0.079 
(-3.286)*** 

-0.088 
(-3.759)*** 

-0.052 
(-2.070)** 

-0.056 
(-2.259)** 

DISCOUNT 0.072 
(4.320)*** 

0.074 
(4.543)*** 

0.075 
(4.468)*** 

0.044 
(3.451)*** 

0.073 
(5.585)*** 

0.075 
(5.849)*** 

OFFER  PROCEEDS 
(WORK CAPITAL) 

0.039 
(1.293) 

0.055 
(2.048)** 

-0.007 
(-0.190) 

 0.032 
(0.795) 

 

EARLY 
DEVELOPMENT 

-0.173 
(-1.808)* 

-0.175 
(-2.071)** 

-0.040 
(-0.424) 

 0.031 
(0.507) 

 

POST CRASH -0.134 
(5.204)*** 

-0.135 
(-5.126)*** 

-0.025 
(-0.778) 

 -0.061 
(-1.702)* 

-0.077 
(-2.301)** 

INTERNET 
BUSINESS 

-0.086 
(-3.111)*** 

-0.108 
(-4.171)*** 

-0.078 
(-2.365)** 

-0.082 
(-2.659)*** 

-0.040 
(-1.226) 

 

FIRST SEO 0.070 
(2.062)** 

0.064 
(2.118)** 

0.040 
(1.136) 

 0.042 
(1.183) 

 

FOURTH OR 
SUBSEQUENT SEO 

-0.022 
(-0.762) 

 -0.066 
(-1.735)* 

-0.106 
(-2.997)*** 

-0.066 
(-1.465) 

-0.090 
(-2.164)** 

OFFER PROCEEDS 
(ACQUISITIONS) 

-0.020 
(-0.657) 

 -0.095 
(-2.412)** 

-0.075 
(-2.421)** 

-0.035 
(-0.831) 

-0.061 
(-1.871)* 

TELCO -0.034 
(-0.645) 

 -0.073 
(-1.510) 

-0.106 
(-2.323)** 

-0.130 
(-2.775)* 

-0.140 
(-3.047)*** 

DELAY 0.029 
(2.071)** 

0.031 
(2.328)** 

-0.007 
(-0.569) 

   

TIME (IPO – SEO) 0.026 
(1.784)* 

 0.028 
(1.676)* 

   

Model F 10.357*** 14.498*** 6.853*** 10.891*** 8.026*** 12.102*** 
Adjusted R2 22.25 22.11 17.53 14.01 19.12 19.20

Notes Cell values represent unstandardised regression coefficients for individual variables, with corresponding t-statistics 
in parenthesis; Regression models V and VI have White (1980) heteroskedasticity consistent standard errors and t-values, while 
the remaining models have homogenous variance of residuals; Dependent variable in all models is the one, two or three year 
ordinary share return after the private placement announcement date, adjusted for the composite index (All Ordinaries or Small 
Ordinaries Index) return during the equivalent period; CTE is a dichotomous variable representing new economy companies 
listed on the ASX as Commitments Test Entities; IPO_SEO RETURN is the natural logarithm transformed composite index 
adjusted share return to SEO announcement date; DISCOUNT is the placement subscription price as proportion of the market 
share value at t=-10; OFFER PROCEEDS (CATEGORY) are dichotomous variables denoting the use of offer proceeds; 
EARLY DEVELOPMENT denotes new economy SEOs announced between January 1994 and December 1998; 
POST_CRASH  is a dichotomous variable with one representing offers announced between January 2002 and June 2004; 
INTERNET BUSINESS is a dichotomous variable with unity representing new economy companies with Internet related 
business activities; FIRST SEO is a dichotomous variable with one representing the first seasoned offer after the IPO; 
FOURTH OR SUBSEQUENT SEO is a dichotomous variable with unity representing all seasoned offers after the third SEO; 
TELCO INDUSTRY is a dichotomous variable with one representing new economy companies classified in GICS 
telecommunications industry group; DELAY is the number of days between offer announcement and the quotation date of new 
securities; TIME (IPO – SEO) is the natural logarithm of the number of days between company IPO and SEO; *, **, *** 
significant at alpha 0.10, 0.05, respectively 0.01 level. 
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Table 7.10 Multiple regression analyses of one, two and three-year returns of new economy rights offers 
between January 1994 and June 2004 

Rights Offers First year returns Two year returns Three year returns 

Independent 
variable 

Regressio
n XI 

Regression 
XII 

Regression 
XIII 

Regression 
XIV 

Regression 
XV 

Regression 
XVI 

Intercept -0.837 
(-1.406) 

-0.580 
(-1.307) 

-0.205 
(-0.487) 

-0.578 
(-1.625) 

-1.233 
(-2.091)** 

-1.267 
(-2.149)** 

TIME (IPO-SEO) 0.158 
(2.255)** 

0.125 
(2.010)* 

0.115 
(2.263)** 

0.147 
(3.077)*** 

0.267 
(3.013)*** 

0.280 
(3.192)*** 

OFFER PROCEEDS 
(INVESTMENTS) 

0.254 
(2.429)** 

0.215 
(2.116)** 

0.165 
(2.158)** 

0.163 
(2.088)** 

  

UW FEE 4.430 
(1.715)* 

6.321 
(2.575)** 

5.512 
(2.713)** 

5.351 
(2.577)** 

  

IPO-SEO RETURN -0.039 
(-0.256) 

 -0.342 
(-2.957)*** 

-0.236 
(-2.458)** 

-0.276 
(-1.713)* 

-0.289 
(-1.794)* 

EARLY 
DEVELOPMENT 

0.685 
(2.719)*** 

0.692 
(2.944)*** 

0.482 
(2.617)** 

0.573 
(3.202)*** 

0.162 
(1.052) 

 

POST CRASH -0.098 
(-1.046) 

 -0.187 
(-2.328)** 

-0.198 
(-2.412)** 

  

CTE 0.155 
(1.119) 

 -0.177 
(-1.566) 

   

PACKAGE OFFER -0.217 
(-1.987)* 

-0.199 
(-1.903)* 

    

OFFER SIZE 0.109 
(1.167) 

   0.406 
(2.848)*** 

0.400 
(2.804)*** 

DISCOUNT     0.187 
(1.893)* 

0.225 
(2.444)** 

Model F 3.205*** 4.522*** 7.091*** 7.512*** 5.678*** 6.796*** 
Adjusted R2 29.25 26.84 53.54 51.36 41.48 41.26

Notes Cell values represent unstandardised regression coefficients for individual variables, with corresponding t-statistics 
in parenthesis; Dependent variable in all models is the one, two or three year ordinary share return after the rights offer 
announcement date, adjusted for the composite index (All Ordinaries or Small Ordinaries Index) return during the equivalent 
period; TIME (IPO – SEO) is the natural logarithm of the number of days between company IPO and SEO; PACKAGE 
OFFER is a dichotomous variable with unity representing seasoned equity offers that include share options; OFFER 
PROCEEDS (CATEGORY) are dichotomous variables denoting the use of offer proceeds; UW FEE underwriting fee as 
percent of offer value; IPO_SEO RETURN is the natural logarithm transformed composite index adjusted share return to SEO 
announcement date; EARLY DEVELOPMENT PERIOD denotes new economy SEOs announced between January 1994 and 
December 1998; POST_CRASH variable is unity for offers announced between April 2000 and December 20001 and zero 
otherwise; CTE is a dichotomous variable representing new economy Commitments Test Entities; OFFER SIZE is the 
seasoned equity offer value (at offer price) as proportion of the market value one day before the offer announcement; 
DISCOUNT is the rights offer subscription price as a proportion of the market share value at t=-10; *, **, *** significant at 
alpha 0.10, 0.05, respectively 0.01 level. 
 

Tables 7.9 and 7.10 indicate that public information explains between 22.11 and 29.25 percent 

of the variability in the first year returns of new economy private placements and rights offers. 

Although the above univariate analyses indicated a relatively large number of independent 

variables have explanatory power of post-SEO long-term returns, inclusion of all variables 

would results in substantial multicollinearity between the explanatory variables. Therefore, all 

multiple regression models must satisfy a minimum 0.5 Tolerance level between independent 

variables (variance inflation factor - VIF of less than 2). To simplify the interpretation of the 
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independent variables, even numbered models are constructed that include only significant 

variables. These reduced models have similar explanatory power of SEO returns, and further 

reduce the potential problems with multicollinearity between the explanatory variables. In all 

reduced models the Tolerance statistic is greater than 0.8 (Variance Inflation Factor of 1.25 or 

less), indicating a low level of overlap between independent variables in their explanation of 

the dependent variable.331 Finally, significant intercepts in all regression models in Table 7.9 

indicate that additional variable(s) not included in this study could improve the explanatory 

power of long-term returns following the announcements of new economy private 

placements.332 Thus, Tables 7.9 and 7.10 indicate that independent variables constructed from 

public information have moderate ability to explain new economy SEO long-term returns, 

with a higher proportion of returns explained for rights offers in each of the first three years 

after the event. 

 

Table 7.9 shows that private placements by Commitments Test Entities (CTE) have 

significantly lower composite index (All Ordinaries or Small Ordinaries Index) adjusted 

returns in the first three years after the private placement’ announcement. However, CTE 

variable has no significant effect on returns after rights issues, as indicated in Table 7.10. 

Furthermore, new economy companies with higher composite index adjusted returns between 

the IPO and the private placement have significantly lower returns in the first three years after 

the seasoned equity offer. Moreover, two and three year returns after the announcements of 

rights offers are also significantly negatively correlated with pre-SEO returns. Thus, the 

results indicate that seasoned equity offers are turning points in share returns performance.333

 
                                                 
331 Except the regression model XVI, which has a minimum tolerance level of 0.62 (VIF 1.62). 
332 This also applies to regression models XV and XVI in Table 7.10 for rights offers using three-year returns. 
333 The results are consistent with existing evidence on SEOs by industrial companies (for evidence on SEOs in 
Australia see Soucik and Allen, 1999). 
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New economy companies that wait longer to issue seasoned equity have significantly higher 

post-SEO returns. In particular, rights offers’ returns in the first three years after the offer 

announcements are significantly positively correlated with the time between the IPO and 

rights offer. Conversely, new economy companies that wait longer to conduct private 

placements have significantly higher returns in the first two years after the SEO 

announcement. 

 

Placements with higher subscription prices (as a proportion of market share value) have 

significantly higher returns in the first three years after the announcement.334 Thus, placing 

shares at a premium (usually to large institutional investors in this sample) could be revealing 

favourable information about the new economy firms’ prospects. 

 

New economy companies that use the placement proceeds for working capital purposes have 

significantly higher first year returns (regression model VI only). In contrast, if the 

placement’s proceeds are used for acquisition purposes, the new economy company suffers 

significantly lower two and three year returns. In comparison, rights offers using offer 

proceeds for investments have significantly higher returns in the first two years after the offer. 

This extends the evidence by Tan et al. (2002) who documented that Singaporean rights offers 

using offer proceeds for investments had significantly higher announcement time returns. 

 

Private placements announced during the new economy early development period (between 

January 1994 and December 1998) have significantly lower first-year returns. In contrast, 

rights offers announced during the early development period have significantly higher returns 

in the first two years after the offer announcement. Moreover, private placements announced 

                                                 
334 The result is confirmed for rights offers’ three-year returns in regression models XV and XVI. 
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during the post crash period (between April 2000 and December 2001) have significantly 

lower one- and three-year returns, while contemporary rights offers have significantly lower 

two-year returns. 

 

Additionally, if the placement is the first SEO after company listing the first year returns are 

significantly higher than for other placements. The results indicate that while the first SEO is 

interpreted by the investors as a favourable signal of company prospects, frequent seasoned 

offers are not.335 Thus, fourth and subsequent private placements have significantly lower two 

and three year returns than earlier placements. 

 

Longer delay between the placement announcement and completion date is significantly 

positively correlated with first year returns, which is contrary to the findings for new economy 

IPOs in this study and Lee et al. (1996) for Australian industrial IPOs. Further, private 

placements by new economy companies classified in the GICS telecommunications sector 

have significantly lower two and three year returns than other new economy placements. 

Moreover, private placements by new economy companies with Internet related business 

activities have significantly lower returns in the first two years after the offer announcement. 

 

Package (share and option) rights offers have significantly lower first year returns than share 

only rights issues. Moreover, rights offer size as a proportion of the company market 

capitalisation is significantly positively correlated with third-year returns, indicating that 

larger rights offers have superior long-term returns. Finally, new economy companies 

conducting rights offers that pay higher underwriting fees (variable which proxies for riskier 

                                                 
335 This is consistent with Soucik and Allen (1999) who documented that, while the first three SEOs announced 
by the ASX listed companies between 1984 and 1993 underperform, the returns underperformance is less 
pronounced for the first seasoned equity offer. 
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offers) have significantly higher returns in the first two years after the rights offer 

announcement.336 This is consistent with Welch’s (1991) findings, where riskier offers have 

higher direct compensation (higher underwriting fees). 

 

7.5.3 Analysis of Pre-Announcement Returns 

Table 7.8 indicated that publicly available information has limited ability to explain 

announcement day returns. This may be partly due to the leakage of information to the market 

before the seasoned offer announcements (see Figures 7.1 and 7.2). Further analysis is 

conducted to assess the ability of public information to explain the pre-announcement excess 

return run-up for private placements and rights issues.337

 

Similar to announcement day returns, publicly available information has limited ability to 

explain the pre-announcement excess returns of new economy private placements and rights 

offers as indicated by the regression coefficient of determination (adjusted R2) in Table 

7.11.338 Regression models in Table 7.11 explain between 8.69 and 11.10 percent of 

variability in the average excess share price run-up for private placements. In particular, Table 

7.11 indicates that the pre-announcement excess returns of private placements are 

significantly higher for the first placements after the IPO (regression model XVII only). 

Moreover, placements conducted during the hot issue period have significantly higher share 

price excess run-ups, providing support for the findings of Ibbotson and Jaffe (1975); Ritter 

                                                 
336 Higher fee paying rights offers are significantly younger, have significantly lower market capitalisation 
before the offer announcement, and have significantly larger offers as proportion of company size, providing 
evidence that higher underwriting fee offers are riskier equity issues. 
337 Excess return run-up during the pre-announcement window is measured as daily share price returns before the 
SEO announcement, less the equivalent All Ordinaries or Small Ordinaries Index return. 
338 All regression models in Tables 7.11 and 7.12 are the reduced models that do not suffer from multicollinearity 
between the independent variables. 
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(1984); and Ibbotson et al. (1988); who documented that IPOs listed during hot issue periods 

have higher event day returns. Moreover, larger private placements (as a proportion of 

company market value) have significantly lower pre-offer share price run-ups. 

 

Table 7.11 Multiple regression analyses of the pre-announcement excess returns of new economy 
seasoned equity offers between January 1994 and June 2004 

 Private placements Rights offers 

 Regression XVII Regression XVIII Regression XIX Regression XX 
Independent variable Run-up (-30,-1) Run-up (-40,-1) Run-up (-30,-1) Run-up (-20,-1) 
Intercept 0.002 

(0.052) 
-0.023 

(-0.414) 
-0.177 

(-1.832)* 
-0.102 

(-1.163) 
FIRST SEO 0.132 

(1.877)* 
0.162 

(1.253) 
  

INTERNET BUSINESS 0.042 
(0.710) 

0.142 
(0.267) 

  

MTBV 0.000 
(0.037) 

-0.000 
(-0.187) 

  

IR NAME 0.068 
(1.012) 

-0.019 
(-0.198) 

  

IPO UNDERPRICING -0.002 
(-0.137) 

-0.037 
(-1.406) 

  

HOT PERIOD 0.580 
(4.212)*** 

0.965 
(2.575)** 

0.135 
(0.997) 

0.292 
(1.747)* 

OFFER SIZE -0.016 
(-1.780)* 

-0.023 
(-1.992)** 

-0.151 
(-3.296)*** 

-0.105 
(-2.436)** 

RIGHT VALUE   0.865 
(1.433) 

0.441 
(1.049) 

SD   1.613 
(1.913)* 

2.305 
(2.200)** 

EPS   -0.532 
(-1.358) 

-0.032 
(-0.081) 

UNDERSUBSCRIBED   -0.067 
(-1.186) 

-0.095 
(-1.880)* 

UW   0.151 
(2.129)** 

0.036 
(0.607) 

Model F 10.010*** 7.802*** 4.257*** 7.561*** 
Adjusted R2 11.10 8.69 21.15 35.08 

Notes Cell values represent unstandardised regression coefficients for individual variables, with 
corresponding t-statistics in parenthesis; Dependent variable is the pre-announcement window return, adjusted for 
the composite index (All Ordinaries or Small Ordinaries Index) return during the equivalent period; FIRST SEO is 
a dichotomous variable with unity representing the first seasoned offer after the IPO and zero otherwise; 
INTERNET BUSINESS is a dichotomous variable where one indicates that the company’s main business activity 
is Internet related; MTBV is the average ratio of market value of equity to book value of equity in the window 
equivalent to the dependent variable; IR NAME dichotomous variable with unity representing Internet related 
company name; IPO UNDERPRICING is the return to subscribing investors at the end of the first trading day; 
HOT_PERIOD is a dichotomous variable representing new economy seasoned offers announced between January 
1999 and March 2000; OFFER SIZE is the seasoned equity offer value (at offer price) as proportion of the 
company market value one day before the offer announcement; RIGHT VALUE is the theoretical value of the 
right per share; SD is the average standard deviation of returns in the period equivalent to the dependent variable; 
EPS is the average earnings per share during the period equivalent to the dependent variable; 
UNDERSUBSCRIBED is a dichotomous variable where one represents rights offers that are undersubscribed; 
UW is a dichotomous variable with unity representing underwritten offers; *, **, *** significant at alpha 0.10, 
0.05, respectively 0.01 level. All regression models have White (1980) heteroskedasticity consistent t-values. 
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Conversely, because new economy rights offers have somewhat different pre-announcement 

average returns than private placements (see Figures 7.1 and 7.2), share return run-ups are 

measured using the 30 and 20-day windows. Consistent with the results for new economy 

private placements, rights offers’ return run-up is significantly lower for larger offers, as 

indicated by the regression models XIX and XX. Furthermore, the average standard deviation 

of returns are significantly positively correlated with excess return’ run-ups, indicating that 

riskier offers (higher share price volatility) have significantly higher pre-announcement 

excess returns. Finally, the average 30-day run-up is significantly higher for underwritten 

rights offers, while the 20-day run-up is significantly lower for undersubscribed rights offers. 

Thus, the effects of the last two variables are not robust to the pre-announcement window 

used. 

 

7.5.4 Analysis of SEO Premiums and Discounts 

Similar to Tan et al. (2002), who found that private placements in Singapore are placed at 

premium on average, this study finds that private placements of new economy companies in 

Australia are on average placed at a premium.339 While the premium on average is only 1.97 

percent using the pre-announcement day t={-1} as the benchmark, it is around 5.03 percent if 

the offer price is scaled by the market share value 30 trading days before the 

announcement.340

 

                                                 
339 Tan et al. (2002) measure the placement premium as the offer price divided by the market value of share 30 
days before the offer announcement. Using the 20, 30 and 40 trading day windows, results confirm that new 
economy placements are offered at a premium on average of between 3.18 percent, using the 20 day window, to 
5.38 percent using the 40 day window. 
340 This is similar to 6.27 percent reported by Tan et al. (2002) who used the t={-20,1} window for private 
placements in Singapore. 
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Table 7.12 indicates that publicly available information has better ability to explain rights 

offer discounts than private placement premiums and discounts. Moreover, significant 

intercepts in regression models XXIII and XXIV indicate that some additional variable(s), not 

included in this study, could have significant explanatory power of the rights offers’ 

discounts. 

 

While public information explains only between 9.93 and 11.59 percent of the variability in 

private placement premiums and discounts (regression models XXI and XXII in Table 7.12), 

several independent variables have a significant effect on the dependent variable. In 

particular, older new economy companies (measured as the time between the company 

incorporation and the seasoned offer announcement date) have significantly larger premiums 

(or smaller discounts), as indicated by the AGE variable. However, new economy companies 

with positive pre-announcement earnings place shares at significantly larger discounts. 

Additionally, more underpriced companies at the time of the IPO also offer larger discounts 

(or lower premiums) around the announcement of placements, which is contradicting 

predictions of IPO quality signalling models. IPO quality signalling models predict that higher 

listing day returns signal superior quality companies (see for example Grinblatt and Hwang, 

1989; Welch, 1989, 1996). If the new economy company quality has been subsequently 

revealed in the market, IPO underpricing should be negatively correlated with SEO discounts. 

Alternatively, IPO listing day returns and SEO discounts are compensation for risk, where 

riskier new economy companies need to offer shares at greater discounts (at the IPO and any 

seasoned offer).  
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Table 7.12 Multiple regression analyses of the subscription price premiums and discounts of new 
economy seasoned equity offers between January 1994 and June 2004 

 Private placements Rights offers 

 Regression XXI Regression XXII Regression XXIII Regression XXIV 
Independent variable Premium  (-40,offer) Premium  (-30,offer) Discount  (-30,offer) Discount (-20,offer) 
Intercept -0.430 

(-1.456) 
-0.384 

(-1.436) 
-0.409 

(-2.990)*** 
-0.462 

(-3.132)*** 
AGE 0.000 

(2.607)*** 
0.000 

(2.605)*** 
  

EPS -0.661 
(-4.536)*** 

-0.676 
(-4.831)*** 

  

OFFER PROCEEDS  
(INVESTMENTS) 

0.112 
(0.922) 

0.126 
(1.110) 

  

IPO UNDERPRICING -0.135 
(-3.126)*** 

-0.129 
(-3.082)*** 

  

PACKAGE -0.253 
(-2.362)** 

-0.296 
(-3.173)*** 

  

SD 3.128 
(0.863) 

2.958 
(0.908) 

-1.471 
(-1.684)* 

-0.735 
(-0.849) 

LIQ 37.569 
(2.759)*** 

22.200 
(2.418)** 

39.101 
(2.179)** 

37.118 
(1.860)* 

OFFER SIZE 0.080 
(0.892) 

0.083 
(0.971) 

-0.046 
(-0.653) 

-0.019 
(-0.237) 

MTBV -0.000 
(-0.045) 

-0.000 
(-0.126) 

-0.003 
(-1.013) 

-0.005 
(-1.290) 

COLD PERIOD   0.268 
(3.280)*** 

0.285 
(3.098)*** 

DELAY   -0.002 
(-1.620) 

-0.001 
(-1.270) 

INTERNET BUSINESS   0.074 
(1.024) 

0.091 
(1.089) 

Model F 8.239*** 7.149*** 5.737*** 3.808*** 
Adjusted R2 11.59 9.93 32.78 22.43 

Notes Cell values represent unstandardised regression coefficients for individual variables, with corresponding t-
statistics in parenthesis; Regression models XXI and XXII have White (1980) heteroskedasticity consistent t-values, 
while Regression models XXIII and XXIV have homogenous variance of residuals; Dependent variable is the offer 
price discount (or premium) calculated as the difference between the subscription price and the company market 
share value on t trading days before the announcement day; AGE is the number of days between company 
incorporation and seasoned offer announcement day; EPS is the average earnings per share during the period t={-
100,-1}; OFFER PROCEEDS (INVESTMENTS) is a dichotomous variable denoting the use of offer proceeds; IPO 
UNDERPRICING is the first day return to subscribing investors at the end of the first trading day; PACKAGE is a 
dichotomous variable with unity representing seasoned offers that include share options, while zero represents share 
only offers; SD is the average share return standard deviation during the period t={-100,-1}; LIQ is the average 
share liquidity during the period t={-100,-1} measured as the daily volume of traded shares divided by the total 
number of listed ordinary shares; OFFER SIZE is the seasoned equity offer value (at offer price) as proportion of the 
company market value one day before the offer announcement; MTBV is the average ratio of market value of equity 
to book value of equity in t={-100,-1} window; COLD PERIOD is a dichotomous variable representing new 
economy seasoned offers announced between January 2002 and June 2004; DELAY is measured as the number of 
days between the offer announcement and completion; INTERNET BUSINESS a dichotomous variable where one 
indicates that the company’s main business activity is Internet related; *, **, *** significant at alpha 0.10, 0.05, 
respectively 0.01 level. 

 

Furthermore, package (share and option) placements offer significantly larger discounts, 

providing further evidence that package offers are significantly riskier than share only 
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offers.341 Moreover, new economy companies with more liquid share prices (measured as the 

daily trading volume divided by the total number of ordinary shares on issue) offer 

significantly smaller placement discounts (or larger premiums). This is consistent with the 

results for rights offers, where new economy companies with more liquid share prices before 

the announcements of rights offers have significantly smaller subscription price discounts 

(regression models XXIII and XXIV). 

 

Publicly available information explains between 22.43 and 32.78 percent of rights offer 

discounts as indicated in regression models XXIII and XXIV.342 Moreover, riskier rights offers 

(those with more volatile returns), offer significantly larger discounts (regression model XXIII 

only). Finally, rights offers of companies announced during the cold issue period (between 

January 2002 and June 2004) have significantly lower offer price discounts. 

 

7.6 Conclusions 

This chapter presented extensive evidence on new economy seasoned equity offers in the 

form of private placements and rights offers. New economy SEOs are announced by relatively 

young companies, and are followed by inferior long-term returns compared to the market and 

small stock index returns, but not when compared with their industry index performance. The 

regression analyses indicated that public information has the ability to explain long-term 

returns of new economy firms. Moreover, public information has some ability to explain the 

announcement day returns of new economy SEOs, but also exhibits moderate ability to 

explain excess return run-ups before the seasoned offer announcement. Additionally, public 

                                                 
341 The results are robust to the definition of the premium (discount) to market share price, and are consistent for 
premiums (discounts) at 10, 20, 30 and 40 days before the announcement. 
342 Similar proportions of the dependent variable explained is obtained if alternative definitions of the discounts 
are used (-1, -20 or -40 day market share price discounts). 
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information can also explain the variability in new economy SEO discounts (with more 

success in explaining the rights offer discounts). 

 

This chapter has addressed the gap in existing evidence on seasoned equity offers by 

exploring private placement and rights offers by new economy companies. Moreover, the 

failure of most existing SEO studies to identify the correct event date based on the exact 

announcement’ publication time and its effect on results and conclusions has been addressed 

in this chapter. 

 

The following chapter analyses the relationships between the initial and seasoned equity 

offers. The ability of public information to explain the probability of a seasoned equity offer, 

the duration between the initial and seasoned equity offer, as well as the frequency of new 

economy seasoned equity offers are presented in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Relationships Between the Initial and Subsequent Equity Offers 

by New Economy Companies343

 

 

 

 

8.0 Introduction 

This chapter examines the relationships between the initial and seasoned equity offers by new 

economy companies. Specifically, this chapter examines the probability of a seasoned offer 

by recent new economy IPOs, the duration between the initial and the first seasoned equity 

offer, and the frequency of seasoned offers within the first three years after listing. Univariate 

tests establish the link between public information about the company around the stock 

exchange listing time and the incidence of a seasoned equity offer. Publicly available 

information is then integrated in probit models to provide a more comprehensive picture of 

the probability of seasoned equity offers. This chapter also provides multiple regression 

models that explain the duration between the initial and the first seasoned equity offer, and the 

frequency of seasoned equity offers within the first three years after listing. 

 

8.1 IPO Signalling 

The mainstream theoretical framework considers the IPO listing day returns as an indicator 

(signal) of company quality (see Chapter Three). The signalling hypotheses thus explain IPO 

underpricing as a mechanism in efficient markets where initial returns represent a risk 
                                                 
343 The results of Chapter Eight were presented at the Annual Accounting and Finance Association of Australia 
and New Zealand Conference in Wellington in July 2006, with the paper titled ‘New economy initial and 
seasoned equity offers’. The author of this thesis is the principal author of the conference paper. 
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premium for inadequacy of available information about IPOs. To counteract the lack of 

publicly available information, firms underprice initial equity offers to signal their superior 

quality and their ability to recoup these losses through future earnings and growth potential. 

Welch (1989), Allen and Faulhaber (1989) and Grinblatt and Hwang (1989) argue that 

underpricing at the time of IPO is positively related to issuer quality and should be reflected 

in superior long-term returns and in the timing of the subsequent seasoned offers.344

 

Welch (1989) observes that seasoned equity offers (SEO) are related in timing to IPOs, and 

that initial public offers usually involve the sale of a relatively small proportion of the closely 

held company than is the case in subsequent SEO (especially if underpricing in the IPO was 

substantial). Welch states that information asymmetry between the original owners and new 

investors produces underpricing, which is less costly for a superior quality IPO, then it would 

be for a low quality IPO (which would have to engage in imitation of quality plus 

underpricing costs). The higher the general level of underpricing, the more likely it is that low 

quality firms will reveal their true value before listing. This is because a low quality firm’s 

value will be revealed in the aftermarket, implying that underpricing and larger retained 

ownership do not result in higher prices at SEO, and therefore the low quality firm has no 

incentive to falsely signal high quality. 

 

Leland and Pyle (1977) apply the signalling model to valuation of projects, and state that 

retained ownership (project’s organizers’ investment in their own firm’s equity) is a good 

signal of a firm’s (project’s) quality to outside investors. Thus, similar to the underpricing 

mechanism, high quality issuers have an incentive to signal their high quality by retaining a 

                                                 
344 However, regardless of the firms’ success to signal high quality by underpricing, initial and seasoned equity 
offers should be viewed as related events because they are a part of the firm’s long-term equity financing 
program. 
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larger proportion of shares (and forgoing diversification benefits) as the firm’s true value will 

be subsequently revealed, allowing the issuers to sell shares at a higher price in the SEO. 

 

Grinblatt and Hwang (1989) combine the above two signals. They apply underpricing and the 

proportion of shares sold in the IPO to derive a signalling hypothesis.  Thus, both the retained 

ownership by original investors and offer price signal the IPO firm’s value. Grinblatt and 

Hwang propose that underpricing is positively related to retained ownership by issuers, and 

that the value of the issuing firm is positively related to the degree of underpricing. 

 

Recent evidence (Cooper et al., 2001; Ljungqvist and Wilhelm, 2003; Loughran and Ritter, 

2004; Schultz and Zaman, 2001) points to the fact that new economy firms have unique 

characteristics.345 While the signalling theories have received support from numerous studies 

of industrial company listings in many markets (see, for example, How and Low, 1993; 

Ibbotson, 1975; Ibbotson and Jaffe, 1975; Jegadeesh et al., 1993; Loughran and Ritter, 2004; 

Ritter, 1984; Slovin et al., 1994; Welch, 1996), it is important to test the IPO quality 

signalling for new economy initial and seasoned equity offers. 

 

Results in this chapter provide some support for IPO quality signalling by underpricing. 

However, aftermarket share returns, retained ownership (and ownership dilution), forecast 

earnings and cash flows, and IPO market conditions are also important determinants of the 

probability of seasoned equity offers. In particular, offers with greater proportion of 

ownership retained, underpriced new economy IPOs and those with greater post listing-day 

share returns are more likely to have a seasoned equity offer. However, new economy IPOs 

that forecast positive earnings or cash flows for the post-listing year are significantly less 
                                                 
345 Some of these characteristics include the level of retained ownership and underpricing at IPO, association 
with venture capital, company profitability, and Internet related company’ name and business activities. 
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likely to have a seasoned offer within the first three years after listing. Public information can 

also explain the timing of seasoned equity offers by new economy companies within the first 

three years after listing. For example, time between the IPO and the first seasoned offer is 

significantly shorter for Internet related IPOs, for offers with greater listing day returns, and 

for older new economy companies. Finally, the frequency of seasoned equity offers within the 

first three years after listing is significantly greater for new economy IPOs with superior 

aftermarket returns, Commitments Test Entities, and for IPOs with greater proportion of 

retained ownership. 

 

8.2 Data and Sample Frame 

This chapter examines a subsample of new economy companies that listed on the Australian 

Stock Exchange (ASX) between January 1994 and December 2002. Three years of ASX 

company announcement’ data after December 2002 (to December 2005) are required in order 

to establish how many new economy companies issue seasoned equity within three years after 

listing. During the sample period to end of December 2002 three hundred companies with 

new economy related business activities attempted to list on the ASX, of which 37 offers were 

withdrawn. Thus, 263 new economy initial public offers (IPOs) listed successfully, as 

presented in Table 8.1. 
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Table 8.1 New economy equity offers between January 1994 and December 2005 stratified by industry  
IPOs Private Placements Rights Offers New economy industry  

(GICS industry group) N Percent  N Percent N Percent 
Software and services 89 33.84 144 37.99 12 23.53 
Semi-new economy 59 22.43 76 20.05 17 33.33 
Pharmaceuticals and biotechnology 34 12.93 37 9.76 5 9.80 
Technology hardware and equipment 22 8.37 36 9.50 2 3.92 
Healthcare equipment and services 21 7.98 21 5.54 5 9.80 
Telecommunications 20 7.60 36 9.50 5 9.80 
Media 18 6.84 29 7.65 5 9.80 
Total 263 100.00 379 100.00 51 100.00 

Notes Table includes new economy IPOs listed between 1994 and 2002, and private placements and 
rights offers of new economy IPOs within three years after listing; GICS is the Global Industry 
Classification Standard. ASX listed new economy companies are classified in industry groups based on the 
Global Industry Classification Standard; Semi-new economy group represents entities with some business 
activities in the new economy sector, but not classified by the ASX in the GICS new economy industries; N 
is the number of offers; Percent is the number of offers in a particular industry group as a proportion of 
total IPOs, private placements or rights offers. 

 

New economy initial and seasoned equity offers in Australia are most frequently made by 

companies in the software and services industry group (see Table 8.1). The second largest 

group are the semi-new economy SEOs. In addition, Internet related businesses represent 

48.29 percent of the new economy IPO sample, while 55.67 percent of placements and 45.10 

percent of rights issues are made by Internet related companies.346

 

8.3 New Economy Initial and Seasoned Offers 

This section presents the univariate results on the relationships between the initial and 

seasoned equity offers using independent variables constructed from publicly available 

information about the new economy companies.347

 

                                                 
346 Internet related companies are present in most new economy industries, except the pharmaceuticals and 
biotechnology industry group. 
347 Definitions of these variables and their expected effects were explained in Chapter Four, while the actual 
effects on listing day and long-term returns have been explored in Chapter Five. 
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8.3.1 The Incidence of Seasoned Equity Offers 

Within the new economy IPO sample there are 169 companies (or 64.26 percent) that had at 

least one seasoned equity offer in the first three years after listing. In comparison, Krigman, 

Shaw and Womack (2001) found that of 2,049 IPOs in the US from 1993 to 1995, around 28 

percent of issuing firms make the first SEO within three years after the IPO. New economy 

companies in Australia which reissue equity within three years after listing have their first 

SEO 1.09 (0.92) years after the IPO on average (median).348 This is similar to US industrial 

firms, which waited an average (median) 1.43 (1.29) years to reissue equity (see Jegadeesh et 

al., 1993, p. 161).349

 

Initial returns of new economy IPOs that conducted seasoned offers within three years after 

listing are on average 48.49 percent, compared to 33.67 percent for the remaining IPOs. The 

non-parametric Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon (MWW) test confirms that IPOs with higher initial 

returns are significantly more likely to have a seasoned equity offer within three years after 

listing (see Table 8.2). Moreover, new economy IPOs with positive initial returns 

(underpriced offers) are significantly more likely to have a seasoned equity offer than 

overpriced IPOs (offers with negative initial returns) (χ2 (1, N = 263) = 4.815; p = 0.028). 

These findings are consistent with Australian evidence for package IPOs in Lee et al. (2003) 

and provide support for the signalling hypothesis of Welch (1989; 1996), Allen and Faulhaber 

(1989) and Grinblatt and Hwang (1989). 

 

 

 

                                                 
348 The number of days between the IPO and the first seasoned offer is 398 (335) days on average (median). 
349 Jegadeesh et al. (1993) sample consists of 411 SEOs in the period 1980 to 1989. 
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Table 8.2 Explanatory variable relationship with the incidence of seasoned equity offers 
Explanatory variable Variable effect on SEO_01 

(t-test / MWW) 
t-test Mann-Whitney-

Wilcoxon test (MWW) 
Retained ownership Positive / Positive (t(150.85) = -2.776; p = 0.006) (z = -2.539; p = 0.011) 
Dilution Negative / Negative (t(110.62) = 1.899; p = 0.060) (z = -1853; p = 0.064) 
Age at listing Negative / N/A (t(156.84) = 1.738; p = 0.084) (z = -1.101; p = 0.271) 
Offer price Negative / Negative (t(218.95) = -2.211; p = 0.028) (z = -1.812; p = 0.070) 
Ex ante uncertainty Positive / N/A (t(229.65) = -1.922; p = 0.056) (z = -1.508; p = 0.132) 
Aftermarket returns (30 day) Positive / Positive (t(247.80) = -2.497; p = 0.013) (z = -2.345; p = 0.019) 
Aftermarket returns (50 day) Positive / Positive (t(261) = -1.971; p = 0.050) (z = -1.982; p = 0.048) 
Underpricing N/A / Positive (t(261) = -1.365; p = 0.173) (z = -2.004; p = 0.045) 
Post IPO return (first year) Positive / Positive (t(261) = -1.672; p = 0.096) (z = -2.383; p = 0.017) 
New (primary) shares as 
proportion of offer value 

Positive / Positive (t(126.72) = -2.716; p = 0.008) (z = -2.324; p = 0.020) 

Proportion of IPO proceeds 
invested as new capital 

N/A / N/A (t(155.77) = -1.393; p = 0.165) (z = -0.933; p = 0.351) 

Delay to listing N/A / N/A (t(187.34) = -1.434; p = 0.153) (z = -1.626; p = 0.104) 
Notes Dependent variable has a dichotomous outcome with unity denoting a new economy IPO company which 
had a seasoned offer of equity within three years after listing; RETAINED OWNERSHIP is the percentage of shares 
not sold in the IPO; DILUTION is the ratio of the new (primary) shares sold in the IPO to the number of pre-
existing shares; AGE AT LISTING is the number of days between the incorporation of the entity and the listing day; 
OFFER PRICE is the public share-offer subscription price adjusted for the inflation; EX ANTE UNCERTAINTY is 
the average first 20-day standard deviation of returns (excluding the initial return); AFTERMARKET RETURNS 
are the after IPO listing share returns (excluding the initial return); UNDERPRICING is the composite index 
adjusted return between the subscription price and the first trading day closing share price. (Composite index is 
constructed using the All Ordinaries Accumulated Index returns for new economy companies that had market 
capitalisation of at least $100 million at offer price, otherwise the Small Ordinaries Accumulated Index returns are 
used); POST IPO RETURN is the composite index adjusted first year return; DELAY TO LISTING is the number 
of days between IPO prospectus lodgement and listing date; N/A results not significant. 

 

Consistent with Jegadeesh et al. (1993) results for US industrial companies, post-listing 

(aftermarket) share returns of new economy IPOs are significantly higher for companies that 

have seasoned equity offers within three years after listing. In particular, post-listing share 

returns in the first 20 trading weeks (excluding the initial underpricing) are significantly 

higher for new economy companies that have placements or rights offers of equity within 

three years after listing (see Table 8.2).350 Furthermore, first year post-listing returns are 

significantly higher for new economy IPOs that reissue equity within three years after listing, 

as indicated by the t-test and the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test in Table 8.2. The results 

provide support for Welch (1989) quality of firm signalling model, and are consistent with the 

                                                 
350 The results are robust to the aftermarket window specification. Thus, re-issuing companies have significantly 
higher post-listing returns in the first 20, 30, 50 and 100 trading day’ windows. Market index returns in the 
equivalent windows before and after the IPO listing date have no predictive power of the incidence of seasoned 
equity offers. 
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results of Cook and Officer (1996), who found that more underpriced IPOs (reverse leveraged 

buy-outs) tend to have SEOs within one year after the IPO. 

 

Table 8.2 indicates that retained ownership at IPO time is significantly positively correlated 

with the incidence of seasoned equity offers. Likewise, ownership dilution is significantly 

negatively correlated with the incidence of seasoned equity offers.351 Thus, forgoing some 

diversification opportunities by original investors and underinvestment at the time of IPO 

provides a valid signal of an increased probability of a seasoned equity offer by new economy 

companies within three years after listing.352

 

New economy companies that experienced larger IPO underpricing offer seasoned equity at 

significantly larger discounts again.353 For example, IPO underpricing is significantly 

negatively correlated with SEO subscription price discount (compared to market share price at 

t=-10) for private placements (r = -0.097; p = 0.061) and rights issues (r = -0.238; p = 

0.096).354 Around 41 percent of new economy rights offers in this study are considerably 

undersubscribed, opening an avenue for substantial changes in the existing ownership 

structure.355 Thus, both the private placements and rights offers by new economy firms may 

result in shareholder wealth redistribution to new investors. 

                                                 
351 Ownership dilution is the ratio of the new (primary) shares sold in the IPO to the number of pre-existing 
shares, while retained ownership is the ratio of primary and secondary shares sold in the IPO to the number of 
shares retained by the pre-IPO shareholders. 
352 Grinblatt and Hwang (1989) proposed that retained ownership and IPO underpricing should be positively 
related. However, our results for the relationship between the initial returns and retained ownership are not 
significant. The results are robust to the definition of initial returns. For example, equal weighted market index 
adjusted initial returns (r(262) = 0.050; p = 0.419). 
353 Results are robust to the specification of the discount variable. That is, offer price discount compared to 
market share price at t=-1, t=-10, t=-20, t=-40 for private placements, but only using t=-10 and t=-30 for rights 
offers. Moreover, the results are not influenced by IPO market conditions, and are consistent before and after 
April 2000 for private placements and rights issues. 
354 Note that 46 percent of equity placements are made at a premium to current market share value. Thus, more 
underpriced IPOs have smaller placement’ premiums or larger discounts. 
355 Operational definition of undersubscription is a shortfall of at least 25 percent of the offer size. The shortfall 
of shares is by rule absorbed by the underwriters or directors and large private investors. 
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New economy private placements are sold at a premium of 4.23 percent on average.356 Tan et 

al. (2002) reported an average premium of 13.73 percent for private placements in Singapore 

between 1987 and 1996. Nevertheless, the difference is obvious once medians are compared. 

While private placements in Singapore are placed at a median premium of 8.00 percent, new 

economy private placements in Australia are placed at a median discount of 5.88 percent. 

New economy private placements are made at an average (median) offer price of $1.06 

($0.53). Moreover, many new economy stocks trade in the market at relatively low prices 

during the sample period. Thus, offer price rounding may explain some premiums and 

discounts. For example, a new economy company with a market value of  $0.18 per share 

could round the offer price to $0.20, creating a placement ‘premium’ of 11.11 percent. 

Reduction of the offer price to $0.15 creates a discount of 20 percent. 

 

Moreover, new economy rights offer prices are made at an average (median) discount of 

36.43 (31.72) percent. However, offer price discounts are influenced by IPO market 

conditions. For example, rights offer’ discounts compared to the 20 day pre-offer market 

share values are significantly larger during the post crash period between April 2000 and 

December 2001 (t(39.89) = 2.752; p = 0.009) (z = -2.599; p = 0.009).357

 

New economy companies undertake rights offers not only less frequently than private 

placements (see Table 8.1), but also wait significantly longer after the IPO to have rights 

                                                 
356 Reported premiums (and discounts) are to the market price twenty trading days before the placement’ or 
rights offer’ announcement unless stated otherwise. 
357 Private placement discounts are not significantly different before and after April 2000.  
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offers, as indicated by the t-test and the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test (t(81.25) = -3.270; p = 

0.002) (z = -2.706; p = 0.007).358

 

Moreover, the time between the IPO and SEO is positively correlated with post-SEO returns, 

indicating that new economy companies that wait longer to sell seasoned equity have 

significantly higher post-SEO returns in the first year after the offer announcement than early 

SEOs. For example, first year post-SEO equal weighted composite index adjusted returns, for 

private placements (r= 0.128; p = 0.016) and rights offers (r= 0.281; p = 0.062).359

 

The chi-square tests indicate that several dichotomous variables can distinguish between new 

economy IPOs that reissue equity within three years after listing from the remaining 

companies in this sample (see Table 8.3). In particular, new economy companies that forecast 

positive earnings or cash flows in the IPO prospectus are significantly less likely to sell 

seasoned equity. However, companies associated with venture capital (investment or 

expertise) and entities listed on the ASX under the Commitments Test Entity criteria are 

significantly more likely to have an SEO within three years after listing.360 Moreover, primary 

(new) share initial public offers and companies that use the offer proceeds for working capital 

are significantly more likely to reissue equity within three years after listing.   

 

 

 
                                                 
358 The average number of days between the IPO and private placements is 497 days, while it is 604 days on 
average for rights offers (note that some companies have multiple seasoned equity offers). 
359 SEOs announced during 2005 were not included in the above tests as they do not have the first-year 
anniversary returns. 
360 Commitments Test Entity clause was put in effect as a result of the Commonwealth Law Economic Reform 
Program Act 1999 (Cth). Commencing 13 March 2000, it introduced changes to the regulation of company 
financing in Australia (see Chapple et al., 2005). This reform allowed unprofitable entities (that did not satisfy 
the ASX listing requirements under the net tangible assets or profit tests) to become quoted on the stock 
exchange based on commitments to spend the funds raised according to agreements made with the ASX. 
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Table 8.3 Relationship between dichotomous explanatory variables and the incidence of a seasoned equity 
offer within three years after the IPO 

Explanatory variable Variable effect on SEO_01 Chi-square 
Pre April 2000 IPO (01/1994 – 03/2000) Positive (χ2 (1, N = 263) = 2.801; p = 0.094)
Hot issue period (01/1999 – 03/2000) Positive (χ2 (1, N = 263) = 9.717; p = 0.002)
Post crash period (04/2000 – 12/2001) Negative (χ2 (1, N = 263) = 3.333; p = 0.068)
Internet business activity N/A (χ2 (1, N = 263) = 0.379; p = 0.538)
Venture Capital Backing Positive (χ2 (1, N = 257) = 6.119; p = 0.013)
Commitments Test Entity Positive (χ2 (1, N = 263) = 7.569; p = 0.006)
Positive Earnings Forecasts Negative (χ2 (1, N = 263) = 5.652; p = 0.017)
Positive Cash Flows Forecasts Negative (χ2 (1, N = 248) = 11.412; p = 0.001)
Dividend Forecasts N/A (χ2 (1, N = 259) = 2.662; p = 0.103)
Package (share and option) IPO N/A (χ2 (1, N = 263) = 1.124; p = 0.289)
Positive IPO listing day returns Positive (χ2 (1, N = 263) = 4.815; p = 0.028)
Primary (new) shares sold in IPO Positive (χ2 (1, N = 263) = 7.170; p = 0.007)
IPO proceeds for working capital Positive (χ2 (1, N = 261) = 4.651; p = 0.031)
IPO proceeds for investments N/A (χ2 (1, N = 261) = 1.243; p = 0.265)
IPO proceeds for capital restructure N/A (χ2 (1, N = 261) = 0.937; p = 0.333)
IPO proceeds for acquisitions N/A (χ2 (1, N = 263) = 0.003; p = 0.959)

Notes Sample consists of new economy IPOs listed on the ASX between January 1994 and December 2002 
and seasoned equity offers within three years after the IPO; Dependent variable has a dichotomous outcome and 
is unity for new economy companies which conducted at least one seasoned equity offer within three years after 
the IPO; New economy seasoned offers are private placements and rights issues of equity in excess of 
$500,000; PRE APRIL 2000 IPO are new economy companies listed on the ASX between January 1994 and 
March 2000; POSITIVE EARNINGS, CASH FLOWS and DIVIDENDS are dichotomous variables being unity 
if positive earnings, cash flows or dividends have been forecast in the IPO prospectus for the post-listing year; 
IPO PROCEEDS denote whether the use of offer proceeds in the IPO prospectus was indicated for operating 
activities, investments in capital or research and development, debt repayments  and similar capital restructure, 
or for acquisitions of entities or patents; N/A results not significant. 
 

In summary, the above results provide evidence in support of the signalling hypothesis, where 

IPO listing day’ returns and aftermarket’ returns, as well as retained ownership (ownership 

dilution) can explain the incidence of seasoned equity offers. Moreover, other public 

information about the new economy companies, such as earnings and cash flow forecasts, can 

be used to predict the incidence of seasoned equity offers. 

 

8.3.2 Time Between the Initial and Seasoned Offers361 

Jegadeesh et al. (1993) found that the relatively more underpriced IPO firms are likely to 

conduct an SEO and to wait a shorter time between the two offers. Welch (1996) develops a 

                                                 
361 Note that duration between the IPO and the first seasoned offer within three years after listing in this chapter 
is a dependent variable being explained, while the time between the initial and all subsequent private placements 
and rights offers of equity was used as an explanatory variable in Chapter Seven (Section 7.3.4). 
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model in which he extends the signalling by underpricing from Welch (1989) to also include 

the waiting period between the IPO and the first SEO as an additional signal of firm’ quality. 

In the underpricing equilibrium of Welch (1996) high quality firms raise the minimum 

required capital in the IPO to fund the operations. They also wait the optimal time for their 

true quality to be revealed before reissuing equity.  

 

New economy IPOs which have higher initial returns are more likely to have an earlier first 

seasoned offer in the form of a private placement or a rights issue (r (169) = -0.234; p = 

0.002). This is in contrast to Welch (1996), who found that issuers who underprice their IPO 

more also wait longer to reissue equity. However, there is a significant positive correlation 

between the time to first SEO and the post-IPO returns. For example, first-year composite 

index adjusted returns (r (169) = 0.136; p = 0.077). Thus, new economy IPOs that wait longer 

to reissue equity have significantly higher post-IPO returns.362

 

In summary, new economy IPOs with higher initial returns and superior aftermarket returns 

are more likely to have seasoned offers, they wait less time to issue seasoned equity and also 

sell equity more frequently than other new economy companies. Thus, the results provide 

support for Welch (1989; 1996), Allen and Faulhaber (1989) and Grinblatt and Hwang (1989) 

IPO quality signalling theories in the new economy sector. 

 

8.4 Multiple Regression Models 

The following section provides the results of multiple regression models constructed with 

variables representing publicly available information about the new economy companies. 

                                                 
362 Results are consistent for one, two and three year returns. However, immediate aftermarket returns in the first 
100 days after listing are not significantly correlated with the time to first seasoned equity offer. 
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Public information is used to explain the probability, the timing and the frequency of seasoned 

equity offers by new economy companies within three years after listing. 

 

8.4.1 Probability of New Economy SEOs 

Probability of a seasoned equity offer is examined using a binary probit model.363 The model 

assesses the ability of publicly available information (at around the time of public listing) to 

predict the probability of seasoned equity offers by new economy companies. In the probit 

analysis, the independent variables (continuous or coded as binary variables) were used to 

explain the dichotomous (0,1) outcome; that is, whether a new economy company has a 

seasoned equity offer within the three years after listing.364

 

Table 8.4 indicates that models using public information correctly classify more than seventy 

percent of new economy companies in two groups of non-issuers and re-issuers of equity, 

while the McFadden R2 likelihood ratio index ranges between eleven and thirteen percent.365 

The probit models’ fit are comparable to Jegadeesh et al. (1993) logit models of a seasoned 

equity issue probability. The analyses were repeated using the equivalent logit models which 

provided substantially the same results as the probit models.366

 

                                                 
363 For more information about the probit and logit models see Chapter Six. 
364 Possibility of multicollinearity between independent variables used in the probit models was examined. 
Correlations between the explanatory variables were measured by the tolerance statistic. Tolerance is a statistical 
measure of the overlap between independent variables. A tolerance level close to zero indicates that two 
independent variables might be explaining the same variation in the dependent variable, whilst a tolerance value 
of one indicates no overlap between independent variables. Thus, the number of independent variables in Table 
7.4 was restricted to those independent variables that do not have high correlations (measured by the tolerance 
statistic). The minimum tolerance statistic between explanatory variables in Table 7.4 was 0.81 (variance 
inflation factor 1.24) confirming that the probit regression models do not suffer from multicollinearity. 
365 The McFadden’s quasi R-square likelihood-ratio index was calculated as one minus the log likelihood of the 
estimated model divided by the log likelihood of a model that includes intercept only. 
366 Liao (1994) and Maddala (2001) indicated that logit and probit regressions should provide similar results if 
there is not a large proportion of extreme scores in the tails of the distributions in very large samples, in which 
case the logit model should be used. 
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Table 8.4 Probit analysis of the incidence of new economy SEOs within three years after the IPO by new 
economy companies listed on the ASX between January 1994 and December 2002 

 I II III 
Independent 
variable 

Probit 
coefficient z-statistic  

Probit 
coefficient z-statistic  

Probit 
coefficient z-statistic 

Intercept -0.859 -1.229 -1.087 -1.609 -0.927** -2.241 
PRE_CRASH 0.426** 2.261 0.411** 2.192 0.346* 1.871 
CTE 0.377* 1.912 0.398** 2.030 0.436** 2.276 
VC 0.309 1.324 0.356 1.545   
NEW_SHARES 0.965 1.497 1.092* 1.711   
UNDERPRICED 0.422** 2.040 0.413** 1.998 0.494** 2.349
POST_IPO_30 16.532** 2.211 16.677** 2.231 16.207** 2.240
DILUTION -0.433*** -2.723 -0.417*** -2.624  
RET_OWN   0.944** 2.096
EPS -0.344* -1.812 -0.365* -1.939  
CASH_FLOW   -0.566** -2.566
AGE -0.019 -1.158  

Percent correct 
predictions 

72.00  73.20 71.67  

Likelihood-ratio 
index  

13.08*** 12.67*** 10.97*** 

Notes Likelihood-ratio index (McFadden R2) was calculated as 1-(log likelihood of the estimated 
model log likelihood of a model which includes intercept only); PRE_CRASH is unity for IPOs listed 
between January 1994 and March 2000, and zero otherwise; CTE is a dichotomous variable with unity 
representing new economy companies listed as Commitments Test Entities; VC is unity for new economy 
companies associated with venture capital investment and/or expertise prior to listing; NEW_SHARES is a 
dichotomous variable where unity represents primary (new) shares offered in the IPO; UNDERPRICED is a 
dichotomous variable where unity represents underpriced new economy listings (positive returns between the 
subscription price and the first trading day closing price); POST_IPO_30 is the aftermarket share return for 
the first 30 trading days (excluding the first day returns); DILUTION is the ratio of new shares sold in the 
offer divided by the number of old (pre-existing) shares; RET_OWN is the percent of shares retained by 
original investors after the IPO; EPS (CASH_FLOW) assigns unity if positive earnings (cash flows) were 
forecast in the offer prospectus for the post-offer year; AGE is a natural logarithm of the number of days 
between the company incorporation date and the ASX listing date; Percent correct predictions are calculated 
using a binary logistic model; *, **, *** significant at alpha 0.10, 0.05, respectively 0.01 level. Dependent 
variable is a dichotomous outcome, whether the new economy IPO company has a seasoned equity offer 
within three years after listing (1) or not (0). 

÷

 

In particular, Table 8.4 indicates that new economy IPOs listed before April 2000 are 

significantly more likely to have a seasoned equity offer within the three years after listing 

compared to the post-March 2000 new economy listings. New economy companies listed on 

the ASX as Commitments Test Entities are significantly more likely to sell seasoned equity. 

Nevertheless, the dichotomous variable representing companies associated with venture 

capital investment or expertise and the company’ age at listing variable do not significantly 

contribute to the model. Conversely, companies selling primary (new) shares in their IPO are 

more likely to have an SEO (probit model II in Table 8.4).  
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Underpriced IPOs (those with positive first day returns) are significantly more likely to have 

seasoned offers. Moreover, new economy IPOs with superior aftermarket returns (excluding 

the initial returns) are significantly more likely to have an SEO. Thus, the probit model results 

confirm the findings of Jegadeesh et al. (1993). Ownership dilution and retained ownership 

variables indicate that lower the proportion of shares sold to outsiders in the IPO (lower the 

dilution or higher the percent of shares retained), larger is the probability that additional 

equity would be sold within three years after listing. Finally, companies that forecast positive 

earnings and cash flows for the post-offer year in their IPO prospectus are significantly less 

likely to have an SEO within three years after listing. 

 

8.4.2 Timing of Seasoned Equity Offers 

In this section, publicly available information about the new economy companies is used to 

explain the duration between the IPO and the first seasoned equity offer. Regression models 

in Table 8.5 have a moderate ability to explain the dependent variable.367 Regression models 

IV and VI in Table 8.5 indicate that new economy companies listed before April 2000 wait 

significantly shorter time to have their first seasoned equity offer in the form of a private 

placement or a rights issue. Moreover, companies with Internet related business activities 

reissue equity significantly earlier than the remaining new economy companies in this sample 

(regression models V and VI). Company age is significantly negatively correlated with the 

time between the initial and the first seasoned equity offer. Thus, more established, older new 

economy companies sell seasoned equity earlier than the young and start-up new economy 

IPOs. 

                                                 
367 All regression models have homogenous variance of residuals. White’ (1980) heteroskedasticity test and 
residual plots were used to identify any heteroskedasticity. 
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Table 8.5 Multiple regression analyses of the duration between the initial public offer and the 
first seasoned equity offer by new economy companies listed on the Australian Stock Exchange 
between January 1994 and December 2002 

Independent variable Regression IV Regression V Regression VI 
Intercept 814.76 

(8.082)*** 
771.45 
(7.791)*** 

627.21 
(4.287)*** 

PRE CRASH -86.10 
(-1.901)** 

 -121.41 
(-2.620)** 

INTERNET -67.67 
(-1.644) 

-72.30 
(-1.745)* 

-75.37 
(-1.808)* 

AGE -34.16 
(-2.067)** 

-34.24 
(-2.055)** 

-31.88 
(-1.902)* 

PROXIMATE IPO -26.56 
(-1.930)* 

-26.50 
(-1.910)* 

-21.75 
(1.576) 

UNDERPRICING -119.82 
(-1.659)* 

-150.10 
(-2.113)** 

-105.33 
(1.443) 

NEW CAPITAL -201.13 
(-1.982)** 

-170.68 
(-1.690)* 

-170.48 
(-1.543) 

EX ANTE UNCERTAINTY -391.47 
(-1.700)* 

-445.65 
(-1.935)* 

-34.32 
(-1.533) 

SECONDARY OFFER 135.00 
(2.069)** 

147.48 
(2.254)** 

113.71 
(1.841)* 

EARNINGS FORECAST -68.15 
(-1.417) 

-83.41 
(-1.745)* 

 

CASH FLOW FORECAST   28.59 
(0.441) 

Model F 5.153*** 5.258*** 4.989*** 
Adjusted R2 18.38 17.03 18.61 

Notes Cell values represent unstandardised regression coefficients for individual variables, with 
corresponding t-statistics in parenthesis; Dependent variable is the number of days between IPO 
listing date and the first seasoned equity offer announcement date; PRE CRASH is a dichotomous 
variable where unity represents new economy IPOs listed on the ASX between January 1994 and 
March 2000; INTERNET is a dichotomous variable with one assigned to companies with business 
activities related to the Internet sector; AGE is the natural logarithm of the number of days 
between company incorporation date and ASX listing date; PROXIMATE IPO is a number of 
concurrent new economy IPOs listings in the {-1,1} window of the particular new economy IPO 
listing date; UNDERPRICING is the natural logarithm of the initial return between the public 
offer subscription price and the first day closing share price, adjusted for composite index return 
on listing day; NEW CAPITAL is the proportion of offer proceeds invested directly in the IPO 
company as percentage of offer value; EX ANTE UNCERTAINTY is the natural logarithm of the 
average first 20-day standard deviation of returns (excluding the initial return); SECONDARY 
OFFER is a dichotomous variable where unity represents secondary (existing) shares are offered 
in the IPO; EARNINGS (CASH FLOW) FORECAST is a dichotomous variable where unity 
represents positive earnings (cash flows) forecasts in the offer prospectus for the post-offer year; 
*, **, *** significant at alpha 0.10, 0.05, respectively 0.01 level. All regression models have 
homogenous variance of residuals. 

 

New economy companies that list concurrently with other new economy IPOs also wait 

significantly less to reissue equity. Proximity of other new economy IPOs within the {-1,1} 

listing window may result in more underpricing being required for a new economy company 

to float successfully. However, IPO underpricing variable also contributes significantly to 
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regression models IV and V in Table 8.5, where more underpriced new economy IPOs wait 

shorter periods to reissue equity. Thus, the results are consistent with Jegadeesh et al. (1993) 

who found that underpricing is negatively correlated to the time to first seasoned offer. 

Regression models IV and V in Table 8.5 also show that new economy companies which 

invest a larger proportion of IPO proceeds in the firm as new capital wait significantly shorter 

periods to their first seasoned equity offer. In addition, IPOs with higher ex ante uncertainty 

wait significantly shorter time to reissue equity, while companies having secondary (existing) 

share offers in their IPO wait significantly longer to sell seasoned equity. Companies that 

forecast positive earnings for the post-IPO year wait significantly shorter periods until their 

first SEO (regression model V in Table 8.5). However, this result is not supported by the 

positive cash flow forecasts variable. 

 

8.4.3 Frequency of Seasoned Equity Offers 

The results indicate that 63.31 percent of new economy IPOs that reissue equity within three 

years after listing have multiple SEOs. This section examines whether public information 

about the new economy companies can explain the frequency of seasoned equity offers in the 

form of private placements and rights offers. 

 

Table 8.6 indicates that public information has moderate ability to explain new economy SEO 

frequency.368 In particular, new economy companies listed before April 2000 are significantly 

more likely to have multiple seasoned equity offers before the third-year anniversary of public 

listing. Moreover, new economy Commitments Test Entities have significantly more seasoned 

                                                 
368 The distribution of SEO frequency is highly positively skewed. To normalise the distribution, SEO frequency 
was divided in six categories. The first group includes companies that did not reissue equity, while the sixth 
group includes new economy companies that had five or more SEOs within three years after listing. The number 
of SEO frequency groups is restricted to six in order to avoid the results being influenced by a small number of 
companies that frequently reissue equity. 
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offers (regression model VIII and IX). The reciprocal of the initial public offer price is 

significantly positively correlated with SEO frequency. Thus, smaller offer price (riskier) 

companies are more likely to have frequent seasoned offers, providing support for the 

argument of Willenborg and McKeown (2000) that the offer price proxies for risk of the 

initial public offer. 

 

Table 8.6 Multiple regression analyses of the frequency of seasoned equity offers by new 
economy IPOs listed on the Australian Stock Exchange between January 1994 and December 
2002 

Independent variable Regression VII Regression VIII Regression IX 
Intercept -0.680 

(-1.100) 
-0.144 

(-0.318) 
0.902 

(3.251)*** 
PRE-CRASH 0.609 

(2.845)*** 
0.689 

(3.450)*** 
0.679 

(3.284)*** 
CTE 0.335 

(1.580) 
0.395 

(1.911)* 
0.406 

(1.892)* 
1/PRICE 0.119 

(1.719)* 
0.139 

(2.056)** 
0.139 

(2.005)** 
CASH FLOW 
FORECAST 

-0.348 
(-1.401) 

-0.347 
(-1.418) 

-0.384 
(1.505) 

AFTERMARKET 
RETURN 

24.326 
(3.355)*** 

23.954 
(3.313)*** 

24.227 
(3.301)*** 

RETAINED 
OWNERSHIP 

1.139 
(2.286)** 

1.272 
(2.606)** 

 

NEW SHARES 0.589 
(1.112) 

  

INITIAL RETURN 0.254 
(0.805) 

  

DILUTION   -0.312 
(-1.977)** 

Model F 5.713*** 7.309*** 6.524*** 
Adjusted R2 13.29 13.34 12.18 

Notes Cell values represent unstandardised regression coefficients for individual variables, 
with corresponding t-statistics in parenthesis; Dependent variable is the number of seasoned 
equity offers within three years after the IPO listing date; PRE CRASH is a dichotomous 
variable where unity represents new economy IPOs listed on the ASX between January 1994 
and March 2000; CTE is a dichotomous variable with unity representing new economy 
companies listed as Commitments Test Entities; 1/PRICE is the reciprocal of the inflation-
adjusted IPO subscription price; CASH_FLOW FORECAST is a dichotomous variable which is 
unity if positive cash flows were forecast in the IPO prospectus for the post-offer year; 
AFTERMARKET RETURN is the share return for the first 30 trading days (excluding the first 
day returns); RETAINED OWNERSHIP is the percent of shares retained by original investors 
after the IPO; NEW_SHARES is a dichotomous variable where unity represents primary (new) 
shares offered in the IPO; INITIAL RETURN is the share price change between the public offer 
subscription price and the first day closing share price, adjusted for composite index return on 
listing day; DILUTION is the ratio of new shares sold in the offer divided by the number of old 
(pre-existing) shares; *, **, *** significant at alpha 0.10, 0.05, respectively 0.01 level. All 
regression models have homogenous variance of residuals. 
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While the initial return (underpricing) variable is not significant, the aftermarket return 

variable indicates that IPOs with superior post-listing returns are significantly more likely to 

have multiple seasoned offers within three years after listing. Moreover, primary (new) share 

offers and cash flow forecasts variables do not significantly contribute to the model.  

Ownership dilution is significantly negatively correlated with the frequency of seasoned 

equity offers. Conversely, retained ownership variable is significantly positively correlated 

with SEO frequency. Thus, lower the ownership dilution (and higher the retained ownership) 

at the time of the IPO, higher is the frequency of subsequent seasoned equity offers. 

 

8.5 Conclusions 

This chapter provided evidence on the relationships between the new economy IPO and the 

subsequent seasoned equity offers. In particular, the IPO quality signalling relationships in the 

new economy sector were examined. Signalling hypotheses predict that IPO underpricing, 

retained ownership, and waiting to reissue equity are signals used by superior quality firms to 

distinguish themselves from other equity issuers in the aftermarket. The results in this chapter 

indicate that underpriced new economy IPOs are significantly more likely to reissue equity 

within three years after listing, as predicted by Welch (1989), Allen and Faulhaber (1989) and 

Grinblatt and Hwang (1989). Moreover, new economy IPO aftermarket returns could also be 

used to predict the probability of a seasoned equity offer. Thus, the results for new economy 

IPOs also provide support for the market feedback hypothesis of Jegadeesh et al. (1993), 

where positive post-listing share returns result in the management’s decision to sell seasoned 

equity as a result of the positive market feedback. Forecast earnings and cash flows of a new 

economy company for the post-IPO year can be used to predict the probability of a seasoned 
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equity offer. Moreover, retained ownership and ownership dilution as the result of the IPO 

provide a valid signal about the likelihood of a seasoned equity offer. 

 

While the valuation of new economy stocks in some periods and share markets may appear 

irrational (see Cooper et al., 2001), results in this chapter documented that public information 

about the new economy companies in Australia can be used to distinguish whether the 

company will have a seasoned equity offer within three years after listing. Moreover, public 

information about the new economy IPOs can explain the duration between the IPO and the 

first seasoned offer, as well as the frequency of seasoned equity offers by new economy 

companies. 

 

The following chapter provides the discussion of the results and the conclusions to this study, 

as well as suggestions for further research on new economy stocks. 
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Chapter 9 

Discussion and Conclusions 
 

 

 

 

9.0 Introduction 

This chapter provides a synthesis and discussion of the results on new economy initial and 

seasoned equity offers in Australia between 1994 and 2004. In general, the objective of this 

thesis was to examine the ability of publicly available information (such as the offer and 

company characteristics, and market sentiment) to explain share returns subsequent to initial 

and seasoned equity offers by new economy entities.369 The existing academic literature 

indicated that public information could explain post-IPO share price performance (see, for 

example, Core et al., 2003), but also the probability of IPO withdrawal (Busaba et al., 2001). 

To extend the existing evidence, this study assessed any effects of public information on the 

incidence and the probability of offer withdrawal for new economy companies in Australia. 

However, although several existing studies examined new economy IPOs (see, for example, 

Ho et al., 2001; Ofek and Richardson, 2003; Schultz and Zaman, 2001), there were no 

attempts to evaluate the relationships between the initial and seasoned equity offers in the new 

economy sector. Consequently, an additional objective of this thesis was to examine the effect 

of public information about new economy IPOs on the probability of seasoned equity offers. 

Moreover, no academic research prior to this thesis examined share price reactions to the 

                                                 
369 Public information was collected from offer documents and company announcements; for example, earnings 
and cash flow forecasts, the use of offer proceeds, and underwriting costs (if any). 
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announcements of seasoned equity offers by new economy firms, as well as the post-SEO 

long-term returns. 

 

The structure of this chapter is as follows. First, the capacity of public information to explain 

listing day and long-term returns of new economy initial public offers is discussed. This is 

followed by the discussion of the relationships between public information and the likelihood 

of IPO withdrawal. Moreover, the relationship between the likelihood of IPO withdrawal with 

listing day returns of successful offers is discussed. Second, the ability of publicly available 

information to explain announcement time and long-term returns of new economy seasoned 

equity offers is examined. Third, the discussion on the ability of public information to explain 

the relationships between the initial public offer and subsequent seasoned equity offers, such 

as the probability of a seasoned equity offer, the duration between the initial and the first 

seasoned offer, and frequency of SEOs, are considered. Finally, the conclusions and 

implications of this study, as well as suggestions for future research, will be presented. 

 

9.1 IPO Listing Day and Subsequent Returns 

Existing research on initial public offers documented that IPOs are in general underpriced, 

providing positive listing day returns on average. The IPO listing day price behaviour has 

been documented in many countries (Loughran et al., 1994), and has been present in financial 

markets for more than one hundred years (see, for example, Schlag and Wodrich, 2000). In 

their model of IPO underpricing, Mauer and Senbet (1992) predicted that different industries 

should be characterised with differences in the level of underpricing, with new industries 

having more underpriced IPOs. This is because investors have limited success in subscribing 

for IPO shares and because there are few, if any, substitute investments for IPOs in the 
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secondary market.370 Thus, according to Mauer and Senbet, it is the incomplete spanning of 

IPOs and limited access to the primary markets that explain underpricing. Schlag and 

Wodrich (2000) confirmed that IPOs in newer emerging industries were more underpriced 

than other IPOs. Consistent with existing theory and evidence, new economy IPOs in the 

sample utilised in this thesis provide substantial listing day (raw) returns to subscribing 

investors of 36.65 percent on average, which are higher than for industrial IPOs in Australia 

in previous periods (see, for example, Lee, 2003; Lee et al., 1996), but comparable with 

Internet and high technology IPOs in Australia, Europe, and the USA before April 2000 (Ho 

et al., 2001; Arosio et al., 2000; Schultz and Zaman, 2001). Moreover, new economy IPO 

listing day returns in this sample are somewhat lower than the initial returns for resources 

IPOs in Australia and in the United States (How, 2000; Ritter, 1984).371

 

Miller (1977) argued that a relatively small proportion of IPO shares available in the market 

could reduce the ability of less optimistic investors to short-sell IPO shares. Additionally, 

limited ability to short sell IPO shares should result in the dominance of more optimistic 

investors in the initial aftermarket, producing high initial returns, which was a characteristic 

of the hot issue period until April 2000. Miller’s prediction was confirmed by Ritter (2006), 

who documented substantial increases in retained ownership by US IPOs listed during 1999 

and 2000. In this study, new economy initial public offers represent less than half of company 

value at offer price, with an average (median) offer size of 35.37 (32.12) percent, comparable 

to Internet related IPOs in the USA (Schultz and Zaman, 2001) and Europe (Arosio et al., 

2000). 

                                                 
370 This is because it is unlikely that alternative securities in the secondary market can simulate the risk and 
return characteristics of new equity issues. 
371 Ritter (1984) reported initial returns of 48.2 percent on average during the hot issue market of the 1980s, 
which were substantially due to the resources IPOs, while How (2000) documented that Australian mining IPOs 
were underpriced by 75.36 percent on average during the period between 1979 and 1990. 
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Moreover, whilst new economy IPOs in this sample had substantial listing day returns, they 

also experienced positive returns of 1.27 percent on average on the second trading day after 

listing (see Table A3.1 in Appendix 3).372 Thus, new economy aftermarket returns provide 

further support for the argument that more optimistic investors probably dominate in the 

initial aftermarket. Finally, there is no immediate negative drift in IPO returns in the initial 

aftermarket on average (during the first two months of share trading). 

 

Predictable positive average IPO listing day returns are sometimes presented as an example of 

semi-strong form market inefficiency (Reilly and Brown, 1997, p. 230). However, expected 

underpricing of IPOs on average may be an instrument in efficient markets that compensates 

investors for the risk of subscribing for shares in companies with relatively little public 

information available. Thus, new economy IPOs, which are frequently characterised with 

intangible assets and relatively little publicly available information about the industry or the 

firm would be expected to exhibit positive initial returns. Underpricing could also be used to 

distinguish the IPO company from concurrent new listings and to signal its superior quality 

(Allen and Faulhaber, 1989; Grinblatt and Hwang, 1989; Welch, 1989). Moreover, IPO 

underpricing may have been employed as a form of advertising by relatively unknown 

Internet or high technology firms, and to raise the profile and attract potential customers to its 

websites, products and services.373 Alternatively, expected underpricing could be used by 

some entities to ensure oversubscriptions in the IPO. This would allow the issuing company to 

allocate a small proportion of the share offer to each investor, resulting in a more dispersed 

                                                 
372 However, second day returns are significant at alpha 0.1 level only. 
373 While the results of this research did not provide support that Internet related IPOs are more underpriced on 
average than other new economy IPOs, Internet related IPO underpricing needs to be compared with 
contemporaneous IPOs by industrial companies. 
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ownership structure (and a lower threat from hostile takeover), but possibly also in a greater 

share liquidity in the market, as suggested by Pham et al. (2003). 

 

IPO listing day returns may also be influenced by investor sentiment about the new economy 

sector, and the equities markets in general. The global reversal of investor sentiment about the 

high technology and the Internet sectors in March 2000 resulted in negative listing day returns 

for many IPOs in this sample since April 2000, and a subsequent rapid decline in the IPO 

issue volume. 

 

New economy IPO listing day returns were also considered from the point of view of original 

investors, by adjusting listing day returns for the proportion of shares retained by original 

owners after the IPO (see Habib and Ljungqvist, 2001).374 Due to a relatively high proportion 

of retained ownership by original investors in new economy IPOs, the relatively high listing 

day returns (underpricing) did not translate into large wealth losses to original investors. Thus, 

IPO underpricing may not always adversely impact upon the original owners. Positive listing 

day returns signal to original owners that the market perceives the company to be worth more 

than initially anticipated. Moreover, according to the prospect theory of Kahneman and 

Tversky (1979), as adapted by Loughran and Ritter (2002), issuers should be less concerned 

about underpricing higher the ownership retention rate, because any underpricing losses 

would be outweighed by gains from the higher market valuation of the firm than was 

originally anticipated. Consequently, the higher the retention rate by original owners, the 

higher the increase in their wealth in direct proportion to IPO underpricing (Grinblatt and 

Hwang, 1989; Welch, 1989). 

 

                                                 
374 This approach captures any wealth loss (or gain) to entrepreneurs from their firm going public. 
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Around one quarter of new economy IPOs researched in this thesis had a first trading day 

closing price below the offer price. This is comparable with Lee et al. (1996), who reported 

that around one third of Australian industrial IPOs in their sample had negative market index 

adjusted initial returns; and How (2000), who found that around 19 percent of Australian 

mining IPOs had negative raw initial returns. Thus, Rock’s (1986) adverse selection problem 

seems to be present in the Australian new economy IPO market. 

 

Furthermore, overpriced new economy IPOs had negative returns in the first two years after 

listing, while median returns are negative in the first four years after listing. Thus, the results 

indicate new economy IPOs with negative initial returns also provide inferior long-term 

returns on average. A continuous variable, on the other hand, indicated that listing day returns 

are not significantly correlated with subsequent long-term returns in the first five years after 

the IPO (except the two-year returns, which are negatively correlated with underpricing).375 

This is in contrast to Lee et al. (1996), who found that underpricing of Australian industrial 

IPOs is positively correlated with long-term returns in the first three years after listing,376 but 

consistent with How (2000), who found no significant relationship between underpricing and 

long-term returns for Australian mining IPOs.377 Conversely, aftermarket returns in the first 

twenty trading days after listing provided a stronger signal of subsequent returns by new 

economy IPOs; where aftermarket returns are significantly positively correlated with returns 

in the first three years after listing.378

 

                                                 
375 Thus, larger underpricing contributed to lower two-year returns by new economy IPOs, as predicted by Miller 
(1977) and evidenced by Ibbotson et al. (1988). 
376 Likewise, while Lee et al. (1996) documented a curvilinear relationship between underpricing and long term 
returns, squared underpricing is not significantly correlated with long-term returns of new economy IPOs. 
377 How’s (2000) results for resources IPOs are consistent with the results for new economy IPOs in this thesis, 
except for the two-year returns. 
378 The relationship between aftermarket returns and long-term returns is robust to different specifications of 
aftermarket returns, being between 20 and 100 trading days. 
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IPO underpricing is significantly different between offer years, with a peak in 1999 and a 

trough in 2001, indicating that investor sentiment is strongly influencing listing day returns of 

new economy IPOs. However, underpricing seems not to be a reliable signal of future IPO 

share performance, because some overpriced and largely underpriced initial equity offers 

provide high long-term returns. Moreover, distributions of long-term returns (the one, two, 

and three-year holding period yields) are positively skewed, indicating there are a few stocks 

in the sample that provide very high long-term returns to investors for up to three years after 

listing. Finally, the low share values of many new economy IPOs result in a wide variation in 

percent returns for relatively small changes in monetary share values. 

 

9.1.1 Explanations of IPO Returns 

Different sets of public information explain IPO listing day returns compared with long-term 

returns. Thus, investors may assign different weights to particular public information when 

valuing new economy stocks on listing day compared with the one, two or three year returns 

after listing. Initial returns to subscribing investors are further analysed during the specific 

sample sub-periods, which represent different new economy IPO market conditions, such as 

the hot and the cold issue periods. Moreover, specific hypothesis were designed to test 

theoretical predictions such as IPO signalling by retained ownership or by underpricing, the 

market feedback effect, and underwriter or venture capital quality certification. 

 

9.1.1.1 Listing Day Returns 

Results (in Table 6.9) indicate that independent variables derived from public information 

have moderate ability to explain the variability in listing day returns to subscribing investors, 

both during the whole sample period and within sub-periods (as indicated by the coefficient of 
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determination, the adjusted R2).379 Thus, regression models in Chapter Six indicate that 

investors used public information to value new economy IPOs in the initial aftermarket.380 

However, public information has only a moderate capacity to explain listing day returns of 

new economy IPOs, and it varies with changed market conditions, allowing for the possibility 

that some investors valued new economy IPOs in Australia irrationally during a particular 

period, such as the hot issue period before April 2000. This is supported by the results, which 

indicate a decreased proportion of variability in returns explained by independent variables 

during the hot issue period, as well as the insignificant coefficient for the earnings forecast 

variable. Conversely, the forecast earnings variable has significant explanatory power of new 

economy IPO listing day returns during the post crash period after March 2000. 

 

Additionally, new economy IPOs with negative forecast earnings had quite substantial listing 

day returns during the hot issue period.381 This is consistent with findings of Ritter (2006) and 

Schultz and Zaman (2001), who documented that an above average number of high 

technology and Internet related entities in the USA went public with negative earnings in the 

year before listing. IPOs with negative earnings provided higher initial returns to subscribing 

investors in the USA, especially during the 1998-2001 period (Ritter, 2006). Thus, Ritter 

(2006) and Cooper et al. (2001) are indicating that a certain proportion of US investors may 

have irrationally valued new economy stocks in their samples. 

 

                                                 
379 In particular, regression models in Table 6.9 indicate that earnings forecasts, retained ownership, offer price, 
market sentiment, oversubscriptions of shares, ex-ante uncertainty, and withdrawal probability have explanatory 
power of listing day returns. 
380 Moreover, no significant differences in listing day returns were found between companies that have Internet 
related names and the remaining new economy companies. The results are somewhat in contrast to the findings 
of Cooper et al. (2001), who documented that during the hot issue period before April 2000 in the USA, share 
prices of companies with Internet related names were driven by irrational investor behaviour. 
381 New economy IPOs that forecast negative earnings for the post-offer year provided on average 76.6 percent 
listing day returns to subscribing investors during the hot issue period between January 1999 and March 2000, 
which are somewhat lower than the returns provided by concurrent new economy IPO companies that forecast 
positive earnings (87.01 percent). See Section 6.5.3.1.3, pp. 223-228. 
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New economy IPOs that allowed oversubscriptions of shares had significantly lower initial 

returns. Thus, share oversubscriptions may be used as a mechanism to alleviate some of the 

excess demand for the offer, producing more moderate initial returns to subscribing investors 

at the end of the first trading day. This is supported by the insignificant relationship between 

the oversubscriptions variable and initial returns during the post crash period, when the supply 

of new economy IPO shares exceeded investor demand. 

 

Lee et al. (1996) argued that delay to listing may proxy for demand for an offer, with longer 

delay to listing indicating a deficiency of institutional demand for an IPO. Confirming the 

findings of Lee et al. (1996) for industrial IPOs and How (2000) for mining IPOs in Australia, 

the results indicate a significant negative correlation between listing day returns and the time 

between prospectus lodgement and listing of new economy IPOs. Thus, shorter time needed 

to complete an offer may signal the existence of informed demand for that offer (usually 

relatively larger size subscriptions by institutional investors), enabling share allocations to be 

completed in less time. Furthermore, the existence of a substantial proportion of new 

economy IPOs with negative listing day returns, and the negative relationship between time to 

listing and initial returns, provide support for the existence of informational asymmetry 

between informed and uninformed investors in the Australian new economy sector (Beatty 

and Ritter, 1986; Rock, 1986). 

 

The retained ownership variable indicates that the higher the proportion of shares retained by 

original investors, the more positive are initial returns.382 Therefore, results for new economy 

IPOs in Australia provide support for the signalling hypothesis of Leland and Pyle (1977); 

                                                 
382 Results for the cold issue period indicate that retained ownership is significantly negatively correlated with 
initial returns. However, results for the cold issue period should be viewed with caution due to the small sample 
size (n=28). 
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Allen and Faulhaber (1989); and Grinblatt and (1989); and support the findings of previous 

research for industrial IPOs in Australia (see How and Low, 1993; Lee et al., 1996).383

 

Additionally, even though Ho et al. (2001) found no effect of age on Australian technology 

IPO underpricing in their sample, the company operating history (approximated by company 

age) was important to investors when valuing new economy IPOs during the sample period in 

this thesis. Entity age at IPO was significantly positively correlated with initial returns. Thus, 

company age may proxy for ex ante uncertainty about the offer, with older entities having 

built a reputation and accumulated goodwill capital. 

 

Consistent with the hypothesised direction, underwritten IPOs have significantly higher listing 

day returns than non-underwritten new economy offers. While Ramsay and Sidhu (1995) 

found no effect of underwriting fee on the initial returns of Australian industrial and mining 

IPOs, new economy IPOs that paid higher underwriting fees provide significantly lower initial 

returns during the hot issue period.384 Thus, more reputable underwriters (proxied by higher 

fees) were associated with new economy IPOs that provided moderate positive initial returns 

to subscribing investors during the hot issue period.385 Thus, quality certification by 

underwriters is important in the context of new economy IPOs. Nevertheless, new economy 

IPOs associated with venture capital investment or expertise did not provide significantly 

different listing day returns, which is contrary to the hypothesis that VC quality certification 

would result in higher listing day returns of new economy IPOs. 
                                                 
383 Moreover, no significant curvilinear relationship between retained ownership and underpricing was found for 
new economy IPOs. Thus, Lee’s (2003) results for industrial IPOs in Australia are not supported in the new 
economy sector. 
384 However, the underwriting fee variable is not significantly correlated with listing day returns during the 
whole sample period (see Table 6.9). 
385 It is plausible to expect that lower reputation underwriters were associated with riskier new economy IPOs. 
Consequently, high initial returns during the hot issue period may have resulted from the need to authenticate 
young and small entities in industries that are difficult to price, because of the high level of intangible assets in 
the balance sheet. 
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How (2000) reported that package (share and share option) IPOs by mining firms were 

significantly less underpriced than share-only mining IPOs. Contrary to the hypothesised 

direction and Schultz (1993), but consistent with How’s (2000) findings, new economy 

package IPOs in this sample are significantly less underpriced than ordinary share only offers. 

Thus, it is possible that the payoff distributions of package offers reduce the risk of an offer, 

diminishing the need for substantial compensation through underpricing. 

 

In contrast to Gong and Shekhar (2001), who found a significant negative relationship 

between the All Ordinaries Index returns and Australian privatisation IPO initial returns, 

market sentiment has a significant positive effect on listing day returns of new economy IPOs 

in Australia.386 Consistent with the hypothesised direction, a generally positive investor 

sentiment, evident in the positive market index returns prior to an event, is reflected in 

subsequent greater IPO listing day returns. Moreover, confirming the hypothesised direction 

and Willenborg and McKeown’s (2000) results, lower denomination offer prices (high 

reciprocal) are positively correlated with initial returns. Thus, the small share price effect on 

initial returns was present in the new economy sector. 

 

Consistent with How et al.’s (1995) results, the ex ante uncertainty variable (approximated by 

the standard deviation of the first 20-day returns) has a significantly positive relationship with 

listing day returns of new economy IPOs. Thus, the market feedback on riskiness (or 

volatility) of a particular new economy stock is reflected in the price formation during the first 

four trading weeks. While this is the only ex-post variable in the regression models, exclusion 

                                                 
386 Gong and Shekhar’s (2001) results may not be robust due to their small sample of privatisation IPOs in 
Australia (n=11). 
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of this variable did not substantially diminish the ability of public information to explain new 

economy IPO listing day returns. 

 

9.1.1.1.1 Probability of IPO withdrawal 

Public information about the new economy IPOs available before the start of the official 

quotation was used to derive the offer withdrawal probability. Withdrawal probability was 

significantly lower for underwritten offers and for those made during the hot issue period 

between January 1999 and March 2000. Moreover, new economy entities that did not have 

Internet related business and were not semi-new economy entities387 had significantly lower 

probabilities of offer withdrawal. Offer withdrawal probability is negatively correlated with 

IPO listing day returns, indicating that new economy IPOs with a higher expected probability 

of offer withdrawal provide significantly lower initial returns. Thus, the results confirmed the 

hypothesised direction of the effect of withdrawal probability on new economy IPO listing 

day returns, and are consistent with findings of Busaba et al. (2001) for US industrial IPOs. 

The results therefore indicate that the IPO withdrawal probability is an important determinant 

of listing day returns for successful offers, as it appears to be robust to the IPO offer process, 

and is evident for both the book-building offer system in the USA and the fixed offer price 

process in Australia. 

 

9.1.1.2 IPO Long-Term Returns 

The results generally indicated that new economy IPOs on average significantly 

underperformed during the sample period in both calendar time and event time compared to 

                                                 
387 That is, they were classified in the six new economy industry groups, which are: healthcare equipment and 
services, media, pharmaceuticals and biotechnology, software and services, technology hardware and equipment, 
and telecommunications industry group. 
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returns on the overall market and the small capitalisation stocks, but not compared to their 

respective industry returns. Thus, the long-term returns performance of new economy IPOs in 

the first three years of listing are robust to the method used to measure returns, but are 

sensitive to the benchmark used to evaluate equity-issuing firms’ returns.388

 

Independent variables constructed from public information about new economy IPOs have 

low to moderate ability to explain returns in the first three years after listing (with adjusted R2 

ranging between 18.83 and 32.78 percent). Moreover, several variables constructed from 

publicly available information have significant effect on new economy IPO long-term returns. 

 

In particular, new economy entities with Internet related business activities and Commitments 

Test Entities have significantly lower returns in the first three years after listing. Moreover, 

new economy companies that went public during times of increased IPO volume have 

significantly lower returns in the first two years after listing. However, new economy IPOs 

with superior aftermarket returns (in the first four weeks after listing) have significantly 

higher returns in the first three years after listing. Thus, investors appear to be able to pick 

future ‘winners’ in this sample by the end of the first month after listing. Moreover, the results 

suggest that, using public information available before listing, investors may be able to 

construct a profile of a new economy IPO that is more likely to provide superior returns in the 

long run. 

 

Contrary to the hypothesised direction, new economy companies that forecast positive 

earnings for the post-offer year and companies associated with venture capital or expertise 

                                                 
388 Note that the questions answered using equal weighted returns were about the average returns performance of 
new economy firms, and not about the average returns achieved by investors, for which value weighted returns 
would be more appropriate (see Brav et al., 2000, p. 212). 
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before the IPO have significantly lower two- and three-year returns. Venture capital variable 

may suggest that venture capitalists divest in the aftermarket from new economy IPOs that do 

not have superior long-term prospects, which is then manifested in inferior returns of VC 

backed IPOs beyond the first year of seasoning.389 Likewise, the underperformance of new 

economy IPOs that forecast positive earnings for the post-listing year in the IPO prospectus 

from the second year of seasoning may suggest that some new economy entities used earnings 

management before going public. Teoh et al. (1998) documented that IPOs that engaged in 

earnings management before the IPO (by adopting discretionary accounting accrual 

adjustments) exhibit inferior returns in the long run. Thus, future research should examine 

whether new economy companies in Australia used earnings management prior to equity 

offers. 

 

The offer size (as proportion of total shares after listing) variable is negatively correlated with 

first year returns, indicating that the dilution of ownership resulting from larger offers is 

associated with inferior long-term returns, consistent with findings of Lee et al. (1996) and 

How et al. (1995) for Australian industrial IPOs. Conversely, new economy companies that 

intend to use the offer proceeds for operating activities have significantly lower first year 

returns, indicating that entities that need to supplement working capital with offer proceeds 

are inferior investments compared to new economy companies that use the offer proceeds for 

investments, acquisitions or capital restructure. 

 

While the regression models have a low to moderate ability to explain returns, significant 

intercepts in regression models indicate that some additional variable(s) not included in the 

regression models, have a significant effect on post-IPO long-term returns of new economy 
                                                 
389 However, the information on aftermarket trading activities in new economy stocks by venture capitalists was 
not available. 
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companies. This may be due to the omitted variables that were not included in this study. 

However, multicollinearity between explanatory variables constructed from public 

information prevented the use of all independent variables in a single regression model. 

Nevertheless, significant intercepts in regression models of long-term returns indicate that 

additional characteristics, such as earnings management, insider trading and investor 

behaviour related factors have substantial scope to contribute to the explanation of returns of 

new economy stocks. 

 

9.2 Seasoned Equity Offers 

The next stage of this research examined seasoned equity offers by new economy companies 

in the form of rights offers and private placements.390 The dominance of private placements 

over rights offers as the preferred method of seasoned equity offer in the new economy sector 

confirms the trends evident in other sectors within the Australian economy (Lee, 2003). The 

amount of equity capital raised on the ASX by private placements has been substantially 

larger than for rights offers between 1998 and 2003 (ASX Fact File, 2004). For example, 

$2,963 million was raised through rights offers; while $6,992 million in capital was obtained 

by private placements of equity during 2002 by all ASX listed companies. Given that private 

placements of equity in the new economy sector are significantly smaller offers than rights 

offers, the above information provides further support for the argument that private 

placements are gaining momentum as the preferred method of issuing seasoned equity in 

Australia. The main advantages to private placements are the shorter time needed to complete 

the offer, and substantially lower offer expenses. Coupled with the need for continuous capital 

                                                 
390 This research examined share offers and any package (share and share option) offers. Seasoned offers of debt 
or preference shares were excluded from this research. Moreover, SEOs announced by companies suspended 
from trading in shares were excluded from the analysis. Thus, new economy SEOs in this sample were not 
contaminated with contemporaneous events, allowing the examination of the effect of the announcements of 
seasoned equity offers. 
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inflows for many research and development intensive entities, it is plausible to expect a 

continuation of the dominance of private placements as the preferred method of equity 

financing in this new sector of the Australian economy. 

 

9.2.1 SEO Announcement Time Returns 

Public information has only limited ability to explain announcement day returns of new 

economy private placements and rights offers, which is more pronounced for announcements 

of private placements. Moreover, announcements of new economy rights offers and private 

placements are preceded by substantial share price run-ups during the 40 trading days before 

the event day. Thus, the results for new economy SEOs confirm the findings of Cooney 

(2001) for rights offers of Australian industrial companies, and Tan et al. (2002) for 

Singaporean rights offers and private placements. Moreover, consistent with the results of Tan 

et al. (2002), the pre-announcement run-up is more pronounced for new economy private 

placements compared with rights offers. 

 

Myers and Majluf (1984) suggested that sales of seasoned equity coincide with periods of 

share price increases, and that firms conduct equity offers when management (based on their 

inside information) believe that company equity is overvalued. However, Schultz (2003) 

indicated it is plausible that the ex-post observation of equity issue volume would show that 

equity offers are concentrated at market highs, even if companies are not able to forecast 

market peaks. This is because increases in company market value also increase the probability 

that management would decide to issue equity. Thus, while the return run-up could be linked 

to company management timing of SEOs, it is more plausible that pre-announcement positive 

excess returns are indicating the existence of information leakage to the market and 
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speculative trading before offer announcements. The results lend support for the possibility of 

information leakage in addition to speculative trading, as the average excess daily returns in 

the six days before the announcement of private placements {t=-6,-1} are significantly 

positive (see Table A3.2 in Appendix 3). It is logical to expect a stronger run-up before the 

announcements of private placements, firstly because outsiders (other than investment 

bankers and other professionals) are involved in negotiations of share placements, and 

secondly, because many new economy equity placements are announced for the first time to 

the market only after the completion of the share placement.391

 

Moreover, new economy private placements are associated with positive announcement day 

returns on average, while rights issues result in negative announcement day returns, 

confirming the findings by Cooney (2001) for rights offers by industrial companies in 

Australia, and Tan et al. (2002) for rights offers and private placements in Singapore.  

 

In summary, the limited ability of public information to explain announcement day returns 

may be due to a very diverse sample of new economy private placements, as well as changing 

market conditions. However, it is plausible that the excess return run-up (possibly due to 

information leakage) reduces the event day returns, and could have contributed to the reduced 

ability of public information to explain announcement day (excess) returns. Larger pre-

announcement share price run-up and lower coefficient of determination (adjusted R2) for 

announcement day returns of private placements compared with rights issues provide support 

for this argument. 

 

                                                 
391 The announcements of private placements are frequently made only after the placement has been completed, 
and the Appendix 3B (new issue announcement, application for quotation of additional securities and agreement) 
submitted to the Australian Stock Exchange.  
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9.2.2 Long-Term Returns after New Economy SEOs 

Long-term returns after the announcements of new economy private placements and rights 

issues were measured using cumulative average returns, buy-and-hold returns, and calendar 

time returns.392 Long-term excess returns after the announcements of new economy private 

placements generally indicate underperformance of new economy stocks compared to 

benchmark returns. In comparison, cumulative returns after the announcements of rights 

offers are positive although generally insignificant, except for the industry index adjusted 

excess returns (see Table 7.6 and Tables A6.9 to A6.11). 

 

Moreover, buy-and-hold returns show that rights offers significantly underperform compared 

to the overall market and the small stocks indexes, but not compared to their respective 

industry indexes. Thus, new economy private placements and rights offers generally do not 

provide significantly lower returns than their respective industries.393 The results indicate that 

the underperformance of new economy SEOs in event time is at least partly due to the 

underperformance of new economy industries in relation to the overall market and small 

capitalisation companies. This is consistent with findings of Cooney (2001) for rights offers 

of Australian industrial companies, and further clarifies that her results are more likely due to 

industry effects than to company size effect. Calendar time portfolio returns generally 

corroborate the findings for event time returns. New economy stocks significantly 

underperformed during the three years after private placements in calendar time compared to 

all benchmarks. In comparison, new economy companies that conducted rights offers did not 

significantly underperform in calendar time compared to benchmark returns. Thus, consistent 

with findings by Lee (2003) for seasoned equity offers by industrial firms in Australia, new 
                                                 
392 Moreover, annual holding period yields for up to five years after the announcements of new economy private 
placements and rights offers are provided in Tables A5.2 and A5.3 in Appendix 5. 
393 The exceptions are private placements; using cumulative returns in the first 18 months after the offer 
announcement, and during the third year after the event using buy-and-hold excess returns. 
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economy private placements and rights offers have different offer characteristics, but also 

have different announcement time and long-term returns. 

 

The next step was to provide insights into the determinants of long-term returns after the 

announcements of seasoned equity offers by new economy companies. For this purpose, 

multiple regression models were constructed using publicly available information. The results 

indicated that publicly available information has low to moderate ability to explain returns in 

the first three years after the event, with a higher proportion of post-rights offers returns 

explained in each of the first three years.  

 

Private placements, where equity was sold at a premium (or a lower discount) have superior 

returns in the first three years after the offer announcement. Thus, placing shares at a premium 

(usually to large institutional investors in this sample) could be revealing favourable 

information about the new economy firms’ prospects. Moreover, this finding is not a 

peculiarity of the new economy sector. Tan et al. (2002) documented that private placements 

of equity by industrial firms in Singapore are usually placed at a premium. However, new 

economy companies that had superior returns between the IPO and the private placement 

experienced significantly lower returns in the first three years after the announcement of the 

share placement. Moreover, two and three year returns after the announcements of rights 

offers are also significantly negatively correlated with pre-SEO returns. Thus, a seasoned 

equity offer marked a turning point in returns’ performance for many new economy 

companies, where superior returns performance prior to the SEO (compared to non-reissuing 

sample companies) is reversed and the post-SEO underperformance against benchmark 

returns is evident. The post-SEO returns underperformance is consistent with existing 

evidence for SEOs by industrial companies. For example, Loughran and Ritter (1995), Spiess 
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and Pettway (1997) and Bayless and Jay (2001) documented superior returns by equity 

issuing companies in the year before the seasoned offer. However, SEOs underperformed in 

the post-issue period for up to five years. 

 

In particular, Commitments Test Entities conducting private placements have significantly 

lower excess returns in the first three years after the offer announcements. However, rights 

offers by Commitments Test Entities do not significantly underperform compared to returns 

of other rights offering new economy companies. Thus, Commitments Test Entities provided 

inferior returns compared to remaining new economy companies in the first three years after 

the initial public offer, and after the announcements of private placements. This is possibly 

because Commitments Test Entities are deficient in internal funds. The results indicated that 

Commitments Test Entities are significantly less likely to predict positive earnings for the 

post-IPO year (or have positive earnings before the SEO announcement), and are more likely 

to use the offer proceeds for working capital than other new economy companies.394

 

Conversely, new economy companies that waited longer to issue seasoned equity had 

significantly higher post-SEO returns. The results for new economy companies are therefore 

consistent with Welch (1996), who predicted that better quality IPOs would be able to wait 

longer before the first seasoned offer.395

 

                                                 
394 The relationships between variables for new economy IPOs are significant at alpha 0.1 level. However, 
Commitments Test Entities conducting private placements are not significantly more likely to use the offer 
proceeds for working capital, while only the MWW test indicated that Commitments Test Entities had 
significantly lower earnings before the announcements of private placements. 
395 Nevertheless, Welch (1996) estimated that (in his sample of US IPOs that reissue equity) waiting costs high 
quality issuers about 15 percent of their value per annum, while imitation costs for low quality firms (to pose as 
high quality firms) are estimated to be about one third of the capital raised by high quality firms. 
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Moreover, results indicate that public information has low to moderate ability to explain SEO 

price discounts (or premiums, for some private placements). Rights offers with larger offer 

price discounts have significantly lower announcement day returns, confirming the findings 

by Cooney (2001) for rights issues by Australian industrial companies. Thus, a large discount 

may signal negative information to the market about the management’s view about the 

company’s market value in the period until the conclusion of the rights offer. This is further 

corroborated by the post-offer three-year returns, which are significantly higher for rights 

offers sold at lower discounts. Moreover, private placements placed at a lower discount (or at 

a premium) had significantly higher returns in the first three years after the offer 

announcement. Thus, placing shares at a premium, or offering rights to subscribe for shares at 

relatively low discounts, could be revealing favourable information to the market about the 

new economy entities’ intermediate term returns’ prospects. 

 

9.3 Relationships Between the IPO and SEO 

Characteristics of the initial public offer may be influenced by management’s plans to conduct 

subsequent equity offers. These characteristics may include the proportion of ownership 

retained by original investors, and the offer price discount (implicit in listing day returns). 

Thus, the probability of a seasoned offer, as well as timing and frequency of seasoned equity 

offers may be related to the IPO. The more prominent theories about interactions between the 

initial and subsequent equity offers are represented by the signalling hypotheses and the 

market feedback hypothesis. In the signalling hypotheses, issuing firm’s quality is signalled to 

the market by; IPO underpricing (Allen and Faulhaber, 1989; Grinblatt and Hwang, 1989; 

Welch, 1989), proportion of equity retained (Grinblatt and Hwang, 1989; Leland and Pyle, 

1977), and by waiting to reissue equity (Welch, 1996). 
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Welch (1989), Allen and Faulhaber (1989) and Grinblatt and Hwang (1989) argued that IPO 

underpricing is positively related to issuer quality and should be reflected in superior long-

term returns. Moreover, Welch (1996) found that high quality firms raise the minimum 

required capital in the IPO to fund the operations, and also wait the optimal time for their true 

quality to be revealed before reissuing equity. However, while Jegadeesh et al. (1993) found 

that the relatively more underpriced IPO firms are more likely to conduct an SEO, and to wait 

a shorter time between the two offers, the relationship between IPO underpricing and the 

decision to make an SEO was relatively weak, and provided only modest support for 

signalling hypotheses. Jegadeesh, et al. provided stronger support for the market feedback 

hypothesis, where favourable information about the firm’s market reception, reflected in the 

positive post-listing share returns, resulted in the management’s decision to expand the firm’s 

projects that apparently have higher marginal returns than initially estimated. 

 

9.3.1 Probability of a Seasoned Equity Offer 

Chapter in this study examined whether public information about the new economy IPO 

company can explain the probability of a seasoned equity offer within three years after listing. 

Publicly available information about the new economy IPO (representing company and offer 

characteristics, and market conditions) was integrated into probit models, which indicated that 

public information about new economy companies could be used to estimate the probability 

of a seasoned equity offer. 

 

In particular, probit models indicated that new economy IPOs listed before April 2000 are 

significantly more likely to have a first seasoned equity offer within three years after listing 
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compared to the post-March 2000 new economy listings. New economy companies listed on 

the ASX as Commitments Test Entities are significantly more likely to sell seasoned equity. 

Likewise, companies selling primary (new) shares in their IPO are also more likely to have an 

SEO. Moreover, underpriced IPOs (those with positive first day returns) and IPOs with 

superior aftermarket returns (excluding the initial returns) are significantly more likely to 

have seasoned equity offers.396 Thus, probit models’ results provide support for the signalling 

models of Welch (1989), Allen and Faulhaber (1989), and Grinblatt and Hwang (1989). 

Moreover, probit results also offer support for the market feedback model and confirm the 

findings of Jegadeesh et al. (1993) that aftermarket returns provide a valid signal about the 

probability of a future seasoned offer. Ownership dilution and retained ownership variables 

indicate that the lower the proportion of shares sold to outsiders in the IPO (lower the dilution 

or higher the percent of shares retained), the larger the probability that additional equity 

would be sold within three years after listing. Thus, IPOs by new economy companies provide 

support for Leland and Pyle (1977) and Grinblatt and Hwang (1989) signalling through 

retained ownership hypothesis. Finally, companies that forecast positive earnings and cash 

flows for the post-offer year in their IPO prospectus are significantly less likely to have an 

SEO within three years after listing. 

 

In summary, public information about the new economy IPOs could be used to construct a 

profile of an entity most or least likely to have a seasoned equity offer within three years after 

going public. Additionally, the results indicated that independent variables constructed from 

public information have low to moderate ability to explain the duration between the initial and 

the first seasoned equity offer, as well as the frequency of seasoned offers within the first 

three years after listing. 
                                                 
396 The effect of IPO underpricing on SEO probability are consistent with Lee’s (2003) results for Australian 
industrial companies. However, Lee did not find a significant effect of aftermarket returns on SEO probability. 
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9.3.2 Duration between the IPO and the First SEO 

The results indicated that public information has a low to moderate ability to explain the 

duration between IPO listing and the first seasoned offer. In particular, new economy 

companies listed before April 2000 wait a significantly shorter time to have their first 

seasoned equity offer in the form of a private placement or a rights issue. Thus, investor 

sentiment is an important determinant of timing of the first seasoned equity offer by new 

economy companies. Moreover, companies with Internet related business activities reissue 

equity significantly earlier than the remaining new economy companies in this sample. It is 

possible that these earlier SEOs by Internet related companies indicate opportunism to reissue 

equity when markets are receptive to equity offers, in line with Myers and Majluf’s (1984) 

prediction. Additionally, more underpriced new economy IPOs have the first seasoned offer 

significantly sooner than overpriced IPOs. Thus, the results provide support for findings of 

Jegadeesh et al. (1993) who documented that IPO underpricing is negatively correlated with 

the time between the IPO and the first seasoned offer.397 Finally, companies that forecast 

positive earnings for the post-IPO year wait significantly shorter time until their first SEO, 

which may indicate evidence for earnings management by new economy IPOs, consistent 

with findings by Teoh et al. (1998) for US industrial IPOs, and Cai and Wei (1997) and 

Kutsuna et al. (2002) for IPO companies in Japan. 

 

                                                 
397 Lee (2003) also found that underpricing is significantly negatively correlated with time between the IPO and 
the first SEO (but only for the rights issues sub-sample). 
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9.3.3 Frequency of Seasoned Offers 

The results showed that more than half of sample new economy IPOs that reissue equity 

within three years after listing sell equity more than once before their third anniversary of 

listing. Thus, some new economy companies may prefer to engage in a campaign of smaller 

equity offers to finance their operations. Smaller, more frequent equity offers may also reduce 

agency costs, because the company management and the use of offer proceeds are evaluated 

by investors after the announcement of each equity offer (for agency costs see Jensen and 

Meckling, 1976). 

 

In particular, new economy companies listed before April 2000 are significantly more likely 

to have multiple seasoned equity offers before the third-year anniversary of public listing. 

Thus, investor sentiment is an important determinant of: SEO probability; the duration 

between the IPO and the first seasoned offer; and the frequency of seasoned offers during the 

first three years of listing. Moreover, smaller offer price (riskier) companies are more likely to 

have frequent seasoned offers, providing support for the argument of Willenborg and 

McKeown (2000) that the offer price proxies for risk of the initial public offer. Likewise, new 

economy Commitments Test Entities have significantly more seasoned offers. Thus, the 

results indicate a campaign of frequent, small SEOs may be a strategy adopted by relatively 

risky new economy IPO companies to reduce the risks inherent in funding projects in new 

industries where relatively little public information is available. 

 

Aftermarket return variable indicated that IPOs with superior post-listing returns are 

significantly more likely to have multiple seasoned offers within three years after listing, 

providing support for Jegadeesh et al. (1993) findings for IPOs in the USA. Moreover, 

ownership dilution is significantly negatively correlated with the frequency of seasoned equity 
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offers. Conversely, retained ownership variable is significantly positively correlated with SEO 

frequency. Thus, the lower the ownership dilution (and higher the retained ownership) at the 

time of the IPO, the higher the frequency of subsequent seasoned equity offers. 

 

In summary, the above discussion indicates that public information about new economy 

companies could be used to construct a profile of a company that is more likely to have 

superior post-offer returns; or a company that waits a significantly shorter time to offer 

seasoned equity; or one that sells equity more frequently than other new economy companies. 

 

A larger sample of new economy initial public offers spanning a longer period, could possibly 

increase the ability of public information to explain event time and long-term returns of new 

economy stocks. Moreover, a larger sample may also increase the statistical power of public 

information to explain other parameters, such as the probability of IPO withdrawal and the 

probability of a seasoned offer, and the duration between the IPO and the first seasoned offer. 

 

9.4 Summary and Conclusions 

New economy companies are predominantly involved in services and technology intensive 

activities. Thus, future profitability of these businesses is difficult to estimate. The 

intangibility of most of the new economy development (as opposed to previous industrial 

improvements that brought immediate and easily quantifiable benefits) contributes to the 

sensitivity of investor sentiment about new economy companies. Although investors may 

have favourable views about new economy companies in general, it is plausible to expect 

issuers would benefit from providing more (or as much as practicable) information to the 

market, in order to enable investors to accurately value those entities. 
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Therefore, the aim of this research was to establish whether (and to what extent) public 

information (available in offer documents and company announcements to the market) could 

explain returns of new economy stocks around important events, such as the initial and 

seasoned equity offers. In other words, did investors use publicly available information (for 

example, forecast earnings, cash flows or dividends), to value new economy stocks in 

Australia during the period between 1994 and 2004? 

 

To achieve this aim, specific objectives of this thesis were devised (as set out in Chapter 

One). In particular, the primary objectives of this thesis were: 

I. To evaluate the effect of public information (such as company and offer characteristics 

and market conditions) on listing day and subsequent long-term returns of initial 

public offers by new economy companies, and to estimate the probability of IPO 

withdrawal and its effect on listing day returns of successful offers; 

II. To examine the effect of public information (related to offer and company 

characteristics, and market sentiment) on announcement period and long-term returns 

of seasoned equity offers by new economy companies; and 

III. To evaluate the effect of public information, related to the offer and company 

characteristics (such as IPO listing day and aftermarket share returns, and the 

proportion of retained ownership), on the relationships between the initial and 

subsequent equity offers by new economy companies. Specifically, public information 

was used to examine; the probability of seasoned equity offers, the frequency of SEOs 

within three years after listing, as well as the duration between the initial and the first 

seasoned equity offer. 
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First, this thesis documented that public information (representing offer and company 

characteristics, and equity market conditions) can be used to explain the incidence and 

estimate the probability of IPO withdrawal. In turn, withdrawal probability is an important 

determinant of listing day returns for successful IPOs, as it has a significant negative effect on 

listing day returns. Together with other public information, withdrawal probability has a 

moderate ability to explain listing day returns of new economy IPOs. Moreover, the results of 

this research for new economy IPOs (listed on the Australian Stock Exchange between 1994 

and 2004) indicated that investors used public information to value new economy stocks in 

the long run. However, different sets of public information explain listing day returns for new 

economy IPOs compared with long-term returns. Thus, as more information about new 

economy companies becomes available to the market, the importance of particular 

information in valuation of new economy stocks changes. The moderate ability of public 

information to explain listing day and long-term returns suggests that other factors not 

identified in this study, were important in market valuation of new economy stocks in 

Australia.398

 

Second, this research made a further contribution by examining announcement day and long-

term returns of new economy seasoned equity offers, which have not been studied previously. 

Similar to results for initial public offers, investors used public information (related to offer 

and company characteristics, and market sentiment) to value new economy stocks around the 

announcements of seasoned equity offers and in the long run. Moreover, investors used 

different sets of public information to value new economy companies around the 

announcements of seasoned equity offers, compared with long-term returns. Additionally, 

new economy private placements and rights offers differ based on several characteristics such 
                                                 
398 This is further supported by significant intercepts in multiple regression models with one-, two-, and three-
year returns for initial public offers and private placements, and three-year returns for rights offers. 
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as; offer size, announcement period and long-term returns, and the sets of public information 

that explain share returns after the offer. The results for private placements indicate a possible 

leakage of information to the market prior to the offer announcement. Alternatively, company 

insiders and outsiders accepting the placement shares were also acquiring additional shares in 

the market. This provides a motivation for further research into new economy stocks from the 

insider trading perspective. 

 

Third, this thesis examined the effects of public information on the relationships between the 

initial and subsequent equity offers by new economy companies in Australia. Public 

information, representing IPO market conditions and offer characteristics (such as ownership 

dilution, forecast earnings and cash flows, listing day and aftermarket returns), have the 

ability to explain the probability of a seasoned equity offer by a new economy IPO company. 

Moreover, the duration between the IPO and the first seasoned offer can be explained by offer 

characteristics (such as company age and listing day returns) and IPO market conditions. 

Additionally, IPO market conditions and offer characteristics (such as retained ownership and 

post-listing returns) are important determinants of the frequency of seasoned offers by new 

economy IPOs within three years after listing. 

 

9.4.1 Implications of the Study and Suggestions for Further Research 

Implications of this research are that investors should use offer documents and company 

announcement information when valuing equity issuing new economy companies, as this 

information was important to valuation of new economy stocks between 1994 and 2004. 

Public information (related to the offer and company characteristics) can also explain new 

economy stock returns within changed market conditions, such as the hot and the cold issue 
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periods. Moreover, existing theoretical predictions, such as signalling of offer (company) 

quality by ownership retention and by underpricing, and market feedback hypothesis were 

supported in the context of multiple equity offers by new economy companies. 

 

Thus, the regulators and the Stock Exchange should continue requesting a high level of 

information disclosure before equity offers, and before the initial public offer in particular. 

This is especially important for young companies in new industries characterised with 

relatively limited availability of information, to enable investors to properly value companies 

within these new industries. 

 

This study also indicated that although the Australian economy may still be greatly reliant on 

the primary sector, a rapid growth of the Internet related sector and high technology intensive 

industries is leading Australia towards the new economy. 

 

New economy sector offers fertile ground for further research. In particular, the corporate 

governance practices of companies within the new economy sector should be examined to 

provide further insight into the valuation of stock exchange listed new economy companies. A 

related issue would be to investigate the role of insider trading within the new economy 

sector. Insider sales and purchases of company shares could indicate what role (if any) the 

company insiders played in market price formation of new economy stocks before and after 

April 2000, as well as around the announcements of seasoned equity offers. Finally, new 

economy companies are likely to provide scope for further research into behavioural finance 

issues, around April 2000 and beyond. 
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Appendix 1 

Listing process on the Australian Stock Exchange 
 

Figure A1.1 Main stages of the company listing process on the ASX 
 

Discussions with ASX 

 

Appointment of professional advisers and decision whether to list 

 

Preparation of prospectus or information memorandum (if required) 

 

Lodgement of prospectus with ASIC 

 

Prospectus registration or supplementary prospectus issued (if material change occurs) 

 

Application to list and payment of fee 

 

Review of application 

 

Conditional listing approval 

 

Conditions met and entity listed 

 

Listing ceremony and start of trading 

 

Note. This flowchart outlines some of the main steps in 
the listing process which are partially adapted from 
ASX fact sheet 3, February 2000. 
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Appendix 2 

History of the Internet 
 
Figure A2.1  Internet development timeline 

 
1972 

The first e-mail program was created by Ray Tomlinson at Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc. (BBN) 
 
 

1973 

Bob Metcalfe's Harvard PhD Thesis outlines idea for Ethernet 
 
 

1974 

First use of term Internet by Vint Cerf and Bob Kahn who published ‘A Protocol for Packet Network 
Interconnection’ which specified in detail the design of a Transmission Control Program (TCP). BBN opens 

Telenet, the first public packet data service. 
 
 

1975 

Satellite links cross two oceans (to Hawaii and UK) as the first TCP tests are run over them by Stanford, BBN, 
and University College London 

 
 

1984 

The Domain Name System (DNS) introduced 
 
 

1988 

2 November 1988 the Internet worm burrows through the Net, affecting around ten percent of hosts on the 
Internet 

 
 

1989 

In 1989 the Australian Academic Research Network (AARNET) was set up by the Australian Vice Chancellor’s 
Committee (AVCC) and CSIRO and introduced into service in 1990 

 
 

1991 

World-Wide Web (WWW) was developed by Tim Berners-Lee at European Organization for Nuclear Research 
(CERN) and released in 1991 

 
 
 

continued . . . 
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Figure A2.2 continued . . . 
 

 
1992 

In January 1992 the Internet Society (ISOC) is chartered 
 
 

1995 

Technologies of the Year in 1995: WWW, Search engines while Mobile code (JAVA, JAVAscript), Virtual 
environments (VRML), Collaborative tools emerging 

 
 

1996 

Technologies of the year: Search engines, JAVA, Internet phone 
Emerging technologies: Virtual environments (VRML), Collaborative tools, Internet appliance (network 

computer) 
 
 

1998 

Digital Television Broadcast in Australia on trial in 1998-99; Full launch start in selected regions 2001; 
Interactive applications and Internet access capabilities 

 
 

1999 

Technologies of the Year: E-Trade, Online Banking, MP3 
 
 

2001 

Commonwealth legislation related to Broadcasting and Internet regulation was passed through the parliament, 
some of which are: the Copyright Amendment (Digital Agenda) Act 2000 (came into effect on 4 March 2001) 

and the Interactive Gambling Act 2001 (effective from 11 July 2001). 
 
 

2005 

Spam Act 2003 (Commonwealth legislation regulating the sending of commercial electronic messages) came 
into effect on 1 July 2005; Spyware Bill 2005 (A Bill for an Act to regulate the unauthorised installation of 

computer software, to require the clear disclosure to computer users of certain computer software features that 
may pose a threat to user privacy, and for related purposes) considered by the Parliament of Australia in 2006 

 
Notes  The above timeline contains some events in the development of emerging 
technologies and the Internet as outlined on http://www.davesite.com/webstation/net-
history4.shtml and http://www.zakon.org/robert/internet/timeline For information on 
current Commonwealth legislation (Acts and Bills) see the Parliament of Australia 
website: http://parlinfoweb.aph.gov.au and Attorney-General’s Department website: 
http://www.comlaw.gov.au for Broadcasting and Online regulation see the 
Department of Communications, Information Technology and the Arts site: 
http://www.dcita.gov.au/Article/0,,0_1-2_10-3_213-4_106694,00.html  
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Appendix 3 

New economy IPO aftermarket returns and SEO announcement time returns 
 

Table A3.1  Aftermarket returns in the first nine trading weeks of listing t={1,45} of new economy 
Initial Public Offers listed on the ASX between January 1994 and June 2004 

Day (t) Average excess 
return (%) 

t-statistics Cumulative excess 
return (%) 

t-statistics 

1 36.72 6.894*** N/A N/A 
2 1.27 1.852* 1.27 1.852* 
3 -0.32 -0.591 0.95 0.980 
4 -0.22 -0.471 0.65 0.611 
5 -0.91 -2.403** -0.26 -0.235 
6 -0.44 -1.350 -0.70 -0.627 
7 -0.34 -0.795 -1.02 -0.894 
8 -0.45 -1.545 -1.47 -1.250 
9 -0.36 -1.107 -1.83 -1.501 
10 -0.15 -0.435 -2.10 -1.626 
11 0.93 2.146** -1.27 -0.939 
12 -0.10 -0.268 -1.37 -0.956 
13 0.17 0.511 -1.35 -0.869 
14 -0.19 -0.541 -1.54 -0.964 
15 -0.42 -1.125 -1.96 -1.210 
16 0.23 0.623 -1.57 -0.938 
17 -0.54 -1.943* -2.11 -1.265 
18 -0.06 -0.168 -2.17 -1.262 
19 -0.11 -0.394 -2.24 -1.287 
20 0.38 1.264 -1.86 -1.075 
21 -0.67 -2.073** -2.53 -1.414 
22 -0.21 -0.709 -2.67 -1.473 
23 0.61 1.658* -2.06 -1.113 
24 -0.29 -0.770 -2.35 -1.260 
25 -0.13 -0.383 -2.48 -1.293 
26 0.26 0.745 -2.20 -1.159 
27 -0.32 -1.090 -2.52 -1.298 
28 0.12 0.348 -2.40 -1.218 
29 0.69 1.719* -1.71 -0.843 
30 -0.64 -1.436 -2.39 -1.145 
31 0.54 2.017** -1.85 -0.869 
32 -0.13 -0.429 -1.98 -0.905 
33 0.20 0.685 -1.77 -0.795 
34 -0.12 -0.366 -2.27 -1.029 
35 -0.02 -0.072 -2.61 -1.187 
36 0.32 0.830 -2.29 -1.024 
37 0.64 1.681* -1.65 -0.739 
38 -0.45 -1.575 -2.10 -0.934 
39 -0.16 -0.507 -2.26 -0.986 
40 0.45 1.550 -1.81 -0.789 
41 0.34 0.951 -1.43 -0.605 
42 0.64 1.985** -0.79 -0.334 
43 -0.17 -0.581 -0.96 -0.403 
44 0.57 1.699* -0.39 -0.162 
45 0.52 1.363 0.13 0.053 

Notes Average excess returns (and cumulative average excess returns) are IPO share returns on trading day 
1 to 45, adjusted for the composite benchmark index return; Composite index return is equivalent to the Small 
Ordinaries Accumulated Index return on the event day for new economy IPOs with market capitalisation at offer 
price of less than $100 million. Alternatively the event day benchmark index return is the All Ordinaries 
Accumulated Index for sample companies with market capitalisation (at offer price) of $100 million or greater. 
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Table A3.2 Announcement time excess returns in the period t={-40,45} for new economy private 
placements announced between January 1994 and June 2004 

Day (t) Average excess 
return (%) 

t-statistics Cumulative excess 
return (%) 

t-statistics 

-40 0.10 0.417 0.10 0.417 
-39 -0.21 -1.011 -0.11 -0.352 
-38 -0.15 -0.630 -0.28 -0.756 
-37 0.03 0.132 -0.24 -0.558 
-36 0.36 1.296 0.11 0.226 
-35 0.06 0.250 0.21 0.387 
-34 -0.15 -0.584 0.06 0.096 
-33 0.24 1.128 0.31 0.507 
-32 0.31 1.262 0.62 0.948 
-31 0.12 0.474 0.74 1.056 
-30 0.25 0.869 0.98 1.316 
-29 -0.05 -0.220 0.92 1.209 
-28 0.45 1.669* 1.36 1.713* 
-27 0.05 0.152 1.41 1.632 
-26 0.53 1.778* 1.93 2.230** 
-25 0.37 1.432 2.33 2.642*** 
-24 0.09 0.347 2.41 2.659*** 
-23 0.34 1.322 2.75 2.966*** 
-22 0.15 0.605 2.90 3.016*** 
-21 0.21 0.876 3.12 3.186*** 
-20 0.17 0.709 3.27 3.257*** 
-19 0.40 1.305 3.68 3.494*** 
-18 0.27 1.053 3.94 3.544*** 
-17 0.39 1.539 4.33 3.879*** 
-16 0.38 1.505 4.69 4.076*** 
-15 1.04 1.841* 5.71 4.699*** 
-14 0.71 1.060 6.43 4.571*** 
-13 0.09 0.373 6.49 4.623*** 
-12 0.39 1.521 6.89 4.798*** 
-11 0.29 1.167 7.16 4.916*** 
-10 0.61 2.441 7.81 5.270*** 
-9 0.33 1.318 8.11 5.433*** 
-8 0.38 1.346 8.49 5.478*** 
-7 0.33 1.127 8.82 5.597*** 
-6 0.51 1.902* 9.31 5.860*** 
-5 0.47 1.867* 9.79 6.080*** 
-4 0.76 2.732* 10.53 6.416*** 
-3 0.49 1.758* 11.02 6.607*** 
-2 1.32 3.209*** 12.04 7.138*** 
-1 0.62 1.703* 12.66 7.308*** 
0 0.55 1.804* 13.16 7.483*** 
1 0.41 1.368 13.85 7.519*** 
2 -0.02 -0.076 13.84 7.306*** 
3 0.13 0.574 13.98 7.324*** 
4 0.46 1.848* 14.45 7.424*** 
5 -0.09 -0.428 14.35 7.309*** 
6 0.05 0.193 14.40 7.256*** 
7 0.11 0.405 14.48 7.271*** 
8 -0.14 -0.632 14.33 7.159*** 
9 -0.34 -1.258 13.99 7.020*** 
10 0.21 0.697 14.24 7.081*** 
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Table A3.2 continued . . . 
Day (t) Average excess 

return (%) 
t-statistics Cumulative 

excess return (%) 
t-statistics 

11 0.01 0.048 14.31 7.000*** 
12 -0.57 -2.623*** 13.73 6.710*** 
13 -0.60 -2.894*** 13.12 6.372*** 
14 -0.13 -0.484 12.95 6.316*** 
15 -0.19 -0.910 12.76 6.258*** 
16 -0.35 -1.697* 12.40 6.040*** 
17 -0.16 -0.741 12.27 5.940*** 
18 -0.26 -1.292 12.02 5.812*** 
19 -0.29 -1.182 11.72 5.670*** 
20 -0.06 -0.251 11.65 5.590*** 
21 -0.43 -1.675* 11.23 5.270*** 
22 -0.19 -0.805 11.04 5.153*** 
23 -0.30 -1.249 10.72 5.004*** 
24 0.23 0.975 10.96 5.086*** 
25 -0.12 -0.495 10.84 4.996*** 
26 0.09 0.368 10.93 5.019*** 
27 -0.07 -0.274 10.85 4.922*** 
28 0.29 1.175 11.14 5.053*** 
29 -0.22 -0.970 10.94 4.971*** 
30 -0.40 -1.769* 10.55 4.797*** 
31 -0.22 -0.955 10.34 4.673*** 
32 -0.44 -2.017** 9.90 4.461*** 
33 -0.25 -1.182 9.63 4.300*** 
34 -0.15 -0.624 9.50 4.197*** 
35 0.21 0.959 9.69 4.262*** 
36 -0.56 -2.770*** 9.13 4.021*** 
37 -0.72 -3.313*** 8.42 3.707*** 
38 -0.49 -2.384** 7.95 3.466*** 
39 -0.14 -0.676 7.81 3.385*** 
40 -0.17 -0.791 7.63 3.319*** 
41 0.31 1.332 7.93 3.436*** 
42 0.37 1.607 8.29 3.580*** 
43 0.08 0.361 8.37 3.642*** 
44 0.00 -0.020 8.36 3.597*** 
45 -0.21 -1.044 8.17 3.478*** 

Notes Average excess returns are daily share returns in the announcement period t={-40,45}, 
adjusted for the composite benchmark index return; Composite index return is equivalent to the Small 
Ordinaries Accumulated Index return on the event day for new economy companies with market 
capitalisation of less than $100 million (one trading day before the announcement of private 
placement). Alternatively the event day benchmark index return is the All Ordinaries Accumulated 
Index return for sample companies with market capitalisation of $100 million or greater. 
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Table A3.3  Announcement time excess returns in the period t={-40,45} for new economy rights 
issues announced between January 1994 and June 2004 

Day (t) Average excess 
return (%) 

t-statistics Cumulative excess 
return (%) 

t-statistics 

-40 2.20 1.550 2.20 1.550 
-39 -0.98 -1.355 1.22 0.951 
-38 0.24 0.313 1.46 0.969 
-37 -0.56 -1.007 0.90 0.580 
-36 0.07 0.093 0.97 0.621 
-35 0.10 0.200 1.07 0.650 
-34 0.34 0.289 1.41 0.717 
-33 0.09 0.116 1.50 0.692 
-32 -2.12 -2.992*** -0.62 -0.288 
-31 0.51 0.544 -0.11 -0.047 
-30 1.10 1.797* 0.99 0.443 
-29 -0.48 -0.849 0.51 0.229 
-28 -0.83 -0.576 -0.32 -0.134 
-27 -0.28 -0.298 -0.60 -0.243 
-26 0.07 0.118 -0.53 -0.220 
-25 -0.15 -0.207 -0.68 -0.280 
-24 -0.30 -0.692 -0.98 -0.398 
-23 -0.73 -0.940 -1.71 -0.685 
-22 -0.92 -1.031 -2.64 -0.997 
-21 1.18 1.056 -1.46 -0.580 
-20 -0.38 -0.843 -1.84 -0.718 
-19 -0.10 -0.113 -1.93 -0.692 
-18 -0.22 -0.234 -2.15 -0.711 
-17 0.67 0.678 -1.48 -0.464 
-16 -1.63 -1.813* -3.11 -0.921 
-15 -0.47 -0.770 -3.58 -1.070 
-14 0.20 0.299 -3.38 -0.990 
-13 0.01 0.027 -3.36 -0.990 
-12 1.11 1.198 -2.25 -0.637 
-11 0.95 1.075 -1.30 -0.347 
-10 1.75 0.703 0.44 0.092 
-9 -0.17 -0.265 0.27 0.059 
-8 -0.33 -0.397 -0.06 -0.012 
-7 1.50 1.070 1.45 0.315 
-6 0.66 0.377 2.11 0.445 
-5 0.53 0.639 2.64 0.550 
-4 -0.84 -1.133 1.80 0.371 
-3 0.32 0.426 2.12 0.431 
-2 0.30 0.348 2.42 0.499 
-1 0.31 0.268 2.73 0.585 
0 -0.84 -0.596 1.88 0.385 
1 2.04 1.148 3.92 0.732 
2 -0.71 -0.658 3.22 0.602 
3 0.34 0.324 3.56 0.672 
4 0.89 0.759 4.45 0.808 
5 -1.78 -1.717* 2.67 0.464 
6 0.64 0.725 3.31 0.587 
7 0.19 0.212 3.51 0.622 
8 0.59 0.779 4.09 0.736 
9 0.77 1.023 4.86 0.861 
10 -0.88 -1.945* 3.98 0.708 
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Table A3.3 continued . . . 
Day (t) Average excess 

return (%) 
t-statistics Cumulative excess 

return (%) 
t-statistics 

11 -0.49 -0.787 3.49 0.620 
12 -1.23 -1.291 2.26 0.401 
13 0.58 0.892 2.84 0.505 
14 -0.24 -0.341 2.61 0.469 
15 -0.06 -0.064 2.55 0.456 
16 0.16 0.235 2.71 0.471 
17 0.29 0.267 2.99 0.510 
18 -0.47 -0.753 2.53 0.435 
19 -0.08 -0.119 2.45 0.429 
20 -0.82 -1.129 1.63 0.279 
21 0.40 0.413 2.03 0.343 
22 0.60 0.716 2.63 0.435 
23 -0.72 -0.883 1.91 0.309 
24 -0.52 -0.852 1.39 0.228 
25 1.39 1.727* 2.78 0.455 
26 0.38 0.541 3.15 0.507 
27 -0.64 -1.360 2.51 0.404 
28 0.71 0.891 3.23 0.529 
29 -1.10 -1.611 2.12 0.345 
30 -0.28 -0.310 1.84 0.300 
31 0.26 0.393 2.10 0.335 
32 0.85 0.786 2.96 0.475 
33 -0.57 -0.914 2.38 0.379 
34 -0.51 -0.986 1.87 0.298 
35 -0.52 -0.979 1.36 0.213 
36 -0.15 -0.214 1.20 0.189 
37 0.69 0.765 1.89 0.289 
38 -0.03 -0.031 1.86 0.287 
39 1.84 1.463 3.70 0.552 
40 0.66 0.905 4.37 0.642 
41 0.27 0.299 4.64 0.689 
42 -0.88 -1.154 3.76 0.560 
43 -0.44 -0.437 3.33 0.493 
44 1.60 1.273 4.93 0.717 
45 0.19 0.285 5.12 0.740 

Notes Average excess returns are daily share returns in the announcement period t={-40,45}, 
adjusted for the composite benchmark index return; Composite index return is equivalent to the Small 
Ordinaries Accumulated Index return on the event day for new economy companies with market 
capitalisation of less than $100 million (one trading day before the announcement of rights issue). 
Alternatively the event day benchmark index return is the All Ordinaries Accumulated Index return 
for sample companies with market capitalisation of $100 million or greater. 
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Appendix 4 

Australian Stock Exchange listing information for new economy initial public offers 
 

 
Table A4.1 New economy initial public offer ASX home exchange 

ASX home exchange N Percent of sample Mean return (%) Median return (%)
Adelaide 7 2.46 35.10 22.73 
Brisbane 32 11.27 19.78 7.37 
Melbourne 60 21.13 54.74 18.50 
Perth 70 24.65 40.24 10.00 
Sydney 115 40.49 40.21 15.00 
Total 284 100.00 40.86 13.77 

Note Mean and median returns are percent initial raw returns (initial returns include share and option returns, 
and are calculated as the closing share price at the end of the first trading day less the share subscription price, 
divided by the subscription price, adjusted for any return on share options in package IPOs). 

 

 
Table A4.2 New economy IPO weekday of official quotation start  
Official quotation 

start day N 
Percent of 

sample 
Mean initial 
return (%) 

Median initial 
return (%) 

Monday 38 13.38 49.33 9.00 
Tuesday 64 22.54 32.96 17.00 

Wednesday 59 20.77 33.44 6.67 
Thursday 59 20.77 45.64 22.73 

Friday 64 22.54 46.16 15.00 

 

Total 284 100.00 40.86 13.77 
Note N is the number of IPO companies; initial returns are total (share and option) 
initial unadjusted (raw) returns. 

 
 

Table A4.3 New economy IPO listing day returns by time of listing 
Official quotation 

local time N Percent Mean return (%) 
Median return 

(%) 
8:00 4 1.41 19.29 16.50 
8:30 2 0.70 24.88 24.88 
9:00 8 2.82 34.68 20.63 
9:30 5 1.76 44.69 22.86 

10:00 33 11.62 43.06 10.00 
10:30 18 6.34 16.58 0.00 
11:00 121 42.61 42.63 15.00 
11:15 1 0.35 31.56 N/A 
11:30 12 4.23 66.92 15.37 
12:00 22 7.75 34.11 18.87 
12:15 1 0.35 -32.50 N/A 
12:30 4 1.41 38.37 37.78 
13:00 4 1.41 106.29 44.00 
14:00 6 2.11 52.25 36.67 

Missing values 43 15.14   
Total 284 100.00 41.29 14.00 

Notes N is the number of companies; mean and median are expressed in return percent; initial 
returns are total (share and option) initial unadjusted (raw) returns. Missing values indicate offers 
where the exact listing time was not available in ASX company announcements. 
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Appendix 5 

Annual holding period yields after new economy equity offers 
 
 

Table A5.1 Annual holding period yields after new economy IPOs 
  Unadjusted 

Return 
Composite index 
adjusted return 

Industry index 
adjusted return 

First (one) 
year return 

Mean 
Median 
SD 

-7.59 
-32.74 
103.10 

-7.45 
-30.59 
100.12 

2.49 
-17.20 
101.10 

Two year 
return 

Mean 
Median 
SD 

-19.45 
-56.38 
112.85 

-22.50 
-62.36 
111.25 

-01.36 
-11.98 
108.76 

Three year 
return 

Mean 
Median 
SD 

11.90 
-71.31 
269.71 

4.81 
-70.79 
267.44 

34.33 
-12.16 
262.75 

Four year 
return 

Mean 
Median 
SD 

-9.27 
-75.00 
221.83 

-26.32 
-86.15 
220.96 

6.18 
-20.30 
219.13 

Five year 
return 

Mean 
Median 
SD 

47.40 
-55.85 
352.16 

19.70 
-83.04 
346.58 

17.98 
-57.12 
348.93 

Notes SD is the standard deviation of returns; Composite index return is equivalent to the 
Small Ordinaries Accumulated Index return on the event day for new economy IPOs with 
market capitalisation at offer price of less than $100 million. Alternatively the event day 
benchmark index return is the All Ordinaries Accumulated Index for sample companies with 
market capitalisation (at offer price) of $100 million or greater; Industry index is GICS 
industry group index return. All returns are equally weighted percent returns. First year 
returns exclude the initial returns to subscribing investors. That is, annual return is calculated 
as the closing share price at the first year anniversary of listing less the closing price on first 
trading day, divided by the closing price on first trading day. 
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Table A5.2 Annual holding period yields following the announcements of private placements 
  Unadjusted 

return 
Composite index 
adjusted return 

Industry index 
adjusted return 

First (one) 
year return 

Mean 
Median 
SD 

-12.61 
-49.35 
195.15 

-16.21 
-49.86 
192.40 

1.93 
-23.34 
190.52 

Two year 
return 

Mean 
Median 
SD 

-45.75 
-77.90 
108.72 

-48.74 
-74.67 
107.26 

-16.86 
-21.65 
110.92 

Three year 
return 

Mean 
Median 
SD 

-57.94 
-82.25 
76.78 

-64.86 
-83.21 
76.05 

-23.08 
-24.06 
83.03 

Four year 
return 

Mean 
Median 
SD 

-51.22 
-85.92 
129.75 

-67.61 
-96.29 
127.25 

-18.36 
-15.37 
129.34 

Five year 
return 

Mean 
Median 
SD 

23.29 
-70.70 
423.72 

-4.11 
-99.20 
415.40 

20.97 
-21.95 
421.47 

Notes SD is the standard deviation of returns; Composite index return is equivalent to the 
Small Ordinaries Accumulated Index return on the event day for new economy companies with 
market capitalisation of less than $100 million (one trading day before the announcement of 
private placement). Alternatively the event day benchmark index return is the All Ordinaries 
Accumulated Index return for sample companies with market capitalisation of $100 million or 
greater; Industry index is GICS industry group index return. All returns are equally weighted 
percent returns. Annual holding period yield is calculated as the closing share price at the first 
(up to fifth) year anniversary of the seasoned offer announcement less the closing price on the 
announcement day, divided by the closing price on the announcement day. 
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Table A5.3 Annual holding period yields following the announcements of rights issues 
  Unadjusted 

Return 
Composite index 
adjusted return 

Industry index 
adjusted return 

First (one) 
year return 

Mean 
Median 
SD 

21.82 
-34.72 
207.38 

15.76 
-34.99 
204.02 

25.19 
-20.66 
196.14 

Two year 
return 

Mean 
Median 
SD 

-18.59 
-39.97 
81.91 

-27.14 
-48.29 
78.56 

-8.24 
-19.00 
81.60 

Three year 
return 

Mean 
Median 
SD 

-11.59 
-60.76 
121.68 

-22.57 
-59.82 
117.82 

-2.27 
-27.74 
130.36 

Four year 
return 

Mean 
Median 
SD 

-53.19 
-79.14 
49.93 

-64.79 
-79.44 
54.74 

-63.37 
-74.39 
66.41 

Five year 
return 

Mean 
Median 
SD 

-33.22 
-70.61 
67.01 

-56.05 
-72.30 
57.16 

-62.77 
-104.00 

99.98 
Notes SD is the standard deviation of returns; Composite index return is equivalent to the 
Small Ordinaries Accumulated Index return on the event day for new economy companies with 
market capitalisation of less than $100 million (one trading day before the announcement of 
rights issue). Alternatively the event day benchmark index return is the All Ordinaries 
Accumulated Index return for sample companies with market capitalisation of $100 million or 
greater; Industry index is GICS industry group index return. All returns are equally weighted 
percent returns. Annual holding period yield is calculated as the closing share price at the first 
(up to fifth) year anniversary of the seasoned offer announcement less the closing price on the 
announcement day, divided by the closing price on the announcement day. 
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Appendix 6 

Tests for the significance of new economy IPO and SEO long-term returns 

(cumulative average excess returns and buy-and-hold returns) 
 
 
 

Table A6.1 New economy IPO (cumulative) average excess returns in the first three years after listing, 
adjusted for the Small Ordinaries Index returns 

Month (t) Average excess 
return (%) 

t-statistics Cumulative excess 
return (%) 

t-statistics N 

1 -0.06 -0.033 -0.06 -0.033 281 
2 3.45 1.372 3.39 0.937 281 
3 1.82 1.089 5.21 1.319 281 
4 -0.58 -0.340 4.79 1.171 278 
5 -1.38 -0.628 4.03 0.840 275 
6 1.14 0.520 5.40 1.066 274 
7 0.26 0.176 5.98 1.154 270 
8 -3.45 -2.436** 2.98 0.559 265 
9 -3.40 -1.834* -0.18 -0.031 264 

10 -3.56 -2.685*** -3.74 -0.639 264 
11 -1.32 -1.002 -5.06 -0.856 264 
12 -3.77 -2.422** -8.47 -1.378 263 
13 -2.79 -2.016** -11.27 -1.808* 263 
14 -1.84 -0.935 -12.82 -1.994** 262 
15 0.62 0.259 -12.20 -1.819* 262 
16 -1.25 -0.904 -13.45 -1.995** 262 
17 -2.04 -1.351 -15.46 -2.282** 261 
18 -0.79 -0.400 -16.30 -2.327** 259 
19 -1.68 -1.281 -17.98 -2.534** 259 
20 -0.32 -0.218 -18.30 -2.515** 259 
21 0.76 0.377 -19.26 -2.570** 257 
22 4.75 1.320 -14.87 -1.875* 256 
23 -0.32 -0.180 -15.19 -1.844* 256 
24 -3.40 -2.141** -17.83 -2.143** 254 
25 1.24 0.747 -15.45 -1.809* 252 
26 0.98 0.611 -14.36 -1.622 247 
27 -0.08 -0.057 -13.71 -1.539 245 
28 1.83 1.133 -11.88 -1.317 245 
29 -0.38 -0.270 -12.25 -1.321 245 
30 2.38 0.611 -9.87 -1.020 245 
31 -2.29 -1.550 -13.00 -1.334 240 
32 1.00 0.759 -11.53 -1.156 239 
33 1.32 0.770 -10.13 -0.981 238 
34 2.56 1.365 -7.57 -0.712 238 
35 -0.20 -0.132 -6.41 -0.585 234 
36 0.36 0.268 -7.21 -0.656 233 

Notes Sample consists of new economy IPOs listed on the ASX between January 1994 and June 2004; 
Cumulative excess returns are summed for each company up to month 36, and are not the sum of sample 
average excess monthly returns. This procedure and rounding of numbers to two decimal places produce 
the disagreement between the average excess returns and the cumulative returns in the table. 
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Table A6.2 New economy IPO (cumulative) average excess returns in the first three years after 
listing, adjusted for the All Ordinaries Index returns 

Month (t) Average excess 
return (%) 

t-statistics Cumulative excess 
return (%) 

t-statistics N 

1 -0.72 -0.374 -0.72 -0.374 281 
2 2.89 1.141 2.17 0.597 281 
3 1.16 0.682 3.33 0.845 281 
4 -2.03 -1.141 1.46 0.359 278 
5 -2.51 -1.134 -0.42 -0.087 275 
6 0.32 0.145 0.13 0.026 274 
7 0.01 0.004 0.44 0.085 270 
8 -3.73 -2.619*** -2.89 -0.542 265 
9 -4.25 -2.264** -6.90 -1.214 264 

10 -4.02 -2.991*** -10.92 -1.853* 264 
11 -1.80 -1.336 -12.72 -2.133** 264 
12 -4.14 -2.632*** -16.46 -2.655*** 263 
13 -3.10 -2.230** -19.56 -3.107*** 263 
14 -2.08 -1.048 -21.30 -3.278*** 262 
15 0.13 0.054 -21.17 -3.117*** 262 
16 -1.57 -1.115 -22.74 -3.328*** 262 
17 -2.20 -1.437 -24.89 -3.624*** 261 
18 -1.15 -0.579 -26.20 -3.697*** 259 
19 -1.53 -1.166 -27.73 -3.871*** 259 
20 -0.02 -0.011 -27.75 -3.780*** 259 
21 0.47 0.231 -29.04 -3.856*** 257 
22 4.65 1.285 -24.82 -3.119*** 256 
23 -0.24 -0.135 -25.07 -3.039*** 256 
24 -3.37 -2.112** -27.60 -3.311*** 254 
25 1.34 0.808 -25.16 -2.939*** 252 
26 0.81 0.498 -24.41 -2.758*** 247 
27 -0.16 -0.110 -23.97 -2.689*** 245 
28 1.86 1.140 -22.11 -2.449** 245 
29 -0.22 -0.153 -22.32 -2.404** 245 
30 2.18 0.562 -20.14 -2.078** 245 
31 -2.25 -1.505 -23.42 -2.397** 240 
32 1.52 1.135 -21.40 -2.144** 239 
33 1.53 0.884 -19.88 -1.925* 238 
34 2.40 1.284 -17.48 -1.647 238 
35 -0.54 -0.353 -16.94 -1.547 234 
36 0.60 0.437 -17.59 -1.603 233 

Notes Sample consists of new economy IPOs listed on the ASX between January 1994 and June 
2004; Cumulative excess returns are summed for each company up to month 36, and are not the sum 
of sample average excess monthly returns. This procedure and rounding of numbers to two decimal 
places produce the disagreement between the average excess returns and the cumulative returns in 
the table. 
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Table A6.3 New economy IPO (cumulative) average excess returns in the first three years after 
listing, adjusted for industry index returns 
Month (t) Average excess 

return (%) 
t-statistics Cumulative excess 

return (%) 
t-statistics N 

1 0.11 0.056 0.11 0.056 281 
2 3.78 1.485 3.88 1.083 281 
3 2.22 1.307 6.11 1.562 281 
4 1.31 0.773 7.61 1.895* 278 
5 0.08 0.037 8.42 1.776* 275 
6 1.30 0.590 9.99 2.027** 274 
7 2.23 1.444 12.70 2.500** 270 
8 -2.03 -1.407 10.83 2.060** 265 
9 -1.23 -0.668 9.87 1.767* 264 

10 -1.70 -1.271 8.17 1.412 264 
11 0.34 0.250 8.52 1.452 264 
12 -1.74 -1.116 7.26 1.197 263 
13 -1.82 -1.316 5.44 0.883 263 
14 0.50 0.256 6.30 0.989 262 
15 3.04 1.303 9.34 1.431 262 
16 0.34 0.252 9.68 1.458 262 
17 0.67 0.458 10.12 1.516 261 
18 1.04 0.526 11.30 1.621 259 
19 0.17 0.131 11.47 1.633 259 
20 2.71 1.844* 14.18 1.974** 259 
21 3.53 1.767* 15.83 2.154** 257 
22 6.17 1.733* 21.76 2.775*** 256 
23 1.46 0.807 23.22 2.840*** 256 
24 -1.57 -0.977 22.23 2.698*** 254 
25 3.18 1.951* 26.37 3.151*** 252 
26 2.60 1.550 29.72 3.442*** 247 
27 1.49 0.985 32.19 3.689*** 245 
28 3.68 2.213** 35.87 4.051*** 245 
29 1.53 1.062 37.40 4.091*** 245 
30 4.57 1.166 41.97 4.272*** 245 
31 -1.43 -0.931 39.79 4.018*** 240 
32 1.63 1.230 42.11 4.143*** 239 
33 2.86 1.676* 45.08 4.299*** 238 
34 3.17 1.703* 48.25 4.479*** 238 
35 -0.11 -0.070 50.22 4.547*** 234 
36 1.20 0.887 50.24 4.565*** 233 

Notes Sample consists of new economy IPOs listed on the ASX between January 1994 and June 
2004; Industry index benchmark returns are the equivalent new economy GICS industry S&P/ASX 
300 index return in the corresponding event period; Cumulative excess returns are summed for each 
company up to month 36, and are not the sum of sample average excess monthly returns. This 
procedure and rounding of numbers to two decimal places produce the disagreement between the 
average excess returns and the cumulative returns in the table. 
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Table A6.4 New economy IPO buy-and-hold returns adjusted for benchmark index returns (Small 
Ordinaries, All Ordinaries, and industry index returns) 

Month  
(t) 

BHAR small 
stocks (%) 

t-statistics BHAR 
market (%) 

t-statistics BHAR 
industry (%) 

t-statistics N 

1 -0.06 -0.033 -0.72 -0.374 0.11 0.056 280 
2 7.89 1.202 6.68 1.017 8.33 1.273 280 
3 7.03 1.698* 5.13 1.245 7.73 1.900* 280 
4 3.79 0.953 0.40 0.101 6.21 1.629 277 
5 6.84 0.866 2.33 0.295 10.36 1.356 274 
6 0.98 0.223 -4.42 -1.000 4.76 1.130 273 
7 -0.26 -0.056 -6.01 -1.272 5.36 1.175 269 
8 -4.07 -0.904 -10.20 -2.237** 2.08 0.465 264 
9 -6.44 -1.413 -13.47 -2.898*** 0.67 0.146 263 

10 -7.74 -1.568 -15.30 -3.039*** 0.68 0.135 263 
11 -7.74 -1.424 -15.79 -2.847*** 1.54 0.279 263 
12 -10.72 -1.935* -19.14 -3.377*** -0.55 -0.098 262 
13 -13.57 -2.495** -22.41 -4.023*** -2.63 -0.476 262 
14 -14.99 -2.789*** -24.10 -4.364*** -3.26 -0.604 261 
15 -14.95 -2.667*** -24.48 -4.241*** -2.88 -0.529 261 
16 -17.00 -3.033*** -26.93 -4.660*** -3.55 -0.625 261 
17 -18.77 -3.235*** -28.94 -4.846*** -3.88 -0.657 260 
18 -19.63 -3.297*** -30.32 -4.978*** -3.80 -0.628 258 
19 -20.20 -3.297*** -30.78 -4.919*** -3.41 -0.555 258 
20 -20.18 -3.291*** -30.49 -4.872*** -1.70 -0.282 258 
21 -20.65 -3.300*** -31.17 -4.906*** -1.20 -0.197 256 
22 -24.06 -4.306*** -34.92 -6.160*** -3.77 -0.690 255 
23 -23.20 -3.866*** -34.13 -5.631*** -2.00 -0.342 255 
24 -25.60 -4.252*** -36.54 -6.006*** -3.94 -0.669 253 
25 -23.14 -3.574*** -34.12 -5.221*** -0.57 -0.091 251 
26 -20.08 -2.654*** -31.51 -4.133*** 3.09 0.419 246 
27 -19.66 -2.455** -31.31 -3.876*** 4.19 0.530 244 
28 -17.73 -2.053** -29.44 -3.381*** 7.01 0.824 244 
29 -13.41 -1.289 -25.01 -2.393** 12.54 1.225 244 
30 -11.46 -0.975 -23.23 -1.970* 15.29 1.313 244 
31 -12.24 -0.995 -24.13 -1.961* 14.75 1.212 239 
32 -10.90 -0.857 -22.23 -1.748* 17.22 1.364 238 
33 -4.06 -0.229 -15.28 -0.864 24.53 1.396 237 
34 -7.94 -0.641 -19.35 -1.568 21.64 1.773* 237 
35 -2.50 -0.180 -14.73 -1.065 27.19 1.982** 233 
36 3.78 0.213 -8.43 -0.478 33.93 1.949* 232 

Notes Sample consists of new economy IPOs listed on the ASX between January 1994 and June 2004; 
Industry index benchmark returns are the equivalent new economy GICS industry S&P/ASX 300 index 
returns in the corresponding event period; All indexes are accumulated indexes, which assume dividends are 
reinvested in additional shares.  
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Table A6.5 Cumulative average excess returns of new economy companies in the first three 
years after announcements of private placements, adjusted for the Small Ordinaries Index returns 

Month (t) Average excess 
return (%) 

t-statistics Cumulative excess 
return (%) 

t-statistics N 

1 -3.12 -3.206*** -3.12 -3.206*** 639 
2 -4.46 -4.606*** -7.50 -5.287*** 631 
3 -1.33 -1.237 -8.65 -4.665*** 621 
4 -3.11 -2.945*** -11.31 -5.271*** 609 
5 -3.39 -3.420*** -14.74 -6.083*** 602 
6 -2.23 -1.802* -16.53 -5.839*** 592 
7 -3.53 -3.573*** -20.39 -6.777*** 576 
8 -3.13 -2.133** -22.74 -6.662*** 563 
9 -2.78 -2.653*** -25.90 -7.027*** 544 

10 -2.75 -2.258** -28.64 -7.300*** 530 
11 -3.21 -2.867*** -31.92 -7.606*** 520 
12 -4.01 -4.099*** -35.07 -7.920*** 511 
13 -3.42 -3.059*** -39.53 -8.486*** 499 
14 -1.97 -1.842* -42.12 -8.949*** 492 
15 -1.36 -1.049 -43.69 -8.903*** 487 
16 -1.90 -1.794* -45.78 -9.147*** 482 
17 -1.00 -0.820 -47.75 -9.434*** 476 
18 -1.01 -0.781 -49.55 -9.490*** 470 
19 0.71 0.311 -49.24 -8.760*** 463 
20 -0.72 -0.605 -50.47 -8.926*** 453 
21 -2.70 -2.572** -53.43 -9.335*** 446 
22 1.44 1.077 -53.64 -9.190*** 438 
23 -2.33 -2.005** -55.94 -9.333*** 429 
24 -2.82 -2.738*** -59.15 -9.956*** 421 
25 -2.86 -2.955*** -62.00 -10.337*** 417 
26 -1.33 -0.973 -62.68 -10.234*** 411 
27 -0.66 -0.601 -63.66 -10.344*** 405 
28 0.99 0.557 -63.13 -9.595*** 394 
29 -2.73 -2.518** -65.37 -9.681*** 385 
30 0.85 0.657 -64.23 -9.244*** 379 
31 -2.79 -2.456** -67.63 -9.392*** 365 
32 -0.17 -0.135 -67.52 -9.074*** 356 
33 0.91 0.780 -66.94 -8.958*** 348 
34 -3.04 -3.006*** -69.66 -9.099*** 345 
35 0.23 0.171 -71.36 -9.434*** 337 
36 -1.00 -0.864 -73.70 -9.432*** 324 

Notes Sample consists of new economy private placements announced between January 1994 
and June 2004; Cumulative excess returns are summed for each company up to month 36, and are 
not the sum of sample average excess monthly returns. This procedure and rounding of numbers to 
two decimal places produce the disagreement between the average excess returns and the cumulative 
returns in the table. 
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Table A6.6  Cumulative average excess returns of new economy companies in the first three years 
after announcements of private placements, adjusted for the All Ordinaries Index returns 

Month (t) Average excess 
return (%) 

t-statistics Cumulative excess 
return (%) 

t-statistics N 

1 -3.35 -3.393*** -3.35 -3.393*** 639 
2 -4.80 -4.871*** -8.07 -5.586*** 631 
3 -1.51 -1.393 -9.38 -5.000*** 621 
4 -3.50 -3.252*** -12.42 -5.717*** 609 
5 -3.75 -3.731*** -16.19 -6.602*** 602 
6 -2.58 -2.065** -18.29 -6.386*** 592 
7 -3.77 -3.756*** -22.36 -7.335*** 576 
8 -3.43 -2.300** -25.37 -7.300*** 563 
9 -2.95 -2.787*** -28.20 -7.537*** 544 

10 -2.93 -2.385** -31.10 -7.785*** 530 
11 -3.67 -3.236*** -34.84 -8.148*** 520 
12 -4.16 -4.190*** -38.21 -8.459*** 511 
13 -3.53 -3.132*** -42.93 -9.065*** 499 
14 -2.13 -1.958* -45.80 -9.571*** 492 
15 -1.63 -1.245 -47.74 -9.591*** 487 
16 -1.99 -1.859* -49.99 -9.863*** 482 
17 -1.08 -0.878 -52.16 -10.168*** 476 
18 -1.05 -0.803 -54.13 -10.248*** 470 
19 0.80 0.351 -53.91 -9.503*** 463 
20 -0.73 -0.602 -55.50 -9.740*** 453 
21 -2.65 -2.495** -58.56 -10.159*** 446 
22 1.57 1.164 -58.87 -10.024*** 438 
23 -2.17 -1.854* -61.19 -10.151*** 429 
24 -2.83 -2.714*** -64.48 -10.833*** 421 
25 -2.82 -2.868*** -67.39 -11.207*** 417 
26 -1.19 -0.871 -68.12 -11.075*** 411 
27 -0.51 -0.461 -69.07 -11.180*** 405 
28 1.07 0.601 -68.73 -10.438*** 394 
29 -2.49 -2.260** -70.91 -10.491*** 385 
30 0.99 0.760 -69.82 -10.048*** 379 
31 -2.71 -2.366** -73.60 -10.219*** 365 
32 0.14 0.111 -73.45 -9.885*** 356 
33 1.17 0.988 -72.92 -9.798*** 348 
34 -2.72 -2.639*** -75.45 -9.908*** 345 
35 0.44 0.322 -77.22 -10.318*** 337 
36 -0.70 -0.597 -79.83 -10.356*** 324 

Notes Sample consists of new economy private placements announced between January 1994 and 
June 2004; Cumulative excess returns are summed for each company up to month 36, and are not the 
sum of sample average excess monthly returns. This procedure and rounding of numbers to two 
decimal places produce the disagreement between the average excess returns and the cumulative 
returns in the table. 
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Table A6.7 Cumulative average excess returns of new economy companies in the first three years 
after announcements of private placements, adjusted for the industry index returns 

Month (t) Average excess 
return (%) 

t-statistics Cumulative excess 
return (%) 

t-statistics N 

1 -1.23 -1.276 -1.23 -1.276 639 
2 -3.23 -3.364*** -4.36 -3.129*** 631 
3 -0.11 -0.108 -4.23 -2.331** 621 
4 -1.36 -1.297 -5.06 -2.434** 609 
5 -1.88 -1.907* -6.90 -2.921*** 602 
6 -0.53 -0.429 -6.84 -2.463** 592 
7 -1.25 -1.264 -8.15 -2.736*** 576 
8 -1.08 -0.743 -8.13 -2.414** 563 
9 -1.16 -1.112 -9.10 -2.510** 544 

10 -0.79 -0.656 -9.43 -2.406** 530 
11 -1.12 -1.002 -10.11 -2.435** 520 
12 -2.21 -2.272** -11.01 -2.532** 511 
13 -1.81 -1.615 -13.13 -2.846*** 499 
14 0.20 0.187 -13.06 -2.784*** 492 
15 0.65 0.507 -12.35 -2.516** 487 
16 -0.17 -0.155 -12.65 -2.515** 482 
17 0.73 0.602 -12.61 -2.456** 476 
18 1.37 1.055 -11.51 -2.155** 470 
19 2.23 0.976 -9.33 -1.609 463 
20 1.01 0.850 -8.06 -1.368 453 
21 -0.70 -0.671 -8.60 -1.438 446 
22 2.39 1.774* -7.02 -1.155 438 
23 -0.21 -0.180 -6.62 -1.055 429 
24 -1.20 -1.156 -8.03 -1.283 421 
25 -1.04 -1.044 -8.72 -1.381 417 
26 0.37 0.260 -7.12 -1.097 411 
27 1.03 0.920 -5.80 -0.888 405 
28 2.52 1.410 -2.89 -0.413 394 
29 -1.81 -1.660* -4.25 -0.589 385 
30 2.05 1.643 -1.18 -0.160 379 
31 -1.92 -1.667* -2.72 -0.351 365 
32 1.19 0.957 -0.33 -0.041 356 
33 1.72 1.468 1.91 0.237 348 
34 -2.11 -2.051** 0.52 0.063 345 
35 0.54 0.405 -0.82 -0.099 337 
36 -0.49 -0.432 -1.41 -0.165 324 

Notes Sample consists of private placements announced by new economy companies between 
January 1994 and June 2004; Industry index benchmark returns are the equivalent new economy GICS 
industry S&P/ASX 300 index return in the corresponding event period; Cumulative excess returns are 
summed for each company up to month 36, and are not the sum of sample average excess monthly 
returns. This procedure and rounding of numbers to two decimal places produce the disagreement 
between the average excess returns and the cumulative returns in the table. 
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Table A6.8  Buy-and-hold returns after announcements of private placements by new economy companies, 
adjusted for benchmark index returns (Small Ordinaries, All Ordinaries, and industry index returns) 

Month  
(t) 

BHAR small 
stocks (%) 

t-statistics BHAR 
market (%)

t-statistics BHAR 
Industry (%) 

t-statistics N 

1 -3.12 -3.206*** -3.35 -3.393*** -1.23 -1.276 639 
2 -6.94 -4.671*** -7.50 -4.961*** -3.89 -2.653*** 631 
3 -7.34 -3.800*** -8.08 -4.126*** -2.89 -1.527 621 
4 -10.10 -4.573*** -11.21 -4.996*** -4.03 -1.859* 609 
5 -11.73 -4.435*** -13.18 -4.916*** -4.38 -1.676* 602 
6 -12.16 -3.803*** -13.93 -4.297*** -3.30 -1.037 592 
7 -16.56 -5.193*** -18.53 -5.718*** -5.81 -1.831* 576 
8 -17.20 -4.664*** -19.39 -5.174*** -4.65 -1.273 563 
9 -18.64 -4.471*** -20.94 -4.957*** -4.69 -1.135 544 

10 -20.56 -4.762*** -23.00 -5.257*** -4.93 -1.149 530 
11 -19.99 -3.627*** -22.90 -4.114*** -2.98 -0.545 520 
12 -16.98 -2.247** -20.11 -2.642*** 1.23 0.165 511 
13 -19.28 -2.470** -22.75 -2.898*** 0.43 0.056 499 
14 -25.70 -3.832*** -29.52 -4.367*** -4.61 -0.693 492 
15 -23.08 -2.358** -27.31 -2.780*** -0.85 -0.087 487 
16 -29.78 -4.646*** -34.26 -5.310*** -6.78 -1.046 482 
17 -30.75 -4.573*** -35.48 -5.250*** -6.88 -1.009 476 
18 -30.44 -3.753*** -35.39 -4.352*** -5.02 -0.612 470 
19 -31.62 -3.900*** -36.74 -4.518*** -5.01 -0.609 463 
20 -34.04 -4.143*** -39.63 -4.812*** -6.04 -0.725 453 
21 -36.90 -4.619*** -42.57 -5.320*** -7.62 -0.941 446 
22 -38.69 -5.091*** -44.52 -5.854*** -8.47 -1.097 438 
23 -41.13 -5.550*** -47.05 -6.347*** -9.55 -1.266 429 
24 -48.62 -10.407*** -54.64 -11.709*** -16.25 -3.343*** 421 
25 -49.72 -9.424*** -55.88 -10.616*** -16.05 -2.935*** 417 
26 -52.06 -12.548*** -58.25 -13.983*** -17.27 -3.932*** 411 
27 -54.16 -15.245*** -60.31 -16.859*** -18.26 -4.786*** 405 
28 -53.81 -14.184*** -60.16 -15.849*** -16.97 -4.178*** 394 
29 -55.40 -14.832*** -61.70 -16.428*** -18.17 -4.491*** 385 
30 -54.66 -13.828*** -60.98 -15.366*** -16.57 -3.937*** 379 
31 -56.34 -14.163*** -63.04 -15.756*** -17.34 -4.078*** 365 
32 -57.22 -13.898*** -63.90 -15.480*** -16.81 -3.806*** 356 
33 -58.53 -13.893*** -65.29 -15.510*** -17.42 -3.847*** 348 
34 -58.94 -12.939*** -65.54 -14.422*** -16.72 -3.430*** 345 
35 -59.06 -11.889*** -65.78 -13.275*** -16.89 -3.182*** 337 
36 -62.93 -14.458*** -70.04 -16.285*** -20.08 -4.298*** 324 

Notes Sample consists of private placements announced by new economy companies between January 
1994 and June 2004; Industry index benchmark returns are the equivalent new economy GICS industry 
S&P/ASX 300 index returns in the corresponding event period; All indexes are accumulated indexes, which 
assume dividends are reinvested in additional shares of the dividend paying company. 
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Table A6.9 Cumulative average excess returns of new economy companies in the first three years 
after announcements of rights issues, adjusted for the Small Ordinaries Index returns 

Month (t) Average excess 
return (%) 

t-statistics Cumulative excess 
return (%) 

t-statistics N 

1 -4.14 -1.566 -4.14 -1.566 90 
2 3.01 1.059 -1.01 -0.271 89 
3 -2.56 -0.796 -3.44 -0.695 85 
4 0.58 0.152 -2.50 -0.404 84 
5 -3.52 -1.035 -5.06 -0.670 82 
6 -1.30 -0.438 -6.36 -0.791 82 
7 -0.39 -0.136 -6.20 -0.751 81 
8 5.65 1.901 -0.53 -0.058 80 
9 4.78 1.026 4.25 0.406 80 

10 0.20 0.038 4.45 0.359 80 
11 -1.82 -0.745 6.19 0.498 77 
12 2.49 0.296 6.00 0.422 73 
13 0.15 0.069 6.14 0.431 73 
14 -2.62 -1.085 5.85 0.401 70 
15 1.06 0.190 7.19 0.424 69 
16 -0.91 -0.373 8.38 0.471 65 
17 -2.02 -0.784 7.25 0.402 64 
18 -2.96 -0.886 5.95 0.324 62 
19 -2.83 -0.802 2.36 0.119 59 
20 7.32 1.473 9.46 0.462 58 
21 2.68 1.009 12.13 0.602 58 
22 -2.92 -0.922 9.22 0.459 58 
23 0.46 0.090 10.29 0.505 57 
24 8.83 0.821 19.12 0.877 57 
25 -0.56 -0.177 14.77 0.643 54 
26 3.40 0.758 18.17 0.730 54 
27 0.74 0.232 22.33 0.881 53 
28 3.16 0.909 24.23 0.945 52 
29 -2.15 -1.075 31.97 1.184 47 
30 -2.69 -0.878 29.48 1.046 46 
31 -3.10 -1.155 28.81 1.020 45 
32 0.11 0.035 29.85 0.970 42 
33 18.14 1.509 49.36 1.538 39 
34 3.02 0.734 49.07 1.495 38 
35 3.98 1.130 64.22 1.848* 36 
36 -2.40 -0.842 65.43 1.800* 34 

Notes Sample consists of rights offers announced by new economy companies between January 
1994 and June 2004; Cumulative excess returns are summed for each company up to month 36, and are 
not the sum of sample average excess monthly returns. This procedure and rounding of numbers to two 
decimal places produce the disagreement between the average excess returns and the cumulative 
returns in the table; Average returns in the 33rd month are influenced by returns of two companies 
(Online Trading Systems Limited and Silicon Technologies Australia Limited) that were suspended 
from trading for several months before the event month 33 (but were not suspended on announcement 
day). At reinstatement, both companies had immediate high returns, which affect the sample average. 
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Table A6.10 Cumulative average excess returns of new economy companies in the first three years 
after announcements of rights issues, adjusted for the All Ordinaries Accumulated Index returns 

Month (t) Average excess 
return (%) 

t-statistics Cumulative 
excess return (%)

t-statistics N 

1 -4.39 -1.625 -4.39 -1.625 90 
2 3.14 1.084 -1.13 -0.296 89 
3 -2.41 -0.744 -3.34 -0.662 85 
4 0.33 0.088 -2.63 -0.419 84 
5 -3.57 -1.043 -5.15 -0.671 82 
6 -0.98 -0.325 -6.12 -0.746 82 
7 -0.29 -0.101 -5.80 -0.691 81 
8 5.62 1.875* -0.10 -0.011 80 
9 4.43 0.941 4.33 0.408 80 

10 0.08 0.016 4.41 0.351 80 
11 -1.92 -0.778 6.10 0.485 77 
12 2.30 0.272 5.65 0.398 73 
13 -0.07 -0.030 5.58 0.390 73 
14 -2.61 -1.080 5.06 0.345 70 
15 1.31 0.239 6.53 0.384 69 
16 -0.81 -0.330 7.41 0.416 65 
17 -1.87 -0.715 6.30 0.350 64 
18 -3.15 -0.932 4.54 0.249 62 
19 -2.57 -0.735 0.63 0.032 59 
20 7.76 1.556 7.94 0.390 58 
21 3.16 1.173 11.10 0.553 58 
22 -2.89 -0.900 8.21 0.410 58 
23 0.86 0.165 9.55 0.468 57 
24 8.76 0.813 18.31 0.842 57 
25 0.00 0.001 14.04 0.615 54 
26 3.89 0.865 17.93 0.724 54 
27 0.63 0.192 21.85 0.866 53 
28 3.28 0.932 23.74 0.933 52 
29 -2.18 -1.104 30.82 1.151 47 
30 -2.84 -0.929 28.01 1.002 46 
31 -3.41 -1.228 26.82 0.958 45 
32 0.25 0.085 27.22 0.897 42 
33 18.00 1.500 45.63 1.442 39 
34 3.09 0.729 45.05 1.387 38 
35 3.43 0.940 58.80 1.697* 36 
36 -2.50 -0.880 58.95 1.625 34 

Notes Sample consists of rights offers announced by new economy companies between January 
1994 and June 2004; Cumulative excess returns are summed for each company up to month 36, and are 
not the sum of sample average excess monthly returns. This procedure and rounding of numbers to two 
decimal places produce the disagreement between the average excess returns and the cumulative 
returns in the table; Average returns in the 33rd month are influenced by returns on two companies 
(Online Trading Systems Limited and Silicon Technologies Australia Limited) that were suspended 
from trading for several months before the event month 33 (but were not suspended on announcement 
day). 
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Table A6.11 Cumulative average excess returns of new economy companies in the first three years 
after announcements of rights issues, adjusted for industry index returns 

Month (t) Average excess 
return (%) 

t-statistics Cumulative excess 
return (%) 

t-statistics N 

1 -3.26 -1.262 -3.26 -1.262 90 
2 5.24 1.795* 2.09 0.564 89 
3 -2.23 -0.702 0.05 0.009 85 
4 2.04 0.539 2.46 0.395 84 
5 -2.76 -0.867 0.70 0.094 82 
6 0.24 0.080 0.93 0.117 82 
7 0.22 0.079 1.75 0.215 81 
8 5.95 1.905* 7.76 0.857 80 
9 5.87 1.268 13.63 1.293 80 

10 1.39 0.262 15.02 1.169 80 
11 -0.27 -0.110 18.86 1.464 77 
12 3.03 0.357 20.47 1.362 73 
13 2.34 1.058 22.81 1.513 73 
14 -3.23 -1.421 22.59 1.474 70 
15 2.88 0.519 25.75 1.461 69 
16 -1.31 -0.524 28.30 1.507 65 
17 -0.97 -0.371 28.48 1.493 64 
18 -1.90 -0.619 28.41 1.432 62 
19 -1.81 -0.518 26.85 1.247 59 
20 6.87 1.364 33.86 1.514 58 
21 3.60 1.337 37.45 1.712* 58 
22 -1.93 -0.588 35.52 1.646 58 
23 2.10 0.405 38.18 1.734* 57 
24 9.19 0.842 47.38 2.059** 57 
25 0.10 0.029 44.24 1.828* 54 
26 2.88 0.658 47.12 1.819* 54 
27 1.57 0.490 52.27 1.955* 53 
28 3.70 1.093 55.20 2.048** 52 
29 -2.68 -1.347 62.27 2.200** 47 
30 -1.53 -0.483 61.24 2.072** 46 
31 -1.85 -0.694 62.44 2.077** 45 
32 1.54 0.512 65.03 2.003* 42 
33 18.42 1.526 86.04 2.565** 39 
34 4.27 1.034 86.06 2.493** 38 
35 5.73 1.583 103.18 2.820*** 36 
36 -1.67 -0.566 103.46 2.711** 34 

Notes Sample consists of rights offers announced by new economy companies between January 
1994 and June 2004; Industry index benchmark returns are the equivalent new economy GICS industry 
S&P/ASX 300 index return in the corresponding event period; Cumulative excess returns are summed 
for each company up to month 36, and are not the sum of sample average excess monthly returns. This 
procedure and rounding of numbers to two decimal places produce the disagreement between the 
average excess returns and the cumulative returns in the table; Average returns in the 33rd month are 
influenced by returns on two companies (Online Trading Systems Limited and Silicon Technologies 
Australia Limited) that were suspended from trading for several months before the event month 33 (but 
were not suspended on announcement day). 
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Table A6.12 Buy-and-hold returns after the announcements of rights issues by new economy companies, 
adjusted for benchmark index returns (Small Ordinaries, All Ordinaries, and industry index returns) 

Month  
(t) 

BHAR small 
stocks (%) 

t-statistics BHAR 
market (%)

t-statistics BHAR 
Industry (%) 

t-statistics N 

1 -4.14 -1.566 -4.39 -1.625 -3.26 -1.262 90 
2 -1.74 -0.484 -1.85 -0.501 1.34 0.375 89 
3 -4.78 -0.945 -4.66 -0.903 -1.54 -0.307 85 
4 -4.37 -0.780 -4.40 -0.771 0.16 0.028 84 
5 -2.88 -0.332 -2.81 -0.317 2.27 0.271 82 
6 -4.11 -0.463 -3.72 -0.409 2.53 0.296 82 
7 -6.48 -0.742 -5.89 -0.659 0.23 0.027 81 
8 0.60 0.055 1.30 0.118 7.41 0.696 80 
9 8.50 0.619 8.89 0.639 16.01 1.185 80 

10 11.29 0.703 11.56 0.712 19.56 1.184 80 
11 8.19 0.542 8.43 0.552 17.81 1.150 77 
12 -1.87 -0.126 -1.91 -0.128 9.29 0.604 73 
13 -2.56 -0.187 -2.82 -0.204 9.97 0.707 73 
14 -5.94 -0.513 -6.49 -0.549 6.81 0.577 70 
15 12.54 0.469 12.01 0.449 26.43 0.991 69 
16 11.47 0.412 10.49 0.377 25.84 0.926 65 
17 7.97 0.284 6.98 0.249 23.17 0.823 64 
18 4.14 0.143 2.48 0.086 20.21 0.694 62 
19 2.39 0.078 0.22 0.007 20.02 0.653 59 
20 4.20 0.135 2.20 0.072 21.84 0.696 58 
21 3.39 0.110 2.00 0.065 22.31 0.720 58 
22 -1.30 -0.042 -2.73 -0.089 18.64 0.603 58 
23 -29.64 -3.106*** -30.82 -3.177*** -8.13 -0.755 57 
24 -32.15 -3.504*** -33.38 -3.555*** -9.86 -0.971 57 
25 -30.86 -2.505** -32.05 -2.581** -7.61 -0.590 54 
26 -13.30 -0.514 -13.87 -0.536 9.86 0.394 54 
27 -9.28 -0.358 -10.11 -0.388 14.75 0.574 53 
28 -16.56 -0.748 -17.34 -0.779 9.19 0.407 52 
29 -15.48 -0.618 -16.97 -0.675 8.76 0.359 47 
30 -9.60 -0.319 -11.45 -0.381 15.12 0.541 46 
31 -23.51 -1.114 -25.94 -1.223 3.13 0.146 45 
32 -20.05 -0.864 -23.41 -1.008 7.65 0.326 42 
33 -22.73 -1.145 -27.38 -1.374 5.98 0.288 39 
34 -23.28 -1.252 -28.31 -1.502 4.84 0.242 38 
35 -12.23 -0.572 -18.76 -0.863 17.40 0.777 36 
36 -16.51 -0.772 -24.63 -1.134 11.99 0.527 34 

Notes Sample consists of private placements announced by new economy companies between January 
1994 and June 2004; Industry index benchmark returns are the equivalent new economy GICS industry 
S&P/ASX 300 index returns in the corresponding event period; All indexes are accumulated indexes, which 
assume dividends are reinvested in additional shares. 
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